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INTRODUCTION.

IN bringing before the English reader a new work
by Mr. J. G. Kohl, the eminent German traveller, I
find it necessary to preface it with a few remarks ex-
planatory of the causes which led to it being written.

During a somewhat lengthened residence in Ame-
rica, Mr. Kohl was commissioned -by the United
States gôvernment to prepare some valuable national
works on the history and geography of America,
principally referring to maritime discoveries. Cir-
cumstances, however, led to the suspension of the
engagement, and the promised volumes have not yet
appeared. A large proportion of the MS. is, however,
ready, and has been submitted to eminent literary
men in America; and Mr. Palfrey, the distinguished
historian, has expressed a very favourable opinion of
it in the preface to his "History of New England."



iv INTRODUCTION.

In the 'mean while, Mr. Kohl prepared a large

volume on bis "Travels in aNorth-Western America,"
which bas met with great success in Germany; anci

the present volume is a further inptalment. During

a stay on the shores of Lake Superior, Mr. Kohl

formed the acquaintance of several of the Ojibbeway

Indians, and was so struck with the novelty of their

traditions, that he began eollecting them, and they

eventually gained their p'resent proportions. This

work, in the original, was 'designed as a "Contribu-
tion to the Knowledge of Indian Clíaracter," and bas

fully answered the purpose, as far as the Germans are

concerned. But on perusing the work previously to

commencing my~pleasing task of translation, I fancied
that several of the stories were already. familiar to

the English ieader, and a careful study of Americo-

Indian literature confirmed me in my opinion. This
is especially the case in "lHiawatha," where many of

the legends are identical with those Mr. Kohl narrates
of the Ojibbeway Menaboju.

Under these circumstances, I thought it advisable
to suppress all those portions of the original work to
which I have referred, while carefully retaining the
novel facts and anecdotes Mr. Kohl gives us of bis
Indian protégés. I trust that the work will not be

found to have suffered in interest while undergoing

this elimination, but that it may be employed as a

useful memento when tbe rapidly expiring tribe of
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the Ojibbeways · shall have passed- away from the

scene.
When I add that the work in its English form has

been prepared under the I*aiódiate supervision of the

author, who possesses a knoivledge of the English
language rarely found among foreigners, riy readers
will be afforded a -guarantee of the fidelity of the
translation.

LASCELLES WRAXLL.

KENSINGTON, December, 1859.
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LLKE SUPERIOR-LA POINTE-FRENCH MISSIONARIES-MEETING 0F THE
TRIBES-ANNUAL PAYMENT-THE WIGWAM-AN INDIAN SQUAW-PIRE-
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SUMMER DWELLINGS.

THEm small island on which I am taking my first
notes about the tribe of the Ojibbeways, their tradi-
tions, manners, and customs, lies on the western side
of the Canadian Lake Superior, which is as large as
the kingdoms of Bavaria and Würtemberg together.

In the language of the Indians, my island is called

* These two mysterious words are the Indian equivalent for the c" big
water," known as Lake Saperior. Longfellow, in c eHiawatha," 'spells
them "e Geetchee-Gamee," but I decidedly prefer M. Kohl's speling, for
it looks more natural. I doubt whether Indians would double the vowel
in the way Longfellow proposes. At any rate, al the other authors I have
consulted agree with M. Kohl's spellinga Geetchee-Gumee may, however,
be the trae spelling in some dialect of the Ojibbeway.-L. W.
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LA POINTE.

Shaguamikon, which means, literally, "something
gnawed on all sides," or a promontory. The old
French missionaries, who-discovered and visited this
strip of land two hundred years ago, translated this,
consistently enough, into La Pointe. A sandy pro-
montory, jutting out from the island, and covering its
principal port or, landing, was the originator of the

-name, which has been transfexred to the village and
the whole island.

La Pointe belongs to a larger group of islands,
which the French missionaries named Les Isles des
Apôtres. They play a great part in the Indian tra-
ditions, and seem to have been from the earliest period
the residence of hunting and fishing tribes, probably
through their geographical position and thegood fish-
ing in the vicinity. . The fables of the Indian Creator,
Menaboju, often allude to these islands, and the chiefs
who resided here'have always laid claim, even to the
present day, to the rank of princes of the Ojibbeways.

The Frencli missionaries had here one of their chief
missions, whence many of their celebrated "lettres
édifiantes " were dated.

The great fur companies, too, which, after them,
ruied on Lake Superior, had one of their most .im-
portant stations at La Pointe; more especially the once
so powerful North-West Company, which carried on a
lively trade from this spot as far as the Polar Seas.

Even now it is one of the most important places on
Lake Siperior; and when I was staying on the lake,
in the summer of 1855, the American authorities sum-
moned to this island the principal tribes of the Ojibbe-
ways residing round the lake, for the purpose of hold-
ing a consultation with them, and paying them their
yearly tribute. For an observer, this was naturally
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the best opportunity he could desire to regard more
closely these curious American aborigines, and collect
information as to their traditions and customs.

Besides the Indians, several hundred half-breeds had
come in, many Indian traders, American travellers, and
Frenchi voyageurs. They had come from a very widely-
spread country, and were all much-travelled and in-
telligent men, from whom I could obtain explanations
as to what I saw among the Indians. Às I had also
attracted to my. side an. excellent and experienced
Canadian Frenchman, I succeeded in discovering all
sorts of novelties, and understanding many strange
matters.

Although so much has been said and written about
the North American Indians since the days of Columbus,
they still are in many respects a riddle, and though I
had read nearly all already published about them, they
seemed to me utter strangers when I went among them,
aud I fancied there was still a good deal to say about
them. Hence I trust that my information about a race
of men dying out so rapidly and irrevocably may prove
to a certain extent acceptable.

My first care was to settle in the midst of this strange
people, and I therefore built my own wigwam and
kindled my own fire in one of th°ir villages. Hence
I will commence my narrative with the Indian lodge-
building.

For this purpose I -engaged an Indian woman, the
squaw of a sensible and much-travelled Voyageur, who
had offered toac't as my interpreter to his relations
and the otheFJndians. The first thing in building a
~wigwam is preparing the carcase and feling the young
trees required for that purpose in the adjoining wood.
This is the business of the women, like all the

B2



TIHE WOOD-CUTTING HOUR.

work, heavy or light, always with the exception of
hunting.

My Indian woman weût into thè wood with an axe,
felled the trees, and dragged tlem out. Her old
mother and young sister and her daughters helped her
in the job. Martin, an unlucky, half-lame Indian
yotith, who is of no useeither to hunt or to paddle,
and hence remains inthe bouse with the squaws,
very readily lends them a hand now and then.

The women are also obliged to procure and cut up
the firewood in the forest. This is one of their chief
daily tasks, and in thé neighbourhood of the Indian
encampments round me I always bear at a certain
hour in the evening the axes of the women and girls
sounding as they prepare the logs for the -next day,
and emerge beavily laden from the scrub. Usua11y,
too, I notice several young fellows idling about under.
the trees, serenely watèhing the toiling women, and

& conversing affably with. them. As I am told, this
wood-cutting hour is the grand love-making time for
the young men.

It may be easily supposed that these squaws, owing
to their performing all the work of joiners, carpenters,
and masons, have corned and blistered bands. In
fact, their bands are much harder to the touch than
those of the men; and, indeed, their entire puscular
system is far more developed, and tbey are propor-
tionately stronger in the arm, for the men do not do
much to bring out the muscle. It is a general-remark
that the male Indians have a soft, aristocratie hand,
which is an evidence of their' freedom from toil. .I
was also told that there was another distinction
between the Indian men and women: the former, j

in walking, plant the foot quite straight, while the

4



-women turn their toes in slightly. This is produced
by the heavy weights they are obliged to carry, for a
bent and heavily-laden body always produces an in-
turn of the feet.

With their short tobacco-pipes in their mouths, ana
their children in wooden cradles on their backs,-imy
women dragged-'the young trees from the wood, and
thrust them into the ground at equal distances, so as
to form a quadrangle. On this occasion they employed
birch-trees, though they prefer the tamarack or larch
for building. The quadrangle is -a parallelogram, the
longest side running from the entrance to the back of
the hut; two trees were planted in front, where the
door was to be, a little beyond' the line of the qua-
drangle, and the- same behind, where the seat of honour
is raised.

When the tall young trees are fixed in the ground,
and stand perpendicular, like the basket-maker's frame-
work, the side branches are bent down and fastened
together two and two, when their ends are twisted
round each other and seôured with bast. For this
purpose thé extremely tough bast of the Canadian
cedar-tree is used. Thus a species of arbour is formed.
The two trees before and behindare somewhat longer,
and are bent down and fastened together ýover the
arbour in a similar fashion.

Thus the carcase is completed; but to give it greater
firmner, and allow the covering to be put on, cross-
bars are added. These are also young trees or branches,
laid horizontally along the trellis-work, and firmly
tied at all the points of intersection. The wholé1theE
resembles a widely interlaced basket of a semi-oval
form.

Although my women were busy enough after thei

- r
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THE PAPPOOSES.

fashion, I had no occasion to warn them against injuring'
their health by excessive toil Besides bùilding, they
had many other matters to attend to; at times the
old woman's pipe would go out, and she I-an into the
nearest hut to re-light it. Then a small boy came up,
whose shirt was unfastened, and lis clothes had to be
tied up with a bit of the same bast employed on
my mansion. Then-they must look tenderly at their
children, whom they had propped up against the
trees, run up and kiss them, put their hands, ribbons,
or caps straight, or sit downa for a minute on the grass,
lost in admiration of the little one.

Indian mothers are devotedly attached to their
children, although. they may possess no attraction for
Èuropeans. They prepare them in their, wooden
cradles (although they seem to us a rack) such an
exquisitely soft and well-arranged bed, that it is
plaiL they must have thought most attentively on the
subject.

One of the squaws was kind enough to untie her
pappoose, and explain to me the Indian system of
managing infants. I may be permitted to inlet here-a
slight episode in my wigwam building, for the "tiki-
nagan". (the name of the Indian cradle among the
Ojibbeways) is a little house within a house. Indeed,
it is almost more carefully decorated and prepared
than the dwelling of grown-up people.

The principal factor in this infant's house is a flat
board. For this purpose poplar wood is selected; in
the first place,. because it is light; and, secondly,
because it does not crack and splinter. On this board
a small frame of thin peeled woodl is fastened, m4
after the shape of the child's body, and stands
from the board, like the sides of a violin from the



sounding-board. It is fastened. on with bast, because
the Indians never use nails, screws, or glue.

The cavity is filled and stuffed with very soft sub-
stances for the reception of the child. They prepare
for this purpose a mixture composed of very fine dry
moss, rotted cedar wood, and a species of tender wool
found in the 'seed vessels of a species of reed. This
wool was recommended to me as a most useful ingre-
dient in the stuffing, for it sucks up all moisture as
greedily as a sponge; and hence, then, there is no
need to inspect the baby continually. In those houses
where infants are an annual necessity, I saw casks
filled with this soft stuff, so that I presume the
mothers frequently re-line the nest.

In this bed the little beings nestle up to the arm-
pits: so far they are wrapped up tightly with ban-
dages and coverings, but the head and arms are free.
At a convenient distance above -the head is a stiff
circle of wood, also fastened to the cradle with bast.
It serves as a protection to the head, and if the cradle
happen to fal over, it rests on this arch. In fact, you
may roll an Indian tikinagan over as much as you
please, but the child cannot be injured.

There is a special name for every part, however
small, of the cradle; thus, for ins ance, the bow over
the head is called agwin-gweon. It also serves as a
receptacle for all the playthings and presents, which
hang down from it, and are within reach of the in-
fant's hands. I could write an entire chapter åbout
the countless articles to be seen on the cradles of
Indian pappooses: among them are a multitude.which
no European child would know what to do with., One
can understand a rattle or bells, but what is an infant
to do with carefully worked little mocassins hanging

ïb Q
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down over its nose; or a miniature imitation of a bow
and arrows; or a wooden ring, over which leathern
thongs are drawn; or a round piece of cariboo leather,
from which small pieces of stag's hora are.suspended?
But I suspect that all these things are placed there
more for a good omen than as playthings: the mo-
cassins, that the boy may be a good runner; the bow,
arrows, and bones, that he may becoine a famous
hunter; that strange ring, with the network of leather,
I amn told, is good against illness. "Yes, very good !
oh, excellent!" my women said. But how so, I never
rightly comprehended.

The squaws at times display extraordinary luxury
in the gaily embroidered coverlid which they throW
over the whole cradle. I saw one woman use as a
covering a wide sky-blue cloth, on which glistened at
least a couple of pounds of pearl beads. She toldine
she had paid her neighbour ten dollars for it (half her
yearly income). The apikan, or band, on which the
mother carnes infant and cradle, is also often richly
ornamented.

Immediately after birth the little being is stretched
out on the board, and its tender limbs laid straight;
they drag and pull at it, make its- back and legs as
straight as possible, and place the feet exactly per-
pendicular, parallel, and close together, before packing
it up. Thus, even in the cradle, care is taken that the
Indian's feet should not turn outwards. A Canadian
Voyageur assured me that the Indians, at every step,
covered an inch more ground than the Europeans who
turn their feet out. In winter it is impossible to use
the snow-shoes if the European fashion of walking is
followed. But, besides the feet, the Indian mothers
play 'tricks with other parts of the infant's body.
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Thus, for instance, they pay great attention to the
nose, and try to pull it out so long as the cartilage
remains soft, for a large nose is an ornament among
the Indians.

While I was considering all this, the apakwas had
arrived, and my house-skeleton was about to be
clothed. This is the name given to the rolls of birch
bark, which are generally kept in readiness to cover
thewigwams or repair the roofs. These consist of a
number of large quadrangular pieces of birch bark
sewn together. Each piece is about a yard square,
for a larger piece of good elastic bark, free from flaws
and branch-holes, is rarely met with. Six or seven
such pieces are sewn firmly together with cedar bast,
and then formed into rolls resembling 'the cloth in our
tailors' shops. That these rolls may acquire greater
stiffness, thin laths are sewn into each end of the
strip, on which they can be comfottably rolled, while
the end most exposed to contact is reinforced with a
double piece of bark, and the roll tied round, so as to
be easier of carriage.

The women have always some of these rolls ready
to hand, and hence I was enabled to purchase the nine
or ten I required, or the bark of some sixty trees, from
my neighbours. The women begau.covering th~hut
from the bottom, and bound a couple of long apakwas
round it to the branches: the second row hung down
over the first, so that the rain could run off it: a third
and fourth row completed the whole, and a couple of
apakwas were thrown crossways over the hut, leaving
a smoke-hole in the' centre. A mat was hung over
the space left as a doorway.

In order that the wind might not disturb the apak-
was, long cords of cedar bast were thrown across, with
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heavy stones-fastened to the ends. In this way the
semi-conical wigwam was completed, and received the
due amount of firmness.

When the Indians quit their place of residence,
they remove the valuable cords and apakwas, and
carefully roll them up. The poles and skeleton are
left standing, because those can be found everywhere;
at least the forest Indians can do so, but in the barren
prairies of the Far West the poles must also be
dragged hundreds of miles. The apakwas are so ar-
ranged that every woman has two to carry, in addition
to the other "plunder." Every little girl has also one
to carry, just as each Roman soldier carried his pali-
sade pole. These Indian girls begin to work when
six years of age, while their haughty brothers walie
along merely encumbered with bow and arrow.

My wigwam was hardly finished, and I proceeded
to enter it, than I found denizens already in it. An
Indian dog had settled very cozily in it, and a couple
of children had crawled through the door and were
grovellixrg on the new mat in great delight.

These mats, with which the Ojibbeways cover the
walis of their wigwams, and which also serve as
carpets, beds, and sofas, are the handiwork of the
women, and are .excellently made. They employ for
the purpose a species of thick reed, which they call
Kitchi Gami-washk (Great Lake bulrush), and form of
it very soft and lasting mats. The mode of working is
extremely complicated, and the result of considerable
thought. The reeds must only be cut at one period
of the year,when they have attained a certainpe-
ness.• They are fastened up in small bundles, each of
whichi is boiled in hot water separately for about
three-quarters of an hour. Without this process the



reeds would become harsh, and brittle. Bleaching i
necessary to, prepare them for -colouring, and the
women manage to .produce really very pretty patm
terns.

In plaiting them they take various precautions, like
those of the Belgian flax-spinners, who carry on their
work in damp cellars in order to give the threads' the
required toughness. The Indians told me they did
not-plait these mats in dry and cheerful weather, but
on damp and rainy days, else the reeds would become
brittle, I lived once in the house of a very indus-
trious mat-plaiter; every night she laid her work out
in the dew. The next morning she brought it in, and
plaited a bit more, till the smn'rose too high. I asked
her why she did not pour water on it during the day,
but she said that would tum the reeds black.

I confess such a new, clean wigwam, with its gay
matting, looks very comfortable, especially when a fire
is crackling in the centrç, and such a house would
amply satisfy a Diogenes. Many Indians keep them
in excellent order, but others soon make. them dirty,
do not mind the holes in the apakwas, but let the
bark flutter in strips round the wigwam. If the wind
carries off a strip, they will sooner crawl out of the
rain than take the trouble to repair the damage. So
much is certain, however, that there are poor peasants
in Lithuania and Ireland, and wretched Jews in the
Polish towns, housed no better or no worse than many
of these savages. And the tents which the gipsies put
up in Southern Russia and Wallachia are many of
them less artistic and comfortable than the wigwams
of the Ojibbeways.

I have .described here only one variety of hut,
namely, the ordinary winter abode of--the Ojibbe-

r ~
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ways, which, indeed, is used by many of them the
whole year round. They are somewhat narrower,
and thence warmer; they are also easier to repair, for
it only needs to throw an apakwa over any hole, and
fasten it down by a cord. As they are externally
round, without any angles, they offer a better resist-
ance to storms, rain, or snow.

Still, some of tbem have more spacious, lofty, and
airy summer wigwams. These are four-sided, with -

an oblique roof, and are-covedwit-siingles Then
they- are not-alled wigwams, a name exclusively

~Abelonging to the round birch-bark house. This word
comes from "wigwass," which means the birch-tree,
or its bark. The correct Ojibbeway form of the word
is "wigiwam." It is employed, like many words of
the Algonquin dialects, by the English to designate

every Indian hut, although it may not be made of
birch bark.
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CHAPTER II.

THE INDIAN AGENT-FACE PAINTING-CURIOUS PATTERNS-VALUE OF

COLOURS-JOY AND MOURNING-A FALSE INDIAN-INDIAN DANDIES-

THE PROCESSION-WAR SONGS-HEROIC DEEDS-INDIAN VANITY-WAT-

TAB AND RIS SCALPS-TEE WAR TRAIL--A EOLD EXPLOIT-SCALPING A

SIOUX-THE CALUMET OF PEACE-SIGNAL OF WAR-THE AGENT'S ADVICE

-AN ENEMY OF DANCING-THE DISCOVERT DANCE-A DISAPPOINTMENT.

I EAD scarcely settled comfortably on my island ere
one of the great steamers that now traverse Lake
Superior arrived, bringing several influential persons,
among others, the chief commissioner of Indian affairs.

The Indians call him their "Great Father from
Washington," as they call the President their "Great
Father in Washington." They cal everybody at all
connected with government, Father, and, judging from
the great number of fathers these children of the
desert possess, they must be excellently taken care of.
During the whole period of our payment the number of
fathers, great and small, was astounding.

No sooner had the news of the Great Fathers
arrival spread around, than the Indians prepared to
welcome him with a solemn full-dress procession, a

THE INDIAN AGENT. I.3
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war-dance, 'and the presentation of the calumet of
peace. The preparations for the ceremony began in
various tents at an early hour, and the drum could be
heard in the tent of a great chief and his flagstaff,
adorned -with many gay feathers, was erected.

I wandered from tent to tent and looked at the p;e-
parations, and, as I already boasted of several ac-
quaintances, I could step in here and there and watch
the toilet of a warrior.

It is to a European a most comical sight to notice a

savage before a looking-glass. Vanity and self-admira-
tion are as ,visible in him as in a Pkrisian coquette.
He even outvies her; for while she ch nges the fashion
of her bonnet and the colour of her ess three or foir
times a Syear, the Indian alters the olour on his face
-for his attention is confined to this portion of his
person-daily.

I have watched' three or fodr handsome young
Indians here, and saw them every, day wearing a
different pattern on their faces. They belonged to the
aristocracy of their band, and were evidently dandies.
I saw them lounging along very seriously and with
great dignity, with green or yellow stripes on their
noses, their long pipes under their arms, and wrapped
up in their wide blanket-cloaks. They were always
together, and evidently formed a clique.

Daily, when I had the opportunity, I drew the
pattern their faces displayed, and at length obtained a
collection, whose variety even astonished myself. The
strange combinations produced in the kaleidoscope

may be termed weak when compared to what an
Indian's imagination produces on bis forehead, nose,
and cheeks. I will try to give some account of them,
as far as words will reach.

1 TACE-PAINTING.14
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Two things stck me most in their arrangement of
colours. First the fact that they didiiot touble
themselves at ail about the natural divisions of the
face; and, seéondly, the extraordinary mixture of the
graceful and the grotesque.

At times, it is true, they did observe those natural
divisions produced by nose, eyes, mouth, &c. The
eye were surrounded with regular coloured circles;
yello or black stripes issued harmoniously and equi-
distantom the mouth. Over the cheeks ran a semi-
circle o%\green dots, the ears S|rming the centre. At
times, too, the forehead was traversed by lines running
parallel to the natural contour of that feature. This
always lobked somewhat human; so to speak, because
the fundaYental character of the face was unaltered.

Usuall+, however, these regular patterns do not
suit the tàste of the Indians. They like contrasts, and
frequently divide the face into two halves, which
undergo erent treatment. One will be dark-say
black or lue-but the other quite light, yelow, bright
red, or bite. One will be crossed by thick lines made
by the fi e fingers, while the other is arabesqued with
extreme fine lines produced by the aid of a brush.

This,'vision is produced in two different ways.
The in of -demarcation sometimes runs down the
nose, so that the right cheek and side are buried in
gloom, 4 Vhile the left looks like a flower-bed in the
sunsh#. At times, though, they draw the line across
the nose, so that the eyes glisten out of the dark
colour,! while all beneath the nose is bright and
lustrods. It seems as if they wished to represent on
their lces the different phases of the moon.

I equently inquired whether there was any signifi-
canc in these various patteris, but was assured it was
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a mere matter of taste. They were simple, arabesques,
like their squaws work on the mocassins, girdles,
tobacco-pouches, &c.

Still, there is a certain symbolism in the use of -the
colours. Thus, red generally typifies joy and festivity;
black mourning. .When any very melancholy death
takes place, they rub a handful of charcoal over the
entire face. If the deceased is only a distant relative,
a mere trellis-work of black lines is painted on the
face. They have also a half-mourning, and only paint
half the face black, when a certain time has elapsed.

ied is not only their joy, but also their favourite
colour. They generally cover the face with a coating
of bright red, on which the other colours are laid.
For this purpose they employ vermilion, which comes
from China, and is brought them by the Indian
traders. However, this red is by no means-de
rigueur. Frequently the ground colour ris a bright
yellow, for which they employ chrome yellow, idso,
obtained from the traders.

They are also very partial to Prussian blue, and
employ this colour not only on their faces, but as a
type of peace on their pipes, and as the hue of the
sky on their graves. It is a very curious fact, by the
way, that hardly any Indians can distinguish blue from
green. J have seen the sky, which they represent oKi
their graves by a round'2arch, as frequently of one
colour as the other. In the Sioux language, "toya"
signifies both green and blue, and a much-travelled
Jesuit father told me that among many Indian tribes
the same confusion prevails.

I have also been told that tribes have their favourite
colours, and I am inclined to believe it, although I
was not able to· recognise any such rule. Generally,
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all Indians seem to hold their own native copper skin
in special affection, and heighten it with vermilion
when it does not seem to them sufficiently red. •

I discovered, during a journey I took among the
Sioux, that there is a certain national style in this
face painting. They were talking of a poor Indian
who had gone mad; and when I asked some of his
countrymen then present in what way lie displayed his
insanity, they said, "Oh! he dresses himself up so
funnily with feathers and shells, and paints his' face
so comically, that it is enough to make one die of
laughing." This was said to me by persons so over-
laden with feathers, shells, green, vermilion, Prussian
blue, and chrome yellow, that I could hardly refrain
from'smiling. Still, I drew the conclusion from it
that there must be something conventional and typical
in their variegated style, which might be easily in-
fringed.

I-was enabled, from my drawings, to make a grand
discovery, some time after, at an American state fair.
A gigantic Indian was shown, and though he had
painted his face, I insisted that his painting was false.
I certainly had only a geneiral impression, and could
not prove in what lines the error consisted, but I felt
quite certain in the matter. And all the world as-
serted that he was a false Indian; nothing but a stout
Anglo-Saxon clumsily dressed up as a savage.

And yet, after living for some time among these
gaily painted fellows, you would -feel sorry to see
the paint removed. I have heard this asserted by
many Europeans who have lived, a long time among
them. Whenever my Indians washed themselves,
they seemed to me insignificant and uglier. Every-
thing is habit, and my readers can easily imagine how

C
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paltry the pale faces must appear to these -dazzling
Indians.

The young men, the dandies, are the sole victims
of their painting mania. When they grow old, and
nature draws wrinkles in their faces, they do not
bestow such pains on their paint. Then, they no
longer pluck out their beards, which woul be an
obstacle in painting. In their old age th leave
everything standing, and the hairs are usually scanty
and scrubby. - Nor do the women, even the prettiest
among them, paint themselves. The only exception
is at any religious ceremony, when all appear gaily
painted, old men, women, and girls; but not to the
extent practised by the young warriors. t

Such matters, then, I observèd, while lounging from
tent to tent, and watching the preparations for the
war-dance. By the afternoon all were ready, and the c.
grand pipe of pe ce they intended to hand to the
"Great Father" was properly adorned with red fea-
thers, blue drawings, strings of wampum, &c.

It occurred to me that, although it was, after all,
but a ceremony, the Indians regarded the matter very h
solemnly and earnestly. According to traditional cus- n
tom, the pipe of peace passed from tent to tent, and pc
from mouth to mouth, among the warriors. When th
each had smoked, the procession started, and marched w
with drums beating, fluttering feather flags, and flying m
otter, fox, and skunk tails, through the village, to the
open space before the old fort of the North-West w
Company, which was now converted into a sort of or
central hotel. Here they put up a wooden post, and wr
close to it their war-flag, after which the dances, ho
speeches, and songs began.

A circle of brown-skinned dancers was formed, with Or
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the musicians and singers in the centre. The mu-
sicians, a few young fellows, cowered down on the
ground, beat a drum, and shook a calabash and some
other instruments, which were very primitive. One
had only a board, which he hammered with a big
knife, while holding his hollow hand benali it as a
species of sounding-board. The principal sigers were
a half-dozen women, wrapped up in dark cloaks, who
muttered a monotonous and melancholy chant, while
keeping their eyes steadily fixed on the°ground. The
singing resembled-the sound of a storm growling in
the distance.. To the music the warriors hopped
round in a circle, shaking the otter, fox, and beaver
tails, attached to their arms, feet, and heads.

At times the singing and dancing were interrupted:
with flying hair and skins a warrior walked into the
circle, raised his tomahawk, and struck the post a
smart blow, as a signal tht he was going to describe
his hero deeds. Then he began to narrate in a loud
voice and very fluently some horrible story in which
he had played the chief part. H1e swung the toma-
hawk and pointed to the scars and wounds on his
naked body, in confirmation of his story, giving the
post a heavy blow now and then. - Many had painted
their scars a blood-red colour, and their gesticulations
were most striking wlien they described the glorious
moment of scalping.

Although surrounded by many kind interpreteris,
wlio translated all that was said at once into English
or French, J fear it would lead me too far were J to
write down all that was said. Here is a specimen,
however.

Many speeches were begun in a humorous fashion.
One little fellow bounded into the circle, and, after

c 2
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striking the post, went on: "My friends, that I am
little you can all see, and I require no witnesses to
that. But to believe that 1, little as I am, once killed
a giant of a Sioux, you will need witnesses." And
then he plucked two witnesses out of the circle.
"You and you, you vere present." And then he
told the story just as it had occurred.

Another, with a long rattlesnake's skin round his
head, and leaning on his lance, told his story objec- .j
tively, just as a picture would be described. "Once
we Ojibbeways set out against the Sioux. We were
one hundred. One of ours, a courageous man, a man _

of the right stamp, impatient for distinction, separated t
from the others, and crept onward into the enemy's
country. The man discovered a party of the foe, two ti
men, two women, and three children. He crept round tl
them like a wolf, he crawled up to them like a snake, al
le fell upon them like lightning, cut down the two as
men, and scalped them. The screaming women and nc
children he seized by the arm, and threw them as fo
prisoners to his friends, who had hastened up at his -w
war yell; and this lightning, this snake, this wolf,
this man, My friends, that was-I. I have spoken!" ti

In most of the stories told us, however, J could j hî
trace ver.y little that was heroic. Many of them, ini or
fact, appeared a description of the way in which a If
cunning wolf attacked and murdered a lamb. One of re£
the fellows-with one eye painted white, the other
coal-black--was not ashamed to tell loudly, and with rat
a beaming face, how he once fell upon a poor solitary rnm
Sioux girl and scalped ber. He gave us the minutest da
details of this atrocity, and yet, at the end of his thE
harangue, he was applauded, or at least behowled,
like the other orators. That is to say, all the Indians Vc
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stamped and, uttered their war yell as a sign of ap-

plause, by holding their hands to their mouths trumpet
fashion. At the moment the man appearec to me a
blood-dripping tiger, and yet, wben I formed his ac-
quaintance at a later~date, he talked most reasonably
and caimly, like any honest farmer's lad. Such are
what are called the contradictions in human nature.

Very remarkable in all these harangues was the
unconcealed and vain self-laudation each employed
about himself. Every speaker considered bis deedt
the best and most useful for the whole nation. Each
began by saying that what his predecessors had told
them was very fine, but a trifle when compared with
what he had to say about himself. It was his inten-
tion to astonish them once for ail. His totem was
the first in the whole land, and the greatest deeds had
always been achieved by the "Spotted Weasels" (or
as the case may be), and so he, the youngest Weasel,
not wishing to be inferior to his forefathers, had gone
forth and performed deeds the description of which
would make their hair stand on end, &c.

The others listen to' all this with considerable pa-
tience, and give their yell of applause. Each warrior
has the right to make himself as big as he can, and no
one takes it upon him to interrupt or contradict him.
If the narrator, however, is guilty of any deception as
regards facts, and the deception is of consequence, any
man may get up and contradict him. But this is a
rare case, and becomes a very serious matter, for any
man convicted of falsehood at the solemnity of a war-
dance is ruined for life. A liar can hardly ever regain
the confidence of his countrymen.

"Oui, oui, monsieur," an excellent old Canadian
Voyageur said to me on this subject, "ils sont tous
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comme ça. Etre trop modeste, de se croire faible, ce
n'est pas leur faible côté. Chacun d'eux se. croit fort
et bon. Chacuh pense et dit, 'C'est moi. qui ai le

plus d'esprit. Je suis le plus courageux de tous.'"
Walk through the whole camp, from hut to hut, and
every one will say so to you. Yes, if you visit the
poorest and last of them-even if he should be a
cripple-if he can still speak, he will assert that he is
"sans peur et sans reproche," and that he knows no
one in camp he will allow superior to himself.

Al the "heroes" present did not take part in the
ceremony, and several sat or stood among the spec-
tators. On sitting down on a bench to rest, J noticed
a man at my side, who sat looking on and smoking
his. pipe. H1e was evidently a renowned warrior, for
his> head was covered with eagle feathers and other
insignia, and he carried a tomahawk and other mûr-
derous weapons in his b$t. There was a degree
of calmness and freshnes in his expressive features
that pleased me. I remembered that I had once seen
hirm gambling, and he 4bep en the chief winner, and
J observed the liberahty with which he gave the
shirts, pieces of calico, arms, ear-rings, &c., he had
won to his friends. I now counted the large blood-
red feathers on his head, saw there were seven, and
asked him: "Tell me.Wattab, hast thou killed seven
Sioux ?

"Ho, ho !" he replied, nodding ana smiling, " that
is a good number. Ho, ho! But," he added, cor-
recting himselI "I only killed four reallyj but I
scalped three others who had been shot by my friends,
and they were not quick or bold enough to scalp
them." C

While talking of scalping, he thrust his hand thrice
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into the grass,-and twisted a tuft, to make his meaning
clearer.

"Hast thou the scalps still?"
"Here are some," he said, pointing to his long hair.

He then pulled out two thick black locks. "Those
are Sioux hair locks, not mine," he said. And I then
noticed a piece of dried skin at the end of them, which
he had secured to his head with the feathers. Another
piece of skin and hair was attached to the back of his
tomahawk. "This scalp," he went on, "I nailed
separately, because I took it under curious circum.
stances, and like to recal it to memory. I went on
the war-trail, just ten years ago, against the Sioux band
of the chief Wabasha. Therè were eighty of us Ojib.
beways, and we went down the Chippeway River in
canoes. When we found ourselves close to the enemy
we turned into an arm of water, which we thought
was the main channel, but it was only a bayou, which
lost itself in swamp and rushes, and on attempting to
,push through, all our canoes stuck in the mud. The
Sioux fleet was coming up to cut us off in our hole,
and we left our canoes and went on foot up the river
bank. The Sioùx fired on us from the water, and we
replied from land; but the distance was too great, and
no one was wounded. One of the boldest and bravest
of the Sioux, however, pushed on far in advance, in
order to cut us off. He came too near the bank, and
was shot by one of our men; and he fell back in his
canoe, which began drifting down- the stream. His
long hair hung over the side of the boat into the
water. I saw this, and, feeling desirous to have this
scalp, I leaped into the water and swam after the
canoe. There was plenty of risk, for the other Sioux
were now paddling up; besides, it was not. at al
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certain the man was really dead. I did not care,
though, but swam on, seized the canoe and the man,
and had his scalp with a couple of cuts. Ha, ha! I
waved it once to the Sioux, pushed the canoe with
the half-dead quivering fellow towards them, and soon
joined my party again. We all escaped, and only our
enemies had cause to lament. He was their best
warrior, and so I nailed his scalp-the only one taken
that time-here on my hatchet, which I carry about
with me."

"lHast thou already killed an enemy ?" I asked
another young man, who had seated himself by useto
hear the story.

"Not yet," he replied, half smiling, half sighing.
"I am no better than a woman."

After the doughty deeds had been all described,
the blue feather-adorned pipe of peace was produced,
the hot coal laid on it, the chiefs took a few puffs, and
it was then handed to some of the European Fathers
sanding round. A few words were spoken which J
did not understand, and several of the gentlemen
puffed away lustily. At last, the pipe was passed to
the "Great Father from Washington," but when the
chiefs tried to hold the pipe to his lips he assumed
a very stern look, and refused to smoke. "How!
what! is it possible,?" Yes, he refused to smoke,
merely saying he did not like things of that sort, and
then withdrew.

General interruption-universal dissatisfaction! in-
explicable event! But, as the fact was patent and
must be accepted, the Indians struck their flag on the c
moment, and one of the chieftains announced~the C

circumstance in a stentorian voice. What he said was
translated to me thus:

fi
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"My friends ! our Father from Washington has re-
fused to smoke the pipe of peace with us. He has re-
jected and despised it. My friends! it is of-no conse-
quence to us! Let him go his road, and we will go
ours!"

The assembly was immediately dissolved, the.mu-
sicians and singing women sprang on one side, and
the warriors marched off at full speed without chant
or drum, dispersed among their tents, held a council,
and discussed the unwelcome circumstance-the open
insult which they fancied had been offered them. I
found it highly interesting to watch these angry coun-

tenances; for though it was merely the wrath of the
chained lion, they behaved precisely as in olden times,
if a friendly tribe had refused the pipe of peace.

The next day the Indians sent a deputation to their
Great Father, and questioned him as to his behaviour.

"We came here to form a treaty of peace vith
thee, and as thou refusest to smoke the pipe of peace,
there is war," they said.

"This is not the proper iplace," was the reply, "to
speak of war between the Ojibbeways and the United
States. But I did not mean it in that light," their
Father added. "You must know, in the first place,
that I am no friend of dancing. When my white
friends invite me to a dance, I refuse, and do not go.
And then the dances of my red children! they are
perfectly barbarous, and I should like you to abolish
them. See! - wish you to become like the white
men, and quite give up your old pagan and bloody <
ceremonies. I will refuse every pipe of peace you
offer me in connexion with such ceremonies, and have
always done so among the other tribes of your red
brethren. I wish to civilise you, and give you a lesson
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and an example. But if you want to smoke with me
and talk about serious matters, I am quite ready.
See! here you have each a pipe. I invite you. Take
them, and let us talk about the cultivation of your
land, the affairs of your villages, and the improve-
ments in your household."

The good children of the forests gradually calmed
down, and asserted afterwards that they had a capital
hour's smoke with their Great Father.

It was alf over, however, with our " war scalp, and
buaffalo-dances," and the Indian ball play and other

- matters which generally delight the visitors, to an
Indian, payment, but toyhich the commissioner was
opposed. I was most vexed at the loss of the dis-
covery-dance (la dance de la découverte), Éhich had
been promised me, for it is said to be a masterpiece of
Indian mimicfi It is performed by one dancer, and
there are but few men able to execute it. The dancer
or actor begins at the moment when he is lying in bis
hut and hears the war yell. Then he goes through
all the usual preparations., He beats the drum, paints
his face, seizes his weapons, prays, sings the death-
song, and marches off. Accompanying the perform-
ance with singing and music, he shows al the varieties
ofthe march--the snake-like creeping, the listening and
spying-and the whole terminates with the-surprise,
the battle, the scalping, and the yell of triumph.



CHAIPTER III.

THE CANOE-ITS ANTIQUITY--GENERAL USE-MATERIALS EMPLOYED-THE

BIRCH-BARK CANOE-THE FRAMEWORK--THE BOIS BLANC-DRYING AND

PITCHING-WOMEeS WORK-BAST-LE PETIT BONHOMME-PADDLING--

LE GOUERNAIL-INVENTION OF THE CANOE-MNTOINE GENDRON-A

TNCH SAVAGE--THE MEDICINE-BAG-INDIAN )DOGS--FIRST IMPRESSIONS

-BARBARITY-CANINE LIFE-THE SACRIFICE-FIDELITY.

TiH word "canoe," the title given by the Euro-
peans to the various kinds of clumsy boats employed
by the American aborigines, is derived from the West
Indies. The Spaniards were the frst to learn the
word and bring it into currency. One of the oldest
Spanish writers on the Indians, Peter Martyr, a con-
temporary of Columbus, says that the Indians called
their boats, hollowed out of trees, canoas. From the
Spaniards the word passed into all European lan-
guages, though altered by the French into canot, by
the English into canoe. It is now generally employed
iii this country, although none of the Indian tribes
here recognise the word, and have all a distinct name
for their boats.

The form and material of the canoe differ as much
as its name. Some hollòw out the trunk of a tree,
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28 ' ANTIQUITY OF THE CANOE.

others make their canoes of leather or seal-skin , while
others, again, employ bark, especially that of t e birch. >
The latter, owing to their lightness and ot er good
qualities, are in most general use. They a e found
among all the tribes of Canada and the Hudson's Bay
territory far to the north wherever the biÉch grows, 1
especially among the wandering, fishing, and hunting
tribes of the great Algic nation, who constantly em-
ploy canoes, as other nomadic races do horseye or-
camels. c

Although it is conceded that the Englial and t
French Canadians build the Indian- canoe better than .
the Indians themselves do, and many believe that the e
latter have improved since the introduction of iron t1
tools among them, the invention is indubitably of c
great antiquity. We find birch-bark boats mentioned
in the oldest reports of the French discoverers of tr
Canada. The Indians came from the most remote
regions, vhither no Frenchman had yet penetrated, t:
to the European settlements in these canoes, and the
intruders employed the same vehicle in their voyage
through the interior, while making several improve- ,ar
ments upon it. I is a pity that Champlain, Mar.
quette, Charlevoix, and other old writers on Canada,
did not take the trouble to give us a detailed account ne
of this Indian boat, so that we might be able to judge ca
of the advantage of iron over stone-headed axes. wl

I have had a famous opportunity to watch the pre- he
sent procedure, for new canoes are being constantly wl
built around me, or old ones repaired, and I saw
them in every stage of perfection. The Indians ex- crc
pend as many bark canoes as we do' hunting-boots, poE
and, regarding the stuff of which they are made, we thE
can imagine they must be constantly under repair. to



BUILDING THE BOAT.

In the first place, the Indian canoe-builder appeals
to the birch-tree, not exactly in the words of Hia-
watha-

-Lay aside your cloak, O birch-tree!
Lay aside your white-skin wrapper-

but with a good axe and sharp knife. The largest
and smoothest trees are selected, so that the pieces of
bark may be as large as possible, and prevent to
much sewing. The inner side of the fresh is
cleansed and scraped with knives (just as our tanners
treat leather), and is then handed over to the squaws,
who sew them together, and form a large cloak, which
can be wrapped round the whole of the canoe. While
the women are thus engaged, the men prepare the
carcase or framework of the boat, for which they
einploy the elastic branches of the Canadian cedar-
-re.

They have usually a sort of model, oi*a frame of
the figure and size · of a canoe, round which the
branches or rihs are bent. In the centre the arches
are larger, growing smaller-towards either end. They
are of a semi-circular form, or nearly so, so that at last
the canoe has the shape of a sausage cut in half.
These ribs are peeled wonderfully thin, because light-.
ness and easy carriage are the chief qualities of a
canoe. The Canadians call them "les~ varangues,"
which they pronounce ." varengles." I may remark
here, that there is not a single part of the canoe to
which the Canadians do not give a distinct name.

Between the upper end of the varangues a thin
cross piece is fastened, to keep the ribs in a horizontal
position. At the first glance, you are apt to take
them for seats, but they merely serve to give strength
to the sides. The Canadians call them "les barres,"
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and each pair of ribs with itssbar resembles a bow and
its string.

In our boats the ribs are supported by the keel,
from which they stand out like the brancheon a tree.
But as these canoes have no keel, the varangues and
barres are necessarily tied to a piece of wood at the
top. This wood, called "le maître," runs round the
gunwale of the boat, and receives tlie ends of all the
ribs and bars. Probably the French gave it this
name because it acts as the backbone of the canoe in
lieu of a keel.

It must be noticed here, too, that the Igpdians make
no use of nails and screws, but everything is sewn and
tied together. Bu.t the seams, stitches,'and knots are
so regular, firm, and artistic, that nothing better could
be asked for. For binding they employ the bast of
the cedar-wood, which the Canadians call "bois
blanc."

When the framework has been made in this way,
the bark covering is spread out on the ground, and
laid over the wood. It then looks for all the world
like a cobbler making a gigantie shoe, withJhis leather
wrapped round the huge last. The bark is drawn as
tightly as possible round the frame, and the edges are
turned down over the "maître," and firmly bound to it.
Finally, a reinforce is placed all along the edge, called
the "l faux maîtrp," which protects the bark, in some
measure, from thé injuries to which it is necessarily
exposed.

The interior of the canoe is then lined with thin
boards, laid across the ribs, which the Canadians call
"les lisses." These prôtect the bottom from the feet
of the passengers, and injury from the bales. They
are remarkably thin and light, and not much stouter

r
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than the sides of a cigar-box. Of course these canoes
are not suited for the nailed boots of a European, or
the transport of iron-shod boxes, but only for the soft
mocassined feet of the Indians, and the still softer
bundles of furs.

Al the wood-work in the canoe is derived from the
cèdre ·blanc, for 'this'wood is very elastic, does not
split, has but slight specific gravity, and is easily cut
with a knife. The material for the cords and strings
is also obtained from the'same tree, thouigh they also
use the bast taken from the roots of the epinette
blanche (a species of spruce). Al this is prepared
by the women, who are always busy in twisting
" watab," owing to the large quantities used. They
can make either twine or stout cords out of it, and
for their fishing-nets the ropes often reach a length of
fifty yards. These cords last a long time, and resist
the influence of water, and they can be. laid up for
two -years without deteriorating. If damped, they
become as supple as leather.

The people here give them a preference over hemp
ropes. "Our bast- cords," they say, "are always
rather greasy in the water, and slip more easily
through our hands. Nor do they cut the skin, like
the ropes of the Europeans, when anything has to be
pulled. Lastly, they feel rather warmer in winter."

The canoe is sharp, front and back, and the ends
stand up a little. These ends are ôften gaily deco.
rated in the larger canoes, and the French give them
the name of "les pinces." A small piece of wood is'
inserted in either end, to give it increased strength,
which the Canadians call "le petit bonhomme." This,
too, is often carved and painted into the shape of a
queer-looking mannikin.
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32 PADDLING.

After the canoe is completed, the material is left
to dry. For this purpose pieces of wood are inserted
in every part to keep it well extended, and it is then

Èf hung up in-'the air. Pitching all the little holes,
seams, and stitches, is the final process. For this
purpose 'the rosin of the pine or fir is used, and is
laid'on in thick patches wherever a hole would allow
the-water entrance. The weak parts of the bark, or
the holes of branches, are also covered with this rosin,
and the Canadians call this process "chauffer le
canot."

It miglit be suppos&i that this task at least should
fall on the men, as they emnploy the canoe almost
exclusively in hunting, fishing, and fighting, and, as it
were, live in it, just as the squaws do in the wigwam. U
But the lazy felows compel their wives to help them
in this job. I often saw girls, women, and men, all
engaged in hammering and pitching the canoes. Of a
course, all the sewing and tying-nearly one half the
labour-is left solely to the women. The men, how-
ever, undertake the paddling, although the squaws
understand it perfectly, and, indeed, are generally more
skilful in every respect than the men. When the T
whole family is moving about, man and wife paddle pl
side by side. Pc

The old Indian fashion of paddling is the same as cc
we can see on the Greek bas-reliefs, in Charon's bark su
and other classical oarsmen. They use a short broad th
paddle, with which the boat is propelled. The French ba.
call it " aller à l'aviron." Many Indians have, how-
ever, taken to use oars like ours, and made the proper
arrangements for them in their canoes. In the old

"" fashion one paddler sits at the stern, another at the
bow, particularly if the voyage be dangerous, and
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there are any rapids to contend against. I may here
remark in a parenthesis, that the canoe has really a
bow and stern, although the ends, at the first glance,
appear precisely similar. All canoes are slightly
broader in front, though this is not so perceptible as
in the body of a fish, which the Indians evidently
selected as their model.

The paddler in the bow the French call "le devant
du canot," the man behind "le gouvernail du canot."
The bowman keeps bis eye on the water, and looks
out for any shallows, rocks, or rapids which might
prove dangerous. He makes signals to the gouvernail,
who undertakes the principal part in propelling the
canoe. He paddles on in the course on which he started,
uitil there is a necessity for any change of direction.

As the canoes have no keel, and are, besides, built
of such light materials-even large boats do not weigh
a couple of hundred-weight, and small ones a man can
carry on lis head-they lie very lightly on the water-

Like a yelow leaf of autumn,
Like a yelow water-lily.

They are, too, very handy for crossing dangerous
places, and, if you take proper caution, you need not
positively be upset. The Indians have extraordinarv
command over them, and they seem to fly over the
surface of the water. Hence it is not surprising that
the poets impart mysterious and magic powers to the
bark canoe:

And the forest's life was in it,
Al its mystery and magic,
Al the lightness of tlie birch-tree,
Al the toughness of the cedar,
All the larch's supple sinews.

Even the Indians seen to honour their own inven-
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ANTOINE GENDRON.

tion greatly, and impart to it a divine ongin. They
say that Menaboju (their Prometheus, or Hercules)
invented the canoe. They even point to some half-
dozen lumps of stone, on the shore of one of these a
Apostle Islands, and say that Menaboju built his canoe g
between them, and hung it to dry upon them. C

There are of course considerable variations in the a
size and build of the canoes. The principal distinc-
tion I heard the Voyageurs make was between canots a
à lège and canots de charge. The first signifies the W
light, unladen canoes, employed as post or express
boats, and are also known by the name of "canots an
Rabasca." The canots de charge are their large heavy
goods canoes. br

It is surprising how the Indians manage to employ mc
thlim ited space in their "jimans "-so they call their Ch
canoes-and how much they manage to carry in them. , mc
I recently saw an Indian family arive here from the chi
interior, or, as they term it, Les Grandes Terres, and lat*
looked with admiration on the infinity of objects which the
they produced from their small bark-trough. The anc
scene is worth describing. nes

The family came from Geté-Kitigan, an Indian wo.
village and lake in the heart of Wisconsin, and one tior
hundred and fifty 'Miles off. The French cal the oth
place Le Vieux Désert. J watched the nut-shell come alsc
floating up like a duck for a long way, and the people cag
on the shore shouted: "Ho! there comes Antoine wilc
Gendron with his family from Vieux Désert." I w

The said Gendron had relatives here, who ran down and
to the beach to welcome their friends. "Antoine "- fattE
so I was told-" was a French Canadian, but had lived said
from his youth among the Indians, was a pagan, and the
pire que les Indiens, plus sauvage que les autres, et Voy

~ . ______________________ z
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MEETI0G OF FRIENDS.

grand magicien, but much respected among the people
up the country."

Gendron was the gouvernail, and one of his boys
acted*as devant. Very quietly and steadily did they
glide into the little inlet. The wife, with her other
children, two boys and two girls, was buried beneath
a pile of parcels and boxes. Among them lay a dog;
with three pups, and on the top of all the plunder was
a large cage, with two tamed falcons in it. The gun-
wale of the boat was only a few inches above the
water, and in this way all these beings, and animals,
and lumber, had made a seven days' voyage.

When they stepped on land, where Gendron's
brother-in-law, his wife's sister, and his old grand-
mother, several other persons, and an infinity of
children were awaiting them, their behaviour was re-
markably quiet. There was no waving of handker-
chiefs, no shouts of greeting, no laughing and gesticu-
lation. They quietly stepped out of the boat one after
the other, and the relatives stood there just as quietly,
and waited till their guests had crawled out of their
nests. Still the welcome was not the less hearty: the
women kissed, and asked each other all sorts of ques-
tions. The children were all kissed, and kissed each
other. The dogs-especially the young ones-were
also taken great care of by the children. Idem, the
cage with the falcons. The Indians frequently tame
wild animals, and I have seen various instances of it.
I was told that they also tamed eagies, mews, ravens,
and magpies,' sometimes as playthings, but also to
fatten and then eat them. In the same way they are
said to treat deer, foxes, and even bears, and they lug
the latter along after them by a rope or chain. A
Voyageur told me that he once met an Indian carry-

D2
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Il
ing his bear on bis back, because the brute was very
tired, and its whining had moved his tender heart.

The quantity of packages, and bags, and bark boxes

(makaks) which the people handed out was intermi-
nable. First came a clean little makak filled with
brown maple sugar, which was presented to grand-
mamma; then a bag of black boucaned venison, the
greater portion of which had, however, been consumed
on the voyage. The children, too, had all sorts of
playthings. Generally, when an Indian travels with
bis family, it is "omnia mecum porto," and he drags
everything after him, if he bas no one to leave in his c
lodge, and-fears a visit frdm the Sioux. s

The principal goods came last, consisting of several
large bales, containing deer and beaver skins, the
result of Gendron's shoting expeditions. "My boys,"
he told me afterwards, "shot those deer; yes, and I
my share too." As the wild Gendron interested me
no little as the countryman of Mme. de Staël and vi
Lamartine, J paid the family a visit at their birch- '
bark lodge, to see how the long-separated relatives got ar
on together. T

I found more than twenty persons collected in the ca.
limited space, Gendron, le grand magicien et le grand dr.
chasseur, in the centre. The grandmother had ber
present in ber lap, which had been brought a hundred
and fifty miles from the Grandes Terres, over various tb(
portages and cataracts, in a dry and healthy condition. a
The countryman of Mme. de Genlis, "le Français
sauvage" (they often call themselves so, and I remem- tbE
bér one of these wild Europeans telling me he was tbc
-a savage Englishman) held bis medicine-bag in bis -.

bhand, and, as be invited me to take a seat by bis side, 011E
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he soon began showing me a quantity of "medicine"

and charms, vhose virtues he explained to me. He also
talked about some sort of worm, which gets under the
skin, and which he could expel. Everything was
very quiet and peaceable in the lodge, and each person
was engaged in a whispered conversation- 'with his
neighbour. The children crawléd about among the
grown-up people, and, in a word, it was tout comme
chez nous.

It struck mô as very curious that even the dogs,
both those they had brought with them and the
countless ones attached to the wigwam, seemed to
share in the general satisfaction at the meeting of the
relatives. They al lay round the fire at their masters'
feet, and, on this occasion, were left at peace, for'
usually they are kicked out of the wigwam. At the
first sight of the way in which the Indians treat the
dogs in their villages, one is apt to regard their beha-
viour to this faithful comrade as very heartless. The
whole day through the poor brutes are heard yelping,
and, altogether, they have a very seedy appearance.
Their great object of life is to crawl into the huts and
carry off something eatable; but they are continually
driven out by the women and children, and recom-
mended, by a smart blow, to satisfy themselves with
the fish and beaver bones thrown out for them. But
they soon detect some convenient hole, and, presto!
a dozen of them creep into the hut again. For a
while they may be left in peace, but then one gets in
the way, when the kicks and blows begin again, and
the dogs bolt with the mostheartrending whines. So
it goes on all the livelong day. If you attempt to pat
one of these dogs, and speak kindly to him, he does
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38 CRUFLTY OF THE BOYS.

not understand what you mean; he - tucks his tail
between his legs and slinks off to a. coivenient dis-
tance, where lie begins growling.

In truth, the Indians seem not merely unlving, but
even cruel to their dogs. A short time badk I wit-
nessed the following scene: An Indian shot\one of
his dogs, a handsome black animal, in order to\pffer
it as a sacrifice at a coming festival. The dog as
lying half dead in the grass, in a pool of its o*
blood, and howling most pitifully ; but the Indian
stood round it quite callous, and watche'd its death-C
struggle. The little cannibal boys, however, came up E
and shot their blunted arrows at the poor brute, whichC
was suffering enough already, and thrust their feet
ihto the gaping wounds. The dogcould no longer
bite them, as tey most richly deserved. "Thou\f
wretched brute," ne yelled, " why dost tJhou howl a
so ?" as if meaning\to say to it, as they do to their
martyred prisoners,X\" Shame on thee!- die like a
brave!" They are, at times, equally merciless and
barbarous to their horas; and, indeed, the siglit of
wounds, suffering, and bgod 'seems to render them
more hard-hearted than usùal.

From aIl this, as I said before, one is apt, at the
first glance, to regard the Indians as fit subjects for
the Society for preventing Cruelty to Animais. Yet,
after all, the matter is not so bad as all that. What
contradictions exist in their ideas will be seen from
the fact that the dog is regarded by them as unclean, s
and yet as, ii some respects, holy. If a dog is un-
luey enough- to thrrust his muzzle into a lodge or
a temple where a religious rite is þeing performed, the
lodge is considered to be distùrbeda and profaned, and
the animal pays for the intrusion iith its life; and yet,
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CANINE AFFECTION.

on the other hand, they cannot offer their deities and
spirits a finer sacrifice than a dog; though it might
be thought that the gods would prefer an innocent
deer or lamb. An Indian, of whom I inquired the
cause of this sanctity of the dog sacrifice, answered
me:" IThe dog was created in heaven itself, and sent
downexpressly for the Indians. It is so useful to us
that, when we sacrifice it, this must be considered as
a grand sign of piety and devotion." In the same way
the Indian\e can never make up their minds to kill any
of the pups , they are divided among the family, and
each boy and\girl selects one as a pet. I also repeat-
edly heard Indian hunters say they had their favourite
dogs, which they valued and paid great attention to.
On the other haid, there are many stories of the
fidelity of these dogs to their Indian masters. Thus,
an American gentlehan told me how he was once
t stness at Detroit of the affecting grief of a dog for

i dian master. Indians had come into the town,
and, by an accident, had left one of their dogs behind.
The animal grew terribly uncomfortable, and rau sniff-
ing about the streets for the whole of the day,'while
keeping carefully aloof from every white man. At
length, when evening set in, and- the dog had n4found
its master, it- sat down, wearied and despairing in the
market-place, and begaù addressing such a lamentable
howl to heaven, that all the neighbours ran up to
see what the matter could be. The poor brute would
not touch any of the food offered it, and was evidently
suffering deep grief. I trust the faithfal béast at
length hit on the trail of its master, and made its way
from the stony-hearted town to the happy hunting-
grounds.

3 9



40 THE TEMPLE WIGWAM.

CHAPTER IV.

TIE TEXPLE WIGWAM-THIE ORDER OF TUE MIDES--A INDIAN CHRISTEN-

ING-TIIE IHIGH PRIEST-TIIE BIG DRUM-THE EVIL SrIRIT-THE MEDI'

CINE BAG-LIFE AND DEATH-THE MUSIC-THE BEIHAVIOUR OF THE

INDIANS-PRESENTATION OF THE CHILD-THE DANCES-TIIE MYSTERIOUS

SIIELLS-WAMPUM-TOBACCO--RECEITING THE PRESENTS-MAGIC AND

MYSTERY-3AIZE BROTI-FINALE.

IIEARING that the Indians had built a temple wig-
wam on the beach, about two miles off; and that a
grand festival was coming off, in which a father would
present his boy for reception into the order of the
Midés, we started at an early hour, in order to
see as much as we could of the solemnity.

We walked through the woods, and at length
reached a steep path leading down to the beach. A
sandy promontory jútted out here far into the lake;
it was the point that protects our little haven, from
which the island derives its name.

A number of wigwams had been erected here under
the tail cliff, and a little further on we noticed, at the
edge of the declivity, the temple lodge, or, as the r
Indians call it, the "midewi-gamig." t



THE ORDER OF THE MIDÉS.

Midewiwin is the Indian term for what the Cana-
dians callI "la grande médecine," that is, the great fra-
ternity among the Indians for religious purposes.
" Midé" is a member of the fraternity, while "gamig"
is a corruption of wigiwam, always used in compo-
sition. Hence, "midewi-gamig" may be transláted
"temple wigwam," or, 'house of the brethren."

Our temple wigwam reminded me of the bowers
built by the Jews for their Feast of Tabernacles. But
it was forty feet in length, running from east to west.
The entrance was to the east, and a similar door for
exit at the western end. It was composed of young
trees and branches, and eut a very respectable figure,
when we bear in mind that it was merely erected to
receive an infant into the Midé order, or, as we
should say, to christen it. The unending succession
of ceremonies which were performed during the day
also proved to me that the Indians regarded such an
affair as highly important.

As the branches were very loosely interlaced, I
was enabled to take a peep before entering. On one
side, with their backs resting against the posts, sat the
great Midés, the chief brothers of the order, the
high-priests, or the faculty. They were about half a
dozen, among them being several of the chiefs whose
acquaintance I had formed at La Pointe. J recognised
one by the silver ring he wore in his -nose, and a
couple of pounds' weight¯ of plated earrings, which
hung from his distended lobes, like bunches of grapes.
He <appeared to occupy the first place, and play the
principal part.

Opposite to him cowered the father of the little
novice. The latter, firmly tied on his board, lay in
the grass, as quiet and well-behaved as Indian pap-
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42 THE TEMPLE DRUM.

pooses usually are. The little . one caused no un-
pleasant interruption the whole day through, and
endured all the ceremonies performed on him or
around bim with an equanimity that proved to me
fully that he belonged to.that race who, when grown
uþ, endure martyrdom without a groan.

On either side the father was a row of god-parents
and witnesses, men, women, and children, al in their
Sunday state-i.e. with their faces painted a fiery red,
like fresh-boiled lobsters. Before the east entrance
the presents hung on tall posts, which the father had
brought for the priesthood, the chief one being a
quantity of gaily-flowered calico, which fluttered in
the breeze.

In the middle of the temple was the .big drum,
which in religious ceremonies is beaten with a small
wooden hammer fastened to a long wand. It is
slightly different in form from the ordinary drum:
it is longer, produces a more hollow sound, and has a
special name, "Midéguakik,"--the temple drum.

A large stone lay in the grass, also in the central
line of the lodge, but nearer the east dooÉ. I cannot
exactly explain the significance of this stone, which
was left untouched during the entire ceremony. One
of the Midés I cross-questioned on the subject gave
me the following account: "See," he said, pointing
with his lmger to heaven, "the. Good Spirit is up
there, and the Evil Spirit," he added, pointing down
to the earth, "is there under us. The stone is put
there for him." Hence I conjecture that rough masses
of stone, as being the coarsest and commonest portion
of the elements of the earth, represent the Evil Spirit,
who plays a certain part in the ceremonies, and that
the stone was laid there as a sort of lightning con-
ductor against the spirits of the nether world.



T HE KITCfI-MIDE.

At length we walked in, and, alter laying a pile
of pressed tobacco-leaves -before the Kitchi-Midé, re-
ceived a tacit permission to take our places among the
spectators.

Any critical description of -all that took place I am
unable to give, as I could not understand all that was
said, and even my interpreters broke down now and
then. A high degree of initiation is necessary to
understand the whole how and why of Indian mys-
teries. And though these ceremonies may all possess
their history, origin, and meaning, they are only per-
formed by the majority as something got by heart,
and they understand as little of them as our choristers
and singing men of the history and meaning of the
various parts of the mass.-'e"

What I saw, heard, and understood, then, was
about so much:

In the first place, my old prophet with the ring in
his nose, who wore a very solemn aspect during -the
whole ceremony as a true pillar of the temple, made
a speech. I noticed that he spoke very glibly, and
now and thèn pointed to the heavens, and then fixed
his eyes on the audience. He also made a movement
several times over their heads, as if blessing them,
just as priests do in all nations and churches. His
speech was trànslated to me much in this way. He
had addressed a prayer to the Great Spirit; then he
shortly explained why they were assembled, and that
a member of the tribe wished his infant to be received
into the order of the Midés. He -concluded by wel-
coming all the assembly, the high Midés and brothers,
all the "aunts and uncles," the "sisters and cousins,"
and giving them his blessing.*

A The members of the order règard each other as related, and call them-
selvés in the convocation uncle, aunt, &c.
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After this address a procession was formed of all
the Midés, while the father of the child and the guests
rose and leaned against the sides of the wigwam. The
priests walked one after the other, with their medi-
cine-bag. in the right hand.

These medicine-bags, called "pindjigossan " in the
Ojibbeway language, were made of the skins of the
most varying animals: one of the wild cat, another ot
the bear, a third of the otter, a fourth of the skin of a
snake; and all retained more or less the shape of these
wild beasts, as head and tail, and in some cases the
feet, were left on. They were-all filled with valuable
and sacred matters, of course not visible. The Indians
imagine that a spirit or breath is exhaled from these
varied contents of the skin-bag possessing the power
to blow down and kill a person, as well as to restore
him to life and strength again.

The proceedings of the procession were based on
this supposition. The Midés heid their bags at
charge, like Cossacks hold their lancec in attacking,
and- trotted up at a sharp pace to the victim they had
selected. The drum was beaten powerfully the while,
and the rattle of the calabashes, filled with peas, was
incessant. The Midés also accompanied their steps
by a species of war-yell, which increased in noise in
proportion to their speed, and grew quicker in time
the nearer they drew to the victim, much after this
style: Ho! ho!-hohohoho!--o! o! o! o! o!

On approaching one of the guests, a Midé made a
stab at him with the bag, and the person .assailed fell
back immediately, and lay on the ground. The
French Canadians, who have generally best translated
the Indian terms, eall this operation "tirer," or

" souffler."



So soon as a Midé had blown down bis patient, lie
relaxed his- speed and his "hoho !" and walked round
thelodge to a slower time, turned back, and trotted to
his place, to start once more as soon as the bag had col-
lected sufficient strength to upset another patient. As
the seven or eight priests ran abouticontinually, before
long al the spectators lay on the ground, like a house
of cards blown down by the wind.

It was a very comical sight, and some behaved with
considerable drollery. I shall never forget the be-
haviour of a strangely bedizened old man, who rushed
upon the guest with a wild 'yell, took a prodigious
bound, and puffed out bis cheeks, as if aiding bis
medicine-bag.

The girls, too, as they lay in a heap, nudged each
other and giggled, as if conscious of the comical effect
the-scene must produce upon an impartial witness.
But all this smiling and tittering was in secret, and
the ceremony generally proceeded in a very reputable
manner; and though it lasted so long, everybody ap-
peared to know the part he' had to play so accurately
that no mistake occurred, and all went on with the
regularity of our militaryî manouvres.

Many regarded the affair very seriously, among
them being my friend .ose-ring. He leaped ou his
prey like a lion, and held a very critical examination
of the person he blew down, as if convincing himself
that all was done properly. I also saw a girl, whose
every movement I-followed, extremely zealous. When
blown upon by the magic animal, she fell in a beap at
once and did not stir. When restoréd to life by the
same medicine-bag, she sprang up like a champagne
cork, and was all life and fun. When the "dancing
carne off, she went through the various figures with

0 THE SOUFFLET.
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the precision of a puppet, and if there was anything to
be sung or said, she was the first to join in with the
leader. In short, she knew her catechism by heart,
and always kept a most pious countenance. I

After the destructive power of the medicine-bags r
had been proved in this way, their holy and reviving t:
strength had to be displayed. This was effected pre- c
cisely in the same fashion, but.no one ventured to stir
hand or foot till breathed on by the enchanted animal. h
I even noticed this among the merry tittering girls. c
One of them had been overlooked by the priest, and o:
though she was indulgiùg in a quiet grin, she did not ti
dare rise of her own accord,. One of the girls timidly o
recalled the priest and pointed out bis oversight. Ie
came back, held bis otter-bag to her, and up she P
jumped. fr

This trial of the bag was repeated the whole day r
through, as a species of interlude between all the bE
greater ceremonies. si

After this cefemony had been once performed, the tc
father walked forward with bis child. He stood with di
bis face turned to the faculty, holding bis baby on the pl
board in bis hands, and presented it to the priests, just w'
as the godfathers do in *our christening. Five or six as
women stood behind him in a row: they were the wit-
nesses. At first I conjectured it was realy an imita- ra
tion of our baptismal service witlihiagan additions, but in
the Indians asserted that it was a primitive custom. sh

The father was dressed in bis full war panoply. is ar
head was covered with a quantity of eagle, hawk, and tic
raven feathers, which, like our orders, bore the of
evidence of his bravery and services. The rough- va
haired skin of that dauntless beast the Americans cal Nc
a skunk was bound turban-wise round his head, the WE



long parti-coloured tail hanging down behind like a
queue. Similar skins were fastened round his feet,
and the tails dragged after him like long spurs. In his
hand he held a fox's skin, filled with relics, as his
medicine-sack, and his fire-red face shone out of all
these skins, and tails, and feathers, like the sun from
clouds.

11e was most attentive in performing all the duties
bis position laid upon him. At times he looked very
lovingly at his child, which he was presenting to the
order, and it seemed to me as if he were post anxious
the infant should enjoy al the benefits and good results
of the initiation in their fullest extent.

The presentation of the child was naturally accom-
panied by a short speech from the father, long speeches
from the priests, as well as drum-beating, calabash.
rattling, and dancing. This time the five women
behind the father performed the dance, which con-
sisted in taking two quick leaps to the right and then
to the left, with a movement of the whole body. They
did this with a degree of precision, as if they were all
pulled by one string. At times the father danced too,
with his child in bis arms, and all bis tails shook about
as if restored to life.

After the presentation and its concomitants, a gene-
ral procession, a general bag trial, and alternate blow-
ing down were repeated. As nearly everybody present
shook in his hand.,a different quadrupedal, reptile, or
amphibious animal (in addition to those I have men-
tioned, I saw large owls, little weasels, bears' paws full
of claws, red foxes, grey foxes, young wolves, and
varieties of snakes), the scene was very picturesque.
Nor was there any want of noise, for most of the skins
were covered with bells,.pieces of metal, and shells,
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48 THE SHELL MYSTERY.

fastened to the feet and tails. More than half the
contents of Noah's ark was carried in procession before
me. With this the'morning's performance terminated.

When we took our places again, in the afternoon,
we saw a pile of branches in the middle of the temple,
covered with a cloth. They lay exactly in front of
the large stone, which I said had something to do
with the Evil Spirit. A very strange ceremony now
commenced, which is, however, never omitted in Ojib- a
beway solemnities. t

In the ,first place, the high priest held another dis- r
course, beginning, 4 All ye that are initiated and t
belong to the great Midé! friends! brothers! col-
leagues ! this is a day of grace." The rest I did not
exactly understand.

Then followped a general procession of all the priests,
guests, men, women, and children, one after the other. ri
On first walking round, each stooped down once over
the clotb, and. looked in. There was nothing to
be seen, so they danced on. The second time they m
stooped closer, and o oked in more sharply, as if m
expecting something to appear there. The third time
they seemed to be attacked with involuntary spasms
on approaching the cloth. The next time their move-
ments grew convulsive, and it was plain that they were
trying to expel something from their mouths; but S
nothing came. This lasted a long time. All at
once, on looking at the cloth, -I noticed two little m
yellow shells lying upon it, like eggs in a nest. The th
number rapidly increased, and, at last, every partici- ta
pator dropped a shell on the cloth. The old Midés Sat
took extraordinary pains, and regarded the product of
their exertions very thoughtfully; but the young people se
and girls did not treat the matter so seriously. They pr
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looked at the cloth carelessly, and sent out the shells
as easily as a smoker does a puf of smoke, and paid
no further attention to them.

When the shells were all produced they appeared=
very contented, and began to recover. Afterwards,
each person returned, took a shell from the cloth, and
placed it in his medicine-bag.

I was informed that these shells typify the illness
and wickedness which is in man, which he is enabled
to expel by zealous exertions, and due attention to his
religious duties. The Indians attach great value to
these shells, and pay long prices for them. In their
symbolic writing they also play a great part. Their
wampums, or peace strings of beads, are made of la-
custrine shells, and they bear reference to the shores
of the ocean whence their religious doctrines and
rites came to them from the East.

As this shell-production took place near the stone
placed for the Evil Spirit, I fancied I could detect the
meaning of the ceremony. Still, though I listened
most attentively, I did not once hear the name of the
Matchi-Manitou in any of the songs or speeches.- The
name of the IKitchi-Manitou (the Great or Good Spirit)
was, on the other hand, repeatedly heard, and con-
stant allusions made to his " mercies and gifts."
Several times my interpreter nudged me, and said,
" The speaker is now mentioning the unbounded
mercy and generosity of God." Hence I believe that
the first Europeans who visited America were mis-
taken in stating that the Indians worshipped and
sacrificed to the devil...

What took place after the expulsion of the shells
seémed to me in some respects a- consecration, a
prayer, or short separate worship performed by each

E
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person. It consisted in the following: each indi-
vidual stepped forward in turn, seized the drum-stick,
and accompajnied his song by a sedulous tapping.
The firstjfords of the song, repeated by each, were
translateZfto me thus:

"Go hath given us this Midé order, and I rejoice
that I . a member. Hohohoho ! o ! o ! o ! o ! o !
The est of the public, scattered in groups through
the t mple, at times fell in with a ho ! ho ! It was,
proably, a confirmation, a species of Amen! so
be it 1

The men smoked their pipes comfortably the while,
for among the Indians smoking is a consecration. It
forms part of every solemn rite, and is allowed even E

in the temple-wigwam. Some even did not lay down
their pipes during the dance; c

I also saw several persons, who did not appear to C
belong to the society, come in, beat the drum, hold a i
short speech, and then walk out again. This.was,
probably, a sort of complinent they paid to the t
society on the important affair of the -day.

After all had finished their private prayers, towards t
evening more practical matters were begun, and the li
child and its father, who had been kept some time in p
the background, regained their importance.

At sunset a huge kettle, ful of steaming maize broth, c
was dragged in, and placed in the centre of the hut. p
Then the high-priests proceeded to the eastern end, U.
and received the presents which the giver of the feast a
(who bore all the expenses of the day) offered them. T
They hung the gay calico over their shoulders, the
tobacco was shared among them, and, thus adorned, hi
there was another procession and dance round the
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kettle, to the sound of the drums and calabashes.
After which all returned to their places.

Then the priests rose again one after the other, and
offered their valuable gifts and amulets to the father
of the child in trust ; and the priests received such
ich presents solely to obtain these things from them

in return. In the eyes of the father this set the crown
on the whole affair.

As I sat close to him I could see what the priests
brogght him. One came with a paper parcel, which
he carefully undid: after removing several coverings,
a pinch of snow-white powder was visible, which jhe
priest showed the father, and delivered to him, while
explaining the virtues of the powder in the minutest
detail. The father listened with open mouth, and
carefully hid the recipe in his medicine-bag. We
could not, however, understand any of the directions,
for tEe priest spoke in a mysterious whisper. Another
priest brought a small bundle of dried roots, fastened
together with a red ribbon. He hung it on the child's
wooden cradle, and said, in a loud voice, what was
transiated to me thus: "This shall guide him through
life." Then; of course, followed a long muttered ex-
planation, which no one was able to translate to me.
Al sorts of things were then suspended from the
cradle; a thimble, some shells, &c., The number of
presents was considerable, among them being several
useful matters, such as a little bag of fine wheat flour,
and another filled with the grain- of the wild rice.
The father, the shaggy old brave, sat, hif pleased and
half ashamed, as all these fine things collected around
him..

Last of all, the high-priest held a parting address
E2
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52 .A FRUGAL SUPPER.

near the kettle, in which he referred again to the
bountiful mercy of God, and then all was still. The
maize broth was served out to all the guests, who first
began to feed their children, before taking. a mouthful
themselves. Even the apples, sugar-plums, and other
dainties we gave the squaws, were reserved for the
children; at the most the father and mother would
only take a bite at the apple.

The maize was simply boiled in water, without
meat, milk, or salt. It was, indeed, an unpretending
banquea, which the good people had fairly earned by
a whole day of fatiguing ceremony.

Ja
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THE PALAVER.

CHAPTER V.

A PALAVER-A KNOTTY POINT-RED AND WHITE-GOLD CHAINS AND RAGS-
A BAD BARGAIN-ARGU¥ENTUN AD HOMINE--PLEASANT EVENINGS-
INDIAN SUPERSTITIONS-PROTECTING SPIÉITS-DRYADS AND OREADS-
TUE GREAT SPIRIT-TiIE POSES -OTAXIGAN SACIFICES-REVERENCE
SHOWS TO COPPER-IIE STORY OF KEATANANG.

THE political discussions between the American
agents and the Indians have commenced on out island.
Every day we have public assemblies in the open air,
in which many chiefs distinguish themselves as orators,
and much that is instructing and characteristic may be
noticed.

As everything said by the speakers was translated
by the government interpreter sentence by sentence,
I had no difficulty in following them. Although I
could describe accurately many of the speeches in
which the Red Skins expresaed their wishes and com-
piaints, I will confine myselif to one political harangue
as a specimen, which I have written down word for
word, as it will furnish a parallel to the already given
instances of the Indians' warlike and religious -eIo-
quence.

At the outset, I must remark that the -speaker had
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risen to express his opinion about a point in dispute,
whether the debts of all the Indians should be col-
lectively deducted from the tribute, or whether each
should receive his spccified sum, and settle his own
personal debts. Two opposite parties had formed on
this matter, and my orator, it will be seen, was against
the deduction en bloc, and took advantage of the
occasion to bring forward a variety of complaints
against the white men, which, indeed, none of the s
speakers neglected.

"There is a Great Spirit," he began, "from-whom
all good things here on earth come. He has given
them to mankind-to the white as to the red men; fc
for He sees no distinction of colour. They must settle
among themselves tie possession of these things given t
by God. a

"When the white men first came into this country
and discovered us, we received them hospitably, 'and l
if they were hungry, we fed them, and went hunting u
for them. At first the white men onlygsked for furs
and skins. I have heard from our old men that they bE
never asked for anything else. These we gave tin th
gladly, and received from them their îron goods, guns, of
and powder. W

"But for some years they have been asking land th
from- us. For ten years they have asked from us in
nothing but land, and ever more land. We give un-
willingly the land in which the graves of our fathers A
rest. But for all that we have given land in our foi
generosity. We knew not that we were giving so far
much for so little. We did not know that such great qu
treasures of copper were hidden in our land. arE

" The white men have grown rich by the bargain. de
hen I look round me in this assembly, I notice rich wa



' RICHES AND POVERTY.

golden watch-chains and golden rings on the clothes
and fingers of many men; and when I look in the
faces of the people who are so richly adorned, I
always see that their colour is white, and not red.

Among the red men I never see anything of the sort I
they are all so poorly clad! they are miserably poor.!
How poor they are, I must request you to judge by
personal inspection. I have brought some of our poor
sufferers here, that you may see them. There they
come! there they are! How wretched do they look !"

(At this passage of the speech a number of old
wrinkled squaws and children clothed in rags pressed
forward to heighten the effect. They certainly looked
wretched enough; but, although we could all see this,
the speaker described their scanty clothing, their thin
and bowed forms copiously, and then proceeded:)

"And through whom have they fallen into this
lamentable condition? You have become rich through
us, and these have grown poor throughgou. Your
golden chains, your dollars, and ail you brag of, have
been taken from them and from us. We promised
thee"-the speaker here turned to the chief American
officia-" that we would open our ears to what thou
wouldst say to us, anc keep it in our heads; but now
thou shouldst hear what we say to thee, and keep it
in thy head !

"'We are not only poor, but we have also debts.
At least, people say that we have debts. On the
former treaty and payment we also paid debts. I
fancied then we paid them all. But now the old
question is addressed to us. A number of old things
are brought against us from an old bag. Where these
debts come from, I know not. Perhaps from ther
water!" (I must here remind the reader that the
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PAYMENI OF DEBTS. I
Ojibbeways transfer the evil principle to the depths
of the lake.)

"But you say we have debts. It may be that we
have them. We must pay these debts. The just and
recognised debts we will pay. But the question is,
how? On other treaties and payments the whole of
our debts were taken in a lump from the moneys
coming to us, and the rest divided among us. This
is not good. I say, it is better and more just that
each man should receive his full payment, and settle
for himself with bis creditors.. .Each knows best for
himself what he owes. I know exactly what I owe,
and will pay it. But I do not wish that the innocent,
and these our poor, should sûffer by the deduction of
these debts from the total sums belonging to the tribe.
That is my opinion. And I speak not only for myself,
but also for the majority of the chiefs and for the
young men, and for these poor widows, orphans, and
sick!

"Our debts we will pay. But our land we will c

keep. As we have already given away so much, we
will, at least, keep that land you have left us, and
which is reserved for us. Answer us, if thou canst,
this question. Assure us, if thou canst, that this piece
of land, reserved for us, will really always be left to
us. Tell me if you and we shal live in friendship
near each other, and that you will never ask this land
from us. Canst thou promise'this ? That is what I t
wished to ask of thee. That is all I have to say. But
no! I have still one thing. The chiefs, my brothers, t
have commisisoned me to mention one point more,
and lay another question before thee. It would be
unjust of me not to speak it out openly. If I kept it
to myself, it would be a heavy burden upon me. It c
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SUDDEN END OF THE SPEECH. 57

would weigh on my breast. It would terrify me in
my dreams. Father, thou knowest we are glad to see
thee here. We salute thee with joy. Thou hast said
that thou camest to us in friendship and kindness.
We received thee here in the same way. We wish,
therefore, to place confidence in thee, and not to speak
to thee with a forked tongue. We will speak to thee
with a simple tongue. We wish to lay before thee
not only our thanks but our grievances.

"Father, the point is this. In our former treaties
-yes, in all former treaties-it was settled that a
certain sum should be deducted from our tribute for
blacksmiths' shops, schools, and other establishments
among us., We have Ieard of those moneys. But we
have seen nothing of these works. They have not
come to us. We know not where those moneys are
gone, or where they went off in smoke. We beg thee,
examine into this closely. This we beg thee much. I
could say much more on this point. But I will now
sit down. For I am not accustomed to wear these
new European trousers which have been given me, or
to stand long in them. They annoy me. Hence I
will cease to speak and seat myself."

With this comical turn he gave his address, the
speaker broke off, and sat down in the grass, under the
applauding laughter of the whole assembly.

I have now arranged my mode of life most satisfac-
torily. By day I wander about the island among the
people, who interest me so greatly, and observe every-
thing that happens. In the evening I return to my little
wigwam, and talk over thé events of the day with the
guests who assemble round my fire. I produce abun-
dance of tobacco, sweetmeats, and other Indian deli-
cacies, and thus it is an easy task for my zealous
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interpreter to attract here his relatives and friends.
Nearly every evening a new guest is introduced to me.

They speak to me about their affairs-they wiilingly
explain to me what I did not understand-they tell
me their life-histories, and they impart to me the
fables and traditions of their nation. The hours pass
away in such an instructive and pleasant manner that
I ever do ail in my power to lengthen the sederunt.
In truth, all I hear and see excites me so much, that I
watch, the preparations for putting out the fire with
great grief. Even at midnight the evening seems to
me to have been too short.

As is usually the case at such soirées, the conversa-
tion turns from one subject to another. Recently we
discussed a theme, which possessed considerable inte-
rest for me, on the superstitions of the Indians.

Although the American Indians are frequently
praised for their belief in one Great Spirit, and though
they mention him so repeatedly at their festivals, the
question whether they are really monotheists is a very
moot one. Their Kitchi-Manitou does not fare much
better than the "Optimus Maximus " of the Romans.
He presides in heaven, but is at times unheeded here
on earth, where coarse natural strength and terrestrial
objects are deified.

Nearly every Indian has discovered such an object,
in which he places special confidence, of which he
more frequently thinks, and to which he sacrifices
more zealouslythan to the Great Spirit.. They call
these things their "Manitou personnel," but the proper
Ojibbeway word is said to be "Nigouimes," which
means so much as "my hope." One calls a tree,
another a stone or rock, "lhis hope."

Thus, for instance, on the mainland opposite La



Pointe, the,re is an isolated boulder and huge erratic
block, which the Voyageurs call "le rocher," or "la
pose de Otamnigan."

The Voyageurs and Indians, have little stations or
resting-placès along their savage paths in the forests,
where they are wont to rest a moment from their
fatiguing journey. They call such resting-places "des
poses," probably because -they lay off, or "posent,"
their burdens there for a short time. This rocher de
Otamigan is in a swamp close to one of these poses.
Otamigan is a young Indian well known here, who
once travelled along that road. When he sat down-
at the resting-place, and regarded the rock opposite
him, it seemed as if it were oscillating, then advanced
to him, made a bow, and went back again to its old
place. This phenomenon, which may be, perchance,
explained by Otamigan's excessive exertion and a
transient ogiddiness, seemed to him so remarkable, that
he straigh way felt the greatest veneration for the rock,
and ever after considered it his "protecting god."
Now, I ai told, he never goes past it without laying
sone tob co on the rock as a sacrifice, and often goes
expressly o pay worship to it.'

There s another Indian here who once fancied he
heard a ery remarkable rustling in a tamarak-tree
(the Cai dian larch). Since then he has taken this
tree atif, protector, and often leads his friends to it,
and sÅys, "Voilà l'arbre en qui j'ai confiance."

It see s to me as if they employ the word Kitchi-
Manitou lat times not as the proper name of a single
Great ,,B ing, but as the appellative of an entire class
of Grea Spirits. As they have no schools or orthodox
churchie, the ideas they form in their minds on this
subject re very various and confused. An old Indian,
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with whom I once talked, told me there were six
Kitchi-Manitous. One lived in the heavens, one in
the water, and the other four, north, south, east, and
west. They were all great; but the two in heaven
and the water were the most powerful, and the water
god was also spiteful. This seems a tolerably ex-
tended view.

The two most usual sacrifices the Indians offer to
Divinity, or thè Great Spirits, are a dog and tobacco.
Tobacco they sacrifice and strew everywhere: on all
stones, boulders, masses. of copper, graves, or other
places to which-they attach- a holy significance. The
dog, however, is the great'sacrifice. "The dog is our
domestic companion, our dearest and most useful
animal," an Indian said to me. "It is almost like
sacrificing ourselves." The bear is honoured, but
does not serve as a sacrifice; nor do they offer plants,
corn, flowers, or things of that nature.

Among the dead stuffs of nature, the dwellers on
Lake Superior seem ,to feel the most superstitious
reverence for copper, which is so often found on the
surface-soil in a remarkable state of purity. They
frequently carry small pieces of copper ore about
with, them in their medicine-bags; they are carefully
wrapped up in paper, handed down from father to
son, and wonderful power is ascribed to them.

Large masses. of metallic copper are found at times
in their forests. They lie like erratie blocks among
the other rocks, and were probably) at first, regarded
as common stones, until an Indian hit on the idea of
trying their weight, or giving them a blow with a
hammer, by which the unusual*wveight, firmness, and
toughness of the ore were detected. Admiration leads
the savage to adoration, and thus these masses of
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copper began to be regarded by nearly all the Ojib.
beways as something highly mysterious, and were
raised to the dignity of idols.

One of my acquaintances here, an ex-Indian fur-
trader, a man of considerable intelligence and great
experience among the savages, told me the following
characteristic story of one of these lumps of copper:

"In the year 1827," he said to me, "I was trading
at the mouth of the Ontonagon river, when the pleasant
little town now existing was'not thought of. The old
Ojibbeway tribe, now known as the Ontonagon Band,
lived there almost entirely independent, and Keatanang
was the name of-their chief.

"Keatanang, from whom I purchased many skins,
and paid him fair prices, was well disposed towards
me. He was oftentwont to say to me, 'I wish I could
do thee some good. I would gladly give thee one of
my daughters.' Once, when he spoke so kindly to
me, and renewed his offer of his daughter, I said to
him, 'Keatanang, thou knowest I cannot marry thy
daughter, as I have a vife already, and the law for-
bids us Christians marrying several wives. But listen!
Thou hast often told me of another treasure which
thou possessest in thy family, a great lump of metal,
which lies in thy forests. If thou really wishest me
so well as thou sayest, and wouldst do me good,
show me this lump of copper, and let me take it to
my house. I will carry it to my countrymen, and if
they find it good they will surely seek for othèr pieces
of ore in thy country, and thoù wilt soon have many
lumps instead of one. If thou wilt. show it to me
I will pay thee any price thou mayst ask for it.'

"Keatanang was silent for a long time after hearing
my proposition. At length he began: 'Thou askest
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much from me, far more than if thou hadst demanded
one of my daughters. The lump of copper in the
forest is a great treasure for me. It was so to my
father and grandfather. It is our hope and our pro-
tection. Through it I have caught many beavers,
killed 'many bears. Through its magic assistance I
have been victorious in all my battles, and with it I
have killed our foes. Through it, too, I have always
remained healthy, and reached that great age in which
thou now findest me. But I love thee, and wish to
prove my love. I cannot gire thee a greater proof of
my friendship than by showing thee the path to that
treasure, and allowing thee to carry it away.'

"'What.dost thou ask for it, Keatanang?'
"After long bargaining, we agreed that I was to

give him two yards of scarlet cloth, four yards of blue
cloth, two yards of every colour in silk ribbons, thirty
pairs of silver earrings, two new white blankets, and
ten pounds of tobacco; and that when I had al this
in readiness, he would show me the next- night the
road to the copper, and allow me to carry it off in my
canoe. Still himade it a condition that this must be
done very secretly, and neither any of his people nor of
mine should hear a word of it. He proposed to come
to me at midnight, and I would be ready for him.

"The next night, exactly at the appointed time,
while lying in my tent, I heard a man creeping up
"gently through the grass, and felt his fingers touch
my head. It was Keatanang.

"'Art thou awake,' he said, 'and hast thou the
goods ready?' I gave him al the articles one after
the other. He examined them carefully, packed them
together, fastened the bundle up with the silk ribbons, t
placed half the tobacco on the top, and the rest in his 1
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belt. He took the packet under his arm, and off we
started.

"We crossed a little meadow on the river bank,
and reached a rock, behind which Keatanang'scanoe
lay in readiness.

"I offered to help him in paddling, but he would
not allow it. He ordered me to sit with my back
against the bow of the boat, and paddled along so
noiselessly, never once lifting the paddle from the
water, that we glided along the bank almost, I may
say, like Manitous.

"In two hours we reached the spot we call the
IHigh Bluffs. From this point our path trended land-
wards. Keatanang took up the bundle, and when we
had-climbed the bluffs h€ turned quite silent, raised
his eyes to the starry heavens, and prayed to the Great
Spirit.

"'Thou hast ever been kind to me,' he then said,
in so loud a voice that I could plainly hear him.
'Thou hast given me a great present, which I ever
valued highly, which has brought me much good for-
tune during my life, and which I still reverence. Be
not wroth that I now surrender it to my friend, who
desires it. I bring thee a great sacrifice for it!'

"IHere he seized the heavy bale of goods with both
hands, and hurled it into the river, where it soon
sank.

"'cNow come,' he then said to me, 'my mind is at
rest.' We walked to a tree which stood on a project-
ing space of the, slope. 'Stay,' Keatanang said, 'here
it is. Look down, thou art standing on its head.'

"IWe both commenced clearing away from between
the roots the rotten leaves and earth, and the fresh
herbs and flowers that had just sprung up, for we
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were then in spring. At length we came to several
large pieces of birch bark. These, too, were removed,
and I discovered under them a handsome lump of
pure copper, about the size and shape of a hat. i
tried to lift it, and it weighed a little more than half
a hundred. I carried it out into the moonlight, and
saw that the copper was streaked with a thick vein of
silver.

" While I was examining the copper, Keatanang,
who was evidently excited, and was trembling and
quivering, laid the other five pounds of tobacco he had
thrust in his belt as a conciliatory sacrifice in the place
of the copper, and then covered it again with bark,
leaves, and roots. I wrapped my lump in a blanket,
and dragged it down to the canoe. We paddled down
the river as noiselessly though more rapidly than we
went up. Keatanang did not, say a word, and, as
we found everybody asleep in the encampment, wo
stepped into our tents again as unnoticed as we left
them.

" The next day I loaded my treasure on my canoe,
and set out. My specimen was ultimately sent to- the
authorities of the United States, and was one of the
first objects to draw public attention to' the metallie
treasures of this remarkable district.

"Old Keatanang bitterly repented afterwards the
deal he' had with me, and ascribed many pieces of
misfortune that fell on him to it. Still I always re-

-iained on a friendly footing with him, and gave him
my support whenever I had an opportunity. After-
wards he became a Christian, and found peace."
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WE Christians regard the law to love our neighbour,
and the pressing recommendation of charity, as the
most material feature of our morality, and as some-
thing which distinguishes it from al other religious
dogmas.

In a certain sense, and to a certain degree, this may
be true; but we must be cautious not to exalt our-
selves too much, and deny the natural goodness of the
rest of humanity.

Charity and liberality, as regards the goods given
by God, and noble hospitality, are praised as the prin-
cipal vh-tues among non-Christian nations equally as
with us. Among tbe Indians this reaches such a pitch,
that it is one of the chief obstacles to their conversion.

CHARITY A31ONG THE INDIANS.
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I will presently show the meaning to be attached to this,
but first adduce some facts suited to verify my general
assertion.

As a'ùniversal rule, next to the liar, no one is so
despised by thte Indians as the narrow-hearted egotist
and greedy -piser. The Indians might possibly give a
murderer gr other sinner the seat of honour in their
lodges, but a man known as a "sassagis " (mean man)
must sit at the doorway. As long as a man.has any-
thing, according to the moral law of the Indians, he
must share it with those who "want; and no one can
attain any degree of respect adong them who does not
do so most liberally. They are almost communists,
and hence there are no rich men among them. Their
chiefs and warriors live and behave much like the first
barefooted kalifs, and they bestow al their gains on
their followers. "Those vain scamps," a man said to
me, "'whom ou see here parading their silver medals
and other E opean presents, are not the influential
chiefs and great men among the Indians. They
ridicule them. The right men conceal themselves, and
are worse clothed than the others." They give to the
tribe not only what they obtain by the chase, but also
all the presents they get from the Europeans, even to
their tribute-money. Frequently, when a chief re-
ceives very handsome goods, either in exchange for
his peltry, or as a recognition of his high position, he
will throw them all in a heap, call his followers, and
divide all among them. If he grow very zealous, he
will pull off his shirt, give it away, and say, "So, you
see, I have now, nothing more to give; I am poorer
than any one of you, and commend myself to your
charity."

A man who lays up such capital in the hearts of his
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followers is thence niuch richer than if he bad al the
wares under lock ane key. In case of need, all bis
followers blindly obey his.orders.

low little the Indians are prone to cupidity, -s seen
in the character of their wars. The forays of the wild
predatory Beduin tribes are nearly all for plunder, but
the Indian wars solely for revenge. When a young
Indian prepares an expedition, he never dreams, like
the thievish comrades of Ulysses, about the plunder lie
can obtain, but only of the relations he can avenge and
the blood-foes he can punish. ' On the battle-field bis
first and most iml5ortant business is to take the scalp
of the enemy he las killed. Having this, he is satisfied,
and leaves the ornaments on the corpse, which a pre-
datory Arab or Affghan would fall upon flrst.

In the enemy's camp they destroy more than they
plunder. In order to injure him, they will, perhaps,
burn all he possesses, but, once holding the scalps,
they do no burden themselves with much booty.

Indeed, each of the warriors will leave something of
bis own behind, as proof positive that he bas been
there. At times, too, they leave .tobacco or other
matters in the enemy's encampment, as a conciliatory
sacrifice for the spirits.

These wars-even the successful and victorious ones
-are so far from being a source of profit to them, that
they often entail heavy expenses on them.ý A chief
who designs war will ruin himself, and give his last
farthing to equip lis followers for the war-trail. And
when they return from the wars their clothes are torn,
their mocassins worn out, perhaps their entire flotilla
expended. But if they bring scalps with them, the
whole camp is drunk with joy, and the women work
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gladly and patiently for a couple of montlis to set
natters in order again, and repair deficiencies.

Th Voyageurs and traders assure me that they
enerally consider their wares perfectly safe aniong

the Indians, although they travel among then fre-
-quently with valuable stores and full purses. Thou 1
there are no police or soldiers, it has very rarely h. -
pened, since Europeans have traversed the ýuntry,
that any trader has been attacked for theAmere sake
of plunder. The robberies which have been com-
mitted now and then have been efflected by Europeans,
or at their instigation, especially "at that period when
the two great riv'al fur companies-the Hudson's Bay
and North-West-existed here side by side. The
agents of these companies often plundered each other's
posts, and employed the Indians for that purpose.

It is only an exception to the rule that there is Mn
Ojibbeway tribe, near Lake Superior, known by the
name of "the Pillagers." They have obtained their
name, as it happens, from an isolated fact, and not
from any disposition to plunder. They once attacked
an American trader who lived among them, and robbed
him of his goods. Although there was a v*alid excuse
that this trader was a harsh man and bad paymaster,
the matter caused so much excitement that the tribe
has henceforth received the name of Pillagers, both
from Europeans and Indians, as a punishment.

It seems to me that I may quote our own unusuaIl
situation on this small island as a proof that love of"
plunder and avarice are not the prominent or dan-
gerous passions of the Indians. We are here a hand-
ful of Europeans, surrôunded by more thaní a thousand
Indians armed with tomahawks, knives, and guns, and
yet not one of us feels the slightest alarm. Hardly
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one of us Europeans possesses a weapon; only the In-
dians are armed. There is not a trace of any precau-
tionary measure, as in the towns of Austrian illyria,
where the Montenegrins and other mountaineers are
compelled to deposit their arms at the gate before being
allowed to enter the town, nor is there a single soldier
or armed policeman on the whole island. -And yet,
for miles round, every bush conceals an Indian, and
the wooden booths of the Europeans are filled with
the most handsome an esired articles. A whole
ship-load of wares has just arrived, and the block-
house in which they are packed- could be broken
open with a hatchet. The, sum of rèady money on
the island, in handsome new coinage, amounts to seve-
ral tho sand do11ýrs, and yet we sleep with open win-
dows and doors, and not one of us thinks of locking a
door or bolting a window.

To this it niay be replied, I grant, that the Indians,
fbr their own sake, would soon detect and give up a
sigle thief, and that they are well aware a robbery
en masse would be entually avenged on the whok
nation. But to thisIaswer, first, that these reason,
are equally valid in Illyria and Spain, but in neither
of those countries could money or men be so exposed
without a company of gendahnes; and, secondly, it
is universally and justly asserted hat the Indians are
as thoughtless as children, and as careless of conse-
quences. Were, then, cupidity a powerful passion
among them, they would easily- give way to it, and
we should all be probably plundered and scalped, and
it would be left to others to avenge us.

How strict the views and habits of the In'dians are
to the principle, that a man -must first share with
others and then think of himself, 1s revealed in a
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hundred .instances. It often happens that a poor
hunter, in' spite of all bis incantations, is unable to
shoot anything of value. He fasts, his wife fasts, his
children cry for hunger. At length he shoots a deer.
What would be more natural than that they should
all fall on it, like hungry wolves,' and satisfy them-
selves, after putting aside one or two good lumps, so
that they might have something for the morrow and
the day after ? The Indian is far from devoting his
sole attention to these precautionary measures. His
feeling of honour insists that he must first of all con-
sult with his wife how the deer is to be divided among
bis neighbours and friends. Of course he reserves a
portion for himself and bis children, but he reduces
their portions, so as to, send larger pieces to his rela-
tions and neighbours. And thus none of the deer is
left for "to-morrow, or the day after;" the coming
day must take care of itself. It is true the hunter
profits by the occasion to recommend himself to the
charity of bis friends and patrons. "I give you," he
says, "the last and only thing I have. .Be so good,
on your side, to interpose for me with the Great
Spirit, so that He may allow me to kill more gaie.
Stand by me with your dreams, and help me by your
fasts." On such an occasion, one of those who have
received a present steps forth, and replies that, "he
will exert himself on behalf of his friend, and remem-
ber -all the most important dreams he ever had in his
life, and help him by bis thoughts of those dreams. He
will also fast for him afresh, and implore the Master
of Life to have mercy on him, and give him future
luck in hunting."*

* Although I did not hear a speech of this character, my description is
after nature, second-hand. A French Voyageur told me he had once beca
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An educated American told me a circumstance,
proving, in a most affecting manner, how capable the
Indians are of liberal charity, even in their own
poverty. About twenty years back, he said that he

was travelling in the savage north of Wisconsin. He
and .his two comrades had expended all their pro-
visions. It was winter, and deep snow covered forest
and plain, so that they found difficulty in advancing,
and could not possibly kill any game. They marched
on for three days without sustenance, and were

. in a state of deep distress. At length, to their de-
light, they discovered an Indian lodge, entered it, and
begged some food. Unfortunately, the Indians had
nothing to offer, and replied to their guests' complaints
with others even worse: "We," they. said, "have been
fasting nearly so many weeks as you have*days. The
deep sno'w has prevented us killing anything. Our
two sons have gone out to day, but they will return
as usual, with empty hands. Other Indians, however,
live twenty miles to the north, and it is possible they
are better provided than we are."

The American and his comrades, tortured by hunger,
set out at once on snow-shoes to try their luck with
their neighbours; but they had scarce gone four or
five miles,, when they heard a yell behind them, and
saw an Indian hurrying after them on snow-shoes.
"Ii halloh ! you men, stop ! Come back !"-
"What's the matter?"-" Our lads have returned.
They have shot a deer, and brought it home. We
have now a supply, and I have hastened to tell you

present at such an affair, and that the grateful recipient had promised,
"qu'il voulait se servir en faveur de son ami de ses rêves les plus pesants,
qu'il voulait jeûner pour lui, et qu'il voulait dire au Maître de la Vie:IFates-lui la charité."
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of it." The European travellers turned back, and
were stuffed with food, though the deer was small and
the family large.

I have, I confess, never· seen any starving Indians
reduced to extremities, but all the Voyageurs here
present have experienced it, for the satisfaction of
hunger is here the standing question the year through.
They are almost always in a state of want. Al the
Voyageurs I questioned were unanimous in their
verdict that the Indians, even when starving, never
lose their desire to share, but do not easily give up
their courage, hope, and, so to speak, their confidence
in God. "We Voyageurs," one of them said, "when
times are bad, grow quite de mauvaise humeur: we
curse and growl, while the Indian laughs and jests.
Even the Indian squaw does not complain or lament
if her husband comes home to-day, as yesterday,
empty-handed. She does not even ask hin, 'Didst
thou not shoot anything to-day P' When he enters,
she pretends as if she did not notice it. He, too, says
nothing, but she sees at once, in the way he comes in,
the colour of'his hands, and the drops of blood on his
shirt, whether a deer is lying outside or not. If he
bring nothing home, and when there is scarce any-
thing in the lodge, still she sets his supper before him.
She has always put something aside for the man, the
hunter of the house, the support of the family, and,
for his sake, has starved with the children. He must,
above all, remain healthy and strong, so that lie may
go to work again to-morrow."

It was once the custom here on tihe Lake, and the
more savage and pious Indians of the Far West still
keep it up, that eve.y morning an old chie, or great
orator of the tribe, should step forth and hold a species
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of morning prayer. This prayer they nevler omit,
however badly off they may be. "Hoho, hoho!"
the muan shouts through the village. "Ye friends,
brothers, .cousins, and uncles, I need not ounce
to you that we have hunger, want, and misdry in our
village. Our wives are starving, our ch' dren are
fasting, you yourselves have nothing to ew. We
have nothing, nothing at all. But courage, omrades!
it is the deer season. I saw in my drea the hoof
marks of the deer in every direction. Let us set out.
Perhaps the Great Spirit will have mercy n us!"

I write this literally from the mouth of a Voyageur,
who often heard such addresses. Educàted Ame-
ricans have also assured me that the grace before
meat, uttered by these pagan Indians when they
place the good gifts of God before honoured guests, is
most edifying and reverent.

"Once," a man told me, "I was travelling in the
interior of the country, and camped one evening on a
lake in the heart of the desert, and, as we fancied, far
from all human abode. As it had been raining for
several days, and was now pouring doin heavens
hard, we were unable to kindle a fire, and sat in
melancholy mood and very hungry under the trees,
wrapped in our blankets, and exchanged precius few
words. All at once we heard steps approaching, and
my name was uttered.

"An Indian of the name of Kisaiasch (the Swift
Runner)' an old chief, advanced to me with some of
his companions, and saluted me as an old aequaint-
ance. I had once stayed with him for six weeks in
the forest where ho was hunting, and had made him
a present of an old compass and a lantern. He lived
on an island in the very lake on whose bank we were
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now encamped, though I was unaware of the fact.
As ho had noticed through the twilight some move-
ment in the forest, he had come over with his fol-
loyers to see what it was. They had landed from
the canoe at a distant spot, and, while creeping round
our camp, he had recognised my voice as that of an
old acquaintance, in the dark, although six long years
had passed since I last saw him. He invited us imme-
diately to his lodge, and we spent the night dry and
warm beneath his roof. The next morning, when we
woke, we found his squaws had prepared a. famous
breakfast. For this purpose they had built a spacious
hut, and hung it With clean mats. A capital bean
soup, with fresh venison, steamed lu thé centre, with
berries and other sweets; while my presents, the com-
pass and the lantern, were hung up in good condition
in the but. Here our host welcomed us in a short
and very proper speech, told all present how he had
met me formerly, and how he had received those pre-
sents as signs of my friendly feeling. Then he ex-
pressed his delight that chance enabled him to repay
me. After which he uttered a prayer, in which he
thanked the Giver of all good gifts for placing him in
a position to refresh the hungry, and, flnally, implored
a grace upon the meal as wel as any preacher could
have done it.

" We enjoyed it, and one'of the Indians who ac-
companied me, unable to devour the whole of his
soup, but thinking his family would like it, was per-
mitted to take it with him if he could carry it without
the plate. 'As for- carrying it,' the recipient said,
' that was his least care;' and he ran out into the
forest with his, knife, and soon returned with a piece
of fresh bark, which he speedily formed into.a sort of
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bottle. Into this' he poured thd bean soup, fastened
it to his waist, and let it hang there till he reached his
lodge, which we should pass during ou"r travels.

"The white Americans were, at that, period, a very
new appearance in this country, and, as I propo,sed to
undertake certain operations, against which the Indians
even now entertain prejudices--namely, geodetic ex-
periments, or a preliminary land survey-the pro-
tection of my host, the influential chieftain Kisaiasch,
was not without value. Hence I asked him for a
letter, or pass, to those persons of his tribe I üiiight
happen to meet. I wrote it myself in the Indian
language, and -explained in it my friendly views.
Kisaiasch placed his mark under it, a St. Andrew's cross
with a flying bird to the right of it. The pass, I may
here temark, did me excellent service at a later date;
for, stumbling over a party of seventeen Indians, who
regarded my mathematical instruments with great
mistrust, and at first vere anything but friendly, I
read thein my pass, and they looked at it, and fancied
their old chief was speaking to them out of it. . They
also saw his mark, and totem sign under it, passed it
from hand to hand, said it vas good,. and were hence-
forth at my service.. At that time, it is true, a chief
was held in greater respect than at present."

A Canadian Voyageur once described to me a
similar instance of Indian hospitality. "I and two
other Canadians," he said, "were once travelling to
the west of the Mississippi with a small herd of cattle.
One evening we camped on a river, on the oppdsite
bank of which stood an Indian lodge. We had scarce
kindled our fire ere th9 male inhabitants came across,
an Indian and his son, attracted by the bells of our
animals. On noticing that we were rather short of
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food, they told us there was abundance over in their
vigwam, and began counting in the most open manner

all the deer, and ducks, and prairie hens they had
recently shot, and to which they invited us. We
crossed over, and the squaws, who prepared the
supper, were not disposed to contradict their hus-
bands, for they served up all the game mentioned in
succession, adding to it many sorts of fish. We ate,
talked, and slept famously, and the next morning
took off our silk handkerchiefs and gave them to the
women. But lest they might fancy we gave them at
all as a requital for their hospitality, we turned it off
with a jest. 'We could not bear the handkerchiefs,'
we said; 'they were too hot for us. We could not
endure their colour. They were only intended for
squaws. They were not worth a rap to us men. And
if the squaws would not accept them we would fling
.hem into the water.' Then they were not ashamed
to accept so worthless a gift."
- But-I -should never end were I to narrate- all the
stories I heard of Indian hospitality. Enough to say,
that everybody seems agreed that an unfortunate man
rarely knocks in vain at an Indian door, and the
latter is always ready to share his last meal with the
starving stranger.

"Eh!" a Canadian Voyageur said to me, with whom
I conversed on this subject-" eh bien, monsieur,
donnez-moi les sauvages des Terres.* Ce sont des
gens d'un cœur grand, tout-à-fait comme il faut."
Among them a man is always welcome. If the
weather is bad, or your feet sore, you can live with
one of them for eight or ten days, choose the best

• Les sauvages des Terres, or des Grandes Terres, is the .name given to
the Indiann of the interior, who live far from white settlements.
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piece of meat, and dare not speak about payment.
And if you have once done a service to a "sauvage
des Terres," he will repay you when he bas it in his
power, en grand seigneur. I once asked one of these
fellows to supper with me; he drank a couple of cups
of tea, and as he was beggared I gave him twenty-five
cents to get a good meal the next day. He went
away, and, as I beard nothing of him for a whole year,
I supposed he had forgotten me. In autumn, at pay-
ment time, he came down, however, from the interior
to receive his tribute in money and provisions. On
this ·occasion he paid me a visit, but I gave him
nothing particular, not through any ill feeling, but
because I was myself very queerly off. Without my
saying a word, be soon noticed my state, returned
the next day, and told me (though not making the
slightest reference to my' poverty) that he had re.
ceived at the payment, for himself and family, five
casks of flour. It seemed very good flour, and I bad
better bring a vessel along and carry home some as a
specimen.

I weat the next day with a pan, and ny Indian
said, "There is the flour, take it.".

"But, my'uncle," I remarked, "thy cask is not yet
opened, and I have no hammer with me."

" Well," he replied, "if the cask is not opened, and
thou hast forgotten thy hammer, I have no hammer
for thee. Thou must, therefore, take the whole cask.
And now that thou hast so much, thou wilt require
a forkful of bacon as a change. There, take that
with it!"

With these words he took two sides of bacon, hap.
hazard, and ethrew them on my cask. I tried to pro-
test, and make. him understand that he was robbing

Ir
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his family; and then I began offering him my hearty
thanks.

"Ilet that be," he said; "thou art a good fellow.
Thou didst think of me when I was poor, it is right
that~ I should now think of thee when thou art
hungering." And then he thrust me, and the flour,
and the bacon, out of the lodge.

The Canadian traders also told me many pleasing
stories of the Indians, which go to prove that they are
frequently capable of feelings of gratitude and confi-
dence, and how little cold calculation exists in their
character. These traders often give the Indians credit
for large supplies, and rarely find any difficulty in
getting their accounts settled. Although the Indians
carry the state of the ledger entirely in their heads,
they generally remember all the advances made them,
and their own payments on account so accurately, that
both statements are usually found unanimous. At
times the Indians, when they 1bave no reason to doubt
their trader, will accept his reckoning without anv
examination, and say it is all right. A trader told me
the following little anecdote of the way in which an
Indian squared up with hlm:-J

He, the trader, had made his debtor-a chief from
the Chippeway river - considerable advances for
blankets, guns, powder, flour, and other house pro-
visions, and it was arranged to be paid off the next
year in peltry. But the times were very bad: a hard
winter set in, with such an unusual snow-fall, that nô
game could be killed, and the poor Indians lacked the
little they did shoot for their own sustenance and
clothing. The Sioux, too, during the spring, repeatedly
invaded the country along the Chippeway, and half
the hunting season vas spent in war and skirmishes
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with them. Instead of bringing skins, therefore, the
Indians, and among them their chief, came down to
their traders with complaints and requests for further
advances. These took pity on the Indians, and gavê
them food for the next year. My trader even provided
his chief with a dozen new beaver traps, and sent hlim
well equipped into the forest, although he felt some
apprehension on account of his outlay, which now
amounted to upwards of five hundred dollars, for the
chief and his family. The next year, however, was
more productive, and it also happened that the Indians
sold a tract of country to the United States govern-
ment, and had a considerable payment to receive. At
such payments, when the traders expect to find their
debtors in -fuids, they usually lay their detailed ac-
count before the government pay-agent, and, if the
Indian agree to the items, the amount is dedùcted
from the sum he- has"to receive and handed to the

-trader.
The payment had been going on some time,-and all

the Indians and traders assembled for weeks; but the
indebted Chippeway chief had not yet presented him-
self before his creditor, as is the rule, in order to go
through the accounts. l They met at times, it is true,
bowed distantly, but the Indian seemed to take no
notice of the trader, so thrat the latter began to grow
horribly suspicious that his debtor had treacherous
designs. The hour was approachig when the chief
was to receive his share, the shining dollars already
lay on the pay-table, and yet the long-detailed account,
which filled several es, had not yet been gone
through or accepteQ4y the Indian. At length, when
the chief's name h been called, and the trader had
made up his mind to protest, the Indian came to him
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and àsked for his account. The -trader gave him the
sheets of paper, on which all the items, with the dates
written out, amounted to hundreds. The creditor
wished to run through it with him, but the Indian
aaid, "Let it be!. Hast thou calculated the interest
of my old debt? I thank thee for having given me so
long credit, and confidence deserves confidence. And
it would be improper for me to reckon and wrangle
vith thee, now. Nor do I wish that the gentlemen

should see thy account. Show me-where is the
total?" He then tore it off, handed back the rest of
the bill, with a hint that it should be employed for
pipe-lights, and went straight to the paymaster, begging
him to pay the trader the five hundred dollars he
owed him. Very little of the tribute was left for the
chief.

As a natural consequence, this generosity among the
Indians bas grown into a species of communism, and
bas a very prejudicial effect on their civilisation. As
the hunter-no matter how clever and successful he
nay be-is forced to give ail his spoil away, industry

is never rewarded, and the hard-working man toils for
the lazy. The indefatigable hunter is always accom-
panied by a couple of idle fellows, who live upon him.
If he do not give abundantlyhe runs the risk of being
branded a miser. The whole tribe will set to work
annoying and injuring him. They tear his net9 pull
down bis but, and kill his horse. In this way, then,
no one is able to retain ·the fruits of bis toil, and no
rich and prosperous families can spriûg up among the
Indians.

-~ Il
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CHAPTER VII.

INDIAN SPORTS AND PASTIMES-THE GAME OF THE BOWL-THE PIECES ANI)

PAWNS-MODE Op PLAYING-AN ANGRY NATIVE-THE GAME OF PINS-

TOPS-SAUVAGERIE-SOCI4BILITY OF THE NATIVES-A FUMERIE--SMOKE

INCENSE-THE TIRST BIRD-A MEDICINE FEAST-INDIAN SING-SONGS-

STORY-TELLERS-CURIOUS LEGENDS-HIAW.CHA-BALL PLAY-RAQUETS

AND BALLS-PRAIRIE DE LA CROSSE-CONSPIRACIES-THE THROWING

GAME-SPORTS ON THE ICE.

TuE remark which Tacitus makes of our old Ger-
manie ancestors, that they spent one half their life in
hunting and war, the other half in idleness and play,
is equally referable to these savage Indians. It is
really incredible what a variety of games they have
invented, not merely games of pure chance, but also
those iniwhich the brain and the muscle are exercised,
and time passed in a pleasant way. I have 'paid much
attention to this matter, and yet J daily detect -some
new variety of India-n amusement.

The young men have their games, the young women
theirs, and so have the children. For summer and
spring they have special games, and they have others,
too, on the winter ice. And the most curious thing
is that I find all these Indian games, as far as I ca
understand them, very ingenious and amusing, an
at any rate, much less monotonous than that stup'd

G
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European game of Montè, which th entire Hispano-
American race, -down to the Strait of Patagonia, is so
passionately fond of.

In proof of this assertion, i1may here allude tohe
game called by the Indians' pagessan," and which I
frequently saw played. The Canadians call it "le
ieu au plat" (the game ofthe bowl). Jt is a game of
hazard, but skill plays a oonsiderable part'n it. It is
played with a wooden bowl,,and a number of small
figures bearing some jesemblance to our chessmen.
They are usually carved very neatly out of bones,
wood, or plum-stones, and represent various'things:
a fish, a hand, a door, a man, a canoe, a half moon,
&c. They call these figures "pagessanag"(carved plum-
stones), and the game has received its name from them.
Each figure bas a fýot on which it can stand upright.
They are ailjJrown \nto a wooden bowl (inlIndian
"onagal"),whence the French name is derived. The
players make a hole in the ground, and thrust the
bowl with the figures into it, while giving it a slight
shake. The more figures stand upright on the smooth
bottom of the bowl through this shake all the better
for the player. Each figure has its value, and some of
them represent to a certain extent the pieces in the
game of ches&. There are also other figures, which
may similarly be called the pawns. The latter, carved
into smalround stars, are al alike, have no pedestal,
but are ,red on one side and plain on the other, and
are counted as plus or minus, according to the side
uppex;,nost. With the pawns it is perfect chance
whih side is ùp, þut with the pieces much depends
on /the skill with which the bowl is shaken. 'The
other rules and mode of calculation are said to be
ypry compjicated, and the game is played with great
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attention and passion. -My Indians here will lie half
the night through round the bowl, and watch the
variations¯ of the gane. It is played 'with slight
divergences by nearly all the Indian tribes, and in
many both 1iien and women practise it. -4

-How seriously they regard the game, and howv
excited thef grow over it, I had an opportunity of
noticing.- Some time ago I seated myself by some
Indians who were playing at pagessan. One of them
was a very handsome young fellow, wearing broad
silver rings on his arms, the carving of which I was
anxious to inspect. On turning to him with a ques
tion, however, je grew very impatient and angry~at'
this interruption of the 'game, donsidered my question
extremely impertinent, and commenced such a threat-
ening speech that miy interpreter could not be in-
duced to translate/it to me. 11e merely said it was
most improper, nd then began, for his part, abusing
the Indian, sd tht I had great difficulty in appeasing
him. Al I understood was that an Indian must not
be disturbed when gambling.

In many of their games they exercise the skill of
their fingers and senses, which is so necessary for them
in hunting, fishing, &c. Thus, the childreli here play
a very clever little game with pins. They beg as
many as they can from their mothers and sisters, and
then lie down on the grass. The game is played in
this way: after a piece of grass has been smoothed
down, one lad throws on it -a pin; another then gives
his pin a fillip with his fmger, and tries to make his
pin cross the pther; if he succeed, he gains the pin.
Delicate fingérs and wrists are required for this, and
many of tle lads aim as surely with the pins as with
bow and arrow.

- G 2
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The Indian boys manage to mktps out of acorns
and~ nuts as cleverly as our boys do. They also
collect the oval stones which are found on the banks
of the rivers and lakes, and use them on the' ice in
winter. Barefooted and active, they run over the ice,
and drive the stones against eacli other with whips
and sticks. The stone that upsets the other is the
vict.

The sdcial French seem to regard unsociableness as
a quality of barbarism, for they call it sarcastically
" sauvagerie," and distinguish a man who keeps aloof
from society by the name off "sauvage." These Ame-
rican savages, I hardly think, ean have given the
French .cause to form such an opinion, for they seem
tô me to evince great partiality for social amusements
and sports._ I always see them lying together in their
tents and ch*tering away, and, whenever I peep into
their confintd keeping-rooms, I find them as crowded

-as coffee-houises among us. Only when an Indian is
sorrowful does he retire into solitude, and sigh out
his grief in the forest. If he is merry, and disposed
for sport and fun, he likes to assemble as many of his
friends as possible. In their ball games many hundreds
collect; the same in their dances and songé. Every
game in which only two persons are engaged attracts
a band of helpers and spectators. I may almost say
that the savage knows no other than social sports.
How should he amuse himself in bis solitude-by
playing the violin to himself, like Paganini in pison?

It is true that most- oftheir formal meetings have
another motive and tendency beside the mere enjoy-
ment of social intercourse and conversation. Their
dances are nearly all religious ceremonies, and their
dinners, to which they send out -invitations, have a
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motive. A chief wishes to g'ain bis friends fora certain
plan, or a warrior desires to secure the assistance of a
great "jossakid " (magician), or else it isMa christening
feast, a funebral banquet, or something of that sort.

What are termed by the Canadians "fumeries" (in-
vitations to a smoke) have frequently a political:or
serious object. The chief who sends out an invitation
wishes to discuss somn,&question of peace or war, and
to smol£e itover with his friends. Still they at times
arrange these fumeriee merely for the sake of society.
When, jor instance, game is very scarce, and there is
nothing else to set before a guest, a man will invite bis
friends to tobacco, and gossip with them over the hard
times, and try to dispel their ennui. But even at such
a purposeless fumerie there is always a degree of cere-
mony and a trace of religion. The chief who receives
the company generally holds a short addressto bis
guests, in which he tells them he thought it would be
well in these bad thnes to meet for once in a -yay and
send up the smok in the air "~pour le Maître de la
Vie." The guest who arrives last, and bas taken bis
place near the door, or the youngest man present,
usually utters a few words in reply, thanks the host in
the name of the other guests for his politeness, and
says he was quite right in his suggestion. Generally on
such occasions the host bas bis "skabewis " (assistant),
or " dresseur," as the Canadiaûis call such a person,
whose duty it is to fill the pipes of the guests and light
them. That these smoke societies have a religious
tendency is proved by the thanks the guests give the
pipe-lighter or the host; for they do not employ the.
ordinary phrase: "I thank thee !" or "Migouesh !"

but the solemn expression, or shout of applause, "Ho,
ho !"
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The Indians are never at a want for an excuse for a
social meeting. I have been assured that they mark
every at all important event in their lodge by a little
festivity. Thus, for instance, the grandfather or grand-
mother gives a little party when the grandson shoots
his first. bird. In the saine way a feast is prepared
when a youth of the lodge kills his first bear, or ýelk, or
other large game. The latter festivities are also more
or less accompanied, by religious or mysterious rites.

I also heard of feasts which an Indian hunter would
give "pour sa propre médecine ;" that is to say, for his
own fortune or protecting spirit. They probably bear
some affinity to the solemnities the Russia nujiks
hold for their guardian angels, when, in addition to
the feasts they give their relatives, they pay for a
special mass to be read on their behalf in the church.

But of all the Indian social meetings, I was most inte-
rested by those at which songs were sung and stories
told. Before I had any opportunity of witnessing these,
I had often heard them spoken of by the Voyageurs and
traders. It is a frequent occurrence that the members
of a family or the neighbours wil assemble on the long
winter evenings, when nothing else can be done, and
request a clever story-teller to tell them old legends
and fables. "These stories," I was assured, "are not
at al inferior to the 'Arabian Nights.'.. They are just
as amùsing, various, andi fantastic. They are, too,
almost in the same style." Some persons have even
conjectured that our "Arabian Nights" were borrowed
from the American Indians, while several apeealed to
the resemblance of the stories as a proof of the Asiatic
orgin of the Indians!

The Canadian.Voyageurs, traders, and "coureurs
des bois" are as delighted with these stories as the



Indians themselves. But it says little. for the poetic
feeling and literary taste 9-f the od missionaries, an 4

the other innumerable tràvellers who have described
these countries, that the outer public has only learned
so little, and at so recent a date, of this memorable
treasure among these savage tribes. Of the old authors,
hardly one alludes to this subject, which the mis-
sionaries probably thought too unholy for them to
handle, and which other travellers overlooked through
their ignorance of the language and want of leisure.
Mr. Schoolcraft-was the first, in his "Algie Researches,"
to make an attempt to collect the fables and stories of
the Indians; and Longfellow, in his "Iliawatha," has
submitted some graceful specimens to the European
world of letters.

I was naturally very curious to acquire some expe-
rience of the narrative talent of the Indians as wel as
of the contents of their stories, and, as I had some
opportunities for doing so, J was no little surprised at

,,e ding how greatly this talent was spread, and was,
-as itwere, peculiar to all. After hearing some old

IIŽians tell stories, it seemed to me as if they all be-
longed to the same school. * They al spoke and nar-
rated very fluently, without the slightest affectation,
or any peculiar animation. The life was in the story,
in their original remarks and inventive parentheses.
They usualy spoke low and uniformly, without much
pathos or gesticulation. It was like listening to the
continued rustling of a stream or the murmurs of the
wind. I never heard them stammer or repeat them-
selves, and the thread was spun off the reel as if they
had the story by heart. The monotonous metre
Longfellow chose for his Hiawatha is, therefore, a very
good imitation of the Indian uncadenced delivery.

E
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BALL PLAY.

I have often heard it stated that men are the only»
story-tellers, and that men and boys are alone per-
mitted to listen to them. I know not if this be the
case, though it may be so with some sort of stories,
but it is a fact that I found many old women equally
eloquent and inventive.

It is difficult to form any idea how these stories,
some of which are very old, attained their present
shape, and were handed down from generation to
generation. It would be very interesting could one
compare collection made in the time of Columbus
with onefmade to-day, and see h8w much is perma-
nent and w much changeable. It was clear to me,
though, that every narrator added much of his own,
and altered a good deal according to his taste. The
same story has been told me by two different persons,
and I have noticed considerable variations, although
the grouindwork and style of composition remained the
same. iBut I will returi to this subject presently.

Of all the Indian'social sports the finest andgrandest
is the ball play. I might call it a noble game, and I
am surprised how these savages attained such. perfec-
tion in it. Nowhere in the wôrld, excepting, perhaps,
among the English and some of the Italian races, is
the graceful and manly game of ball played so pas-
sionately and on so large a scale. They often play
village against village, or tribe against tribe. Hundreds
of players assemble, ançi the wares and goods offered
as prizes often reach a value of a thousand dollars
and more. On our island we made a vain attempt to
get up a game, for though the chiefs were ready
enough, and al were cutting their raquets and balls
in the bushes, the chief American authorities forbade
this innocent amusement. Hence, on this occasion, I

- - -~ ~
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*was only enabled to inspect the instruments. They
were made with great care, and well adapted for the
purpose, and it is to be desired that the Indians
would display the same attention to more important
matters.

The raquets are two and a half feet in length,
carved very gracefully out of a white tough wood, and
provided with a handle. The upper end is formed
into a ring. four or five inches in diameter, worked
very firmly, and regularly, and covered by a network
of leather bands. The balls are made of white willow,
and ceut perfectly round with the hand: crosses, stars,
and circles are carved upon them. The care devoted
to the balls is sufficient to show how highly they
estimate the game. The French call it "jeu de
crosse." Great ball-players, who can send the ball

'so high that it is out of sight, attain the same renown
among the Indians as celebrated runners, hunters, or
warriors.

The name of the ball play is immortalised both in
the geography and history of the country. There is a
prairie, and now a town, on the Mississippi known as
the "Prairie de la Crosse." In history it is immor.-
talised by more than one ball-play conspiracy---a pecu-
liar sort of conspiracy among the Indians. On one
occasion the natives combined to seize a British fort
during peace, and the conspirators arranged a gr'and
and solemn ball-play in honour of the British officers,
who suspected nothing, and were less on their guard
than usual. The merry shouting band of players ap-
proached thee gates of the fort, and suddenly the ball
flew over the walls. The Indians, as if carried away
by excitement, rushed over the palisades after it, and
made themselves masters of the fort. On another
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occasion, a British officer, who was disliked, was sud-
denly surrounded by the Indian ball players,'knocked
down with the raquets, and trampled under foot, as
if accidentally, in the frenzy of the game.

Anothér description of ball play, especially prac-
tised by the women, is what is calfed the "papassi
kawan," which means literally "the throwing game."
It is played by two large bands, who collect round two
opposite poles, and try to throw the object over their
opponents' pole. In the place of a ball, they have two
leathern bags filled with sand, and attached by a
thong. They throw them in the air by means of a
staff excellently shaped for the purpose, and catch it
again very cleverly. The stick is sharp and slightly
,bent at the end, and adorned like the raquets.

I onte saw a very neat model of these instruments
for the women's throwing game suspended to the
cradle of a little girl.

The Indians are also said to have many capital
games on the ice, and I had opportunity, at any rate,
to inspect the instruments employed in them, which
they called "shoshiman" (slipping-sticks). These are
elegantly carved and prepared; at the end they are
slightly bent, like the iron of a skate, and form a
heavy knob, while gradually tapering, down in the
handle. They cast these sticks with considerable skill
over the smooth ice.' In order to give them greater
impulsion, a small, gently-rising,inclineof frozen snow
is formed on the ice, over which the "gliding sticks"
bound. In this way they gain greater impetus, and
dart from the edge of the snow mound like arrows.

So muei for the present about the games and
social amusements of my islanders. I shall, pro-
bably, return to this subject again.
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A TALKATIVE SQUAW.

CHAPTER VIII.

AN INDIAN SHEIERAZADE-THE STORY OF OTTER-HEART AND HIS TWO WIVES,

WHICH SUFFERS THE SAME FATE AS TAT OF THE BEAR AND THE FIDDLE.

AN old insignificant squaw often came into our lut,
and sat in a corner, smoking her pipe, without our
paying much attention to her. She never had mingled
in the conversation of the others, and I had hardly
heard half a dozen words from her lips.

One evening she crept in as usual, and, as we had
no visitors, and were alone with her, my interpreter
requested her. to tell us one of her .pretty stories.
"Does she know any?" I 1asked, . somewhat doubt-
ingly; and though my Cangdian friend insisted she

'éid, the old woman protested very zealously against
it. "She did not know any stories," she said; "she
was mucb. too simple for that, and even if she had
known stories once, her head was now too weak and
her memory entirely gone."

But see there! After the old woman had- once
opened her mouth, she began to talk away fluently,
like the ticking of a watch which will not require
winding up again in a hurry,

The first story she told us was about "the wicked
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THE GOOD AND BAD SQUAW.

and the good squaw," and was the first poetic legend
17hd ever heard from Indian lips, and, as I find it
thoroughly Indian in its development, motive, and
delivery, I will repeat it heire after my old woman.

THE GOOD AND BAD SQUAW.

Far away in a remote forest, on the shore of a
solitary lake, there once lived a maiden of fourteen
years of age. She had no one in this world but
a little brother, whom she took care of, dressed, and
gave the-requisite food to. The little one could string
a bow, and shot in the forest the birds and the hares,
which he brought to his sister,ý and she cooked for
both.

"ISister, how comes it," the brother asked one day,
when he brought birds home again, "that we live so
alone ? Are there no other beings besides us ? And
where are our parents-our father and our mother?"

"Our parents were killed by cruel magicians.
Whether there are any Indians besides us I know
not."

When the brother grew older, and gained his
youth's strength, he also shot deer and other large
animals, which he brought to his sister. But the
thought- continually occupied him, whether there were
other Indians in the world besides him and his sister.
And one evening he said to the latter, "Sister, tan
the deer-skins I brought thee, and make me ten pairs
of mocassins of them." "

The sister did as her brother ordered, though she
was very sorrowful.

"Wilt thou depart, oh my brother ?" she asked him.
"Yes, sister! J must go. I wish to see if there are

not other Indians in the world."
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THE TREE STUMPS.

The following morning the youth seized bow and
arrow, stuck the ten pairs of mocassins in his belt,
and, after taking leave of his good sister, wandered
forth into the forest.

He marched the whole day th-ough thickets and
deserts without noticing anything remarkable. He
passed the night under a tree; on which he-hung up
the next morning, before starting, apair of mocassins,
so that he might find the place again if he ever wished
to return to his sister.

On the evening of the second day he noticed near
his camping-ground the stumps of two felled trees.
"Aht!" he said to himself, "that is an Indian sign.
But," he added, as he gave the stumps4 kick, "these
blocks are rotten, quite soft, and covered with moss.
It must be very long since people were here, and I
shall have t& go far yet before I find them." Tle next
morning he hung up another pair of mocassins, ând
continued his journey.

The evening of the third day he found other stumps,
less covered with moss, and not so rotten.

In this way he journeyed ten long days, and found
at each camping-ground the signs better, the clearings
larger, the tree-stumps harder.'1 At length, on the
eleventh day, he found trees only just cut down. He
was so full of good spirits and anxious expectation,
that on the last night he could not close an eye for ex-
citement.

The next day he came upon a little footpath. He
followed it-he heard human voices-he saw smoke
and lodges from afar, and soon, to his great delight,
he was among the inhabitants of a village.

He found them engaged at ball play. And as they
seemed pleased at the appearance of the unknown
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guest, ahd found him very agreeable and handsome,
they bade him welcome, and invited him to play at
ball with them. ,This he did with the greatest zeal,
and so distinguished himself by activity and quickness,
that he gained the general applause. After the end of
the game, they led him in triumph to the village and
to a wigwam, before which the "ogima-wateg " (tree
6f honour) was erected. He at once saw that it was
the lodge of the king, and it was la very long house,
full of men. The Ogima received him very hospitably,
and gave him a seat of honour between his two
daughters.

But the names of the two maidens seemed to the
young man very ominous, and gave him much to think
of. For one was called Matchi-Kouè (the wicked),
and the other Ochki-Kouè (the good).

He saw at once the meaning of this, and formed an
unfavourable opinion of Matchi-Kouè. During the
feast he always turned to Ochki-Kouè, and declared
lhimself ready to marry her. But the king and the
others made it a special condition that he must marry
both at once.,

This did not please him, and he fell into a state of
sorrow. When the feast was at an end, and the time
for sleeping came, he excused himself for a moment,
and said he wished first to pay a visit to one of the
young men with whom he had played bal. He seized
his bow and arrows, hung his mirror on his belt, like
a man going to pay a visit, and after assuring the two
maidens he would return directly, he retired from the
palace.

The good and bad princesses sat for a long time
over the fire, awaiting the return of their beloved.
But he came not. At length they grew weary of wait-
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ing, thought he might have fled, and s t out to seek
him.

At least a dozen footpaths led in va us directions
from the village. They followed them all to the point
where they entered the desert, and the trail of every.
wanderer could be noticed. At length, after close in-
spection they came on the fresh trail of their flying
friend, and they followed it with the quickness of the
wind.

Oshige-Wàkon (Otter-heart)-for suchwas the name
of our hero, J will not 1cýnceal it long r-had walked
bravely the whole day, and when he fa cied himself in
the evening far enough to rest a litt e, he suddenly
heard human voices and loud laugh er behind him.
The two maidens were rejoicing beca se they had dis-
covered him. He was frightened, an climbed up the
nearest fir-tree. He clainbered up o the top, and
would not listen to the maidens';offe , that he should
come down and go home with them o the wedding.

Ochki-Kouè and Matci'-Kouè wer , however, firmly
determined on having him. They ad brought their
hatchets with them, and soon set to ork cutting down
the tree.. They struck as quickly as they had walked,
and the fir soon began to shake. t the last moment
Otter-heart thought of a good way o escape and magic.
He plucked the topmost cone of -tIe fir-tree, threw it
in the air in the direction of the wind, and rode off on
it., The wind carried him half a mile off, and he ran
away again at full speed.

Ihere interrupted my old story-teller, and asked
her whence Otter-heart had obtained this recipe. She
explained it to the interpreter, who told me, "qu'il
était inspiré par les Manitous, et qu'il àvait eu dans
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a jeunesse beaucoup e visions, qui le mettaient en
tat de faire de telles hoses."

"Bien," I said, je comprends; cétait un génie.
ontinuez."

The tree fell dow4, and the maidens were much
surprised that their béloved, whom they, had not seen
fly away while at work, did not fall with it. They
carefully examined the whole tree to find the direc-
tion in which Otter-heart had taken his leap. At
length they saw -the little cone was gone from the
top. "Stay," they said, '"what is the meaning of
this - a fir cone is missing. Without doubt, he
escaped by its assistance." As they were equally
well inspired by the Manitous, they guessed the
whole affair, and so the'f set out in pursuit of Otter-
heart in the direction of the wind.

As they had lost some time in examining all the fir
cones, Otter-leart had a good start, and in the evening
of the next day, fancying himself safe, he prepared to
rest. Suddenly he again heard the voices and laughter
behind him: the two mad girls were stili pursuing him.
"Oho, Otter-heart !" he heard them say, with a laugh,
"thou imaginest thou canst hide thyself from us.
Give up, give up.! I The earth is not large enough for
thee to escape from us!"

This time Ottef-heart avoided the firs, and chose a
tail, thick, and hôllow maple-tree. The wood of this
tree, when dead- and exposed for any time to winct
and weather, becomest as hard as stone. "They can-
not fell this so easily, their hatchets will bréak," he
thought to hinîself, and let himself down from the top
into the cavity.

The two maidens, who had not exactly erceived
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which tree the fugitive had chosen,v»went round and
tapped each tree with their hatchets to find out which
was hollow, and cried, at the same time, "Thou hand-
some-friend, art thou here?" At length they;came to
thie right tree, and set to work at once to cùtit down.
But their hatchets made hardly any impression on the
tough wood.

Resting from their hard work for a moment the
bad squaw said to the good one, "Let »us see, sister,
if there is not a little split in the tree." They ex-
amined it, really found a split, and looked in. On
seeing their beloved sitting inside, they set to work
more eagerly than ever. They struck away bravely,
but Otter-heart silently uttered a wish to the spirits
that one of their hatchets might break. And he had
scarce wished it than the bad one shrieked, " Woe,
woe, sister, my hatchet is broken !" - "Courage
courage," the other called to her; "my hatchet is still
whole; let us not despair." But Otter-heart now
made a second wish that this hatchet might break
too, and it reálly happened.

NTow the maidens saw clearly that they could do
nothing by force. They, therefore, began praying-him
again, and cried together, in a friendly voice, " Oshige-
Wakon, myhandsdme husband, whom our father, the
mighty Ogima, gave us, come -out-come here to me."

But though they sang this so frequently, the young
man within did not stir. "It is of no use," the wicked
sister whispered to thé other, "we shall not get hin
out in that way; we must think of other arts. We
will separate, and each try her best after her own
fashion; and as he will only inarry one of us, let it be

îthe one who can catch him."
The good maiden was contented, and the sisters
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soon separated, and wentthrough the forest in diffe-
rent directions.

When Otter-heart heard that all around was quiet,
he looked out of his hollow trge, got down, and con-
tinued his journey. He had &own very hungry by
this time, and as he discovered a beaver-pond at mid-
day, he determined on spending the night here, and
catching a beaver for his supper. He laid his blanket
under a tree, which seemed a good place for camping,
then set to work piercing the dam and letting the
water off. A fine fat beaver remained on the dry
ground, and he killed it.

How great wa hbis surprise, though, on returning to
his camping-groundat finding a beautiful birch-barki z

lodge where he had left lis blanket. "Ah!" he
thought immediately, "it is those two unlucky squaws
again;" and he was about to fly, but he was so tired
and hungry, and the lodge looked so comfortable, and
the fire sparkled so pleasantly in the gloom! Besides,
he was curious to see whether he were not deceived.

He. walked. round the lodge, and, on looking
through a split in the bark covering, he saw only one
maiden, engaged in cleaning and adorning the in-
terior.

Perhaps," he thought," it is the good Ochki-
Kouè." She seemed to him pretty, but very tall, and
rather thin and pale. He walked in as a guest, and
laid bis beaver before the door. "Ah !" the maiden
said, "you are surely a traveller. . Surely you are
tired and hungry. I will prepare your beaver and

your bed."
She quickly skinned the animal, cut it in pieces,

and prepared bis supper. But while stirring the meat
in. the kettle, she tasted some of it. Otter-heart even
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noticed that she ate a great deal of it, and greedily
looked out thVbest pieces, as if she could not conquer
her evil nature. Hence he nearly lost his' appetite,
and, ate very little. And as he did not find the
tidbits which an Indian hunter is wont to look for in
his squaw's plate, this put him in a very bad humour.
He manfully resisted her hypocritical caresses, wrapped
himself in his blanket, and retired to rest in a corner

-of the lodge, after ordering her to remain in the
other.

lu the morning, when about" to start, there was
-ot the slightest trace of breakfast in the kettle,
though it is the regular custom of all good Indian
'housewives to put a couple of pieces -of mçat over-
night in the kettle, so that the hunter, when#le rises
early, and goes out to the chase, may refresh himself
before starting: his squaw had eaten it all. This
made him furious, and he scolded ber so violently
tliagt she turned pal der features changed, her, long
figure sank in, and aflast she was converted into a
long-hired she-wolf, who sprang out of the lodge
with a couple of bounds, and disappeared in the
forest, probably to escape the righteous wrath of her
angry husband.

When Otter-heart saw this, he coiuld explain every-
thing. It was evidently the bad sister, Matchi-Kouè.
She had on the previous evening assumed a changed
and attractive form, although, with all ler magie
art, slie could not remove a certain lean pallor. She
had caressed and flattered hlim, but her greedy nature
had been more powerful than her love, and induced
her to swallow the best pieces of his beaver. And
when he attacked her for it, she showed herself in her
true form as a wolf. He was no little pleased tat he
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had entered into no closer connexion with her, and he
continued his journey in all haste.

In the evening he again rested by a beaver pond,
and laid his blanket under a tree, which seemed to
him suited for his camp: then he proceeded to kill
a beaver. When the water all flowed out, the beavers
tried to escape through the hole, but ,he waited for
them and killed three.

How great was his surprise, when, on returning
with his booty to the steep bank, he again saw a
pleasant lodge built, and a female form moving round
the fire. " Ah !" he thought, "wlio will it be this
time ? Perhaps it is Ochki-Kouè, the good one! I
will gg into the lodge and see where she has laid my
blankét: if I find it near her own bed, it is she, and
she is -intended for my wife." He went in, found
everything very clean and neatly arranged, and his
blanket lay near the deer-skin she had laid out for
herself.I "Good1" he muttered to himself, "this is
my wife."

She was little, but very pretty and graceful, and
she did not move so hurriedly about in the lodge as
the squaw of the previous evening, but cautiously and
thoughtfully, which pleased him very much. She
prepared him a famous supper of the beavers, and
placed the best pieces before him. He enjoyed them,
and told her to eat with him. "No," she said,
inodestly, "there is time enough for me: I will eat
presently my usual food."

"But, Ochki-Kouè," he said, "I do not like to eat
alone what I shot for myself-and my wife."

But she adhered to what she had once said. "I
will," she repeated, modestly, "eat, presently, what I
am accustomed to take."

i
4
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He left her at peace, but, during the night a noise
aroused him as if mice or beavers were gnawing wood.
"Krch, krch; krch!" such was the rustling in the
lodge. To bis surprise, he fancied he saw, by the
glimmer of the fire, his wife gnawing the bark of the
little birch twigs with which he had tied up the
beavers. He supposed it was only a dream, and slept
again till morning. When he awoke, his breakfast
was ready, and lis little wifekstood by his side, and
handed it to him.

He told her of his dream, but she did not laugh at
it so much as he had expected "lHalloa!" he
thought, " was it really no dream, but: the truth.?
Listen, Ochki-Kouè!" he said; "come hither: tell me,
yesterday, when I brought thee home the beavers
why didst thou examine them so seriously, and look
at every limb closely when thou didst cut them up?
Speak, why didst thou this?"

"Oh!" she spoke, sighing, "have I not reason to
look on them seriously? IJ know them all. They
are my relations. One was my cousin, the other my
aunt, and the third my great-uncle."

"What! thou belongest to the Beaver family ?"
"Yes, that is my family."
Who was happier than Otter-heart? For the Otters

and the Beavers have ever been related. The cha-
racter and way of the Beavers pleased him greatly.
And then his young wife was so modest and attentive
to him; and that she had sacrificed her, relations was
a striking proof of her love. StilI, he promised to
respect her well-founded scruples, and, in future, only
shoot roebuck, and àbirds, and other animals, but leave
the beavers at rest, so that he and his wife might
enjoy their meals in common. And sbe, for ber part
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left the birch-twigs at peâce, disturbed him no longer
at night by her nibbling, and accustomed herself to
flesh food,

Thus they lived very agreeably tUe winter through.
He was a bold hunter, and she a quiet, careful house-
wife, busy and peaceful, after the manner of the
Beavers. They were a happy pair. When the spring
came, and with it the merry time of sugar-making,
they went out into the sugar camp, and she bore him
a son there. He heard of it on the evening of the
-same day on which he returned from the hunt with a
large bear he had shot. At once he made a great
feast, to which he invited ail his neighbours, and each
received a chosen piece of the delicate game. as a
present.

Re regarded it as -a very good omen that bis son
was born on the same day when he killed so large
a beast in the hunt. And the next day he sat 'down
and began cutting bow and arrows for the little one.
lis wife laughed, and said it would be long before
the child could use bow and arrow. "Thou art
right," he said, and broke up lis handiwork. But it
was not long ere he had another bow and arrows
ready. He was so impatient to educate lis son as a
distinguished hunter. He pictured to himself how he
would presently go with hinà to hunt, and how he
would instruct his boy in all things necessary for
hunting, and how he should become a great hunter,
renowned far and wide. He built castles in the air,
one above the other. But how rarely do such fme
dreams meet with accomplishmext! How little is
wanting to destroy the most perfect happiness! A
breath of envious fate, the slightest accident, suffice!

Oshige-Wakon and Ochki-Kouè had spent their
fairest days. Fate cauglit them up on tlieir return
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from the sugar camp. As it was now quite spring,
and all the streams and fountains full of water, his
wife begged Otter-heart to build her a bridge over
every river and stream, so that she might cross dry-
footed. And he was obliged to promise this solemnly.
" For," she said, "if my feet were wetted, this would
at once cause thee great sorrow."

Otter-heart did, too, what he prômised. At each
river, each bubbling fountain, he built a bridge for
his squaw. At length, though, he came to a small
conduit, which was only six inches broad. Now, he
was either tired of the constant bridge-building, or
lost in thoughts and pleasant schemes-in short, he
crossed the trumpery stream, and did not think of the
bridge. But when he had gone on some distance, and
his squaw and child did not folow him, he turnedi
back to the streamlet, which he now found,'to his
terror swollen to a mighty and roaring river. A fore-
boding of what had occurred struck him like lightning,

and he repented, too late, his forgetfulness.
Ochki-Kouè, with her son on her back, had tripped

after him with short steps. At the six-inch conduit,
which she found unbridged, she stopped, and called
her husband to her assistance; but as he did, not hear
her, in the terror of her heart she ventured the leap.
She stepped short, stumbled into the water, and, so
soon as her foot was wet, it was al over with ber.
She was immediately changed into a beaver, and her
son into a beaverling, and both swam down to the
beaver-dam along the stream, which had now grown
migbty.

In despair, Otter-heart, who, as I said, at once
guessed what had happened, followed the course of
the wild stream, and, after three long and fatiguing
days' journey, reached the beaver pond: Here he
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saw a "wisch," or beaver house.* He saw his wife
sitting on the roof. She was plaiting a bag of the
bark of the white wood (bois blanc), and had her
beaverling bound to her by a cord of white wood bark.

Otter-heart was out of his mind at the sight. From
the bank he implored her to return to, him. But she
replied that she could not do so. "I sacrificed to
thee my relatives and all, and I only asked of thee to
build me bridges and help me dry-footed over the
waters. Thot didst cruelly neglect this. Now, I
must remain for ever with my relations." Her hus-
band begged her, at least, to loosen the white wood
rope, and let him kiss his little son; bût this she was
obliged to refyse him. She remained where she was.

And, with this, my old lady's story ended.
"But what became of poor Otter-heart, after ail ?"

I asked her, not being fully satisfied. "Did he con-
vert himself into an otter, and live at any rate-on the
bank of the same water to which his squaw now be-
longed ? or did he return to bis sister, and seek solace
in his old days by talking of his happiness, that had
melted away with the winter ice ?"

But my old woman would give me no further in-
formation. She kept to her text, "the story was
ended." The deserted sister, with whom the story
began, and of whom I reminded her, was forgotten.
And the unhappy Oshige-Wakon remained at the end
unsatisfied, and like a pillar of salt.

Such are the conclusions~Indian stories often have;
they pulse for a time like au olian harp, and are
then suddenly silent.

* Wisch is the pure Ojibbeway orthography and pronunciation of the
word. The French voyageurs have accepted it in their language, and
turned it into " wasch" or "waschi.">
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THE dirum had been beaten two evenings in succes-
sion in a lodge about half a mile from mine, in which
a young couple lived. There was a sick and dying
child there, which the doctors attended daily. One
evening, passing near the wigwam, I could not resist
the temptation to peep in, and so lifted one of the
loose apakwas. I had chosen the right spot, for I was
opposite the doctor and his little patient.

The poor little being lay in its father's arms, who
looked remarkably 'sorrowful and grieved. Before
bim knelt the doctor, who crawled first up and then
back again. He gazed fixedly on the suffering child,
and kept his eye fixed on it as on his prey. It was
much like a cat playing with a mouse, except that in
this case the illness and not the child represented the
mnouse to be captured.
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The doctor's chief instrument was a hollow, very
white, and carefully polished bone. This bone, which
was about two and a half inches long, and of the
thickness of a little finger, the doctor repeatedly
swallowed, then brought it up again, blew on the
child through it, sucked up the skin through the tube,
and Thtièiejected the illness he had drawn out into a
basin with many strange and terrible convulsions. Al
this was accompanied by incessant drumming, rattling,
and singing by an assistant of the doctor, and many
sighs from the mother of the child., But for all that
the poor little thing was hurrying rapidly to the
grave.

The next morning, when J arrived at an early
hour, and walked into the lodge as a sympathising
neighbour, the doctor was no longer present. But
the child still lay in its father's lap wrapped in a thick
blanket. He held it most tenderly. The mother
seemed utterly exhausted by the exertions of the past
night, and lay on the ground with her face concealed
in skins. Al were perfectly still, and took no more
notice of me than on the previous evening. The
suffering patient was at the last gasp.

On the evening of the same day I again passed, but
could not find the lodge. At length I convinced
myself, at least, that I had found the right spot. But
the hut itself had been utterly removed, the inha-
bitants had disappeared, the fire extinguished, and all
their property carried away. The little, being was
dead, and already buried, and the mourning parents,
after the Ojibbeway fashion, had broken up their
lodge, and put out their fire, and gone to live tem-
porarily with some relations.*

* " Les Indiens craignent la mortalité," my Canadians repeatedly said
to me. Hence they bury their deceased as soon as possible. They do not
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I was guided to the house where they were, and
found them sitting very thoughtfully and mournfully
among their friends. There were, though, a great
many persons present, and extraordinary noise and
confàsion. Singing and drumming were going on,
and they seemed to me like corybantes trying to expel
sorrow.

"So it is," my Canadian companion said; "these
drummers and singers are 'consolateurs,' whom our
Indians engage on sucsh occasions and pay hand-
somely. Usually they choose a 'vieillard parleur' like
our Vieux Espagnol. (This was an old chattering
Indian who at times visited us.) "But these conso-
lateurs make no allusion to the event that has oc-
cured: ils chantent les chansons les plus récréatives,
et racontent des histoires -pour leur faire oublier leur
chagrin."

Such a consolation lasts a considerable time, for I
heard the drums for several evenings while passing the
house where my young mourners were residing.

Both among the Ojibbeways and otherIndian tribes
it is a very general custom to cut off a loùk of hair in
remembrance of their deceased children, especially
those still at the breast, and wrap it up in paper and
gay ribbons. Round it they lay the playthings, clothes,
and amulets of the little departed. These form a
tolerably long and thick parcel, which is fastened up
crosswise with strings, and can be carried like a dolL

carry them out of the doorway, but cut a hole in the bark of the lodge and
thrust the body out. They fear lest the dead person, by remaining any
time among them, might carry off other living.beings. Hencethey not only
pull down the whole house and put out the fire, but are very careful not
even to light the new fire in the new house with a spark or sticks from the
old one. A new fire -and new wood must be taken. Nor do they build
the new lodge on the oldspot, but choose another place as far from it as
possible.
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They give this doll a name, signifying "misery" or
"<misfortune," and which may be best translated "the
doll of sorrow." This lifeless object takes the place
of the deceased child. The mourning mother carries
it about for a whole year: she places it near her at
the fire, and sighs often enough when gazing on it.
She also takes it on her excursions and travels, like a
living child. The leading idea, so I was told, was,

'that the little, helpless, dead creature, as it did not
know how to walk, could not find its way into para-
dise. The mother could help its soul on the journey
by continually carrying about its representation. This
they bear about till they fancy the spirit of the child

'lhas grown sufficiently to be able to help itself along.
At public festivals these dolls are also presented,

and, at times, presenfs and sacrificial gifts made to
them. When, for instance, a war-dance is executed,
and the unhappy mother sits ýweeping with her doll, a
warrior will cut off a lock of hair and throw it on the
doli, "pour faire plaisir à la pauvre mère et à son
enfant."

When the àyear of grief is ended, a family feast is
prepared, the bundle unfastened, the clothes and
other articles givenr away, but the lock of hair buried.

I had an opportunity of seeing one of these dolls on
my island, among some Indians from Lake Vermilion.
They had made a foot journey of ten days, and the
mother had dragged the doll along with all her plunder
on her back.

When I first saw it, one of the~boys had it in his
arms. He was sitting with it by the fire, and playing
withit, just as he had done with his living sister. After
some time he laid it by his mother's side. I was per-
mitted to inspect it, and found. it very carefully and
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firmly made. At the head end, some feathers and twigs
from the arbor vite were fastened as ornaments ;
on the breast was also fastened the spoon with which
the dead child used to be fed.

The Indians frequently regard the smaller and
greater accidents of life and melancholy events with
much philosophy and admirable resignation. This
was perceptible in the following instance:

A young man sat down with several others to the
game of paguessing. He had placed.his loaded gun
behind him, and paid no further attention to it. His
younger brother, a lad of thirteen, took up the gun
and began, playing with the hammer. All at once it
exploded,, and the charge went through his brother's
head. The young warrior, adorned with his feathers
and paint, lay dead amid the counters.

When his death vas found to be certain, a general

yell of lament was raised, and gal prepared for the
burial. Women, men, and children gave way to the
most violent grief. The women shrieked and moaned
till late in the night, loosened their hair, and poured
ashes over their heads. The men blacked their faces,
and stuck knives, and needles, and thorns through
their skin and flesh, and principally through the fattest
parts of the chest and the muscles of the arm.

At the burial an old Indian stepped forth, took his
place opposite a great fir-tree, and held a most affect-
ing discourse to the weeping assembly. In this dis-
course the most curious thing was, that the speaker
did not describe the catastrophe directly, but went a
roundabout way to work.

The main argument was, that a tall, graceful fir had
stood upright, like the one before him. Suddenly, how-
ever, by command of the Great Spirit, the lightning
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struck the fir-tree and levelled it with the ground.
Not the slightest allusion was made to the young
brother, the innocent cause of the sad accident. So
soon as the deed was done, the. latter fled, under the
influence of terror, into the forest; but his other rela-
tives hurried after him, spoke to him kindly, and
brought him back. Not a word of reproach was ad-
dréssed to him, nor was the affair ever again mentioned
in the family, although many a mournful thought
might be devoted to the departed.

If two Indians go on a journey, they ask each
other a multitude of questions as to the state of health
of their respective families. Each relative is men-
tioned separately, and his present condition described.
"lHow is your wife ? What are your children doing
-are they all well and fat ? Is your old mother in
good health ?" "No! she is rather unwell." "What is
the matter with her?" "She has caught a bad cold,
and is down with a fever." "iHave you a powerful
medicine for that ? if not, will you try this ? Take
some of it.' "Well, how is your uncle ? and are
your aunt's bad feet better ?" "Her feet are bétter,
but-she has begun to suffer in her eyes." With such
questions and answers the whole family is passed i
review, and all their sufferings and illnesses closely
investigated.

If the Indians generally neglect their old folk, as
they are accused of doing, it is, at any rate, not always
the case. Lately I saw, in front of a wigwam, great
affection displayed towards a very aged woman, who
was lame, blind, and half dead, who longed for the
sunshine. The way if which the daughters and
daughters-in-law prepared her bed in the fine warm
sunshine, and then led lher carefully ot-to notice all
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this did me good. They told me they had brought
their grandmother one hundred and thirty miles in a
canoe, because there was no one at home to take care
of her.

A well-known writer on the Indians is of opinion
that it is not considered exactly honourable and re-
spectable among the Ojibbeways to have several wives.
This view my people here contradict point-blank.
They assert that, on the contrary, it is cohsidered
highly honourable to be in a position to support
several wives. The cleverer and more fortunate a
hunter is, the more wives does he have. A dis-
tinguished and celebrated hunter has no occasion to
look after wives-he can scarcely keep them at bay. A
man who can support several squaws gains influence;
he is regarded as a man of great gifts aad powerful
character, and parents offer him their daughters.
Usually they take their wives from one family-fre-
quently a whole row of sisters.* The first wife, how-
ever, always remains at the head of affairs: elle est la
régnante. Her place in the lodge is usually by her
husband'sside.- The±unter also entrusts the game he
haiskilled to her for distribution. The several squaws
have also their special Indian names; that of the first
meanmg "la femme de sa droite ;" that of the second,
"la suivante;" the third, "la petite femme." They,
however, rarely have more than three wives.

When they lose a squaw by death their grief is very
deep. They paint the whole face raven black, lay aside
their silver or brass armlets, and tie a blackened strip
of leather round the arm. A similar strip is worn round
the neck instead of the wampum strings. They also

* A valuable fact I beg to present to the society for marriage with a de-
ceased wife's sister.u..L. W.
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cut off their hair, and do not comb it. But in such
cases the sister of the deceased often has compassion
on the mourner, comes into his house to take care of
the children, and usually remains as her sister's. suc-
cessor. The women are not so strict, or, as a Canadian
said to me, so "correct" in their mourning for a de-
ceased husband; and, indeed, among the Indians the
finery and fashions are all on the side of the men.

I had recently an opportunity of noticing a peculiar
specimen of Indian arithmetic.

The people, on arriving from the interior, imme-
diately report themselves to the American agent, in
order to prove their claims to a share in the payment
of tribute. The agent, with his clerks, sits in-a room,
or barn, and another tribe is called forward every day.
Before beginning, he assembles round him the chiefs
and aldermen, who are acquainted with the family
circumstances, number of wives and children belong-
ing to each member, and can verify their statements.

The tribute is mainly ·paid per head. Children,
wives, and men are all equally privileged; and so the
more 'children and wives a man has, the more payment
does he receive. According to the letter of the law,
every claimant should appear in person, and hence the
majority come in with their whole families. Still it is
impossible to carry out this law strictly, and there
always are plenty of old people, and sick, who cannot
und.ertake the journey. In many districts the women
are engaged with the rice harvest, or some other im-
portant affair at the time of the payment, and if they
had to be absent for weeks, their housekeeping might
fal into disorder. Hence excuses are not looked into
too closely, and many heads of families are allowed to
receive the entire'sum for their members, after the lists
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have been confirmed by the chiefs. Those, too, who
live a great distance off are dispensed from appearing
personally.

If the turn has arrived of a tribe whose members have
not al come in yet, the statistics are temporarily com-
piled from the memory of the elders. It is most inte-
resting tosee what good memories they have. They
possess no other registers and>-parish books than those
they carry in their heads, and yet they always know
exactly who of the tribe has had a child born, who
has taken a second or third squaw, or if a girl has
married into another tribe, and the reason for doing
so. They can also state whether a man is a half-breed,
in what degree he is related to the tribe, and how far
he las a claim to share in the tribute.

Any man who lias an opportunity to be present at
such discussions as these about every family and its
members, can take- many a glance at the internal life
of these races, and hear many a curious history.

A man who came from the heart of Wisconsin, and
was unable to bring his family along with him, brought
in their stead a little bundle of wooden pegs into the
registration office. When his name was called, and
he was questioned as to the size of his family, he laid
the bundle on the table, and said these were all his
people-they could count them. The pegs were very
neatly cut, and fastened together with a scarilet thread
of wool. There were two larger ones for his squaws
and seven smaller for his children, each peg being.
longer, according to the height of the child inteided.
He produced the bundle from a cloth, in which he had
carefully carried it on his long journey from home.
The members of the famiiy, it was plain, had sat to
him, and had their portraits taken.
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In the Indians' eyes this was a perfectly valid docu-
ment, and far more certain than if he had merely
written the number of his people on a piece of paper,
or given the number viva voce.

During the payment of the tribute-money, I also
noticed many peculiar and characteristic scenes, which,
were I to describe them all, would fill a chapter.

It is very interesting to see the poor men and
women, when summoned, walk up to the pay-table,
and to watch how each receives the money.

One comes with a furry bag to receive the silver
stream, another has only a piece of cloth, while a
poor widow has but her apron, in which she knots it
up. When a handful of shining coin fell in, she
thought it was enough, and was going to fasten it up.
"Stop," said the paymaster, "lhere's more." And he
slook in another couple of handfuls, over which she
was lost in amazement.

Of course the Indians never attempt to count the
money; they trust entirely to the Indian paymasters,
and very often are ignorant of the relative value of the
large and small coins thrust over to them in piles.
They sign the receipt perfectly bonafide.

The mode of receipting is the most laconic I ever
saw. As none of the Indians can write, the American
secretary inscribes their name for them. Still they
are obliged to touch the pen while the secretary
writes, or a slight touch before he begins writing
suffices. Many even cannot do this quick enough,
so the clerk hits them over the knuckles with the pen.
But they must always cpme into some contact with
the pen, so that the matter may be, stamped on the
Indian's memory.*

* LI Norway there is an equally econic mode of payment, Imáy remind
Mr. Kohl. When a peasant takes his wood into the crown yards, an
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As, unhappily, there is no lack of dram-shops in
our little village, some of the Indians came up to the
pay-table in a state most unfavourable for the settle-
ment of money matters. I noticed an Indian woman
who had a drop too much, and rent the air with her
disgusting shrieks. She was accompanied by ber
daughter, ·a child of twelve years of 'age, who ob-
served her mother's condition with the greatest ap-
prehension and sorrow. The girl had put the money
her mother had received into her mouth, i order to
have her hands free to support the staggering woman.
As it was time to proceed to the otier offices, where
implements, food, and other matters were given to the
Indians, she was trying to drag her mother there. At
last, as she could not manage her, the little one left
her drunken mother on a stone, and ran crying to
the' officials, and received the share intended for her
family. I was delighted ,to see that her claim was
allowed, and she came back to her now sleeping
mother with as rnany things as she could carry. She
then sat down quietly by her side, and waited for
her to awake.

There were many comical scenes at the distribution
among the Indians of the tools, provisions, and cloth-
ing. They received new beaver hats, blue coats with
brass buttons, and very handy grey' caps. They put
on everythirig at once, and in a short time the whole
assembly was metamorphosed. Many wrapped the
fox and skunk tails they had hitleto worn on their
heads round their hats, while some who received a
cap as well as a -hat put them both on at once in a

official writes on his back in chalk how much he is to receive. As he goes
out again, another official pays him the sum. and gives him a smart rap on
the back, which effectually settles the bill.-L. W.
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very ridiculous fashion. One man who did not under-
stand the use of the caps, or, perhaps, did not desire
anything on bis head, filled it with tobacco, and hung
it to his waist-belt. In another case the mark' or
address of the American manufacturer was left by
mistake on a coat The recipient fancied this gilt
mark was a portion of his coat. He would- not, on
any consideration, have it taken off, and I saw him
walking about for several days proud of this mark of
distinction, till the rain washed it away.
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ANY map of the United States will show us that
the districts round about Lake Superior have the
names of Wisconsin, Michigan, &c. Here, however,
in the country itself, Canadians and Indians employ
very different names. I will 'Mention some ,of them
to make my readers better acquainted with my Indian
locality.

The north shore of the lake is usually called here
"l'autrebord," inIndian, Agamkitchigamig; the country
to the south of the lake is called by the Canadians
"le pays de la folle avoine," in Indian, Manominikan,
or Manomin (the wild rice). This plant is very pre-
valent in the southern part of the lake.

The French, Canadians often call these southern
lands, shortly, "les terres folles," and I frequently
heard them say, "In les terres folles, so-and-so is
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done." At times, too, they will call the country "la
folle avoine," as, "Je veux hiverner à la folle avoine."

In the same way they call the land where the Ot-
tawa Indians live, or the upper peninsula of Michigan,
"chez les Courtes Oreilles," fr that is the Canadian
name of those Indians.

The lands to the west, near the sources of the Mis-
sissippi are usually called here "les bois forts." The
name is the same in Indian, and the Indian name of
the- tribes living there may be translated "forest-
men.

I took great trouble to discover a primeval Ojibbe-
way name for the river St. Lawrence, or the whole of

I the water system, but J could not find anything of the
sort. At present-and for many years back, probably

the®Indians call it the Montreal river, as the Cana-
dians say, "la rivière de Montreal." As the Ojibb&
ways cannot pronounce the letter "r," this word is
corrupted into Moneang, and the St. Lawrence is
known among thearn as the "Moneangssebi." The
broad St. Mary's River, running from the south of

- Lake Superior, they cail "Kitchi Gami Ssebi,".or the
river of the great lake.

The Ojibbeways have paid some attention to the
heavens. They all know the polar star, have noticed
its fixedness, and call it " Gwe danang," or the star
of the north. A much-travelled Voyageur assured
me that even the most savage Indians know the star
by this name.

In the same way they al know the morning -star,
which they caîl "Wabanang." I often sat with them
before my hut, and they pointed out to me the planets
they knew. They showed me the following: the
"Bear's-head" (Makosh-tigwan), the "B3ear's-cross"
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(Mako-jigan), and the "three travelling kings" (Ada-
womog). Unfortunately, I am not able to say which
of our constellations these signify, for the Indians
seemed to form theirs of different stars from ours.

The Pleiades they called Madodisson, or the
"sweating stones." In their vapour-baths they em-
ploy red-hot stones arranged in a circle nearly in the
shape of the Pleiades.

Not far from the polar star they showed me three
stars, which they called Noadji-manguet, or the 'man
who walks behind the loon-bird."

They have also various expressions for the phaes
of the moon, or, as they term it, the night sun. The
full moon they call the round night sun, and they
employ phrases similar to ours to express the crescent
and decrescent moon. They-have also special terms
for a halo, double suns, and other apparitions in the
sky, which proves that they have paid considerable
attention to the firmament. •

Nearly every at all intelligert Indian can through-.
out the year tell the time of~kday,-when the sun will
cross the meridian, and mid-day. -br the other hours
they have expressions like this: "It is half-way to mid-
day," or, "It is now one half from mid-day to sunset."

But they tell the time even better at night if the
stars are bright. They appoint the time for a noc-
turnal foray most accuratelv, and they will arrange to
meet after the declension of' this or that planet, or
when that star is at such or such a point.

Like all nations in the world they regulate the
greater division of the years and the months by the-
movements of the sun and moon.

I have heard the Ojibbeways speak of the moon,
where they throw off vice (la lune, oû ils rejettent le
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vice). The first time persons, especially young men,
see the moon in February, they say: "Je rejette ma
mauvaise manière de vivre." This was, unluckily, all
I could learn on this interesting subject. Many as-
sured me the commencement of the year was typified
by this.

They also divide the year into twelve moons, and
have their regular names for them. It is hence pro-
bable that t1às division is very ancient among them,
for they add every now and then a thirteenth name-
less moon in order to get right with the sun again.

Among the Ojibbeways on Lake Superior the months
have the following names:

JANUARY-The moon of the spirits.
FEBRUARY-The moon of the suckers, because those

fish begin going up the rivers then.
MARc.-The moon of the snow-crust because then

the sun covers the top of the snow with a firm crust,
and it is a good time to travel.

APRIL-The moon for breaking the snow-shoes,
because then the snow disappears and the snow-shoes
are often broken.

MAY-The flower moon.
JUNE-Strawberry moon.
JuLY-Raspberry moon.
AUGusT-Whortleberry moon.
SEPTEMBER-.The moon of the wild rice.
OCTOBER-The moon of the falling leaf.
NoVEMBER-The freezing moon.
DECEMBER-The moon of little spirits.
I grant that al the Indians cannot divide the months

with equal correctness; and it is often comical to
listen to the old men disputing as to what moon they
aremin.

0
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The title "odíidjida" (a brave, or hero) is to, the
Indians the highest on earth. In order to gain it,
th9 y will ru'i to the end of the world.

War and& murder expeditions are not the sole means
of attaining this predicate. Many Indians have em-
ployed other ways; anqong them, the accomplishment
of long and dangerous journeys, to which curiosity, as
well as thirst for glory and distinction, often incites
them.

We find curious Indian travellers, who came a great
distance, mentioned ii the first European reports about
Indians. The Choctas preserve the memory of a cele-
brated traveller of their tribe, who undertook a long
journey to the west, in order to find the sea in which
the sun disappeared on setting.

-Similar traditions about great journeys and travellers
are found among other tribes. I was told here of an
Indian .who had come all the way from the Rocky
Mountains (one of the northern spurs) and appeared
on Lake Superior. He spoke a language resembling
the Ojibbeway, examined very curiously everything
here, and then returned home.

But the appearance of a young Sioux, who came to
the lake a few years back, caused even greater excite-
ment than that traveller. He was the son of a Sioux
chief, who, greedy for distinction and also curious to
see how the Ojibbeways, the arch-foes of his tribe,
lived, determined on making a friendly tour through
their country. 11e travelled alone, only armed with
his gun, from one Ojibbeway village to another, round
the lake. They were astonished at his bravery; and
though many assembled and said they must kill this
enemy of their blodd, others interposed and took
charge of him, praising his boldness, and saying it
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ought to be respected. Such views as these gained
the day, and the young S oux manouvred so cleverly,
that he lived a whole nter among the Ojibbeways
unassailed.

When spring came, 'au temps des sucres," as the
Canadians say, he start d home again, and the Ojibbe-
ways took leave of hi with marks of honour.

Canadian Voyageur assured me they had found such
travelling and adventu ous Ojibbeways also among the
Sioux. The matter is ili so far interesting, as it
serves to explain toIu how we Europeans, on our first
entry into the New World, found geographical know-

ledge of remote regions so prevalent among the natives
-for instance, the existence of the ocean known to
Indians living far in the interior.

I often had an opportunity of noticing that the
.Indians value speed of foot as highly amcong their

people as the Greeks- did in their Achilles, and that
they can cover an extraordinary space of ground by
théir persistent and steady trot.

Many remarkable performances of the Indian run-
ners, whom the fur companies employed as postmen,
are generally known; but here I learned much new
and interesting matter on tiis point.

As the sparse population of the country is scattered
over wide distances, cases frequently occur in which a
swift runner can save a family from destruction; and
this is a sufficient reason why the savages honour hin
as greatly as a bolci hunter or warrior.

Before they possessed horses, speed of foot must have
been even more highly prized. As they were com-
pelled to hunt al their game on foot, what is called
"running down the game" was quite ordinary; and
even now they perform it at times. They frequently
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do so, for instance, with the elk, especially in winter,
when that animal has difficulty in getting over the
snow, and breaks through, while the Indian easily
glides over it on his snow-shoes.

A hunter residing here told me the following anec-
dote about running down an elk. He had been run-
ning for half a day behind an elk, and several times he
had nearly caught it. But, he said, he did not wish
to kill it, in order to save the trouble of dragging it

-home. Hence he sat down several times at some dis-
tance from the exhausted brute, gave it time to collect
its strength, and regained bis own wind also. After a
few minutes he would begin his extraordinary chase
again, and arranged it so, that the brute was driven
nearer and nearer to his hut. At nightfall he had it
near enough to his camp, so he went up, drew his
knife, and killed it.

I at first'thought this a rodomontade dressed up à
la chasseur, till I heard other similar stories of driving
wild beasts home. The most remarkable and best
described I found in an American journal, The Friend
of .Dakota, and as it confirms my own notes, I will
repeat it hère:

A Sioux Indian, called the Man of the Sky,
seated himself, on returning from a day of unsuccess-
ful hunting, on a mound at the edge of a flat prairie to
smoke a pipe. (The Indians always prefer an eleva-

tion to rest and smoke, when the weatlier permits it,
and their summer paths usually run over the highest
ground, where they sit down now and then and ob-
serve the country.)

While Master Skyman was sitting there, smoking,
looking about, and thinking, his watchful eye suddenly
fell, on a black bear, which was trotting very com-
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fortably straight up to his hillock. A young Indian
who can boast of having "run down" a bear is as
proud of it as an English boxer of a victory; an.d Sky-
man, who had long desired an opportunity for dis-
tinguishing himself in this way, now thought that the
time had arrived. If he had merely cared about
killing the bear, he could have concealed himself and
shot it from an ambush, but any one could do that
who knew how to pull -a trigger. Hence he decided
on having a bold race with Master Bruin. The blood
began to course through his veins as he silently re-
moved all his clothes and other encumbrançes, and
laid them on one side, with the exception of his mo-
cassins, pipe, and rifle. The bear came up, and Skyman
rose: at the sight of his enemy, Bruin made a bolt to
the side, and was soon a long distance ahead. But his
increased speed was only momentary. After a while
his movements grew slower, and the Indian felt his
courage increase the more the distance between them
decreased. When he, drew close up to the waddling
bear, the latter did his best to get away, but he gave
in more quickly this time, and in a few moments the
long, steady trot of the Indian brought him once more
alongside bis victim.

By constant repetition of the same experiments, the
extraordinary exertions and sudden spurts of the bear
grew weaker, and the hunter saw plainly that the
animal was beginning to "sweat "-the term the
Indians apply to any one who grows tired. But at the
same time he noticed, to his alarm, that the wide, flat
prairie was giving out, and that a thick wood and
scrub was close at hand. The matter must be decided
at once. Bruin put out his best speed in order to reach
the scrub in a straight line, and if he were successfil
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the chase would be over, for he would soon find a
hollow tree, or a "renversi," impenetrable by any but,
a quadruped. Skyman could have easily stopped the
animal by a shot, but that he did not wish, as he would
thus lose the renown of running a bear down. He put
forth his utmost strength, managed to head the bear
before reaching the scrub, and drove him back into the
open pr-airie.

For a minute he stopped, took a long, deep breath, and
then said, "And now, my black friend, show thy mettle.
Two legs against four! thou must now sweat, or I,
before we part." Both .now coursed over the prairie
like two race-horses. But it was soon evident that
Bruin would have to beg quarter before long, for his
hesitating zig-zag course gave the hunter a decided
superority. The race was as good as over; Bruin'was
lame and beaten, his opponent hearty and active. He
could almost. clutch the animal's wool; hence he now
raised his rifle and took the poor hunted beast's life.
After enjoying a comforting pipe, he threw the shaggy
carcase over his shoulder and carried it to the neigh-
bouring village, where the most delicate parts were
eaten at a festival, and the usual religious rites paid to
the spirit of the bear.

Old Man of the Sky, who was, at the time this
story was written in the above-mentioned American
journal, seventy years of age, often told this running
story of his youthful years with great gusto.

Even the Indian girls dream at times that they will
become mighty runners; and evince a pride in excëiling
in this art, like the men. A case occurred during my
stay at La Pointe. A warlike maiden suddenly ap-
peared, who boasted of having taken a Sioux scalp,
and she was led in triumph from lodge to lodge. I
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was told that a supernatural female had appeared to
this girl, who was now nineteen, during the period of
her great fasts and dreams of life, who prophesied to
her that she would become the greatest runner of her
tribe, and thus gain the mightiest warrior for husband.
J must remark here, as indeed every reader will easily
conjecture, that the fasting dreams of the Indian girls
chiefly allude to the subject of marriage. Thrice-so
said the prophetic voice-she'would join in an expedi-
tion against the Sioux, and thrice save herself victo-
riously by her speed of fôot. In running home the
warriors of her tribe would try to outstrip her, but she
would, in the two first campaigns, beat everybody.
(Notice here that, even ou the return from the field,
speed of foot is considered an honour among the
Indians.) On the return from the third campaign,
however, a young Ojibbeway would race with her, and
conquer her, and she2 would then be married to him.

The girl had made her first war expedition this
year. She had proceeded wtith the warriors of her
tribe into thei enemy's camp, raised the scalp of a
wounded Sioux on the battle-field, and had run
straight home for several days, thus bringing the first
news of the victory, which greatly augmented her
renown..

At La Pointe she walked in procession through the
village, the scalp being borne before her as a banner.
She was pointed out to everybody as the heroine of
the day and of the island, and probably long ere this
some young warrior has run a race with her, in which
she was only too ready to be defeated.

It is, by the way, no rarity here for the women and-
girls to take part in the employments of the men, and
even in their wars. That the "muJier taceat in ec-

Y
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clesia " is not so strictly observed, as, for instance,
among the Jews, I showed while describing the great
medicine dance. The women become full members
of the Midé order, dance with the men in the temples,
sing with them, have like them the mysterious bag,
and perform miracles. There have also been cele-
brated prophetesses and enchantresses among the
Indians. The women also take a certain part in the
war dances by accompanying them with singing.
One of the strangest warlike exploits of an Indian
girl was told me here.

A poor woman lived a miserable life with her
children and her sickly husband. Her only hope was
in her eldest son, a lad who had already begun to go
hunting for lis mother and relatives, and was becom-
ing the head of the family and bread-gainer.

Hence it.was a crushing blow to these poor people
when this hopeful youth was attacked on a distant
hunting expedition by treacherous Sioux, murdered,
and scalped. The whole family fell into a state of
melancholy, and blackened their faces: they were
utterly helpless, but, before all, thirsted for revenge.
The poor sickly father sang, the life-long day, mourn-
ing songs for bis murdered son, and complained of bis
own impotent condition, which prevented him from
gomg on the war-trail, and taking vengeance on the
enemies of his tribe and family. He was nearly alone
in the world, and had but few- relations who would
take compassion on him. There was nought in bis
house but mourning, grief, and a vain cry for ven-
geance.

At length the grown-up daughter, a girl of seven-
teen, began to beat the war-drum, mutter wild songs,
and question destiny, or, as they term it, "dream."
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She had a dream, in which it-was revealed to her thatthe only method by which to obtain consolation andcheerfulness-that is, revenge-for her family, was bysacrificing her own lover.
This beloved of her heart was a youth of the Siouxtribe, whose -acquaintance she had formed in happierand more peaceful times, and whom she loved fervently,

in spite of the blood-feud between the two tribes.
They had often met in secret, and were enabled to doso with ease as their villages lay on the frontier of thetwo hunting-grounds. He belonged to the band which
had murdered her brother, and as the revengeful girldid not know how to get hold of any other warrior,
she determined to act in obedience to her dream, andchoose her beloved as the victim. These Indiansregard their enemies as responsible en masse for theexcesses committed, and their revenge is hence sa-tiated when it falls on one of the relatives of theculprit.

The girl marched across mountain and forest to theneighbouring territory of the Sioux. in the night shemade her way into their encampment, and crept upnoiselessly and unnoticed to her lover's lQdge. Shegave him a love-signal, whispered to him through thecracks of the airy branch-hut, and invited him to comeout. The young man, filled with longing, went intothe forest with the.maiden of his heart to spend anhour in converse sweet. While in her embraces, shewas suddenly converted into the angel of death; shethrust a knife through his heart, scalped him, andhurried horme, where she was regarded as a bene-factress of her family and a great heroine.

A report spread that a fresli BuanichTigwan (a
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Sioux scalp) had arrived on the island, and as I
widhed to see it, I set out- in search.

Some Ojibbeways had a flght a few hundred miles
off in the interior, and raised the hair of a Sioux.
They had decorated it in the traditional manner,
and handed it to some acquaintances who were
going to 'La Pointe, so that they might show it to
the collected relatives and friends of the fortunate
heroes.

We asked the people we met where the. scalp might
be. They showed us a lodge in which it had been,
to their knowledge, during the morning; but when
we asked after it there, it was gone. They directed
us to another outlying lodge, vhither they' had
carried it. But there, too, it had gone away again;
and it was not till evening, and after a long search,
that we found it.

A boy, seated with several other persons of various
ages round the fire, was holding it on a long stick.
On looking more closely at the disgusting object, I
was surprised that it did not appear so repugnant as
I had imagined. The scalp was carefully extended
on a wooden ring, and so copiously adorned with
feathers, gay ribbons, tinkling bells, fox and other
tails, that the bloody skin and hair were nearly en:
tirely covered. The boy held it in his arms, as little

girls do a doli, while the grown-up people were dis-
cussing the events of the war and the mode of cap-
ture. The trophy was fetched during our presence
by other parties, who also wished to enjoy the hap-

piness of fondling it for a while at their fire, and listen
to the accurate account of the forav.

Among the men collected here, and with whom I
principally associate, I have already alluded to the

K
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Indian traders. They form one of the most important
classes among the persons who live on an intimate
footing with the Indians. They are far more highly
educated than the trappers and Voyageurs, and even
form a better judgment of the Indian character than
the missionaries do; and as I learned much interesting
matter from them about the aborigines, I shall often
have occasion to allude to them.

Many of these traders have carried on the fur trade
for generations, and thus acquired great influence over
several tribes. The terms on which they stand to
the Indians resemble those of master and men among
us. The Indian trader is generally a capitalist,' at
whose expense, or on whose advances, the Indian
hunter lives. He provides the latter with guns, pow..
der, provisions, and articles of various descriptions,
with which he debits him. Well equipped, and
tolerably free from câre as to the support of his
fanily, the debtor goes off hunting, frequently for
many hundred miles into the prairies and forests.
Once a year he has a meeting with the trader, to de-
liver his skins, pay his debts, and obtain fresh ad-
vances.

At times the traders will make a commercial treaty
with the chiefs, and thus enter into a debtor and
creditor account with an entire village or tribe.
Hence they frequently acquire great political influ- E
ence, and, as they risk very considerable sums, it may
be conjectured that a trader can only be successful s
through caution and the exercise of tact. I have
been 'told, and have indeed remarked it, that associa-
tion and difficult negotiations with the Indians have a
produced famoi's diplomatists among these traders, Ci who carry on the " ars rerum gerendarum" with great r
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cleverness and tact, and can form an excellent judg-
ment of the character of these savages.

For instance, a friend of mine, a missionary, who
had gained much experience during -his intercourse@
with the Indians, showed me once a small code of
rules for dealing with them, drawn up by a trader
in French. I translated this interesting document.
and will quote it here, as being equally characteristic
of the*Indians and their employers. The principles
and views of this diplomatie fur dealer were as
follow:

1. Respect everything in their customs which de-
serves respect, for there are here and there very ex-
cellent things among ail of them.

2. Always praise whatever really deserves praise:
for the savage is as accessible to flattery as are other
men.

3. In your presents to them take into consideration
their tastes and wants. Only give where there is a
chance of a return, and never squander your presents.

4. Ifyou wish to introduce a custom among them
point-blank opposed to their habits, wait till they
begin to see the necessity of it, and, gain sufficient
strength and inclination to accept the innovation.
Never employ direct pressure, for you will meet with
opposition; but smoothe the road and remove ob-
stacles.

5. If you are anxious to abolish any religious or
superstitious practices, always prepare them for it by
instruction harmonising with their views.

6. If you lower their great men, chiefs, and priests,
as regards their powers in Indian magie arts, always
offer them a compensation in the increased personal
respect you pay them.
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132 INFLUENCE OF THE CHIEFS.

7. Do not trouble yourself much about the cirwd,
but apply yourself to several influential and prominent
men. Obtain, through the mediation of the chiefs, all
that you can. Let them decide on the arrangements,
and make the speeches. This flatters their van ty;
and even the greatest men still believe that by holding
a speech they not only net honour, 'but also obtain I
profit. c

8. Any present of value you may make to a chief, v
exercises more influence than r hundred small gifts
which you waste-on the lower classes. The savage
measures the kindness and value of a man according to u
bis generosity, which, again, he measures by the size
of the presents. in addition, public opinion -entirely
depends on the views of the chiefs. A chief is either p:
better educated, or braver, or more liberal than the Y
others.~tî

9. When a savage accompanies you, does you a 's
service, or works for you, be careful, above all things, pl
that he be so fed and treated as he wishes or requires. yc
You give him tenfold the value of the food by offering
it when he needs it, and is hungry. And if you give him di
anything he dislikes, you only render him dissatisfied. St

10. Never defer your payments or your rewards. cc
Among savages, "a bird in the hand is always worth of
two in the bush."

il. Never ask of an Indian any humiliating service. In
But if yqu have any honourable commission for him, ge
apply to him, and he will serve you faithfully. Never do
suffer him to eat with you as your equal, and, as
a general rule, play the great: man with the natives. he

They also wish to appear as great gentlemen. What- Slo
ever bargain you may close with them, always add a 1er
small present 'f your own accord, as a sign of your di
satisfaction and a proofef your generosity. · · wi



A MACHIIAVELLL

12. Never try to gain anything by force, but all
through persuasion, reasoning, and presents.

13. Never promise them anything you are not quite
certain of fulfilling. Never deceive, delude, or lead
thcm astray; and, as far as is possible, make sure you
are never mistaken. Breaking a promise is regarded
by the Indians in the same light as a lie. And if you
once appear to them a liar, mutual confidence is ir-re-
vocably lost.

14. They'most esteem truth and kindness of heart.
But just as they cannot comprehend the latter quality,
unless allied with generosity, so truth cannot exist
without a decided and sure judgment.

15. If you say to one of themI "I love thee," have a
present ready to hand, to prove your love clearly.
You will lose in their sight if aý present, or some
taitgible politeness, does not follow on- such an as-
surance. But it is often, sufficient to hand them the

plate from which you have been eating, and on which
you have left a fragment for them.

I fancied I recognised in these lines a Machiavelli
discoursing on diplomatic intercourse with mankind.
Still, I was surprised at not finding in this excellent
code a rule which I have often heard praised as being
of the highest value:

"Be always patient and equanimous with the
Indians. Display no anger, or violent, and passionate
gestures. Never be prone to notice insults, for if you
do so you are soon ruined in their estimation."

They say of a calm and patient muan, "he is brave;
he has a strong -and sound heart." But if you pas-
sionately take- up an insalt, or say, for instance, vio-

lently, "That is not true," the Indians wiIl imme-
diately whisper to each other, "There is no danger
with that man." "Nil admirari" is another great
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JEWISH DESCENT.

principle with them. Even though the admiration be
directed to themselves, and flatter their vanity, they
are but little pleased with a man who possesses to an
extreme degree the organ of enthusiasm. I recently
saw here a hunter who had returned from the hunt-
ing-grounds in the upper peninsula with an extraor-
dinary quantity of game. In six weeks he had killed
to his own gun no less than fifty-five deer. I ex-
claimed, "Thou art a distinguished hunter," and then
asked him how many shots hegad missed. He told me
he had e4pended sixty bullets on the fifty-five deer.
I made him a special compliment on. his skill, and
called him a Nimrod; but he hardly listened to me,
made no reply, and seemed, in fact, to despise myenthusiastic applause.

It is very curious that I meet so many persons here
still adhering to the belief in the Jewish descent of
the Indians, not merely among the American clergy,
but also among the traders and agents. Many canno't

-be persuaded out of this curious idea, though it seems
to me to be more deeply-rooted among the Anglo-
Saxon Protestants than the French Catholics. Perhaps
this arises from the fact that the former employ them-
selves so much more in reading the Old Testament,
the history of the Jews, and, above all, the final fate
of the lost ten tribes. The latter they insist on find-
ing here in America, and detect al sorts of Jewish
customs among the Indians, which are, in truth, no
more than the resemblances they bear to all other
peoples that live in a similar nomadie state. A trader
recently told me that there was a passage in Isaiah in
which America is clearly aluded to and pointed out
as'the refuge for the expulsed Jews. The passage, he
said, was: "O thou land, shadowed with wings like
an eagle !" which he interpreted much in this way:
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"Oh thou land, that casteth the shadow of thy wings
far like an eagle!" By these wings, he said, the pro-
phet typified North and South Anierica, which are
fastened together in the centre like eagles' wings. He
also wished clearly to indicate that the Jews would
emigrate to this fair country. I confess I could not
find> this passage in the English Bible, but, on the
contrary, one that denounced "woe to the land sha-
dowing with wings." (Isaiah xviii. v. 1.) But my
trader's opinion, as well as several others I could add,
show what interpretation the people here likeêto give
of the Biblical prophecies.

The traders tell me wonderful stories about the

trade in shells wbich was formerly carried on with
the Indians, and the higli value the savages placed on
them. If the traders brought a large handsome peri-
winkle and held it to the Indians' ears, the latter were
astounded, and said they could hear the sea beating

in it, and would pay, for such a miraculous shell, peltry
to the value of forty or fifty dollars. There were
also varieties of shells which they held in special re-
pute: thus there was a long shell of thesize of a
finger, which in the Indian trade was worth more
than its weight in silver.

Now-a-days this has ceased, and the Indians will
not pay so much for a single s]ell. StIll, they are
held in high respect even in the present day, and I
have already alluded to the small shells which play
so great a part in all the religious ceremonies not only
of the Ojibbeways but of the Sioux residing in the
interior.

The most valued ornament they have, what is
known by the name of "wampum," is also made of
shells. It consists of small pieces of tubing carved or
turned out of certain shells. There are said to be
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several factories in Jersey city, near New York, where-
wampum shells are prepared for the Indians prin-
cipally by German workmen. There is a variety of
bluish or grey wampum exclusively employed for
ornaments. Influential and respeçted chiefs, or jossa-
kids, wear at times heavy masses of these shells round
the neck. The strings of white shells are chiefly used
in peace negotiations, and by holding one end of the
chain and giving the other to the adversary, they,
typify that the future intercourse between them shall
be as smooth, white, and regular as this wampum
necklace. All these shells have been found since the
earliest period among the Indians. The Europeans
did not introduce them, but merely followed a trade
which had existed for years among the Indians. We
find no Indian tribe, however deep it might dwell in
the interior, of which the first Europeans do not
mention their high respect for- sea-shells. There is
no doubt, I think, that histôric reminiscences are con-
nected with this shel worship-recollections of that
great water from which the ancestors of the Indians
and the founders of their religion probably stepped
on shore. These Indians appear to have been as well
acquainted with the fact that America was surrounded
by an ocean, as the Greeks were in their small country.
For instance, it is very customary among the Ojibbe-
ways to call America an island, and it seems that this
idea was not imported by the Europeans. - Among the
Choctaws and other Mississippi tribes the fable is pre-
valent, that once a youth felt a longing to see the
water into which the sun dips at setting, and that he
consequently took a fatiguing journey that lasted a
year, wandering fron tribe to tribe towards the west
until lie discovered the Pacific Ocean.
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CHAPTER XI.

TUE LANGUAGE OF SIGNS-SYiMBOLIC WRITING-SPECIMENS OF SIGNS-THE
NOMADIC AND SETTLED TRIBES-UNIVERSALITY OF SIGNS-A GRA3LAR OF

SIGNS-ADMIRATION--ORIGIN OF PICTURE-WRITING--TUE ENGLISH ALMEA-
BET-TENTS AND BLANKETS-HIEROGLYPHICS-BIRCH]-BARK BOOKS-

LOON-FOOT-A FAMILY TREE-ANTIQUITY OF TUE CRANES-TUE MEDICINE
LODGE-TÉE PATH OF LIFE-A SONG OF THE SEASONS-AN INDIAN TOMB-
STONE-FO0D FOR THE DEAD-A COUPLE OF PILLAGERS-TOBACCO AT A
DISCOUNT-VALUE OF BIRCH-BARK BOOKS-A TRIAL OF GENEROSITY.

ONE of the most interesting subjects to which an
ethnograpler travelling among the Indians can direct
his attention, is undoubtedly the language of signs and
symbolie writing so extended through these tribes. I
may say with Shakspeare,

I cannot too much muse
Such shapes, such gesture, and such sound expression
(Although they want the use of tongue), a kind
Of excellent dumb discourse.

This matter is connected with so many other re-
markable questions, that I.should have to write a
comprehensive work if I wished to exhaust it. I will
confine myself, then, to explaining clearly and fully
my own little stock of knowledge on the subject ac-
quired among the Ojibbeways.

The commencement of the symbolie writing must
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ORIGIN OF SIGNS.

probably be sought in the language of signs. The
Indians first represented their meaning with fingers
and hands, adopted in conversation certain repeated
signs and gestures, and then tried to imitate these and
give thèm a permanent, character by marks on the
birch bark (their paper).

I wi therefore, begin with the sign-language, but
only ma a few remarks, as it is not so much prac-
tised among the inhabitants on Lake Superior as
among the wandering tribes of the prairies further to
the west. The Ojibbeways living on their lake as fisher-
men and forest hunters do not come so often into con-
tact with strange races and languages as th, western
nomadic and buffalo hunters, who traverse enormous
districts. Among the former the sign-language is,therefore, less cultivated than among the latter, who
can make themselves understood by means of it every-
where.

Stili, among the Ojibbeways, and then among the
Sioux on St. Peter's River, I had opportunity for ad-
miring the natural, thoughtfuil, and symbolic mimic
with which these Indians accompany their conversa-
tion.- Even among persons of the same tribé this
language is employed, either to save their lazy tongues,
or to heighten by gestures the effect produced by their
words.

Although the Indians do not use very animated
gesticulations, these are very natural, characteristic,
and easy of comprehension.

When speaking, for instance, of the Great Spirit,
they usually direct a reverential or timnid glance up.
wards, or point the forefinger perpendicularly but
gently to the sky.

When alluding to the sun or to the time, which is
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much the same thing, as the sun is their clock, and in-
dicating the spot at which the sun stood when the
event to which they are alluding occurred, they point
fixedly to that point, and hold their arm in that posi-
tion for several moments.

When speakingpf a day, they pass the finger slowly
along the entire vault of heaven, commencing at the
east, and terminating in the west. This is the sign
for " one day."

If a sht has to be mentioned in 'the story, they
usually strike the palm of the left hand with the back
of the right, so as to produce a slight sound.

If describing a journey on horseback, the two first
fingers of the right are placed astride of the foregnger
of the left hand, and both represent the galloping
movements of a horse. If it is a foot journey, they
wave the two fingers several times through the air.

In counting, the ten fingers are naturally used, and
the.number is not only held up, but mentioned.

In this manner, and by many hundred similar ges-
tures, they supplement and support their oral remarks.
And it will be seen, from the gestures I have described,
that the tongue can be frequently allowed a rest, and
the meaninïg perfectly conveyed by the signs.

Suppose an Indian wished to tel another that he
had ridden for three days over the prairie, he first
points to is own worthy person. That will indicate
"I." hen he sets bis fingers a galloping as I have
described. This perfects the idea: "I travelled on
horseback." Next he passes his hand once athwart
the sky, which furnishes the notion of "day;" and
finally holds up three fingers before his friend's eyes,
to show he spent "three" days.

It is a curious fact that, though Indian dialects differ
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so greatly, this language of signs is the same for enor-
mous distances. All travellers who had crossed the
prairies told me that there was. only one sign-lan-
guage, which all the Indians comprehended, and any
one who had learned it could travel with it from one
end of America to the other.

For such signs as those of which I have given speci-
mens, such as the sun, a day, a number, a horseman,
&c., when nothing better or more natural could be
chosen, this is easily to be understood. But the sign-
language developed itself to a fuller extent, and under-
took a visible representation of abstract ideas. Hence
much must naturally become conventional. Thus, for
instance, if desirous to express the idea of "beauty,"
this could not be imitated like the explosion of a gun.
Still, some sign to express this idea could be agreed
on. Most curiously, the Indian races were unanimous
in accepting the same sign. When' they wish to ex-
plain that they saw a "beautiful" woman, they pass
the flat hand gently and slowly through the air as if
imitating the wave-line. Even the sex is described
unanimously. When speaking of a woman, the Indians
pass the palm once down the face and the whole body,
as if wishing to indicate the long waving dresses or
the graceful contour of the female body. This smooth-
ing of the face universally means "a member of the
fair sex."

A copious grammar of this language of signs could
be written. How rich it would be, may be drawn
from the fact that Indians of two different tribes, who
do not understand a word of each other's spoken lan-
guage, will sit for half a day on one spot, talking and
chattering, and telling each other all sorts of stories,
with movements of their fingers, hea<1s, and "feet.
They may be frequently seen to laugh loudiy, or to
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look very serious and sad, and it seems as if they can
equally produce a comic or a melodranatic effect with
their fingers.

I have no space here to draw up the plan of such a
grammar, but I may be permitted to describe a few
general signs I have collected, as throwing further
lighb on this interesting subject.

When "sppaking " is specially referred to, the ges-
tures by which it is described are made close to the
mouth. If the hand is passed several times across the
lips, it means addressing the people (haranguer).

If the fingers of both hands are crossed before the
mouth like a pair of scissors, it means a dialogue
(causer).

If the fiat hand is pressed to the lips, and thence
moved upwards to the heavens, it indicates a prayer
or address to Deity.

If one finger is tbrust forward in a straight line
from the-mouth, it means a straight speech, or speak-
ing the truth.

If the two forefingers are parted and moved from
the mouth, like the split tongue of a snake, it signifies
lying. This sign is adopted in the sign-language of
all the Indians, as well as the figure from which it is
derived: "Speak with a forked tongue"-i. e. "lie."

If the speaker point with his forefinger to his ear, it
means, "I have heard and understood." If he move
the flat hand quickly past the ears, i means, " I have
not heard," or "understood." With the same motion
he can, however, indicate that-he will not understand,
or that the request passes his ears unheeded. Accord-
ing to circumstances, it may also mean that it passes
by his ears be-cause he considers it untrue. Slightly
modified, this sign will indicate, "You are trying to
take me in."

lý7
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A hollow hand, with the motion of drawing water
signifies water. When the finger traces serpentine
lines on the ground, it is a river. A hand moved up
and down in the air signifies a mountain.

The several beasts have naturally their special signs.
Usually only some characteristic portion of the animal
is imitated-for instance, tle horns. The horns of the
buffalo differ from those of the elk, and thus the entire
animal is indicated.

The idea of a large number, or "many," is de-
scribed by clutching at the air several times with both
hands. The motion greatly resembles that of dan-
seuses playing the castagnettes.

"Little," or "nothing," is signified by passing one
hand over the other.

Very curious, but quite universal, is the sign for
admiration among the American Indians. They hold
the hollow hand for some time before the mouth.
This is, however, I suspect, a species of quiproquo, and
the real sign-namely, tbe mouth widely opened in
amazement-is concealed lehind it. They carry the
hand to the mouth and conceal the face behind it,
because it is improper to display emotion or admi-
ration.

The gestures and mimic, as I said, were first in-
vented for conversation, and thence transferred to the
symbolic writing, which is partly only a copy of the
sign-language. The undulating lnes, which the finger
drew in the air to imitate water, were afterwards
drawn in colour by the same hand on paper, and it.
thus became a hieroglyphic meaning "river." The
semicircle which the sign-speaker described with his
band in the sky, was put down on the paper in the
same shape, where it means "sky," or "day."

go* 10uOM
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It does not appear to us to require any peculiar
power of mind to make such a transition, but history
teaches us that this, apparently so easy, step bas al-
ways been very difficult to nations, and many have
not yet taken it. Probably our Indians conversed for
many a long day mouth to mouth and eye to eye in a
very ingenious manner ere they made the discovery
that they could fix their rapidly-disappearing signs by
a slight addition of paint, and could hand them. down
to their posterity through symbolic writing.

There are various materials and subjects employed
by the Indians'in their symbolic writing.

The whole affair began -with trunks of trees in the
forest, on which they carved or hacked the first rough
signs. Probably, at first, they were no better than
those which a hunter still makes in the forest, in order
to find his way back, or give a comrade a sign in what
direction he las gone.

Afterwards they cut different signs in the trees,
longer messages, or what may be termed letters.
Large trees have been found covered with symbolic
writing of every description, magic incantations, or, if
you like it better, sacred hieroglyphies. It is well
known that they covered large rocks and blocks of
stone with inscriptions, especially the walls of caves,
which appeared to them, as to other nations, some-
thing wonderful and sacred, and which were usually
composed of a soft stone, on which a picture could be
easily carved. Hence nearly all the numerous sand-
stone caves on the banks of the M\ississippi are filled
with. pictorial inscriptions.

From very natural reasons, however, the inscrip-
tions are more frequent on their productions, vessels,
clothing, &c., than in the open air. On the western
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prairies the chiefs frequently have the exterior of their
tents coveredw ith pictures and writing, containing
representations' of their doughty -deeds, their family
arms, or references to their pagan belief and magic
recipes.

They have also picture-writing on their clothes, the
leather side of their buffalo robes, or the blankets in
which they wrap themselves. We find among them
cloaks entirely covered with figures and hieroglyphics,
like the dress of a magician. At times their heroic deeds
are again described on these furs; and on the buffalo
skins, which are softèr to sit on than the blankets,
there will be found, long stories. The blankets are
usually only decorated with their totems, or special
personal signs. Thus, for instance, ofie will have on
bis back the figure of the sun drawn in clumsy red
marks. Another bas the awkward figure of a bear or
a bird sewñ with blue thread in the selvage of his
cloak, and is as proud of it as a Roman patrician would
be of the purple edging of bis senatorial toga.

Of their instruments, those most highly decorated
are generallyxtheir pipes and the handles of their
tomahawks, the important emblems and instruments
of peace and war. Rarely do you find either of these
articles in the possession of an-Indian which bas not
some story on it, either bis "dreams of life," or the
number of war expeditions in which he las joined, or
of the foes he las killed.

Sometimes they have accepted our European alpha«.
bet into the catalogue oftheir patterns. I saw an Indian
whose squaws bad worked the whole of the English
alphabet along the edge of bis cloak, and another who
had painted the same alphabet, thougli horribly dis-
figured, round bis hunting-pouch. This was, however,

THE ENGLISII ALPHABET.
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I feel certain, something more than mere ornament,
and meant to be ominous and magical.

The principal writing material, however (among
our Ojibbeways, and all the northern savages who do
not live on the desolate prairies), is the stuff so useful
to the Indians for a hundred matters,and which supplies
to them the place of our leather, cardboard, and canvas
-the birch bark. It is probably the very best writing
material nature has produced unaided by art. You
need only to take the bark from the tree, cut it a little
into shape, and the page is ready. The inner side of
the bark is covered with a white silky membrane,
which receives the slightest mark made on *it with a
bone, a thorn, or a needle.

The Tndians call a piece of birch bark to be em-
ployed for writing " masinaigan." The word is derived
from the verb "nin masinaige" (I make signs), and
means a thing on which signs are madè. They also
give our paper and books the same name.

The form of these masinaigans varies greatly. At
times I saw mere quadrangular plates, at others they
made a speciçs of pouch of it. Usually, however, it is
a long strip, which thef fold in the middle, and looks
like the cover of one of our books from which the
contents have been removed. The writing is inside,
and the rough bark outwards.

I exerted myself while on the island in purchasing,
copying, and collecting as many of these Indian birch-
bark books as I possibly could. Sometimes I had them
explained to me by the owners, and I will now proceed
to give some specimens of my collection,~while ac-
çurately describing ail I heard about them from my
Indians. And even if the documents I secured may
not appear in thenselves very important, still I trust

lm8 1trs
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146 LOON-FOOT.

that the reader will find in the explanation much that
is characteristieof the Indians.

One of the chiefs with whom T associated here was
known by the name of "Loon-foot."

This man very readily showed me all his documents,
papers, and birch bark. Among others, he possessed
a certificate, signed by two government officials, in-
stalling him as chief of the Ojibbeway band at Fond
du Lac. ran as follows:

"This is to certify, that the chief Shingoop, the
speaker Nan anop, the headman, and warriors of the
Fond du Lac and of Chippeways, have this day re-
quested that Mangusid* be hereafter recognised as
their chief pacificator, and they have solemnly promised
to refer to him all difficIties that may arise hereafter
between them, and to abide by his decision."

Loon-foot told me that his ancestors had frequently
held such high offices. He knew their names for
eight or nine generations-upwards. And he produced
an old, venerable, smoky, and dirty birch bark, on
which a number of strokes, crosses, and points were

engraved, as thus:

* In the Ojibbeway, Mangusid is composed of " Mang," the Loon-bird,
and "usid," his foot.~ Mangusid is therefore, literally, Lpon-h.is-foot.



Loon-foot told m the names of all the men indi-
cated by these strokes

No. 1, he said, was h* father, Wadawibida (l'homme
qui a les dents percées).

No. 2. His grandfather, Bajasswa (l'homme qui fait
sécher.

No. 3. Father of the last, Matchiwaijan (l'homme
qui porte une grande peau-the Great Skin). He was
a mighty hunter, Loon-foot added.

No. 4. His father, Wajawadajkoa (à cause qu'il avait
la peau bien rouge).

No. 5. His father, Wajki. I received from Loon-
foot no explanation of this word, but Wajki means
so much as "the young man," or "the beginner."

No. 6. Father of No. 5, Schawanagijik (le ciel du
sud).

No. 7. His father, Mitiguakosh (le bec de bois).
No. 8. His father, Miskwandibagan (l'homme â'la

tête rouge).
No. 9. Father of No. 8, Gijigossekot. Of this name

Loon-foot gave me the extraordinary explanation,
"le ciel qui a peur de l'homme." He must have been
a species of Titan. I cannot give the derivation of
the word, but I find intyertainly, traces of gijig-
heaven, and agoski-fear.

With the name of the last, Loon-foot's genealogical
tree was lost in the clouds.

I asked my chief whence he obtained the names,
and how hecould read them from the bark. He said
that his grandfather f'ad been a great "jossakid"
(magician). Once his squaw had been quite para-
lysed, nearly dead, but his grandfather had brought
her to life with his breath (en soufflant). This grand-
fathereof hi& had told him all the names, and although
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they were not written on the bark, he could remember,
every one accurately by looking at the signs, crosses,
and dots. The cross reminded him of the person, and
the points and strokes of the age he reached.

As neither the'dots nor the strokes on the bark ex-,
ceed ten in number, and the latter precede the former,
I suspect that the dots signify the years, and the
strokes decades. Possibly a European aided in draw-
ing up the family tree, by indicating the figures on
the decimal system. It was clear that Loon-foot re-
garded the document as extremely importánt, and
that he knew the names of his ancestors thoroughly
by heart, I learned both with eyes and ears.

It was an interesting fact to me, in itself, that an
Indian family should c< yback its genealogy to the
ninth link, or, at least, believe that it could do so.

Loon-foot spoke to me on this occasion so highly of
the totem of the Loons, and told me sq many great
things about it, that I at the time believed the Loon
totem to be the eldest and noblest inrthe land.

I had opportunity, however, afterfürds to notic&
how proudly the Indians always talk of the totem to
which they or their wives belong, and I wâs astounded
at seeing how deeply the aristocratic element is rooted
in them. Thus I formed at La Pointe the acquaint- c
ance of a half-breed, who spoke a little French, and
possessed considerable knowledge of the language and
customs of the Indians. He had even been employed
in compiling an Ojibbeway dictionary - but for all
that, he belonged,in his mode of life, more to the red
than the white. race.

He lived entirely like a forester, and had erected his
lodge about two miles from our fort, on oné of the.
promontories of our island. I frequently visited him
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there, partly on account of the pleasant walk through
the woods, and the magnificent prospect over the lake,
and partly for the sake of the information I derived
from him on Indian matters. His wife, an Indian
woman, belonged to the totem of the Cranes, and his
mother had cone from the same clan. On one occa-
sion he drew for me on paper all the coats of ams; or,
as the French Canadians call them, "les marques des
totems," of all the best known families and chiefs of the
Ojibbeways.

When we came to the arms of the Cranes (la
marque des Grues), my friend spoke of this family as
follows: "La marque des Grues est la plus noble et la
plus grande marque parmi les Ojhbeways. Les Grues
montent jusqu'au Déluge. On trouve leurs noms déjà
dans les livres des Romains."

As he saw I was disposed to smile, he remarked,
very earnestly, " Non, non, monsieur, sérieusement on
a trouvé déjà à la destruction de la Tour de Babel
tous les noms qui sont à présent parmi nous."

"You are jestinr."
"Monsieur," he replied, still more earnestly, "je

suis tout-à-fait sérieux. Les Grues ont pris possession
de ces terres après le Déluge. C'est bien connu. Pour
des siècles les Grues avaient le nom le plus haut. Ils
sont écrits dans les grands et les plus anciens livres.
Ma mère était une Grue. Ma femme est une Grue.
Dans les derniers temps ils sont un peu timbés.* Mais

il y a encore des Grues--1, à La Pointe; 2, au Sault
de Sainte Marie ; 3, à la Folle Avoine; 4, près de
Détroit ;5, à la baie de Hudson. Enfin, monsieur,
les Grues ont été et sont encore partout les hommes les
plus remarquables du monde !"

* Canadian for tombés.
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In Loon-foot's lodge I also saw two other drawings
engraved on the two sides of a birch-bark pouch, and
of which I here give a faithful copy:

Li>)L L

'A" was one side, "B" ihe other, of the pouch.
I will repeat the explanations given me by myjos-

sakid as clcarly and fully as possible, but, of course, I
did not understand it all, partly through the laconic
manner of my Mentor, who had no desire to reveal all
the mysteries, and partly because the affair cannot be
rendered perfectly clear. I believe, however; that the
little I cauglit is sufficiently interesting to claim spacé
here.

On asking Loon-foot what No.'l was, he naturally
first told me the history of the creation of the world,
and when I brought him back to the real point, he

dd

i BIRCH-BARK POUCIH.
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THE GREAT WIWWAM.

then explained: "That is the big water, Kitchi-Gami,
or iLake Superior. This sea, and the lands round it,
form a great wigwam. The broad square round the
sea represents the path of life, oh which men have to
travel." (Probably no more than uthe daily path of duty,
the scene of the joy and suffering of the Qjibbeways ?)
"4The outlets or holes at either side at a and b are the
gates leading from the great wigwam into the world."
(Perhaps to the right St. Mary's River, leading to Lake
Huron, and-to-the left the river St. Louis, whicli runs
across from Fond du Lac to the Mississippi?) "The
dots or circles in the middle of the water are the foot-
steps of the great Otter, which soon after the creation
of the world ran through the water and across the
world. At the first movement it stepped on ice, at the
second into the swamp, at the third into the water,
while at the fourth. flowers sprang up." (Loon-foot
also said a good deal about the other footsteps invthe
drawing, which I could not understand.)

For No. 2, Loon-foot gave me no further explana-
tion than this: "The strokes represented the cold
breath of the spirits of the north. In the north there
lived," he went on, "four great spirits, which looked
down on the earth, and that there were four of them
was- indicated several times by the repetition of the'
strokes at a a a." (Assuming that 1o i is Lake
Superior, with its length running from west to east.
then the strokes in No. 2 would run from the north-
west; and if they indicated;'as Loon-foot said, the
"breath from the north," they might bear reference
to the north-west wind, so celebrated among the Ojib-
beways under-the name of the homeward wind.)

On the other side of the bark pouch (at "B"), Loon-
foot said, a Manitou wigwam or spirit lodge, in other
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words, an Ojibbeway temple, was represented. The
entrance was to. the left (at a). The various little
squares represented the divisions which the brother of
the Midé order must go through, or the several grades
of consecration he received. The last square to the
right (at b), a species of sanctuary, indicated the last,
or highest grade. (I must here remind my readers
that the Ojibbeways have various degrees of initiation
in their Midé order. There are ordinary members,
chief and supreme Midés. The whole drawing is,
therefore, symbolical, and the large square enclosing
the smaller squares is not a temple but the temple, or
the whole ecclesiasticaltedifice in therense we use the
word Churcli, vhen we say, for instance, "The Church
has various degrees of ordination.")

"The four human figures at the sides of the sanc-
tuary are the four great spirits sitting to the north,
south, west, and east." (These four great spirits,
whidh govern the world, are very often repeated in
the pictures, speeches, incantations, myths, and prayers
of the Indians. I cannot venture to assert whether
the four principal winds are personified and adored in
them. Nothing further can be said with certainty
than that they recognise four quarters of the world,
and place a great and powerful spirit in each of
them.)

The three smell marks below the Holy of Holies-I
at first took for birds, but Loon-foot told 'me they
were the paws of the Great Lion. (What a great lion
has to do with the matter, I cannot see, however.)

The figure below (at c) looks like the drumstick
with which the Midés beat the great drum in their
temple ceremonies. Loon-foot said, though, that it
was not a drumstick, but an "emblem of life;" the tree
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of human life was intended by it. "Like trees," he
said, "we grow up, and like trees <we pass away
again." I remembered having noticed that -when the
people in the temple seized the drumstick, they had
also made some references to the tree of life. As every-
thing among these Indians is emblematical or sym-
bolic, it is very'possible they attach such a meaning
to the drumstick. The serpentine double line (at d),
running parallel, near and over the temple square,
Loon-foot said wàs an allusion to speech. "1I is the
river of words," he said. And in truth, at their re-
igrouseremnonies there is no lack of words, speeches,

or, if you like to call them so, sermons.
Among the bark papers of another c , or jossakid,

I found a drawing. bearing so affinity to thbse of
Loon-foot's I have just-descr' e . The owner allowed
me to make a copy.of' it, but, when asked for an ex-
planation, he was more laconic and retiring than Loon-
foot. Although he explained very little to me, and
the figures are in the highest sense mysteries to me, I
will nevertheless insert them here. .erhaps some
other person can use them, and explain what I could
not understand.

On one side of the book was the drawing No. 1; on
the other, No. 2.



THE DEGREES OF CONSECRATION.

The fragmeûts.of explanation which tlihe Indian let.
fall while I was drawing, amounted to no more than
the following:

"The whole," he said, "was a representation of
'la grande médecine,' or a symbolic- representation of
the religious system of the Indians, their ceremonies,
order of Midés, and also their hierarc.hy to a. certain
extent. The drawing at 1 in No. 2, is the road we
wander along before we entei." (I was obliged to
content myself with learning that there was a species
of preparatory school'or disciplining of the novices.
I did not learn in what consisted the trials of this road,
probably referred to in the dots and cross strokes.)

Figure 2 is once again the great temple wigwam,
with the divisions of the degrees of consecration. The
four small rules and dots at the four corners,
a a a a, represent the four quarters of the world.
Here, then, circles were used to describe what had
been drawn in figures on the last picture.

My Mentor would not lead me into the interior of
the temple. He merely said, "I saw there the grades,
and at b b b b were,the bear's claws, marking these
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INDIAN HLMTERS.

degrees. The first caused an outlay of ten dollars;
the second cost twice as much; and the third and
fourth even more. Few, however," he added, "had
sufficient ' butin' to reach and pay for the highest de-
gree. It cost a pile of property. He had, however,
once in his life taken this degree; but only once."
(Hence, I suspect that a man can be initiated several
tunes.)

I could not learn the meaning of the circles, di-
visions, and little strokes in No. 1.

Though I obtained at this sitting no more than a
confirmation of what I had conjectured before, that
the religious and hierarchical system of the Indians is
tolerably complicated, still, what I did learn, amply
repaid me. In fact, the Indians are not merely simple,
naked, and ignorant savages; in many respects' they
know, unfortunately, too much. If thef? had nothing
in their heads, if their minds were a blank piece of
paper, our religion and civilisation might be more
easily introduced among them. But we see clearl
that they have all sorts of things to unlearn, and he e
their conversion probably becomes so difficult.

As I heard that Indians had arrived from Vermilion
Lake and "les bois forts," perfect savages and great
magicians, who also had birch bark and picture
writing, I sought out their lodge, which was very
long, and filled with some twenty half-naked people.
They received me kindly, in their fashion, and one of
the hunters to whom I was introduced, and to whom
I gave a heap of tobacco, sat down on a mat which
was in a corner, produced his birch barks, and showed
me the drawings they contained.

As, in spite of all the trouble I took, I understood
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hardly any of his explanations, nor the connéxion be-
tween the pictures, I might almost save myself the
trouble of registering them here. But, as the whole
matter appeared to me so interesting, as the signs,
though partly arbitrary and individual, are for thej
other part typical, and in use to the frontiers of Mexico,
I will cgpy here the symbols I found on this occasion,
and give the Indian's explanation. The written lan-
guage of the North-American savages is still a very
new subject, and even the symbols that may be re-
garded as typical, symbolical, and of universal com-
prehension, are not yet all collected and examined.
Periceë drawing may Cntain a few new letters
of this great and widely extended languageT

In the first place I must remark, that my man had
his characters arranged from right to left, and read
them in this order, while others read them to me from
left to right, and others, again, in a circle round the
éntire leaf. Perhaps this point, as to where the read-
ing begins, is one of the secrets of their art, which they
keep hidden, so that the uninitiated cannot so easily
employ their magic incantation.

The hunter told me that he paid four handsome
bear-skins for the song. He called it a "chanson
magicale" (wabgna-nagamunam). I fancied I could
trace in it a song to the.seasons; at any rate, I recog-
nised a series of references to winter, spring, and sum-
mer. But lét the reader judge for himself. Ie must
pi.cture to himself my Indiaz who was to explain the
matter to me, but who was either ignorant or gndis-
posed, holding the birch bark in both hands, '.and
singing each verse belonging to the hieroglyphie as
he had learned it by heart.

156 A MAGIC SONG.



THE SONG OF THE SEASONS.

2

o 
o

To No.1 he sang: L'hiver est venu du nord.
To No.j) L'enfant qui court dans le wigwam.

(Wiùfoy4~
To No. 3:Il a uneell&Eïii, on-er de l'Orient.

(Perhaps the figure is a species of thunderbolt, and
refers to the first spring storm.)

To No. 4: L'Esprit nous doniera des fruits. The
sign represents a tree with fruit. (Summer?)

To No. 5: L'homme qiji fume la pip e et l'enfant
qui tire la flèche. (A pipe for the mï and arrow
for the boy.)

To No. 6 : L'ours qui cherche une place où la
rivière n'est pas profonde. (Return of the bear in
autumn from the prairies to the northern forests?)

To No. 7: L'oiseau s'envole pour chercher sa
pâture. (Return of the migratory birds from the
north to seek food in the south ?)

To No. 8: La femme a préparé le plat pour son
mari et le lui présente. (Return of the hunter to his
squaw ?)
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To No. 9: L'Esprit a inspiré le sauvage avec cette
invention, poûr devenir plus poli.

I said that I fancied I traced some song of the
seasons in the whole, but I cannot make head or tail
of the last sign or verse.

On one of the graves in the Indian cemetery here,
I saw the following drawings:

i

No. 1 was a representation of the sky.
No. 2 a picture of the sun. The lower part-of the

sky was, as usual, blue or green, the framework above,
black.

The sun was painted red .in the centre, but the
beams were black. I was told-and this was certainly
plain.enough-that this was done as a sign of mourn-
ing. The idea of a sky covered with rmourning, and
a sun toned down to a solemn hue, is really remark-
able-I might say grand-for an Indian. The idea

Ocan be regarded in two lights. Either we may sup-
pose that it is intended to describe how sun and sky
became gloomy to the deceased, as his eye closed in
death, or, with reference to the survivors, that, after
their loss, the sun seems to have lost its r *incy,
and even the entire sky is set in a fraiAwork of
mourning.

Al the grave coverings, made of wood, have a
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FOOD FOR THE DEAD.

small hole cut in the side. The relations place food
in it for their dead. A friend or a relative, in pass-
ing, will put in some tobacco, and, on some occasions,
a gun, so that the deceased may be able to ·shoot
something and -support himself on his long journey to
Paradise. It is true that people help themselves to
these articles, but this is not looked into strictly. So
long as the food and tobacco are left there a certain
time they·are quite satisfied. But the deceased do
not even enjoy these things, but only their smell or
emanation, and these can easily reach them in a few
days in the kingdom of spirits.

I found also a tombstone, or rather board, with a
drawing, of which the following cut gives a faithful
copy:

The three strokes cut into the board, painted of a
red colour, were explained to me to be the three
bloody hero deeds the deceased had performed, or
three enemies he had killed.

The three figures holding each other's bands were
his relatives mourning his loss or celebrating his fune-
ral feast, and the inverted animal-a bear--was his
family sign or name.

Reading this, it would run in our fashion: "iHere
lies the chief of the Bear clan. His relatives and friends
mourn for him. But he was a herô, for he klled
three of our mortal enemies."

An American author who bas travelled in Egypt
and Arabia, and who made a comparison between the
half-savage Bedouins and the Indians of the New

-777 7F
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VALUE OF RELIGIOUS SIGNS.

World, remarked, not without reason, that the Arab
will do nothing for any one without baksheesh. The fr
American Indians, though so poor, are not yet tainted ré
with fhis craving for money: they rarely beg for it, et
and will do many things without a reward.

Only on one point, as it seems to me, do they make fr
an exception from this rule. All their information e,
about religious matters, every exchange of magicw
remedies, every copy and .explanation'of a; picture- fr
writing, must be paid for,' and they ask enormous th
prices. They will often give a horse, a handsome
fowling-piece, or a packet of beaver skins, for a piece w
of bark t1hat has figures seratched on it. For how ist
little is a packet of skins in comparison with a magic ha
song, to which ail the beavers in the world listen, and Bc
must go into the traps on hearing it? M

It even seems as if they dare not be liberal in this
matter. "We must," they'say, "insist on payment, to
and high payment, for our religious mysteries. The of
Great Spirit would be angry were we to squander his thE
gifts." They think that the Great Spirit, the source of an
al1 mysteries, secrets, and miraculous powers, would aft
regard it as an insult if they betrayed these secrets for tot
a trifle. It is not always the Great Spirit vhose wrath
they fear in such cases, but other spirits, to whom they po
ascribe the magic formulas. An Indian whom I asked thi
for such a formula, replied: "I dare not; it belongs Pil
to the Bear." "To the bear ?" ' said, in surprise; the,
"how so ?" "Yes," he went on; "I cannot explain i

that to thee any further. But it belongs to the Bear, was
and the Bear would be very angry with me if I gave Pil
thee the bark. The only way is, that thou shouldst not
give me a large present, and we could then offer the his
Bear a grand sacrifice." wig
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A PAMR OF PILLAGERS.

In a word, it is often possible to receive as a present
from an Indian a richly decorated pipe without any
return; you can eat your fill in his lodge, and, in some
cases, he will refuse to take anything for it. He will
run ten miles for you for a trifle, butif you try to get
[from him a piece of written bark and the requisite
explanation of the hieroglyphics, you must pay its
weight in silver. Brother keeps such secrets hidden
from brother, son from father, and will only surrender
them for paynent.

I gained a little tragi-comic experience on this head,
which I will describe as affording a further character-
istic of the Indians, I had heard that a strange Indian
had arrived from the heart of the Backwoods, the
Bois Forts, as the Canadians call tbem, on the Upper
Mississippi, who was not only a great hunter and
warrior, but also a great medicine man. He belonged
to the -savage tribe of the Pillagers, and a mulatto
of the name of Williams, who visited me now and
then, said that this man was full of magic knowledge,
and had undoubtedly many of the written birch barks
after which I was so greedy. A present of a little
tobacco or sugar would open his mouth.

Hence, I begged Williams to ask the man most
politely to our fire that evening, and explain to him
that I was fond of looking at birch bark, and if the
Pillager chief had any, he might bring them along with
them, I would pay him for his trouble.

At the appointed time -the curtain of my wigwam
was pulled aside, and in walked Williams with the
Pillager chief from the Bis Forts. But the latter was
not alone, he was accompanied by a countryman of
his own. The Indians rarely visit another person's
wigwam alone, and the chiefs, more especially, usually

tm
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162 THE INTERVIEW.

take with them their "skabewis," adjutant or speaker,
whom they allow to speak for them and send on
errands when themselves too lazy, or when they con-
sider it beneath their dignity to go in pers.on.

Silent, and without wishing us "Good'evèning," or
awaiting our-invitation to sit down, they seated them-
selves on a mat opposite to me. I offered them
tobacco directly, and they began smoking.. The
flickering fire liglíted up two figures, which, indeed,
looked savage enough. Their faces were blacker than
that of our mulatto, and they had probably had a
death recently in their tribe, for they were covered
with charcoal ash. And, as if this had not been
enough, their long, bushy, black hair hung down on
their foreheads, and their eyes only sparkled at inter-
vals through the dense matting of hair. Wrapped up
closely in their blankets, they sat like two masked
associates of the Vehm-gericht. Only the clouds of
tobacco that emergeci from their thick lips showed
that there were still breath and life in these statues of
flesh.

I had bought a pound of tobacco and another of
sugar, and laid them as an offering on the mat before
them, just as the grocer handed them to me.

At length I interrupted the silence, and spoke: "It
is good that you have come, and I rejoice that yoiu
will take part of our fire and our evening meeting.
You are velcome ! What my lodge offiers in tobacco,
apples, and sweetmeats, is at your service. And,
then, I have also bought tobacco and sugar,hich I
offer you as a slight present.- I expected only one
visitor., I. am glad that there 'are two of you, but
had I known beforehand that I should have the
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honour of çeceiving you both, I would have bought
two pounds of tobacco and two of sugar."

No reply, no sign of applause, no movement. Only
tobacco-smoke, and the unchângeable faces carved'out
of wood ! After ton minutes the chief, who appeared
to be rather deaf, turned to his adjutant, and asked
what I had said. The latter muttered something to
him, and the chief uttered a slightly intoned "Ho!'

(a sort of shout of applause).
After allowing the proper time to pass, I again

spoke. "I hear that you possess someopictured birch
barks. I am curious to be instructed in? the fashion of
your writing. Could you show me the bark and
explain the symbols ? If you have brought them iin
your bags, be kind enough to show them to us."

General silence and irmobility, as in a museum of
statues or of smoking automata.

At length, suddenly, after the couple had leld a
whispercd conversation, the adjutant laid his pipe
aside and held a lengthy harangue. It lasted, with the
interpreter's translation, a good half-hour. He began
with Adam and Eve and the creation.of the world, and
then told me, circumstantially, how the Great Spirit
founded their Midé order, and that their religion had
come to them from the far East. Then ho spoke
further of the principles and sanctity of this religion,
and of Menaboju (the Indian Prometheus), and -of
Matchi-Manitou (the Evil Spirit), and of the spirits in
the air, water, and plants, of roots, and herbs, and
shells, and tlhe efficacy of the magic drums and rattle
calabashes.

Although I had heard all this often enough before,
I listened to it this time.patiently, in the hope that it
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would prove an. introduction to the aforesaid birch
barks, and that they would be finally produced. It
struck me with surprise that niy little packets of
tobacco and sugar remained untouched, and apparently
unnoticed. The Indians had not touched them, nor
seemed to have looked at them. In the latter respect
I soon found I was deceived: they had n t merely
looked at them through their bushy hair, but c rrectly
estimated their value.

My Indian began speaking again after a short time,
and I thought we should at length come to the point.
This occurre'd too, but it was not the point I expected. t
Instead of taking his medicine-sack and producing the
birch-bark writing it contained, he stooped and lifted
the packet of tobacco. He held it merely with two 1
fingers, as if unwilling to touch it, by the string the c
grocer had fastened round it. Then he held a short :
speech over it, and laid it carefully back in. the old s.
place. After this he took up the packet of sugar in t
the same way, and held a speech over that before he I
laid it down again. c

This appeared to me rather suspicious, and I was
curious what translation I should receive from my in- y
terpreter. He told me at length that "the Indian had I
spoken a good deal of double-barrelled guns,, little C
black-and-white striped horses, pieces of flowered y
calico, cach sufficient for a dozen shirts, woollen red- a:
striped blankets, and many other fine thing s,which h
the superstitious Indian gentlemen are accustomed to a
give when they desire to*obtain powerful magic songs.
But, on entering my wigwam, they had seen at the first tc
glance that such things would not be found here, and n
that they had not come to the right place. As re-
garded my tobacco and sugar, by holding them to the S



A ROWLAND FOR AN OLIVER.

fire's light he had given us to understand that a present
of that sort was very mean and pitiful, in comparison
with magie songs and charms, with which so many
beavers, deers, elks, birds, bears, and fishes as one
wanted could be trapped."

Mv other Indian acquaintances and friends at La
Pointe, I may here remark parenthetically, had
hitherto been quite satisfied and grateful when I gave
then what -I now offered the two Pillagers, and
allowed me to copy their 'bircli bark while giving me
a friendly explanation. But it appears that the denser
the woods from which people come, the higher is the
valuosthey place on their superstition, and the less do
they understand why a European, who can catch no
beavers, is unable to give so much for it as one of their
countrymen, who not merely increases his knowledge
by its acquisition, but also his household stores. I
should have thought of this beforéhand, and could
thus hpive avoided the downsetting I endured, but as
I wished to draw back from the affair as well as I
could, I said to the two Pillagers:

"Do not be annoyed with me. When I offered
you this small present in exchange for a birch bark,
I had no intention to decrease their value. I must
confess I did not know how valuable they might be to
you. The Little Magpie, Loon-foot, the Grey Cloud,
and several other chiefs whom you know well, have
hitherto accepted such presents from me, and given
me birch-bark books for them. You will not ? It is
well. I will not persuade you. I have nothing more
to say to you than that you can leave my hut or re-
main the whole evening at the fumerie, as you please.
Take these two packets or let them lie, as you please.
Show me your bircb barks in return or not, as you
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166 Â SILENT PARTING.

will. It is all right, and you are welcome to every-
thing. Do as you are inclined."

With these words I turned to my other guests, and
changed the conversation. Our two darkies, who were
too stiff to give in, and did not know how to make the
best of a bad job, felt themselves thrust upon one side,
and knew not how to better their position than by
suddenly rising and marching out of the lodge, with-
out a word of salutation or thanks. Still, they ,
afforded me a slight triumph by stooping and picking
up the two parcels, which they pouched. It was
evident that my medicine, after all, was~stronger than
theirs, for they had displayed more greediness and
less magnanimity than I did, and I have no doubt this
annoyed them excessively when they came to think it
over in cool blood.
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L'ANSE.

CIIAPTER XII.

L'ASSE -KEWEENA PROMONTORT - TIIE VOYAGEUR -PORTAGES - WALK
JIROUGH A FOREST-IRISH SQUATTERS-SPRUCE-BEER-TIE TORCH LAKE

-BEARL TRAPS-THE .BARK CANOE-LE PETIT FRANÇOIS-SCANTY FARE-
MISERE-A WINTER JOURNET-ALON0.E O THE ICE-THE GREAT TRA-
NERSE-TIE MISSIONARY-THE CROSS OP TITE TRAVERSE-TUE LOUPES-
BEAR POTATOES-LE BOURGEOIS-MUSK-RATS-THE LOON BIRD-THSE
VOITURE-SANDSTONE ROCKS-BIEAUTIFUL SCENERY-TIIE MIRAGE-THE
MiISSION-THE RECEPTION.

IT was four o'clock on a lovely September morning,
when one of the elegant steamers which now traverse
Lake Superior by the side of the Indian canoes and
the old brown "Mackinac barks," put us ashore on
the sandy beach of the great peninsula of Keweena.

We landed here with the intention of crossing this
wild country, and reaching the Indian missions at the
south end of the great pointed bay which, with the
,ontinent, forms-the said peninsula, and which the Ca-

nàdians named l'Anse. The English give it the pleo-
nastiç name of l'Anse Bay, or, as they pronounce it,
Leonce Bay. Sometimes it is called after the penin-
sula, Keweena Bay.

The point of the bay runs so deep into the interior,
of the land, and is so remote from the great lake
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routes, that a large vessel rarely finds it worth while
(only once a year) to visit the missions there. Hence,
any one who wishes to go to' them at other times is
obliged to cross the peninsula à la Voyageur, partly
on foot and partly in a bark çanoe on some lakes and
rivers.

The American pedlars who had settled at our little·
landing-place, Eagle River, could afford us no assist-
ance, and we therefore proceeded to the bark lodge
of the Canadian Voyageur Du Roy, who, though
settled at the Upper Mission, had come down to the
coast for the sake of the fishing.· He landed almost
simultaneously vith us: we from our nocturnal steam
voyage, he from his nocturnal fishing expedition. . He
brought home a quantity of handsome white fish, and
while his Indian wife was gettibg these ready for our
breakfast, he immediately prepared, for the journey,
when we begged him to be our voyageur and inter-
preter in our journey of inspection to the missions on
the Anse.

In order to make our good Du Roy's "paqueton"-
thus the Voyageurs call their knapsack-as small and
light as possible, we calculated every piece of paper,
every pair of stockings we could possibly do without,
and left the rest of our traps "en cache" with his
squaw and half-breed children. She assured us that
everything was as safe in her rickety wigwam as if
locked up in a cellar, and did not deceive us,. for
when we returned in ten days she counted over every
article with the utmost scrupulousness.

Du Roy thrust all our indispensable articles into
his blue woollen "couverte,". tied it round with his
leathern "collier," and hung the whole on his back,
while fastening the broad band of the "paqueton"
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THE VOYAGEUR.

round his head, for the Voyageurs carry with their
foreheads and backs, like our oxen drag with their
heads. The weight only half lies on the back.

Du Roy, although married to a brown Indian
squaw, who looked like his grandmother, was still a
young and almost handsome man. He was power-
fully built, and walked before us swinging a knotted
stake, with a light and elastic stWp, although, after ail,

-we had fastened a considerable foad to his forehead.
The weights these Voyageurs can carry are surprisirig;
one hundred and fifty pounds is the ordinary and
almost legal weight packed on every Voyageur in
these lands, and is the rule throughout the Hudson's
Bay territory. Still, they frequently carry a heavier
load, and walk along paths on which any European
animal, unless it could borrow the qualities of the
squirrels or birds, would have quite sufficient trouble
in dragging itself along. The canoes have often heavy
loads of poultry, provisions, flour, galted meat, and
other heavy goods, and -owing to the complicated
water system of these countries, portages are fre.
quently reached, or places, where the cargo as well
as the boat itself lias to be carried through the forests
and over the rocks for ten or twenty miles. Then the
question is who can carry the most; for the strongest
porter receives the highest praise. The Vôyageurs
elevate a strong, powerfulporter to the proportions of
a hero, yhile making a virtue of necessity, just as the
Indians, who have to fast so frequently, reckon as a
hero a man who can go ten days witliout food and not
complain. "Ha, monsieur," Du Roy said to me, "I
knew Jean Pierre Roquille. That was a Voyageur!
He was strong, leste, de bonne constitution! and a
porter of the first calibre. When others -were worn
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170 A TIRING WAL.

out, and he had a chance of distinguishing himself, he
would set to work and put a double load on his

shouders Et;pourtant, il ricanait toujours ; il n'y a
personne qui avait tant de qualités pour la gaîté que
lui. Il était le plus fameux Voyageur entre le Lac
Sup'rieur et la Baie de Hudson." Unluckily, these
heroic porters overwork themselves in their zeal,
grow old prematurely, suffer in the chest, and bring
on peculiar diseases of the muscles, mucli like that
perceptible among our Tyrolese and Styrian moun-
taineers.

We were soon in the heart of the forest, and walked
in a southern direction in the hope of reaching by-the
evening the Lac du Flambeau, where we intended to
take boat for the mission. Althouglh our road was
highly praised as a great improvement of modem
times, and a kindness owing to the copper miners,
whQ had cut it through the forest in order to have a t
centralcommunication through the peninsula, we had
often adifficulty in recognising a road at all in all the
watery knee-deep mud through which we waded, and s
between the half-rotten and wholly rotten stumps over
which we clambered. But it is true that when we
came to a wild stream or swamp, and found huge r
bránching logs 'laid~down in succession, and were abl'e c
to leap from one to the other without risk of life, then
we felt that the improvement comrmittee of the copper c
miners deserved our thanks.

We were soon mud up to our waists, and I could c
not look without envy at the pretty, clean, gaily 1
plumaged forest pheasants, which every now and a
then ran along the same road close in front of us. c
They had such an elegant, almost haughty carrage, c
moved their necks so gracefully, raised their feet as ' 1



high as peacocks, and walked, without wetting their
toes, from one stump to the other, or tripped over
deep pools of mud which we clumsy mortals were
obliged to sound with our feet. At the same time,
they were so tame, came so close to us, and regarded
us so impudently. These birds are called here the
Canadian partridge, but they are às large and hand-
some as a pheasant. When they rise a short distance
from you they produce a whirring sound, exactly like
hollow distant thunder. The resemblance is so great,
that when I heard it for the first time -I could not
help believing a storm was raging in the distance;
but our people insisted it was no other thunder than
that produced by the wihgs of these pheasants. If
this be correct, I can understand how the Indians, in
their mythology, carne to ascribe the existence of
thunder to the flapping of a mighty bird's wings. .At
the first blush this idea had appeared to me very
strange.

At mid-day we reached the huts of a couple of Irish
squatters, -who lived in a small clearing, and received
us most hospitably.. They also refreshed us with a
peculiar forest drink, which they honoured with the
name of beer. Spruce-beer they called it. The French,
concealing its origin, call it, even more politely, "la
petite bière." The Indians, who probably invented it,
call it, very prosaically, by its right name, "jingo.
babo," or fir-branch watei. This drink appears to be
common through the whole of Canada, Newfound-
land, and New Brunswick, or what they still call,
after the old fashion, "the Lower Provinces." For
one of our Irish women, who regaled us with i, had
come here from Newfoundland, and told me she
brought with her a much better receipt for preparing
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172 TORCH LAKE

this beverage than the people had here. She led me
into a little store-room, and showed me a quantity of
freshly-cut twigs pickled in a brown sauce, and ex-
plained to me the entire system of brewing.. But I
must not betray the process, for the good Irishwoman
forbade it. "To be sure, your honour," she said to
me, "I an very glad, indeed, to show it to you, but I
wouldn't show it to anybody else. They are so clumsy
here, and as they find my spruce-beer so much better
than their own, they pay me a couple of cents
more."

Southwards from these good spruce-beer brewers,
-we found no trace of men till we reached our Torch
Lake. But on this lake, which is about as large as
that of the Four Cantons there live again three men:
Beazley, a Briton; Richard, a Canadian; and le petit
François, an Indian. They are all three unmarried,
and live miles apart, like hermits in block-houses.
We had a pertectly free choice with which of them
to spend the night. As it was .not very late in the
day, we decided for the Indian, who lived fifteen
miles further down the lake, and, while still in the
heart of the forest, sent our swift-footed Voyageur
before 'us to announce us at Beazley's, and engage a
canoe for us.

After forcing our way through the primeval forest,
and reaching the clearing where the lake was said to
be, we heard, in the distance, busy hammering and
carpentering. I stood for a moment leaning on my
stick, and inquired what the noise could be, when Du
Roy came up and told us our boat was being pitched
and repaired, and was almost ready. When we drew
nearer we found our canoe suspended over a fire, and
everybody engaged in stopping up the holes and påtch-
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A BEAR TRAP.

ing the birch bark together with pitch, tar, and resin,
lest greedy death might break in upon us in the form
of water.

This was very consoling to look upon, and as
Beazley told me he was a great bear-hunter, and had
set several traps in the vicinity, i which he expected
before long.to catch some of these animals, I employed
the interval in making a small excursion into the
forest, and examining these arrangements. We clam.
bered or stumbled over a chaos of trees six thousand
years old, which the Canadians call a "renversi," and
through various bottomless swamps and "honeypots,"
until we ýeached a thicket far from the road, where I
found a cage prepared for dainty Bruin in the follow-
ing fashion:

A piece of meat was nailed to the foot of a stout
pine, as bait, and formed the attractive point de vue
of»a narrow, snall corridor or apartment, whose walls
were made "of posts rammed into the ground. The
entrance to this apartment is free and open, and the
affair must appear peculiarly inviting to hungry Master
Bruin. It looks as if a breakfast had been prepared
for him expressly. He creeps in, for the height of the
entrance is carefully calculated for his build; he needs
only to stoop a little and stretch himself. But so soon
as he seizes the meat, and tries to drag it away, as, if
by magic a very sadden change of scenery, quite
ruinous for the poor brute, takes- place. Over the
entrance of the hole a very long and heavy fir-tree
is balanced, which is rendered still heavier by lay-
ing cross-beams and lumps of stone upon it. The
Canadians call it "l'assommeur." It lies apparently
perfectly firm over the entrance, and no bear-sense
could detect any connexion with the piece of meat.
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174 - THE WATER-LILY.

Stil, this is produced by pieces of string in so- artistic
a way, that the bear need only pull the meat about a
little with its paw or muzzle to bring, the tremen-

9 dous assommeur plump on its back. The thoughtful
bear-trappers arrange the size of the cage so cleverly
to the structure of the bear, that his spine is just
under the assommeur when paw and snout are pushed
out towards the meat. The irresistible pressure thus
crushes the principal seat of the animal's muscular
strength. It is said that the yell of the poor bear,
when crushed beneath this merciless weight, is fre-
quently heartrending, and very like the cry of a
suffering man. The brute must certainly have a fore-
boding of the fate that awaits it, and a species of con-
test imust go on before the txap between its timidity
and its hungry passion, for it will only go into the
main hole when there is no other possible .chance of.
reaching the meat. A quantity of branches and thorns
are, consequently, laid over the whole apparatus, that
the bear cannot possibly reach through, and only the
deceittul entrance is left free. Al the parts of these
Canadian bear-traps*have also Indian names, and
hence, I believe, that it is an Indian invention adopted
by-the Europeans.

At lengthour canoe, freshly patched and pitched,
floated on the water

Like a yellow autumn leaf,
Like a yellow water-lily.

Remarkably pleasant for- a butterfly, I grant; but
when a trio of human bodies are stretched out on the
wooden ribs of suc a wretcheclfragile "water-lily,"
made of thin birch bark, without the slightest com-
fort, no bench. or süpport,. not even a bundle of hay
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or straw, such inconveniences are extremely un-
poetical.

Beazley lent us a canoe (for money and fair words).
Then we called at Richard's, and he lent us (for
money and fair words) a blanket, to protect us slightly
from the damp; and as, f1nal', we begged le petit
François for a night's shelter (for money and fair
words), we had thus laid the entire population of this
great lake under contribution, or they us.

The fifteen miles' trip to petit François was, how-
ever, glorious for any adlmirer of such things. The
entire lake was framed in by dense primeval forests.
Here and there an arm branched ofW, and was lost
in other dense forests. At ,some places the forests
marched like hostile battalions,*with levelled bayonets,
against each other, .narrowing the lake to a river,
while at others it was a mirrored blue expanse.

The name Lac du Flambeau is repeatedly found in
the geography of these districts. I conjecture it was
introduced by the discoverers on finding the Indians
spearing fish by torchlight. Several lakes which J
saw thus illuminated on my travels float across my
mid as tôrch-lakes.

The Lac du Flambeau passes through a nairow
stream into what is called the Portage lake. This is
also a very common name for lakes in this country,
for all the lakes are in connexion with some portage,
as they are gladly - used by the Voyageurs. This
Portage lake, which branches off for a long distance
through the Keweena peniusula, has been used from
the earliest period by travellers on Lake Superior, in
order to cut across this huge peninsula, and avoid the
tedious and dangerous navigation rcnd it. Indeed,
the whole of this peninsula, now known by the name

PORTAGE UN.
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176 LE PETIT FRANCOIS.

of the Copper ,rejion, received its Indian name from
this circumstance. It was, and is, really called Kaki-
weonan,* or a country traversed by a cross-water
communication arid a portage. On the banks of this
lake resided our Indian, le petit François. fie was
still up,, and we saw his light glimmering for a long
distance through the reeds, and bushes tlgtJineàthe
shore.

Le petit François was making' ffsh-nets when we
entered and claimed his -hospitality. Nets he had,'it
was true, but no fish, and he was ready enough to
offer us hospitality, but nothing else. He had nothinr
to eat or drink, no bedsÇyno straw, no hay; in fact,
nothing at all by which hospitality is generally evinced.
But this did not lead him astray, and he beggedfus in
the most friendly manner to lie down and extend our
wearied ,linbs-if possible for balmy sLeep-on the
woodenefloor of his cabin, which was neither dry, nor
warm; nor even, but as hard as a stone.
- The most curious and annoying thing to me was
always that in this country you might offer a kingdom
and not be able to procure for it even a bundle of hay
or straw. No straw, because they grow no grain; no
hay, because the six cows along the twelve hundred
miles of lake-board devour all thle hay that is mown.
Ah, misère!

I naturally mention all this not to obtain perso'nal
compassion, but on account of tÈe country and the t
Voyageurs, as well as to throw a light on their
favourite expression, "Ah, misère !" which has be-
come in this helpless country such a permanent inter-
jection, that it supplies the place<of all others. As re-
gards myself, I ended by feeling much aniused at the

* Fromni kakiwe"--i.e. I march across a coniltry.
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AHI, MISERE! 177

affair. For I seated myself at the fire to dry and
smoke; while le petit François and Du Roy gave me
an interesting account of a voyage, .which seemed to
me a contribution to literature, and which contained a
piece of bibliographical history which concerned me
very closely, as the work alluded to was constantly in
my pocket, and its honoured author, my travelling
companion, had long before gone to sleepgently and
piously on the hard floor.

"You have already twice uttered the word 'misère,'
monsieur "-thus¿ny two story-tellers began, mutually
confirming each other's story-" but you are mistaken
Jit is now summer, and there is a superabundance in,
the country, and nought but joy and festivity. You
ougbt to travel here once in winter, and then you
might use the word. You ought, for instance, to have
travelled, like your reverend friend did once, whom
the angel ýof sleep now holds so gently in its arms.
Look.ye! when he was living, some few years back, at
his church in Anse Bay, and was busily writing that
book you always have in your hand-the Ojibbeway
lexicon-which he.collected as busily and gladly as the
bee does honey, he was all at once torn from his peace-
ful avocations and quiet home in the midst of, winter.
Business compelled him to make a long voyage to a
distant Indian parish, which was also under his
management.

"He wàs away for two months over ice and snow.
At length he returned to this lorest land of Keweena,
which he regarded in some degree as his home, for
he bad baptised nearly every one here who turned
Christian, and had collected all the wild Indians
living round the mission that he established at his
own expense on the Anse, as a good shepherd
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does bis sheep. lie had scarce reached the shore of
our peninsula ere he at once buckled on bis snow-
shoes and ran through the forests and over the moun-
tain% which you crossed to-day with such difficulty,
for he longed to be back at bis church, bis writing-
desk, and bis half-finished lexicon. Like you, he
reached Beazley's hermitage at nightfall, but Beazley
was not living there during the winter. It is true your
friend could have driven out the bats and martens,

,and made himself tolerably comfortable in Voyageur
fashion, wre he able to kindle a fire.. But he reckoned
that if he did not cross the lake during the night and
reach my hut,'he could not sit the next day over bis
lexicôn. The lake was covered with ice, and, un-
fortugtely, with deep snow, while a cold snow-storm
blew. iin his face from the south.

"IEverything seemed to advise him to stay and
spen4 the night at Beazley's lonely hut. But his
buçing zeal urged him to continue bis journey and
fe wind and storm.

"Ah, misère, monsieur! now, I tell you, it is no
trifle to mak& these fifteen miles of lake journey to my
hut, which you traversed to-day so pleasantly in a
canoe, under twenty degrees of cold, through loose
snow, and with a stiff wind in your teeth. Even for
an Indian it is a hazardous feat, especially if he las no
compass, and, besides, hasnot eaten a morsel or drunk
a'drop the whole day throu . The worst was that
the snow-shoes would not glide ong properly, as the
snow was very deep, granular, and s - ting. A traveller
will endure any fatigue so long as he ,ees he is ad-
vancing; but when you'are working so with your feet,

slipping and stumbling, and the snow sinks m like
wool and piles up before you like the sand of ihe
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desert, and you try in vain to steer a zig-zag course to
get out of the holes and drifts, oh ! then matters are
really bad. The air is gloomy and tùick, not a star-
shines in the sky, the whole atmosphere is filled with
piercing ice-needles. Ah! c'est de valeur, monsieur!
O misère!

"eThen you fall into a strangé and feverisli state;
your head grows heavy, and your thoughts are con-
fused. There is a glimmer before your eyesand they
begin to swell-at last you can see nothing. Your
feet and your body wander onwards mechanically, as
if of themselves. It seems as if they are so excited by
over-exertion, that they can do nothing but walk and
walk. You have no other means of directing them,
save the cold wind. You notice at starting that it
blows from the south, the quarter you wish to reach,
and straight in your face. So-soon as you perceive
that one of your cheeks is not so cold as the other, you
see'that·you are going false, and turn your full face to
the wind, which you cut through with the keel of
your nose.

"Thus you go on, no longér master of yourself, like
an excited automaton; and so I saw here, in my hut,
the next morning, while sitting at breakfast, your
friend covered with ice and snow, with swollen eyes,
stiff Iiands, and wearied limbs, walk in. 'Where am
I?' he asked. 'Is it thou, petit François?'

"I had work enough in restoring him a little to
himself, for he had cruised about the lake the whole
night through for twelve hours. And the most won-
derful thing was, that he would not believe that he
had already reached my hut, and almost doubted it
was really the sunlight which glimmered through the
foggy atmosphere. Ele said it was as easy for him to
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180 THE MISSIONARY.

think he had spent only a few minutes on the lake
as a much longer time. It was all to him as a
dream.

"tes rfionsieur, I believe it was time to have him
among us. Such snow-storm dreams are followed
close by death. It seemed to him' most unendurable
that he could not réach his church and lexicon the
same evening, but must wait'till the morrow. We
were obliged to nurse him a little during the night."

.Du Roy: "Do you know the summer voyage our
most reverend friend, your companion, once made in
a birch.bark canoe right across Lake Superior ? Ah!
that is a celebrated voyage, which everybody round
the lake is acquainted with. Indeed, there is hardly
a locality on the lake which is not connected with the
history of his life, either because he built a chapel
there, or wrote a pious book, or founded an Indian
parish, or else underwent danger and adventures there,
in which he felt that Heaven was protecting him.

"The aforesaid summer voyage, which I will tell

you here as companion to his winter journey, was as
follows:

"1He was staying at that time on one of the Islands
of the Apostles, and heard that his immediate presence
was required at Qne of the little Indian missions or
stations on the northern shore of the lake. As he is
always ready to start at a moment,,he walked with
his breviary in bis hand, dressed in -lis black robe,
and th-hbis gold cross fastened on his breast-he
always trvels in this solermn garb, on foot or on horse-,
back, on sno-shoes or in a canoe-he walked, I say,
with his brevi r in his hand and his three-cornered
bat on bis head, into the but of my'cousin, a well-
known Voyageur, 'and said to him: 'IDubois, I must
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cross the lake, direct from here to the northern shore.
Hast thou a boat ready?'

"' My boat is here,' said my cousin, 'but how can
I venture to go with you straight across the lake ? It
is seventy miles, and the weather does not look very
promising. No one ever yet attempted this " traverse"
in small boats. Our passage to the north shore is
made along the coast, and we usually employ eight
days in it.'

"' Dubois, that is too- long; it cannot be. I repeat
it to thee. I am called. I must go straight across
the lake. Take thy paddle and "couverte," ar d
come!' And our reverend friend took his seat in t'he
canoe, and waited patiently till my obedient cousin
(who, I grant, opened his eyes very wide, and shook
his head at times) packed up bis traps, sprang after
him, and pushed the canoe on the lake.

"Now you are aware, monsieur, that we Indians
and Voyageurs rarely make greater traverses across
the lake than fifteen miles from cape to cape, so that
we may be easily able to pull our boats ashore in the
annoying caprices of our weather and water. A pas-
sage of twenty-five or thirty miles we call a ' grande
traverse,' and one of seventy miles is an impossibility.
Such a traverse was never made before, and only
performed this once. My cousin, however, worked
away obediently and cheerfully,- and they were soon
floating in their nutshell in the middle of the lake
like a loon, without compass and out of sight of land.
Very soon, too, they had bad weather.

" It began to grow -stormy, and the water rose in
high waves. My cousin remarked that he had pro-
phesied this, but bis pious, earnest passenger read on
in bis breviary quietly, and only now and then ad-
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A GREAT STORM.

dressed a kind word of encouragement to my èousin,
saying that he had not doubted his prophecy about
the weather, but he replied to it that he was called
across the. lake, and God would· guide them both to
land.

"They toiled all night through the storm and
waves, and, as the wind was fortunately vith them,
they moved along very rapidly, although their littile
bark danced like a feather on the waters. The next
* morning they sighted the opposite shore. But how?
With a threatening- front. Long rows of dark rocks
on either side, and at their base a white stripe, the-
dashing surf of the terribly excited waves. There
was no opening in theoe, no haven, no salvation.

We are lost, your reverence,' my cousin said, 'for
ït is impossible- for me to keep the canoe balanced in
thôse double and triple breakers; and a return is
equally impossible,' owing to the wind blowing so
stiffy against us."

"'Paddle on, dear Dubois-straight on. We must
get through, and a way will offer itself.

"My cousin shrugged his shoulder, made his last
prayers, and paddled straight on, he hardly knew
how. Already they heard the surf dashing near
them; they could no longer understand what they
said to each othér, owing to the deafening noise, and
my cousin slipped his couverte from his shoulders, so
as to be ready for a swim, when, al at once, a dark
spot opened out in the white edge of the surf, which
soon widened. At the same tin tihe violent heaving
of the canoe relaxed, it glided on more tranquilly,
and entered in perfect safety the broad mouth of a
stream, which they had not seen in the distance, owing
to the rocks that concealed it.
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THE CROSS OF THE TRA E. 183

"'Did I not say, Dubois, that I was called across,
that I must go, and that thou wouldst be saved with
me? Let us pray !' So the man of God spoke to the
Voyageur after they had stepped ashore, and drawn
their canoe comfortably on the beach. They then went
into the forest, cut down a couple of trees, and erected
a cross on the spot where they landed, as a sign of
their gratitude.

"IThen they went on their way to perform their
other duties. Later, however, a rich merchant, a fur
trader, came along the same roa.d, and hearing of this
traverse, which had become celebrated, he set his
imen to work, and erected at bis oww expense, on the
same spot, but on a higher rock, a larger and more
substantial cross, which now can be seen a long dis-
tance on the lake, and which the people call 'the
Cross of -'s Traverse.'"

1, for my part, after listening to these stories, laid
myself down on the knotted flooring, bv the side of
this excellent, gently slumbering man, and though I
did not find much sleep, J had pleasant thoughts, and
at an early hour the next morning ve took to our
boat again, and were soon dancing on the lakes and
rivers amid the wild meadows and forests.

I found plenty of interesting things to observe en
route, especially when we landed in the forests. , Once
I was fortunate enough to see the Indian food and
sugar bowls growing iir a state of nature, and made a
drawing ofthem. These were sickly, semicircular ex-
crescences on'a maple-tree, about a foot in diameter.
These excrescences, which are also found on other
varieties of trees, are externally as perfectly round as
half a bomb-shell. They have a hard shell, but are
internally soft. The Indians cut them from the trees,
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scoop them out, and as the natives suffer from a defi-
ciency of good turners and potters, they employ these
lusus nature as soup-plates. At times these natural
dishes are said to be as large as umbrellas, and then
the Indians employ them for their sugar boiling, and
stir up the maple syrup in them and leave it to
crystallise. The Canadians call these excrescences
"loupes."

Now and then Du Roy pointed out to me spots in
the foi-est where the bears had been scratching for
the "makopin." This is a small fuber, which the
Canadians call the bear's potato, nearly a translation
of the Indian term. We dug some, and I tasted
them, but found them marvellously bitter. But man
digs after them just as greedily as the bear, and, indeed,
this shaggy bourgeois-as the Canadians often call the
bear, like4 the Ojibbeways give him the title of the
Forest-man-digs after, and is fond of, many thinigs
which men also like. "Ah'!" said Du Roy, "this"
bourgeois often works in his potato-fields like a trea-
sure-seeker. H1e is a dainty gentleman, and é tà the
bitter fruit with as much enjoyment as an Americân
chews tobacco. Lately, I disturbed one eating ma-
kopin as I went through the forest. 11e only went
a little dut of my way, and sat down on a large log,
where he smacked 'his lips and yawned, like, a man
picking his teeth after dinner. Unfortunately I had
no gun with me, and went on my way. He let me
pass, and looked after me. 'Ah, oui! il est bon en-
fanÇ-ce bourgeois-là!'" As the bear is no less a
gourmand than the Indian, and as it tries all the
edible productions of the forest, and has a number of
fayourite articles of food among them, the Indians
have named at least a dozen plants after the bear:
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" bear potatoes," "bear roots," "bear nuts," "bear
berries," &c. The latter we frequently found grow-
ing in the wood; the English call it "service," -and
also "bear-berry," which is the translation of the In-
dian word "m.agimin." It is a variety of the lote-
tree, and grovs very handsomely. At this time we
found it covered entirely with .splendidly glistening
red berries, and our Canadian told us that the bears
bend down the whole tree with their paws, and then
eat off the berries, like children do with a blackberry-
bush;

In thep thick reed-beds by which our canoe at times
passed, I noticed now and then very curious excava-
tions, holes, or little bays. I was told that the musk--at
produces this phenomena when getting in its harvest.
We saw the nests or hay piles of these interesting
animals all around us, and it is, indeed, one'of the
most common creatures in North America. The Cana-
dians told me that the loon (the greatnorthern diver)
lived here in a species of community with the musk-
rat, in the same way as the owl with the little prairie
dog. The loon lays its eggs in thèee "loges de rat
d'eau," as the Canadians call them, and they run no
risk from the excellent teeth of its little friend. I had,
however, no opportunity of verifying this fact in any
of the musk-rat dwellings I frequently inspected. 'Still
I had the pleasure at any rate, which I had not yet
enjoyed, of seeing a heavy loon flying far above my
head. ilitherto I had only seen the loon swim and
dive, and almost doubted whether it could fly. in
fact, flying causes it some difficulty; at least, rising in
the air does. People say it requires wind for the pur-
pose, and can hardly do it in calm weather. But, when
once under way, it flies not only high but- for a long
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distance, and makes great journeys both in spring and
autumn. The loon we saw was quite alone, and soared
like an eagle. I also heard here, for the first time, its
clear, loud, and harmonious cry. Our Canadian re-
plied to it from the canoe, " Volrvol! vol !" He said
he could entice the loons down with it.

Notre voiture-so the-Canadians call their canoe or
traisport boat-at length floated through what is
eïmed the Portage Entry, or the mouth of the whole

internal water system of the Keweena peninsula, into
l'Anse Bay, the greatest gulf pn Lake Superior, and
the end of our voyage. Long before this took place
we had repeatedly discussed the question whether we
should find a "vent de terre " or a " vent du large"
on the main body of water. We desired the former,
for as these small voitures always glide along near the
shore, like timid ducks, the wind blowing off shore is
preferable for them. As it has to cross the steep shore
cliffs and the forest, it strikes the lake some distance off;
and leaves along the coast a perfectly smooth patch of
water, over which the canoe glides rapidly. The
"vent du large," on the other hand, sends up high
waves, produces a violent surf, and renders a canoe
voyage often impossible.

We fortunately found the desired wind, and paddled
most pleasantly and safely along the loft~ wall of
rocks which here begird the western side of the bay.
These walls, like the celebrated "pictured, rocks" of
Lake Superior, were composed of the reddish striped
and spotted sandstone, which is so constantly found on
this lake that it has been called after it "Lake Supe-
rior sandstone." At times it has a most peculiar ap-
pearance, as if a blood-red and a perfectly white clay
had been kneaded together. The red and white strata



form a sharp contrast, and are generaly very thin,
some not half an inch in thickness, others not thicker
than cardboard. The dissevered blocks which the
surf has rounded are very picturesque: red balls with
a white stripe in the centre, white ones with several
red stripes, &c.

The rocks here are as picturesquely ufidermined
and formed as at the "pictured rocks." We found
caves and arches, and, at one spot, an entire portico of
pillars. The neatest specimens may be found, like
objects of virtù, formed by nature. .I made a drawing,
for instance, of a small natural flower table. A smal

--pillar, composed of several columns, stood up from
the water: it sprang from airQad pedestal, and on
the top of it rested a still broader and perfectly round
tablet of stone, on the surface of which all sorts of
mosses, flowers, and graceful little shrubs were grow-
ing. Such imitations of art produce a delightful effect
in these solitudes.

The stone disintegrates in a very peculiar nqanner,
for the several thin strata fall asunder in the shape of
boards. And wherever the rifts are at all numerous,
it looks for all. the world like a carpenter's shop,
great heaps of red and white stone boards and shav-
ings and chips lying in p cturesque confusion.-

An artist could fill his sketch-book here most plea-
santly, though he must not expect to find anything
grand, but many pretty miniature effects. Thus, for
instance, I found in a small sequestered nook an old
tree floating in the water, and riding at anchor by its
tough roots. The latter were still firm and uninjured,
but the tree itself was perfectly rotten, and along its
entire length covered with a multitude of beautiful
flowers and weeds. e
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A MIRAGE.

Trees hung on the walls of rock in bolder positions.
As the forest grows close up to theedge of the rocks,
now and then a gigantic pine will tip over when the
soil gives way, and it bang's suspended by a tough root,
as if attached to a rope, and oscillating in the wind.
It is not utterly unimportant to mention such things
here, for the popular mind has noticed them, and bas
referred to them at times in its poetry, fables, and
myths, as I shall have occasion to show.

In, the distance a far larger field for artistic studies
lay expanded before us. Opposite to us, on the other
side of the bay, stretched out the Montagnes des
Hurons-hills, we might call them more correctly-
and then, twenty miles further to the north, glistened
the broad expanse of the great lake at the entrance of
the bay. There lay a tall, bluish island, with which
the mirage played in an infinity of ways during our
voyage. At times the island rose in the air to a
spectral height, then sank again and faded away,
while at another moment we saw these islands hover-
ing over one another in the air. That the watchful
Indians not only observe this optical delusion, but
also form a correct idea of its cause, is proved by the
name they give to the mirage. They call it "omba-
nitewin," a word meaning so much as this, "something
that swells and rises in the air." They also make of
it a very convenient and excellent verb, "ombanite"-
i. e. "there is a mirage around," to express which the
French and English require considerable circumlocu-
tion.

We turned our back on this broad and deceptive
gateway of the lake, and paddled still deeper into the
purse-end of the gulf, until we sighted the little
Catholic mission, with the Protestant mission lying on
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the other side of the bay, where it is only three miles
in width.

The former was our destination, and we soon saw
the brown population collected on the shore-men,
women, children, and a countless pack of dogs. The
bell of the little wooden church, built in the centre of
the village on a mound, began ringing lustily as soon
as we came in-sight. A flag was hoisted on a tall fir-
pole, and the guns of the young men were repeatedly
discharged. When we landed, they all fell on their
knees and received the blessing of their spiritual
father. After this we proceeded to our quarters, some
in a division of the log chapel, Du Roy and myself in
a roorn which a half-breed belonging to the village
gave up to us. Although our host, by way of an
excuse, said " qu'il n'avait qu'un très petit peu de
quoi-ah, misère !"-still, as regards mental food, I
have rarely spent moreêinteresting and richer travelling
and'rest days than those I passed in the little missions
on the Anse.

My reverend companion was engaged during the
day with the affairs of the church, and I had the canoe
and the Voyageur at my disposal. Daily I made small
excursions, visited every nook of our village, looked
at the life in this drop of water, and collected the
stories and fables which I shall immediately attempt
to narrate here for the edification of my readers. At
the same time, I will not omit describing al the circum.-
stances and interludes amidst which these stories were
told me.

W*q OO .. 1a I M-
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CHAPTER .XIII.

CATHOLIC MISSIONS-SEED BY THE WAYSIDE-XAGAGENGS-INDIAN STORIES

-CHRISTIANITY AND PAGANIS1X-THE CREATION OP MANKIND-KITCHI-

MANITOU-MANI CREATED-INDIAN PARADISE-THE TEMPTATION-THE

FALL-THE BIBLE. AND TRE BIRCH-BARK BOOK-A SOIREE-THE DREAM

O LIFE--THE LITTLE RAVEN.'S STORY-VISIT TO THE"'SUN-PRESENTS-

TRiE PREDICTIONS-RETURN TO EARTH.

CATaoLic missionaries made their appearance in the
country round Lake Superior some two hundred years
ago. The Bible stories and Christian legends rather
pleased the savages, and excited their fancy. Had the
missionaries remained permanently among them, the
work so well begun might have prospered. But as the
labours of the Christian missions have often been given
up and then recommenced, the whole resembles a
garden that has been laid out and then left to itself.
The winds and currents of intercourse have wafted
some of the seed a long distance, and it has at times
taken root at spots remote from the mission in the
heart of the, desert. But it has there grown up a
peculiar forest plant, which only in a few features
reveals that it originally grew in the Christian garden.

Such a production, half Christian and half Indien,

I
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i, I fancy, the story of the first human pair, which
was told me on niy Anse Bay by 'an old Indian of the
name of Kagagengs.

He is' the oldest man in our mission, -and, as is
usual in such cases of extreme ag€áàmong the Indians,
he is said to be a'hundred years old. He believes this
himself. "Si je peux attraper encoredeux ans," he
said to me, "j'aurai cent ans." His name means the
Little Raven, and the French Canadians call him the
same.

Kagagengs's birthplace and hme is on the Lac du
Flambeau (not the one we traversed). This lake is
far to the southward of Lake Superior, in the interior
of the country, aùd seems to have been from old times
an Indian chief town. Even at the present day an
influential chief, whosê acquaintance 1. formed at La
Pointe, resides tbere. Kagagengs spent the greater
part of bis life on that lake as a pagan, but when the
Catholic mission was founded here on the Anse, and
several of his relatives were baptised and removed
hither, the old man came with them, and became-at
least nominally-a Christian. People had prophesied
in bis youth that he would live to a great age.

The following curious circumstance happened to
him, as he himself told me, shortly after bis birth: It
was the custom' among the people on Torch Lake to
carry a new-born child, if a boy, round from lodge to
lodge and show him. The squaws inspected him, the
men smoked the pipe of peace over him, and spoke
some words of welcome and health to the little being.
No sooner was Little Raven born than his father laid
him on a deer-skin, and carried him, according to
custom, round the village. Al the women stared at
the child, ail the mnen smoked over him, during al
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which the babe remained remarkably quiet, and stared
about him with his bright eyes.

The little stupid sucklingys generally forget what
happened on such occasions, or pay no attention to it,
but Kagagengs, from his birth, was a chosen vessel. All
that took place at this presentation remained faithfully
imprinted on his memory, and he did not even forget
one of the words spoken, although he did not under-
stand them.at once. So long as he was unable to,
speak, he coùld not tell this to any one, but he had
hardly learned to speak in his second year than he
frequently repeated to himself the words he had heard.
Mother and father could not ,àt first .comprehend the
child's extraordinary sayings, but at length he told
them they were the words spoken by the neighbours
at his "presentation," and he réminded them of all the
events that took place,so that every one·was amazed
at the lad. "That will-be a clever man," they said,
and also prophesied "Ihe 'would live to be a hundred.
years old.

Many persons in the village, I grant, assert that
Kagagengs is a humbug, and invented the whole story
for his own laudation: he was fond of telling many
similar stories about hirnself. Thus he assured every-
body that in his time he had been the best hunter of
his tribe, and once killed eleven hopping squirrels at
one shot. Not a soul believed .this, but he was a
curious old fellow, and it was quite certain he was a
good story-teller, and kne* a quantity of capital
histories.

I was conducted to his cabin. We found it deserted,
but, by dint of several inquiries among his neighbours,

weeame on his trail from the village, and at length
found him at the water's edge, amidst the plants and
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saplings fringing the high bank. He was a little old
man, bowed by age, with a wrinkled face and dark
brown complexion, but his eyes were still bright.
Wrapped upin a blanket also displaying its age, and
which had equally assumed a dingy hue, he was walk-
ing slowly along among the stones and bushes and scat-
tered logs.

"Bojo, Kagagengs !" we shouted to him, some dis-
tancg off.

"Bojo, bojo!"* he muttered in reply, and scarcely
lookedat us.

at:re you doing here all alone, old man ?" we
asked, when we walked nearer and sat down on a
log.

"What I am doing?" he said. "What does the
bird do when it hops in the branches? What does
the toad do when it creeps in the sand ?"

"1He is constantly crawling about inthis way in the
open air," my interrter remarked; "by day he is
always out. He is also a great collector of herbs. In
the evening he sits in his ut over the fire."

We invited hiqr. to sit by ur side on the log, and
the pipes were so6n lighted, whch are alway requisite
to place you on a fôoting of peace and confidencewith
an Indian.

Then I commenced: "Kagagengs, I hear that thy
head is full of old stories, as an egg is of meat, and as
I am so eagerly collecting the stories of the old time,
as thou dost the herbs, I have come to thee to beg
thee and to ask thee if thou art disposed to tell me
some tradition of thy tribe?"

Naturally enough, sucli a request, which startled the
* "Bojo" is the customary salutation of the Indians here-a corruption

of "bonjour."
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old man like a gun'shot at his ear, rendered him quite
silent and confused. He wrapped himself more closely
n his blanket and the-cloud of smoke, looked down

oiînthe ground, and said not a word for a long time.
We, for our part, sat smoking, and were equally silent,
waiting for the result. At'length he said that he was
not conscious of knowing any stories, and if he did,
they were not worth hearing; and, besides, there were
so many stories in the world, that· he did not know
where to begin.

"Ah !" we said, "Kagagegs, if that is 'all, we can
soon lielp thee. See! we sit here in the very midst of
free nature. The broad lake before us, the shores
stretching out so far, the hills and forests behind us,
the sun and sky above us, and we little beings here on
the log in the midst of it all. Hence I propose that
we shall begin with the commencement of all things.
Tell us of the creation of the world, and of men, and
what thou hast heard about this from the old men on
thy Torch Lake. Hast tiou any such story ?"

"Oh yes, of course. The Indians think as mucli of
all the things that surround them as the white men
do, and there is no creature about which they do not
possess a story."

"Well, then, tell us the first story of all stories.
Wilt thou?"

Kagagengs assented, but first flled a pipe, and, while
doing so, remarked: "When I tell thee this story,
thou must not 'believe that I invented it. The old
men handed it down to us, and the story is very old-
mucli older than ."

"I can quite believe it," I said; and the Little
Raven now fel into a state of calm reflection while
surrounding himself with a cloud of smoke. We dared



not disturb him;. so, after havixig taken his last puffs,
he carefully tapped the pipe out, placed it by his side,
and began the story of

THE FIRST MAN AND WOMAN.

See ! on'Torch Lake, it is said that Kitchi-Manitou
(the Good Spirit) first made the coast of our lake.
H1e strewed the sand, and formed a fine flat dry beach,
a road round the lake. He found that it was splen.
did walking upon it, and often wandered along the
beach. One day he saw something lying on the white
sand. He picked it up. It was a very little root.
He wondered whether it would grow if planted in the
ground, and made the trial. He planted it close to
the edge of the water in the sand, and when he came
again the next day a thick and large reed-bed had
grown out of it, through which the wind" rustled.
This pleased him, and he sought for and collected
more little roots, and other seeds from the sand, and
spread them around, so that they soon covered the
rocks and land with grass and fine forests, in whicb
the birds and other animals came to live. Evey day
he added something new to the creation, and did not
forget to place fish and other creatures in the water.

One day, when Kitchi-Manitou was again walking
along the sand,he saw something moving in the reeds,
and noticed a being coming out of the water etirely
covered with silver-glistening scales like a fish, but
otherwise, formed like a man. Kitchi-Manitou was
curious to see on what the being lived, and whether
it ate herbs, and rightly, he saw it constantly stooping
and plucking herbs, which it swallowed. The man
could not speak, but at times, when he stooped, he
sighed and groaned.

02
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I
The sight moved Kitchi-Manitou with compassion

in the highest degree, and as a good thought pecurred
to him, he immediately stepped into his canoe, and
paddled across to the island which still lies in the
centre of our Lac du Flambeau. Here he set to work
providing the man the company of a squaw. He
formed her nearly like what he had seen the man to
be, and also covered her body with silver-glistening
scales. Then he breathed life into her, and carried
her across in bis canoe to the other bank of the lake,
telling her that if she wandered busily along the lake
and looked about her, she would, perhaps, find some-
thing to please ber.

For days the squaw wandered about one shore of
the lake, while the man was seeking herbs for food on
the other. One day, the latter went a little further
in his excursions round the lake, and discovered, to
bis great surprise, footsteps in the sand much like
those he himself made.

At once he gave up seeking herbs, and followed
these footsteps, as he hoped there were other beings
like himself on the lake. The squaw, during her long
search, had left so many footsteps, that the man at
first feared they might belong to a number of Indians,
and they might, perhaps, be hostile. Hence, he crept
along carefully in the bush, but always kept an eye on
the trail in the sand.

At last, et last, he found the being he sought sitting
on a log near the'shore. Through great fatigue she
had fallen asleep. He looked around to the right and
left, but she was quite alone. At length, he ventured
to come out of the bushes. He approached her with
uncertain and hesitating steps. He seized her, and
she opened her eyes.

"Who art thou ?" he said, for he could now sud-
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denly speak. "Whoart thou, what is thy name, and
whither dost thou come

"My name is Mani,* she "replied, "and Kitchi-
Manitou brought me here from that island, and told
me I should find something here I liked. I think
that thou art the promised one."

",On what dost thou live ?" the man asked the
woman.

"Up to this time I have eaten nothing, for I was
looking for thee. But now I feel very hungry-hast
thou anything to eat ?"

Straightway the man ran into the bushes and col-
lected some roots' and herbs he had found good to
eat, and brought them to the squaw, who greedily
devoured them.

The sight of this moved Kitchi-Manitou, who had
watched the whole scene from his lodge. He imme-
diately came over in his canoe, and invited the couple
to his island. Here they found a handsome large
house prepared for them, and a splendid garden round
it. In the house were glass windows, and in the
rooms tables and chairs, and bèds and conveniences
of every description. In the garden grew every pos-
sible sort of useful and nourishing fruits, potatoes,
strawberries, apple-trees,, cherry and plum-trees ; and
close by were large fine fields planted with Indian
corn and beans.f

* Mani is the Indian name for Mary. As they have not the letter "r"
in their language, and cannot pronounce it, they always substitute "n" for
it. , Withoutdoubt this is a reference to the Virgin Mary. I have already
hinted that the tradition I am narrating is a strange mixture of Christian
and Indian. The mother of the human race, Eve, is here confounded with
the mother of the Saviour. For Adam, Kagagengs gave me no name.

† This decoration of I>aradise with European comforts and plants, after
the fashion of a French settlement in Canada, is very natural when'we
reflect that the Indians obtained half this story, and especially the idea of
this Paradise, from the European missionaries.
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They ate and lived here for days and years in plea-
sure and happiness, and Kitchi-Manitou often came
to them and conversed with them. "One thing," he
said, "I must warn you against. Come hither ! see!
this tree in the middle of the garden is not good. I
did not plant it, but Matchi-Manitou planted it. In
a short time this tree will blossom and bear fruits,
which look very fine and taste very sweet. But do
not eat of them, for if ye do so ye will die !" They
paid attention to this, and ~kept the command a long
time, e.ven when the tree had blossomed and the fpuit
had set.

One day, however, when Mani went walking in
the garden, she heard a very friendly and sweet voice
say to her, "Mani, Mani, why dost thou not eat of
this beautiful fruit? It tastes splendidly." She saw
no one, but she was certain the voice did not come
either from Kitchi-Manitou or her husband. She was
afraid, and went into the house.

The next day, though, she again went into the
garden, and was rather curious whether the same plea-
sant voice *ould speak to her again. She had hardly
approached the forbidden tree, whenthe voice was
heard once more: " Mani, Mani, why dost thou not
taste this splendid fruit : it will make thy heart glad P"
And with thesé words a young, handsome Indian
came out of the bushes, plucked a fruit, and placed it
in her hand. "Thou canst make famous preserves of
it for thy househo'd !" the friendly Indian added.

The fruit smelled pleasantly, and Mani licked it a
little. At lengtli she swallowed it entirely, and felt as
if drunk. When her husband came to her soon after,
she persuaded him also to eat of it. He did so, and
also felt as if drunk. But this had scarce happened,



ere the silver scales with which' their bodies had been
covered fell off; only twenty of these scales remained
on, but lost their brilliancy, ten on the fingers and ten
on the toes. They saw themselves to be quite un-
covered, and began to be ashamed, and withdrew
timidly into the bushes of the garden.

The young Indian had disappeared, but the angry
Kitchi-Manitou soon came to them, and said: "It is
done. Ye have eaten of Matchi-Manitou's fruit, and
must now die. Hence it is nece"ssary that I should
marry you, lest the whole human race might die out
with you. Ye must perish, but shall live on in your
children and children's children."

Matchi-Manitou banished them also from the happy
isle, which immediately grew wild, and bore them in
lis canoe to the shores of the Lac du Flambeau. But
he had mercy upon them still. He gave the man bow
and arrow, and told him he would flnd animals which
were called deer. These he was to shoot, and Mani
would get ready the meat for him, and make mocas-
sins and clothing of the hide.

When they reached the other shore,' Mani's hus-
band tried first of all this bow and the arrows. He
shot into the sand, and the arrows went three inches
deep into the ground.

When Kagagengs told me this, he thrust his knife,
which he constantly held in his hand, into the earth,
and showed me, with his thumb on the knife, how
deep the arrows had gone in. He showed it to each
of us separately, and said: "See, so far." We looked
at it carefily, and said: "Good, now go on!"

Mani's husband, then, went for the first'time- to

-~ E-
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hunt, and saw in the reeds on the lake an animal
moving, which he recognised for a deer, as Kitchi-
Manitou had described it to him. He shot his arrow,
and, see ! the animal straightway leaped from the
water on shore, sank on its knees, and died. He ran
up and drew his arrow from the wound, examined it,
found that it was quite uninjured, and placed it again
in his quiver, as he thought he could use it again.

When he brought the deer to his squaw, she eut it
into pieces, *ashed them, and laid the hide aside for
shoes and clothing, but soon saw that they, as Indians,
could not possibly eat the meat raw, as the barbarous
Eskimos in the north do. She must cook it, and for
that purpose have fire.

This demand, embarrassed the man for a mome'nt,
as he had never yet seen any meat boiling or roasting
before the fire. But he soon knew how to help him-
self. He took two different descriptions of wood,
rubbed them against each other, and soon made a
bright fire for his squaw.

The squaw, in the mean while, had prepared a piece
of wood as a spit, placed a lump of meat on it, and
held it in the fire. They both tasted it, and found it
excellent. "As this is so .good, the rest will be
famous," she said, and eut it -all up in the kettle, and
then they ate nearly all the deer that same evening.
This gave Mani's husband sfrength and courage, and
he went out hunting again the next morning, and shot
a deer, and so he did every day, while his squaw built
a lodge for him, and sewed clothes and mocassins.

One day when he went a hunting again, the man
found a book lying under a tree. He stopped, and
looked at it. The book began speaking to him, and
told him what he was to do, and what to leave un-
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done. It gave him a whole series of orders and pro-
hibitions. He found this curious, did not much like
it, but he took it home to his squaw.

"I found-this book under a tree," he said to her,
"which tells me to do all sorts of things, and-forbids
me doing others. I find this hard, and I will carry it M
back to where I found it." And this he did, too,
although his squaw begged him to keep it. "ko,
he said, "it is too thick; how could I drag it/abok
with me in my medicine-bag ?" A he laid the book
again the next day under the tree e he had taken
it up, and so soon as he laid it down, it disappeared.
The earth swallowed it up.

Instead of it, however, another book appeared in
the grasé. That was easy and light, and only written
on a couple of pieces of birch bark. It also spoke to
him in the clear and pure Ojibbeway language, for-
bade.him nothing and ordered him nothing, and only
taught him the use and advantage of the plants in the
forest and on the prairie.†

This pleased him much, and he put the book at
once in his hunting-bag, and went into the forest and
collected all the plants, roots,- flowers, and herbs
which it pointed out to him.
. Quite covered with herbs of fifty different sorts,.he
returned to his squaw Mani. He sorted them, and
found they were all medicine, good in every accident
of life. As he had in this way become a great medi-
cie man, as well as a mighty hunter, he wanted but
little more to satisfy his earthly wants. The children
his wife bore him he brought up as good hunters,

* It is easy to see that by this book the Bible, or the Christian teaching,
is meant.

t It is evident that with this birch-bark bookjthe magic teaching of the
pagans is alluded to, which pleases the superstitioumndian better.
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taught them the use of the bow, explained to them
the medicine-book, and told them, shortly before his
and Mani's death, the history of their creation and
their former'mode of life on the Torch Lake island
with Kitchi-Manitou, who now, after so much suffer-
ing and sorrow,, was graciously pleased to receive
them again. And in this way the story of the first
human pair has been kept up among our tribe on the
Lac du Flambeau.

We thanked Kagagengs much for his pretty story,
and declared ourselves perfectly satisfied. We begged,
also, to be allowed to be his guests that evening, .and
said we would bring with us tobacco and the other
matters essential for an Indian soirée. He was to
make a good fire, and sweep out the lodge, so that we
could sit comfortably together. This he promised us,
and hurried home: we, however, entered our canoe,
and made a pleasant trip in the mean while.

In the evening, "le Petit Corbeau" had swept his
floor; a huge log, with branches and knots, glistened
and crackled on his hearth, and he sat very quietly in
a corner, nor did he rise when we entered and saluted
him with a "Bojo !" He did not even thank us when
we laid a packet of tobacco by his side, as well as a
couple of yards of flowered calico for a new shirt, such
as he had wished for, although he regarded the latter
with a smile of satisfaction, hurriedly put'it aside, and
said "it was good."

We lit our pipes, and proposed to Kagagengs, as the
subject for the evening's entertainment, his own dream
of life. "As thou hast told us such a fine story this
morning of the first couple, what would be more suit-
able now, when we sit round the fire, than that thou

ý "Il 1
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shouldst describe the most important event of thy
life-the dream of thy youth ?"

When I had made the old man understand this, he
became perfectly dumb, and sat there like a statue. He
did not utter a word in reply, and my interpreter re-
marked to me that I asked too much from him. These
dreams are always kept very secret by the Indians.
They think about them their whole life through, as a
mighty mystery. Only on their dying bed would they
speak about them, and describe the dream to their re-
lations. It was true that le Petit Corbeau had turned
Christian, but it was only nominally, and the old pagan
customs and views were still deeply rooted in his mind.
As a Christian, he probably had two reasons for >hesi-
tating to speak about.his dreams of youth. In the
first place, an avowed reason, because he was supposed
to be ashamed of such superstition, and was well
aware that the Christian priests reproached him for
such things; and, secondly-a secret reason-because
he still believed in such things, and fancied he would
commit treason by revealing them, and that they
would be requited by misfortune.

Hence I said to the old ian, "Kagagengs ! if thou
believest that thou wilt bring evil on thyself by telling
thy dream, I will desist from my demand. However,
we are here by ourselves. Thou mayest be sure that
I will not speak about it to tþy people here in the
village, and what I may, perhaps, tell my people about
it across the big water must be a matter*of indifference
to thee. It will not affect thee. If thou believest,
then, that under these circumstances thou canst do it,
I repeat my request, tell me thy dream."

"l Hem!" the old man said, "thon art the first man
who asked me about my dreams."
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AN INDIAN'S GRIEF.

Then he filled his pipe, and smoked it to the very
end without saying a word. A pipe quite smoked
out, according to the Indians' idea, conciliates every-
thing, even the jealousy and revenge of the spirits.
And so, after he had collected bis thoughts, he put bis
pipe in the corner,.stretched out bis brown long legs
before the fire, and began the following story:

THE DREAM OF THE LITTLE RAVEN.

I was a boy so tall, that when I was standing, and
my father was seated on the mat, we were both of
one height. It was autumn, and harvest time. We
had gone to gather the manomin, or wild rice.

One day when we were hard at work, and all busy
husking the grain and filling our canoes, I heard gun-
shots in the distance. These shots came from our
village, and- were replied to from the neighbouring
village. They were mourning shots, which are heard
from village to village when any one is dead.*

When I heard these shots, 1 quickly left off work-
ing, and became solean and very mournful, for the
thought at once crossed my head that my mother was
dead. Soon, too, the messengers of sorrow came,
hurrying to the lake where we .were collecting our
harvest, and brought us .the sorrowful intelligence
that my mother was dead. We buried her with
many sighs. I wished, however, to weep out my
heavy grief all alone, and I longed to go out into the
forest. But -my father, uncle, and sisters would not
let me go, and watched me closely when they noticed
my melancholy and disturbed manner.

* I was told at Anse that the people in the Catholie mission fire a salvo
when a death takes place among them, and it is replied to from the Pro-
testant mirsion, and vice vera.
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Once, however, my father and uncle we e invited
to a fumerie. Then I sprang away from my sisters,
and ran into the forest so far and so quickly as I
could. When I was far enough from the village, I
began weeping and calling loudly on my mother. But
as I cried I ran ever further and further. At last I
climbed a tall tree, where I wept myself out, and
being quite exhausted by pain and weariness, I re-
mained hanging in the branches of the tree.

Ail at once I heard a voice near me, and perceived
a black form hovering over me. "Who art thou?
-why dost thou weep ?" the form asked me.

"I am an Indian lad," I replied, "and I weep for
my mother."

"Come, follow me," the black figure said, and took
me by the hand. It walked with me through the air
with one step to the next tree. It was an épinette
blanche. When we stepped on the top of this shaking
tree it trembled and bent, and I feared it would give
way under us. "Fear not," the stranger said, "but
tread firmly. The tree will bear us." Then she put
out the other foot, and we reached with the second
step the top of a tall young birch. This tree also
shook greatly, and bent down, and I feared that it
would let us fall to the ground. "Fear not," my
black companion said again, "step firmly. The tree
will bear." And thus we stepped out again, and with
the third step came to the foot of a tall mountain.
But what appeared to me three steps were, in reality,
three days' journeys: during the nights we had rested
on the tops of the trees, and many forests and prairies
already lay behind us.

When we stood on the top of the mountain, she
said to nie, "Knowest thou the mountain?" and
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I
wlien I said I did not, she replied, "It is the Moun-
tain of the Stag's Heart."* She waved her hand.
Then the mountain opened, and we saw, through a
long narrow ravine, the sunlight shining brightly at
the other end. We went through the rift in the
rock. My black conductress glided along before me.
At the other end we walked out into the light and
sunshine. In the centre of the brilliancy there was a
house.

" Go in there," said the black woman.
The door opened and I walked in, but my de-

panion remained outside. I found a supernatural
light inside, and covered my eyes with my robe. I
trembled from fear and expectation. At length a
person who sat in the back of the room began speak-
ing, and said:

"Kagagengs, as I saw that thou wert sorrowful for
the death of thy mother, I sent for thee. Thou art
welcome. Come nearer. Look around thee. Thou-
canst now see how J live, and how things are
with me."

After growing a little accustomed to the light, J
looked round. I saw nothing at first but a lamp
hanging in the middle of the hut, which gave a
tremendous light. It was the Lamp of the Sun.
The Sun itself was sitting behind, and spoke further
to me:

"Look down !" Then I looked down through an
opening in thefloor, and saw the earth far beneath us,
the trees and forests, the mountains, the Big Sea water,
and the whole round of the world. "Now look up !"
said the voice. I looked upwards through an opening

* A mountain, or chain of hills, bearing this name exists at the present
day in Wisconsin, some days' journey from the Lac-du Flambeau.



in the roof,'and saw the whole vault of heaven above
me, and the stars so close that I could grasp them.

Then again, after I had looked at all this above
and below me, the voice of the Sun said, "Now look
straight forward. What seest thou? Knowest thou
him?"

I was terrified, for I saw my own image. "See,"
the Sun said, "thou art ever near me. I see thee
every day, and watch over thee. I gaze on thee and
know what thou doest, and whether thou art ill or
well. Hence be of good cheers Now look out to thy
right and thy left. Dost thou know the four persons
that surround thee ? They are a present which I, the
great source of life, make thee. These four are in
thee. They will comeo from thee. They are thy four
sons. Thy family shall be increased. But thou, thy-
self; shalt live long, and thy hair shall become like
to mine in colour. Look at it." I then gazed on the
white locks of the Sun Spirit. They shone like.silver,
anda>feling ofjoy came~over me, that I'shoeld have
so long and happy a life.

"In remembrance of thy visit to me," thê Sun con-
tinued, "and for a good omen, I give thee this bird,
which soars high above us, and this white bear with
the brass collar."

Thenthe Sun dismissed me, after saying tome that
the woman he had sent to me with his invitation was
awaiting ne, and would lead me back. The two pre-
sents, though, I received.-the white bear and the
eagle-have ever since been my pròtecting spirits.,

"Didst thou. really bring such presents home with
thee from heavbn, or from the forest ?" IYàsked the
Petit Corbeau.

t,.-
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"Not so," he replied.
" In Indian dreams," my interpreter-ex lained to

me, "it is not necessary that the presents whic _spit
make them should be really led away. The gift is
rather a spiritual present. The idea or image of the
thing is given them, and they then have permission
afterwards to make the best use of it they can. Thus,
Kagagengs in his late years caught a number of young
eagles, which he brought up, and lu memory of his
dream let them free again. He also took the image
of the white bear with the brass collar as his token, and
has scratched it a hundred times on his pipes, or sewn
it into his blankets, or carved it out of a piece of
wood, which he carries about in his medicine-sack."

Kagagengs: When we again descended to the earth,
the height seemed to me immeasurable; it now ap-
peared far higher than when we climbed up it first.
One tall pine-tree stood above the other. We spent
the whole night in clambering down. When we at
length-reached the earthl it was early in the morning,
and one half the sun's disk had risen above the horizon.
It was stili dusk, but we could notice, as we stood on
the last fir-tree, a black dog running past. "That
thou wilt give me," my companion said, as she saw it,
"next spring sacrifice this dog to me." I promised it
to her,. and, after letting me down from the tree, she
said further: "Four persons will come direcy to
fetch thee, but do not follow them if they try hize
thee with naked Irands. If tley have leaves of the
lime-tree in their hands, and seize thee with them, it is
good-follow them. Farewell, Kagagengs."

On this, I heard voices under me: one said, "I am
going here," and the ot.her said, "I am going there, to
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seek him." But I felt too weak to turn roùnd and see
who it could be. Suddenly I heard a cry, and a
general exclamation: "What is that up ingthe tree ?
A man ? Yes, yes-it is he! Come here, sisters, we
have found him!" They were my four sisters, who
had-tome out to find me, after I had escaped from the
lodge, in order-to lament my niother's death. "But
stay," they said further, "he dreams deep. Do not
touch him with naked hands. Pluck leaves froin the
lime-tree, and cover your fingers with them, before
you take him down."

This they did, and then they carried me home, laid
me on a bed, and nursed me, and gave me to eat. But
I was so weak and ill that I could take nothing for
three days. Then, however, I began gradually to eat
like the rest, and lived among men, but I often
thought of my dream and my visit to the Sun. And
al has been fulfilled that was then promised me. I
married and brought up four sons, and my hair has
grown white like the silver hair of the Sun Spirit. I
am now a hundred years old.

As I was rather- surprised he did not mention his
mother again, I asked Kagagengs, "lHast thou not
dreamed again of thy mother?" "Yes," he replied,

every autumn, at the time of the rice crop, I dream
of her, that I am going on the path of the dead, and
see her and speak with her. Exept at that period,when I heard the shots that startled me, I never
dream of her."

THE RECOVERY. 209
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE LDlIAN PARADISE-THE FAR WEST-TEE PRAIRIES--TEE GRAT

FORESTS-HUNTING A TOIIr--THE EUROPEAN PARAISE-EAST AND WEST

-POETICAL MEANING-THE COURSE 0F THE SUN--THE PATH OF THE

DEAD-THE JOURNEY-THE STRAWBERRY-THE EBRIDGE-THE FATE OF

CEILDREN-THE INDIAN STYX-LOST SOULS-THE EIUNTER WHO RE-

'URNED FROM PARADISE-DESCRIPTION OF HIS JOURNEY-PARADISE AS

HE SAW IT-DANGEROUS RETURN-RECOVERY--ORPHEUS AND EURYDICE.

Tm Ojibbeways, and, indeed, nearly all the
Northern American Indians, situate their paradise to
the west.

Many European authors have offered the opinion
that the Indians did this because to the far west are
found the splendid flower-enamelled prairies, the wide
hunting-grounds, on which the buffalo herds roam,
and where there is an Elysian abundance of game and
hunting adventures.

This opinion, however, does not appear to me
tenable, and I consider, for various reasons, that the

,cause of transferring paradise to the west must, partly
at least, be sought elsewhere and much higher.

In the first place, when the Ojibbeways ever spoke
to me of paradise, they never added "the prairies."
They did not say "westward in the prairies,' but
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"towards the sinking sun, at the extreme end of the
world, lies our home after death."

Those tribes-which have grown up on the prairies
hav accustomed themselves to the mode-of life there,
and know how to use the resources the prairies offer,
may possibly love the prairie as their home. But it is
difficult to discover why all the tribes living in the
eastern forest lands should hold so high an opinion of
the prairies. The most valuable animals for peltry,
food, and trade-the bears, beavers, deer, stags, elks,
foxes, wild cats, martens, squirrels, &c.-'generally
live in the forests. Not only the numerous animals,
but also the varieties of wood in their forests, are in
many cases iridispensable for the Indians. They ob-
tain their canoes, their wigwams, and nearly al their
utensils from them. In their sugar-tree plantations
thèy find the greater part of'their best and Most
nourishing food, and I can scarce imagine an Ojib-
beway paradise without sugar-maple plantations, in
which they spend the merriest part of the year.

The prairies, though they may appear so flowery to
the European in spring, when he gallops over them
wel provisioned, expose those who live on 'them the
whole year through to innumerable privations. They
are in winter the roughest and most unprotected por-
tion of America. And as here in the north the
winter is at least six months long, I do not see why
an Ojibbeway, sitting by a good fire and under shelter--
ing trees, should feel any enthusiasm for the prairie
deserts over which the snow-storms howl.

The Americans have npw banished all the remnants
of the eastern forest tries t6' the prairies or their
vicinity. If the Indians were so enamoured of the
Sestern prairies, they ougit· to be ui some degree

r 2.
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thankful for this banishment to their old longed-for
paradise. But when I visited the Sioux on St. Peter's
River, who had just surrendered their forest land, and
were now living on the skirt of the prairies, I soon
found that these 'men lamented nothing so much as
the loss of their forests, and that all their thouglhts,
and often, too, their steps, were directed to what was
called the "Great Forests."

It seems to me that the same may be said of all the
other Eastern races now settled westward. They feel
there all more or less uncomfortabie; "the land that,"
like Iphigenia, " they seek with the sou"-at least,
the terrestrial land-lies for all of them, without ex-
ception, eastwards, on the branches of the Mississippi,
and 0on the great lakes and countless rivers of the
Alleghany Mountains. And yet they all place their
celestial paradise in the west, at the end of the woild.

At present, hunting may be more productive on the
prairie than in the forests, where the white man has
built his towns all around. But this was certainly
not the case formerly, or at the time when the reli-
gious views and traditions of the Indians assumed a
form. But, even if we wished-to represent the buf-
falo-covered prairies as a paradise for the hunter, it is
stili questionable to me whether hugting forms a ma-
terial feature of the Indian paradise. To us Euro-
peans hunting is more or less an amusement, but to
the Indian it is a toil, and frequently a most fatiguing
mode of life. In many Indian dialects the words
"hunter" and "hunting" are synonymous with
"work" and "working." A good hunter is a élever
and industrious workman. As, then, the idea enter-
tained by most nations of paradise is, that it will be
without toil or labour, it is to me more than doubtful
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whether they regard the chase as an element of their
paradisiac existence. Among the Ojibbeways I never
heard that they held such a view. I once asked a
xMan of their tribe, who was describing paradise to me,
and did not at all allude to hunting, "And then you
will go every day to hunt and kill a countless number
of animals ?" "Oh no !" he replied, dryly1'Il there is
no hunting br labour in paradise."

Lastly, the fact is worth mentioning that the nations
living in California, beyond .the prairies, across the
Rocky-:Mountains, equally place their paradise in the
west. If the central 'prairies of the continent ap-
peared to the Indians so glorious, the magnet of at-
traction among the Californian Indians would neces-
sarily point to the east. It seems to me, then, as I
said, probable that the feelings of the whole American
race in these ideas obey another and higher impulse;
that they place their paradise far beyond the prairies,
as they say "ai the end of the world," and that their
imagination seeks and finds it in following the brilliant
course of the sun and plaûets. I fancy the whole idea
has an astronom4cal origin, if I may be permitted to
use the term, and this view is supported by the
Indians calling the milky way "the path of the dead,"
or "the path of souls." Among.the Ojibbeways, the
milky way is called " Jibekana," which word has that
meaning. They would scarcely place their path of
souls so high if they merely wished their dead to
reach the prairies, or if they did not rather wish them
to hurry after the setting sun.

We Europeans have so accustomed ourselves -to
connect the idea of paradise with the east and the
rising sun, that we have at first some difficulty in fol-
lowing the opposite reasoning of the American abo-
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rigines. We picture to ourselves the rosy-fingered
Helios rising each morning fresh and renewed from
the Gardens of Paradise; and, besides, all the roots of
our history and primeval traditions lie in the east, the
home of all the European races and their patriarchal
progenitors. But the western tendency of the Indian
fancy is no less beautiful and natural-and, perchance,
like our longing for the east, based on history. They
compare their life-day with that _of the sun. As the
sun, when dying out in the west, becomes transfigured
on his departure, and wondrous regions seem to lie
expanded therë, so they let the souls of theirdeparted
flutter after him, and be submergedwith him in-ether
in those Elysian Fields in which he sinks to rest.

"But let us leave these suppositions out of sight,
and come to more special topics about your paradise,
to which you may be able to give me a more certain
answer." Thus I spoke one day to a half-breed' and
an entire Indian, with whom I was. discussing these
matters on the shore of the Anse, "Tell me, now, how
do you Ojibbeways regard the matter, and what tra-
ditions you possess of the migration of your deceased
to paradise, and of the things that happen to them
along the road, as well as those that await them on
entering ?"

Here my friends began telling me of a great, straight
path, and its branch and side roads, of a great straw-
berry that lay in the path of souls, of a iver, and a
serpent before the entrance to paradise. I did not
readily understand- it all,, so the full-blood Indian at
length said to me, "Eadst thou a pencil and a piece
of paper, J could draw al this accurately for thee, and
then explain it much better."

I gave hin what le wanted,. and my man began
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drawing and measuring, as if he were preparing a map,
very thoughtfully and silently. When he had finished,
he laid the following sketch before me:

"Listen, now," he said, "and see. This is the
earth (A,. a rectangular parallelogram). On the earth
God has planted his law, like a, tree straight upwards,
or like a path straight forward. Some wander the
right path (B), but many get on to the side-paths of
the lane (a a a a). These run into t desert.

"When men die, they all go, aft death, alongthe
path of souls (C). /On the centr of this path (at D)
thou seest the stéawberry lyin on one side. It is
extraordinarily large, and is s d to taste ve sweet.
A man stands it, who invites all passers-by to taste
it. But theymust not accept it, for whatever soul
does so is lost at once. ' Those that resist continue
their journey prosperously till they come near para-
dise. It is altogeth'er a journey of from three tÔ four
days. Then a large broad river bars the way. Over
it there is no regiilar bridge. Something that looks
like a great tree-stump lies across it. Its roots are
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firmly fgstened on the opposite shore. On this side
it raises its head, but it does not reach quite to the
land. There is asmall gap, over which the souls
Must hop. The log, too, is constantly shaking. Most
of the souls spring across, balance themselves properly,
and save themselves. Those, however, that jump
short, or slip off the bridge, fall into the water, and
are converted into toads or fishes. Hence it is not
good when the -deceased are bound to a board, for
otherwise they might move freely, and, perhance,
save themselves by swinming. If fastened to a board,
they can be easily carried down with the stream.
Little children, too, fare very badly here, because they
are not good jumpers, and so they perish in great
numbers at the bridge: Hence our mothers can never
be consoled when their children die before the time

ivhen they could help themselves along the road to

paradise.
"Paradise (Wakui, or Wakwi) was made- by Me-

naboju.* He aided the Great Spirit in the crea-
tion o thé world, and at first neither of them thought
of a Paradise. Men, such was their decree, should
be happy on this earth, and find a satisfaction in this
life. But, as the Evil Spirit interfered, and produced
-wickedness, illness, death, and misfortunes of every
description among them, the poor souls wandered
about, deserted and hopeless. When the Great Spirit
saw this, He grieved for them, and ordered Menaboju
to prepare a paradise for them in the west, where'
they might assemble. -Menaboju made it very beau-
tiful, and he was himself appointed to receive them

• The same deity thât Longfellow has apostrophised under the name of
Hiawatha. Our author calls him the Indian Prometheus, but the legends
he tells of him seem to give him higher attributes.
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there. They are always merry, happy, and contented
there, play the drum the whole day, and dance. They
live on a variety of mushroom, and a species of wood
that resembles the phosphorescent wood that is seen
shining in our forests."

I. "Is there any hunting there?"
My Indian. "No, war and hunting are at an end."
I. "But what are that path and quadrangle which

thou hast drawn to the right (at 1 and Z)?"
With that the Indian told me he wished to desig-

nate the' paradise of the -Christians. They, he said,
had also a paradise, into which no Indian, however,
could enter. He knew nothing at all of its nature,
but he had drawn it for the sake of giving me a per-
fect idea.

On seeing the two paradises, Jremembered directly
the double cemeteries so frequently seen at the mission
villages on Lake Superior, one for the Christian, the
pther for the pagan, inhabitants of the village. I
fancied my Indian had drawn the plan of such a
village, the earth resembling the villages, the two para-
dises the two cemeteries, the paths of souls the two
roads to the graveyards.

Probably, too, the tree of the law of the Great
Spirit (B), with its branch roads, was derived from
such a Christian mission, and was a Christian idea
planted on pagan soil. It seemed to me to be rather
isolated, and not bearing any reference to the rest.

As to the pagan part of the story, J may add the
following remark:

The length of the journey which my Indian gave as
three or four days J have heard confirmed by others,
and it agrees in some respects with the length of the
time of complaining and grieving, which the Indiailg,
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keep as a species of burying or death soleinnity on the
loss of a relative., Still, according to the idea of
other persons, the journey must last longer, for they
often carry food and tobacco to the graves for weeks
or months, which the deceased can Anjoy on his
migration. They also leave the gun, which they
give the deceásed that he may kill some game to sup-
port him on his journey, for months in the grave, till
it is quite rusted, and thence they must at times pre-
suppose a very long journey.

The tempting strawberry on the path of souls was
regularly described in all the accounts I heard from
the Ojibbeways of this migration. I was not told
who the tempter is who stands by the strawberry,
whether Matchi-Manitou or not. J also do not know
why the poor souls have to endure such trials on their
last journey. It might be assumed, that with the de-
parture from this world each soul had closed its
account, and that it was by that time settled whether
it would be counted among the denizens of paradise
or not. Nor did. I clearlylearn what became of the
greedy souls which tasted the strawberry.

"IAfter the strawberry," an Indian said, to whom I
read over the narrative as it was first told me, and
who added several corrections and emendations, "a
huge dog lies on the path. This dog, when sitting,
is as big as a house. He watches the path, allows
every one to pass unhindered westward, but does not
suffer any one to return from the world of souls to
the east."

The same Indian who added this dog to my pic-
> ture, also made a remark as to the nature of the

bridge across the river. It was, he said, not really a
tree stump, but looked like one. lu reality, it is a
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great serpent, which has its tail on the opposite shore,
and thrusts forth its head to this side. On this head
the souls are obliged,,to leap. The movements.of the
wood were pothing but the constant windings of the
snake's body, and hence it became so difficult to get
across. As it seemed to me most uncharitable that
the little innocent children should incur such danger
at the Indian Styx, I mentioned this repeatedly to
the Indians, but they were obstinate on this point,
and would not allow that special arrangements were
made for the children. Any one who could not help
himself on the path of souls was.badly off. Generally,
however, they said the children met some charitable
grown-up soul on the water or on the road, who
helped them along. Hence it was good, that if a
child died in a family, an uncle, cousin, or grown rela-
tive should go out of the world soon after, so as to
help his little nephew or cousin. J was told of an
Indian squaw whose child and husband died soon after
each other, and that when thesinfant died the mother
wept and yelled frightfully, but when her 'husband
died directly after, she dried her tears, and appeared
quite consoled. On being asked the reason of this
extraordinary behaviour, she replied, "Yes, I am
happy now, because my husband is close behind my
child. le is strong, and a famous hunter, He will
take care that the little one does not perish ofiuÍnger
ôn the road. He will also surely carry it across the
water. I am now free from care."

I never could rightly make out whether the souls
that are lost at the strawberry, or step off the bridge
and are converted into toads, are the souls of the
wicked and evil doers; or if those which successfully
dance the tight-rope into paradise are the good and
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virtuous; or whether, after the Indian fashion, all
depends on skill and istrength., I believe, however,
that the last is the case, for I questioned Indians on
the subject, and when they condescended, to give me
an answer at ail, it was in this wise: "We know that
you Christians make a distinction between good and
bad persons, and have separate places for then at the
end of the world. We have only one place for all, and
we know not whether the Great Spirit makes such a
distinction, or how andxi what way he separates good
and bad." I iust confess I praised the Indians to a
certain'extent, because they pretended to no opinion
on this subject, and left it an open question. Perhaps
they think-indeed, they hinted so much to me-that
what we praise and condemn here may be judged very
différently by the Great Spirit. To this we must add,
that anong them the ideas of bad and good, lying and
truth, evil deeds and heroic deeds, are more confused
than among us.

"Do your deadly enemies, the Sioux, enter ygur
paradise?"

"Yes," they replied, to my amazement; "we have
already told thee that after death all war ceases.
There is only one paradise for all savages and pagans.
There the Indians are all related1!"

If this be the correct view, and generally accepted,
it is remarkable enough that these revengeful Indians
are yet capable of forming the idea of a universal
reconciliation after death.

"But how do you know all thi' about the nature of
the path of life, as no one ever returned thence ?"

"Oh !" they said, " many of our tribe have been there
and returned. When a man dies, our.jossakids make
a feast, and in their convulsions the spirits carry them
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on the wav of souls into paradise. They manage to
deceive the attention of the great do, and when they
return they make a speech, and teli us all they have
seen. Many a one of our hunters has bedn there too,
when we fancied he was dead, but came to life again."

I. "Do you know exactly the history of any hunter
who went into the other world while apparently
dead ?"

They. "Oh yes; one lived among us, and often told
us of it. He is still alive, and if he were here he could
tell thee the story himself."

i.-"What did he say to you-and how did it all
happèn ?"

They. "The hunter was sick-very sick. He was
drawing nigh his end. He seemed to be dead, and
his soul went on the great wandering. He marchecd
straight to the west, towards the setting sun. At first
he had to make his way through an extraordinary
quantity of forest, scrub, and wilderness. There was
no path there. At length he found a trail and narrow
paths. These little paths came from every quarter.
There were very many of them, the paths of all the
dead souls from all the tribes and villages of the
Indians, which at length formed into one great broad
trail. Then he began to march along rapidly. Shortly
before, bis cousin and friend had died, and he hoped
to catch him up. He knew that his cousin had taken
with him neither a gun nor a cooking-kettle. He him-
self, however, had two guns and two kettIes with him,
and would gladly divide them with his cousin. Hence
he hurried on.

"IAt -length he arrived at the great strawberry.
Near it stood a person, wrappe up. in the black

,plumage of a raven. The raven spke to him:
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"'Whither art thou going ?'
"fHe replied, 'To the end of my path.'
"'Thou art tired-stay a little while.'
"'I will not.'
"'Thou art hungry. Taste this. Take it.'
"'-No. I will wander on to the end of my path.'
"1He went -straight through. Without finding his

cousin, he reached the great river that surrounds
paradise. He wandered for a long time along the
bank, and could not find the bridge. At last he heard
a cry and a call, 'Viens icit! viens icit! viens icit!'

"1He followed the call, and found that it was not a
person, as he fancied, who shouted so, but the great
log, which lay at anchor on its roots, and in its moving
,p and down produced such a creaking sound, justd.

likè the oldtrees in the forest, when the wind rattles
them and they rub against other trees, are wont to
utter, and which sounds exactly like 'Viens icit!' lHe
succeeded in crossing, and entered the land of souls.
It was a remarkably large village. Longways and
broadways, as far as eye could see, huts and tents were
'erected closely together on the meadows and along the
river. The end of the village could not be seen. -A
long distance off the murmur of the songs and the
noise of the countless drums that were being beaten
could be heard. On ail sides were sports and amuSe-
meùts going on. On the meadows they were playing
the 'jeu à la crosse.'

"The hunter sought his deceased parents in the
throng, and though he at first fancied he should be
unable to find 'them, they soon joined him. The

*mother was highly delighted, but the father was
serious, ftowned, and asked,

"'What wilt thou here, mI y son?' 1e triedo sendI
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him back at once; but the mother prevented it, and
held her son tightly, and led him to her wigwam.
'Thou art very sickly-looking, my son,' she said to
him; 'but thou art not dead yet, as we are. Come
i, refresh thyself, and eat.' And she gave him
'bellois séché' to eat. It is a little black fruit.*
'Then she gave him something that looked like dried
meat, but it glistened like fungus, and he did not like
it. ' What wilt thou here ?' the father again inter-
posed. 'Thou hast thy wife and thy children still at
home. It will be a long time ere thou removest here
for ever.' lis two uncles,. who had been dead a
long period, also came up, and said: 'Why hast thou
come hither? Go back, and take care of thy little
ones!' And so he was obliged to go at last. The
mother took a very sorrowful parting from him, and
wrapped in paper something that looked like ver-
milion powder, put it in a box, and gave it to him,
saying, '-That will do thee good.

15" The return was accompanied by much greater
terrors. When he came to the river, he found its
waters foaming anddashing as if in a storm.
The banks were covered with mafiy fragments of
wood. These were the remains of many shipwrecked
and broken children's cradles, which he had noticed
on his arrival, nor did he hear the cry 'Viens iit!'
as before.' Instead of this he noticed a rattling and
hissing, a if of serpents, and that the log was con.
verted into a mighty serpent. It writhed and crested
so that he began to feel rather frightened; still, he

* 'I do not know what sort of plant this may be. I cannot fid the
word in the Dictionary of the Academy, though it is possibly the plant I find
there under the name of "la bellie" (the whortleberry). But I write it just
as my Canadians spoke it. (Further on, Mr. Kohi will be found translating
"C bellois" as "whortleberry.")
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must go across, as his father said, and return to his
little ones. Hence, he sprang forward, and reached
the opposite bank with great difficulty and trouble.

" When he arrived at the strawberry, that was also
changed. What seemed to him before a pink straw-
berry was now a red-hot mass" ("du fer rouge," my
interpreting Caxadian said). "By its side no longer
stood a friendly inviting bird, but a great savage man,
who swung a heavy hammer in lis hand, and menaced
him. Stil, the huntei would not allow himself to be
frightened, and went on undisturbed.

"After some time he found his cousin on the road,
who must have marched very slowly, and whom he
had passed before, in lis zeal, without noticing. He
tried at first to persuade him to turn back with him,
but lis cousin would not. He was really dead, and
must go to the land of souls. So he gave him one of
his.kettles and his guns, and some good advice in the
bargain, and let him go on.

"At last he lost his way. So long as the path was
broad, it was all right; but when the little side-paths
began to branch off, he could no longer find the trail
of lis village. He lost his way in the prairie, and
suddenly found himself encompassed bv smoke and
flames, for the prairies were burning al around. At
first he was afraid he should never 'see his children
again, but he cast himself into the sea of flames.
Terror, however, agitated him so greatly, that he
drew a deep breath and-awoke.

"When he had opened lis eyes a little, he heard
sobbing and weeping around him. I-t was lis chil-
dren and wife, who were standing round lis bed, and
mourning him as one dead.

"' Ihave been in the land of souls. i have seen my
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mother, but have returned to you,' he said, to con-
sole them: and -then, straightway- remembering the
charm his mother gave him, he begged his wife to
feel if there were not something in his bag: he was
too weak to do 0so himself. The squaw produced a
small birch-bark box, and in it she found a piece of
paper, in which was wrapped a pretty little blood-
red sponge< He kept this receipt by him, ate s'ome
of it, andthen lived for a long time with his squaw
and clildren."

I repeat this story precisely as it was told to me.
If we were, however, to take from it.some coarse
dian additions, just as the Greek poets dressed up:the
dream of some Thracian boor, and converted it into
the heroic descent of Orpheus into Hades in search of
his Eurydice, we might fairly say that it contains a
most affecting motive, and describes the following epos:
how a hunter lies sick unto death; his mother ap-
pears to him in a dream; this apparition restores him
to health. Love to his mot-her draws him to the other
world, but the feeling of duty that attaches him to his
children draws him home again, makes him conquer
all the dangei-s on the road, and gives him back hi§
strength, to enable him to live as an attentive father
and husband.

I conversed afterwards with other Indians about
their paradise. One of them spoke a littie French,
although no much more than the -Upper Canadian
"Français •auvage," as they often call it. I will here
add his remarks and description -of the Indian para-
dise. Though I know not what value I mayattach
to them, there is something in them that confirms the
above. This was his account:

" Là, dans le paradis, il y a un chèfre le plus haut
Q
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de tous. Son nom est Omissa-Kamigokouè. Je ne

peux pas. bien traduire ce mot, rnais ça veut casiment
dire 'le maître-de la terre.' Cette personne est tou-
jours tranquille. Il ne parle jamais, excepté quand
quelqu'un'est né ici-bas. Il entend ça. Il entend ça
comme un coup de canon, et alors il s'élève et crie le
nom de cette personne, et dit combien de temps elle
vivra-soixante ans, ou cinquante ans, ou deux jours.
C'est son ouvrage. Et encore il a l'ouvre de recevoir
toutes les personnes qui viennent au paradis. L'his-
toire est, qu'ils se trouvent'plus riches là qu'icit. Il
y a plus de quoi. Ils trouvent plus de chevreuils et
encore de meilleurs animaux qu'ici-bas, et sans les
chasser. ns n'ont jamais chagrin, trouble, ni .misère.
Tout pousse sans travailler-les fraises, le pain, le ris,
&c. Mais il y a là-dedans quelque chose de particulier.
Quand quelqu'un ett casiment mort icit,'et quand il
va sur le chemin du paradis, sans être réellement
mort, il lui paraît que toutes les bonnes choses ne
valent rien. Il pense que les fraises du paradis sont
de bois, que le pain c'est du fer, et que les morçeaux
de viande sont des pierres. Mais quand il est réelle-
ment mort, il mange comme les autres, et trouve tout
délicieux. Quant à l'enfer, je n'en sais rien du tout.
Nous pensons que tous les hommes vont dans le même
chemin."
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CHAPTER XV.

THE PROTESTANT MISSIORN-THE GREAT FAST-THE DREA[ OP EIFE-THE
INDIAN BLAÇSXITH-TE WIGWAM-VISIT TO THE SKNING CLOUD-HIS
D1EAX OF LIFE-TEE TAILURE-THE EED IN THE TREE-EFFECT 0F
FASTING-THE SPIRIT-MIGRATIONS OF THE SOUI-TE VISION--TE
GREAT COUNgCIL-THE LADDER TO HEAVEN--RETURN TO LIFE-TEE PRE-
DICTION FULFTTJED.

WE paid a visit in our canoe to3he Protestant mis-
sion, lying four miles off, on the other side of the
Anse. As this village was'much older, and was
powerfully supportéd by the government of the United
States, we found everything here on a better footing.
The Indians had pretty, roomy houses, slept in ex-

Ï'i cellent beds (such as I should like to introduce among
our German peasants, were'it possible), and had small
kitchen gardens round their cabins. The most re-
spected man in the village was the "Indian black-
smith," appointed by government. I found in him a
very interesting man, living with his large famiily in a
delightfully airy cabin; and he sheltered me for the
night, and allowed me to ·rest in a luxurious bed,
such as had not fallen to my lot for a considerable
time.

I formed here several peculiarly interesting acquaint-
Q 2
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ances among the Indians, with whom I continued my
conversations on several points affecting their country-
men. More especially I made deeper investigations
into their great fasts and dreams of life.

I found this subject most remarkable; in fact, could
it be possible to hear anything stranger, or, I might
say, more wonderful, than these stories of unheard-of
castigations and torments, to which young boys of
thirteen or fourteen subject themselves, merely for
the sake of an idea, a dream, or the fulfilment of a4re-
ligious duty, or to ask a question of fate ?

When was it ever known, among us Europeans,
that boys or girls were able, at the tenderest age, to
fast for days on behalf of a higher motive, retire to
the most remote forests, defy all the claims of nature,
and fix their minds so exclusively on celestial matters,
that they fell into. convulsions, and attained an in-
creased power of pèrceptions which they did not pos-
sess in ordinary life ? What courage! what self-
control! what power of enduring privations does-this
presupp e!

I say sjch things would app ar to me incredible,
did I not hear them spoken of verywhere as ordinary
occurrences. More g still is it when we re-
member that it is not merely some- extraordinary
youth who is capable of this, but that every Indiad,
without exception, displays such heroism.

Although, then, several had described to me their
dreams of life, I was still desirous to hear moie. Be-
sides, with every new story I discovered fresh acces-
sories, and much was stili unclear and doubtful to me.
Hence, when I made the acquaintance of old Agabe-
gijik, at the aforesaid Protestant mission, and had con-
versed for some time with him, I brought him to talk
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about these dreams. And this old man promised to tell
me his dream of life, with all its accompanying de-
tails, if I would visit him at his hut, where we could
sit comfortably round the fire.

Agabe-gijik, tran'slated literally, means "the end of
the projecting cloud." At times such brilliantly-illu-
mined cloud-edges appear in the sky, resembling
beaming or snow-clad promontories. This n4nme refers
to such a manifestation, and, indeed, the Indians are
usually close observers of the .appearances in the sky,
and -especially of the, frequently menacing and black,
frequently bright and cheery, cloud formations. They
have even many expressions, which may be almost
called scientific, for frequently recurring forms of the
clouds and the characteristic features of the sky
physiognomy, which are quite untranslatable, andior
which it is hopeless to seek an equivalent in European
languages. Thus, the Ojibbeways, for instance, have
a peculiar fixed name for the appearance of the sun-
shine between two clouds. In the, same way they
have a distinct appellation for the small blue oases
which at times. are seen in the sky between dark
clouds. They will also derive the names of their
heroes from the phenomena observable in the heavens.
Thus, one of the best-known chiefs on the Upper
Mississippi is called the "Blue Hole," or the "Bright
Patch in the Dark Cloud Sky." The Indians render
this with a single designative word, which the English
have translated "hole in the day" (or hole in the sky,
for sky and day are synonymous in the Indian lan-
guage). Hole in the Day is a chief known far and
wide. Another instance is my friend Agabe-gijik,
whose name, according to the above, may be translated
the "Brilliant Cloud-head." I need not stop to ex-
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plain why such characteristic and poetic names are
admirably adapted for prpminent men of the nation.

Old Cloud-head was a pagan, but had several re-
latives at the Christian mission, and had come with
some other members of the family, also heathens, to
visit bis Christian relatives in this village. He had
been on a visit herè for two years already, and had
built lis lodge a little away from the mission, on a
clearing in the dense forest.

We startedfr lis lodge one day after dinner in the
canoe, for in this pathless·country you progress better
by water than on terrafirma. I have a natural pre-
dilection for the land, because I can then see a little
more of the interior of the country; but the people
here have an opposite predilection to thrust me into a
canoe on every possible occasion, to which they take
as readily as we put on ouïr walking-boots.

We shot onwards in our light bark as if borne on
the back of a dolphin, coasted along the precipices and
forests, and soon reached the clearing which had been
pointed out to me as the residence of the "Shining
Cloud." A young and hardsome Indian was busy on
the beach preparing bis fishing materials and his,
canoe, in which his\ yong squaw, our old man's
daughter, was helping hini -lis name was the
"Spotted Feather," and I mêntion him here, as I in-
tend to say something about him presently.

The high beach formed a rather sharp incline to-
wards the water. On the topinost edge I saw three
white flags fluttering from tall poles : they marked
the graves of those members of the family who had
died during the two years' résidence here. The graves
were carefully tended, and made at equal distances
from each other on the breezy cliff, so that the sea
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wind blew freshly over them, and kept the flags in a
constant state of flutter. From one -of the poles
waved a Sioux scalp, whichhey had brought from
the interior as a family trophy, and offered to one of
their deceased.

When we reached the top, a little pleasant forest
oasis opened before us, at the rear of which stood-the
cabin.

Small beginnings of potato culture, and attempts at
garden-beds and bean patches, had been made amid
the piles of timber and stone, while around all frowned
the dense, gloomy forest, like a lofty.wall.

The entire scene was very pleasant, and, at the same
time, most peculiar. I was most pleased with the
three graves in the front andthe fluttering flags. 'How
tender, to wish to have the memory of the dear de-
parted so constantly before them ! These ever-flutter-
ing, ever-moving, flags over the graves are highly
symbolical: they doubtlessly refer to an existence
beyond the grave, the immortality of the living soul.

I had rarely seen so cleanly and carefully kept a
wigwam as that of old Cloud. The flooring· was
raised above the damp earth, and we had to mount a
couple of steps. Floor and walls, seats \nd beds,
were covered with a quantity of fresh, gay.coloured
mats, which gave the whole a very pleasin, appe.ar-
ance. It was all so quiet around, as if the huts were
uniabited, that we were quite astounded, on enter-
ing, to see a number of persons coflected'in groups in
the room. This stillness is usual in all Indian wig-
wams, when the fire-water has not made the denizens
noisy. They never quarrel with each other, and
cursing is a rarity among them. The old papa and
grand-papa, a little, most intelligent-looking man, in
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spite of his bushy, uncombed h ir, sat in the centre,
smoking his pipe, and awaiting us at the appointed
hour. An old woman was sewing shirts and squatting
near the windows or light-holes. Some grown-up
sons or sons-in-law, with their squaws, sat at the
places belonging to them, and seemed to be resting
from their fatigue, or busy with their medicine-bags
or hunting-sacks. Only very rarely did they exchange
a few whispered words.

We went up to our old man, and sat down as
quickly as possible on his mat, while laying a couple
of packets of to'bacco in his lap as· greeting. Accord-
ing to Indian habits, it is not proper or polite to remain
standing any length of time in their lodges. If you do
not sit down soon, or if you walk about, the squaws
will soon make some sharp remarks, or you will hear
from all sides the exclamation, "Sit down! pray sit
down !" Indian guests, when they enter a hut-even
that of a stranger-hence sit down at once: If he be
a perfect stranger, or has some favour to ask, he will
take , seat very modestly near the door, and remain
silent, till the head of the family asks the cause of his
visit. If, however, he has business with any person in
the lodge, he walks straight up to his mat, and places
himself at once under his protection by squatting
down by his side.

The confined space in these wigwams, in which
there is no room for walking about, causes this custom
to appear founded on reason. As with every step you
invade the territory of another family, and might see
all sorts of things that a stranger ought not to see, re-
spect demands that the guest should sit down directly,
and fix his eyes on the ground. Indians, as a general
rule, are not fond of restless people; little children and
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dogs have the sole privilege of disturbing the family,
and in this hut swarms of both were crawling in and
out.

"Well, then, Agabe-gijik,, thou rememberest thy
promise to us, yesterday, to tell us thy dream of life
and thy great youth fast, with al the accompanying
inpidents. Wif thou now keep thy promise?". So
we spoke at once to our host, with whom we were as
good as alone, for the rest of the company took no
notice of us, but went on with their little amusements,
as if living in so many different rooms.

"Ah !" Othe Cloud said, after a long silence and
rumination,."when God cleaned and arranged His
great wigwam, I was swept out like a useless grain of
dust, cast into a corner like a patch of dirt. As the
whole room was prepared for the great festival,I( lay
my whole life in the corner, poor and forgotten, while
the others were dancing. I grew old in a night. What
great story can a man like me tell?"

After the old man had thus spoken, he was again
silent. What he said was a modest introduction to
his story-a captatio benevolentie, after the Indiar
fashion.

"Thou speakest truly," we replied. "We men are
all so. Nature is a great banqueting-hall, in which
man appears forced to suffer more than al the other
creatures. And especially when we grow older, it
seems to us as if the human beings around entirely
forget us. But we Christians say of the Great Spirît,
that He even counts the hairs on our heads, and we
are all numbered by him. Speak! Didst thou obtain
in thy dream of youth a lesson of life-a:'revelation ?
Tell us what.thou didst see in thy great fast."

"Kitchi-Manitou," the old man went on, after

THE DREAM OF LIFE. 233
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another pause, "sent us our Midés from the east, and
his prophets laid it down as a law that we should Iead
our children 'nto the forest so soon as they approach
man's estate, and show them how they must fast, and
direct their thoughts to higher things; and in return
it is promised us that a dream shall be then sent them
as a revelation of their fate-a confirmation of their
vocation-a consecration and devotion to Deity, and
an eternal remembrance and good omen for their path
of life.

"I remember that my grandfather, when I was a
half-grown lad, frequently said to my father, in the
course of the winter, 'Next spring it will be time for us
to lead the lad into the forest and leave him to fast.'
But nothing came of it that spring; but when the
next spring arrived, my grandfather took my on one
side, and said to me, 'It is now high time that I
should lead thee to the forest, and that thou shouldst
fast, that thy mind may be confirmed, something be
done for thy health, and that thou mayst learn thy
future and thy calling.'

"The grandfather then took me by the hand, and
led me deep'into the forest. Here he selected a lofty
tree, a red pine, and prepared a bed for me in the
branches, on which I should lie down to fast. We cut
down the bushes, and twined them through the pine
branches. Then I plucked moss, with which I covered
the trellis-work, threw a mat my mother had made
for the occasion over it, and myself on top of it. I
was also permitted to fasten a few branches together
over my head, as a sort of protection from wind and
rain.

"Then my grandfather said to sae that I must on
no account take nosurishment, neither eat nor drink,
pluck no berries, nor even swallow the rain-water that
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might fall. . Nor must I rise from my bed, but lie quite
still day and night, keep by myself strictly, and await
patiently the things that would then happen.

"I promised my grandfather this, but, unfortu-
nately, I did not keep my promise. For three days I
bore the iying, and- hunger, and thirst; but when
I descended from the tree into the grass on the fourth
day I saw the acid and refreshing leaves of a little
herb growing near the tree. I could not resist it, but
plucked the leaves and ate them. And when I had
eaten them' my craving grew so great that I walked
about the forest, sought al the edible sprigs, plants,
mosses, and herbs I could find, and ate my fill. Then
I crept- home, and confessed all to my grandfather
and father."

"Wert thou not severely punished ?" I interposed.
"Not further than that they reproved me, and told

me I had done wrong, at which I felt ashamed; and,
as I had broken my fast, it was all over with my
dream, and I must try again next spring. I might
now have been a man, but would remain for another
year a useless fellow, which was a disgrace at my
age.

I. "I pray thee stop a moment, and permit me to
asksome questions here, as we have a year before us.
Why did thy grandfather manage all this, and not thy
father ?"

c The Cloud. "My father was still young. My
grandfather was old. For al such affairs old men
have the most experience and knowledge. And they
also- pay greater attention that the children shall be
instructed, and that al shall be done according to old
customs."

I. "Further tell me how highl do you make your
dream-beds in the trees ?"

THE TEMPTATION. 235
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TKe Cloud. "Generally from ten to twelve feet
above the ground. Sometimes, though, they are
more than twenty feet. The fallest and finest trees
are selected."

i "Why do you make this bed in the trees ?
Why do you not build a hut on, the ground ?"

The Cloud. "A cause du Matchi-Manitou." (On
account of the Evil Spirit.)

The Cloud gave me no further'explanation of this
laconie reply, and left it to me to imagine that, in all
probability, according to the Indian theory, the good
spirits and salutary dream genii reside high in the
air, while the Matchi-Manitou wanders about on the
ground and annoys people. At any rate, the latter
has his snakes, toads, pd other animals, against which
the dreamer, who is not prepared for hunting and
defence, cannot protect himself.

I may here add another parenthetical remark, that
if the entire operation of the dreaming is interrupted
by the nightmare, or any bad dream, it is rendered
impossible during that spring. The Ojibbeways have
divided the dreams.into various classes, and give each
a special name. The-excellent Bishop Baraga, in his
lexicon of that language, has collected the Indian
names for a bad dream, an impure dream, an ominous
dream, as wel as for a good or a happy dream.

I will not add the Indian names, as they would be
highly unserviceable to my readers; but the fact itself
may be interesting. My industrious lexicon, how-
ever, as its coinpiler assured me, has by no means ex-
hausted all the élasses of dreams.

The boys are warned, so soon as a nightmare or a
bad dream oppresses t;hem, to give up the affair at
once, come down from-the tree, and return home, and
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try again and again till the right dream comes. But
I was unable to discover how they begin to recognise
a good or a bad dream.

The Cloud.I "When the spring of the negyear was
approaching, my grandfather told me, although a great
deal of ice and snow stili lay in the forest, that it was
time for me to go out again to fast, and try my dream.
As, however, I was ashamed of my defeat in the last
year, and had determined on carrying out the affair
now, I begged him to let me go alone, as I knew what
I had to.do, and would not return till my right dream
had come -to me. I liad already selected a place in
the forest I knew, where I intended to make my bed.
It was on a little island covered wNlthkrees, in the
centre of a forest lake. I described the place to my
friends, that they might come in search of me if any-
thing happened to me, and set out."

I. "Why didst thou select that precise spot ?"
The Cloud. "Because I knew that one of my re-

lations and friends was lying on his dream-bed in the
same locality."

1 "Didst thou intend, then, to communicate
with thy friend during the period of dreamlng and
fasting?"

The Cloud.'"Not so; for he was some distance
from me--two or three miles. But though I could not
see or hear my friend, nor be allowed to speak with
him, there seemed to me some consolation in knowing
him near me and engaged in the same things to which
I was going to devote myself.

"There was ice still on the little lake, and I reached
my island across it. I prepared my bed, as on the
first time, *in a tall, red pine, and laid myself on the
branches and moss.
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The first three or .four fast-days were as terrible
to me as the.Irst time, and I could not sleep at nights
for hunrger and thirst. But I overcame it, and on the
fifth day I felt no more annoyance. I fell into a
dreamy and half paralysed state, and went to sleep.
But only my body, slept; my soul was free and
awake.*

"In the first nights nothing appeared to me; all
was quiet: but on the eighth night I heard a rustling
and waving in the branches. It was like a heavy
bear or elk breaking through the shrubs and forest.
I was greatly afraid. - I thought there were too many
of them, and I made preparations for flight. But the
man who approached me, whoever he may have been,
read my thoughts and saw my fear at a distance; so
he came towards me more and more gently, and rested,
quite noiselessly, on the branches over my head. Then
he began to speak to me, and asked me, 'Art thou
afraid, my son ?' 'No,' I replied; 'I no longer fear.'
'Why art thou here in this tree ?' 'To fast.' 'Why
dost thou fast?' 'To gain strength, and know my life.'
'That is good; for it agrees excellently with what is
now being done for thee elsewhere, and with the
message I bring thee. This very night a consultation
has been held about thee and thy welfare; and I have
come to tell thee that the decision was most favour-
able. I am ordered to invite thee to see and hear
this for thyself. Follow me."'

. "Did the spirit say this aloud ?"
The Cloud. "No: it was no common conversation:

nor do I believe that I spoke aloud. We lookei into
each other's hearts, and guessed and gazed on our

* "Mais ce n'était que mon corps qui dormait. Mon esprit étiit libre
et veillait." These were my interpreter's exact words.
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mutual thoughts and sensations. When he ordered
me to follow him, I rose from my bed easily and of
my own accord, like a spirit rising from the grave,
and fogowed him through the air. The spirit floated
on before me to the east, and, though we were moving
through the air, I stepped as firmly as if I were on
the ground, and it seemed to me as if we were ascend-
ing a lofty mountain, ever higher and higher, east-
ward.

"IWhen we reached the summit, after a long time,
I found a wigwam built there, into which we entered.
I at first saw nothing but a large white stone, that lay
in the middle of the hut; but, on looki4g round more
sharply, I saw four men sitting round the stone. T'hey
invited me -to take a seat on the white stone in the
midst of them. But I had hardly sat down than the
stone began sinking into the earth. 'Stay l' one of
the men said; 'wait a mrinute; we have forgotten the
foundation.' Thus speaking, he fetched a white
tanned deer-skin, and covered the stone with it; and
when I sat down on it again, it was as firn as a tree,
and I sat comfortably."

i "What is the meaning of this deer-skin: who
was it that gave it to thee ?"

The Cloud. "On that point I have remained in, un-
certainty. A man does not learn everything in these
dreams. As I sat there and looked round me again,
I noticed a multitude of other faces. The wigwam
was very large, and filed with persons. It was an
extraordinary council assembly. One of the four took
the word,,and ordered me to look down. When I
did so, I saw the whole earth beneath me, spread out
deep, deep, and wide, wide, before me."

I "Did it appear to thee round ?"
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The Cloud. "No; - it had four corners. Imm
ately another of the four took the word, and bade me
look up. I looked up, and saw the whole sky over
me quite near. I gazed a long, long time, and almost
forgot where I was,îor it was a glorious sight. Then
a third took the word, and spoke: 'Thou hast gazed.
Now say; whither wilt thou now -own below,
whence thou camest, or up above? The choice is
left,-thee.' 'Yes, yes,' I replied, 'I will go up; for that
I hâve fasted.'

"The four men seemed pleased at my answer, and
the fourth said to me, 'Ascend!' He pointed to the
back of my stone seat, and I saw that it had grown,
and went up an extraordinary height. There were
holes cut in it, and I could climb up as if on a ladder.
I climbed and clambered higher and higher, and at
length came to a place where four white-haired old
men were sitting, in the open air, round the pillar.
A dazzling cupola was arched above them. I felt so
.light that'I wished to go higher, but the four old men
shoutedi' Stop!' all at once. 'Thou must not go
higher. We have not permission to allow thee to pass.
But enough that iergood and great -is already decreed
for thee. Look around thee. Thou seest here around
us all the good gifts of God-health, and strength, and
long life, and all the creatures of nature. Look on our
white hair: thine shall become the same. And that
thou mayst avoid illness, receive this box with medicine.
Use it in case of need; and whenever thou art in diffi-
culty, think of us, and all thou seest with us. When
thou prayest to us, we will help thee,-and intercede
for thee with the Master of Life. Look around thee
once more! Look, and forget it not ! We give thee
all the brds, and eagles, and wild beasts, and all the
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other animals thou seest fluttering and running in-our
wigwam. Thou shalt become a famous hunter, and
shoot them all!'

"I gazed in amazement on the boundless abundànce
of game and birds which flocked together in this hall,
and was quite lost at the sight. Then the four old
men spoke to me. 'Thy time has expired, thou canst
go no higher; so return.'

"I then quickly descended my long stone ladder. I
was obliged to be careful, for I noticed it was beginning
to disappear beneath my feet, and melted away like an
icicle near the fire. When I got back to my white
stone it returned to its former dimensions. The great
council was still assembled, and the four men round
the stone -welcomed me, and said, 'It is good, Agabe-
gijik. Thou hast done a brave deed, and hast gazed
on what is beautiful and great. We will all testify for
thee that thou didst perform the deed. Forget nothing
of all that has been said to thee. And all who sit
round here will remember thee, and pray for thee as
thy guardian spirits.'

"After this I took my leave, and let myself down
to my bed in. the red pine. I found that three more
days had passed away. During this time my body had
lain there motionless as a corpse; only my soul had
wandered so freely in the air. Then I breathedsighe,
and moved about like one waking from a deep; sleep.
When. J opened my eyes and looked arouukme, I
found th'e green branches of the tree gnasted and
sucked, and guessed that my craving body during my
absence had bitten off the bark and licked the sap of
the pine-shoots. This was a sign to me of the wretched
condition into which my body had falen. I aso, felt
myself so weak that I could not stir.

p
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"All at once I heard a voice, a whistle, and my
name called. It was my grandfather, who had come
on the tenth day to seek me. 'Come down, my son,'
he said, 'and join us here.' I could only reply to him
in a weak voice that I was unable to stir, and that I
could not return over the lake. I had walked across
the ice ten days before, but the warm weather had
melted it all, and I was eut off on my island. My
grandfather ran home quickly, and returned with my
uncle. They brought a canoe, took me down from
the tree, and carried me across the lake. From there
we were obliged to go on foot. At first I could
hardly move, but by degrees Igrew better.

"On the road home a bear met us. My uncle
wished to shoot, it, but both grandfather and mnyself
said, 'Stay! that must not be! On his return from
his dream and his great fasting, a man must not shed
the blood of any creature, or even shoot any animal
for three days after.' I then walked up to the bear,
and said to it, ' Bear, my cousin, I have great strength.
I hav.e a powerful medicine. I come from the spirits.
I could kil thee on the spot, but will not do so. Go
thy way!' The bear listened to me, and ran away into
the forest. Perhaps my miserable appearance terrified
it, for I was thin, pale, and exhausted.

" At home they prepared for me a soft bed of moss,
on which I lay down like a patient. It was not till
the following day that I took any food, but three days
later I was quite recovered, and strong. And from
that time I was, and remained, aperfect man!"
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OUR historians have reported to à what effect was
produced on the inhabitants of Europe when,,Polumbus
displayed the first red men among them, and took
some with him through the Spanish provinces and
towns on his triumphant procession from Seville to
Barcelona. On the other hand, we know very little
as to the effect which the sudden appearance of the
pale faces produced upon the Indians, how the news of
it ran from nation to nation, or what fables originated
touching this event among the aborigines. No one
was enabled to watch the development of these things,
for the report preceded the Europeans, and none
of the new comers understood the language of the
nations.

Hence, it afforded me great satisfaction to fmd at
Rn92
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Anse at least a trail of those traditions which bear

reference to the first appearance of Europeans in
America. I met at the Protestant mission, across the
bay, an Indian of the name of Peter Jones, who be-
longed to the totem of the Makwa, that is, the clan of
the Bear, a very old tribe on Lake Superior.

He told me that his father, grandfather, great-grand-
father-in short, al his ancestors-had lived here since
pre-historic times. Long before anything was known
of white men in these parts, his people had livedon
the small promontory of the bay now caled the
Point of the old Village. In the same way, he added,
one of his ancestors had been the first to joui-ney
down to the wliites on the great Montreal river (St.
Lawrence). I begged Peter Jones to describe this to
me, and tell me who first brought information about
the whites, and how he described them..

Noe one, he said, had " brought" these news, and
no eye-witness lhad described the strangers to the
Ojibbeways, but when the white men-the French-
came up the Lower St. Lawrence, one of his fore-
fathers, who was a great jossakid, immediately had a
dream, in which he saw something most highly asto-
nishing-.iùely, the afrival of the white men.

The seer busied himself for days, and very earnestly,
with this dream. He fasted, took vapour baths, shut
himself up apart from the rest in his prophet lodge;
and did penance in such an unusual manner, that it
caused a·general excitement in the tribe, aUd people
asked, each other what would be the end of it all ?
Whether it meant a universal war with the Sioux, or
a great famine, a very productive hunting season, or
something else equally grand?

At length, when the prophet had examined into
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everything carefully, and had the whole story arranged,
he summoned the other Jossakids, and Midés, and the
Ogimas (chieftains) of the tribe together, and revealed
to them that sometbing most astounding had hap-
pened.

Then he told them that men of a perfectly strange
race had come across the great water to their island
(America). Their complexions were as white as
snow, and their faces were surrounded by a long bushy
beard. He also described to them exactly the won-
drously large' canoes in which they had sailed across
the big sea, and the sails and masts of the, ships, even
their iron corslets, long krives, guns, and -cannon,
whose fire and tremendous explosion had filled him
with terror even in bis dreams and convulsions.

His clairvoyance entered into the smallest details,
and lie described exactly how the "boucan" (sinoke)
ascended from their'long tubes into the air, just as it
did from the Indian pipes.*

This story of the old jossakid, who spent a good
half-day in telling it, was listened-to by-the others in
dumb amazement, and they agreed on imnediatelv
preparing an expedition of several canoes,'ind send-
ing a deputation along the lakes and the great river
to the eastward, which could examine these matters
on the spot, and make a report on them to the tribe.

This resolution was immediately carried out. Thé
deputies voyaged for weeks and months through the
lands of many friendly tribes, who knew nothing as
yet of the arrival of the white men, probably because

* My French Canadians and interpreters here frequently employ the
word "boucau" or "boucane" for smoke, although this meauning is not
found in the Dictionary of the Academy. In the latter the wprd is ex-
plained to be "le lieu où l'on fume la viande."
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they had not such clairvoyant prophets and dreamers
among them as the gifted men on the Anse.

I may remind my readers here, that it is known

from Coites's listory how Moctezuma continually
asserted that the arrival of the Spaniards had been
predicted and described long before by his prophets
and priests. The affair seems to have the same bear-
ing through all the hidian tribes. If indisposed to
believe in the clairvo ce of the priests, we may
imagine that the in ential men of a tribe; perhaps,
had secret inform ion, first learned the evént from
eye-witnesses, d then, in the hope of maintaining
or increasing their reputation, narrated the history,
after the Indian fashion, as a revelation of their own.

When the deputies from the Anse at length came
to the lower regions of thiver, they found.one even-
ing a clearing in thefoiest, where- the trees, even the
largest, had been cut down quite smoothly. They
camped þere, and inspected the marvels more-elosely.
Theyexamined the stumps of the trees, which seemed
tpzhave been cut through by the teeth of a colossal
teaver. They had never seen such a e thing before,
and their jossàkid explained to them that this must
have been a camping-place of the white men, and that
the trees- had been probably felled with the long
knives he saw in hs dream. This circumstance-the
trees having been cut downv, with such ease and in
such numbers-filled the poor savages with terror, and
tremendous respect for the white men, and gave them
the first tangible impression of their superiority. With
their own stone-headed axes'they could not achieve
such feats.

They also found long, rolled-up shavings, which not
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one of them was able to account for, and they thrust
them, as something most extraordinary, into their ears
and hair. They also examined very carefully the
pieces of gay calico and woollen rags the French had
left behind them at their camping-ground, and fastened
them round their heads, as if they were magical pro-
ductions.

Thus bedizened, they at length came up with the
French, among whom they found everything: the
ships, the long knives, the thundering fire-tubes, the
bushy beards and pale faces, just às their prophet had
seen them in the dream and described them. They
were very kindly received, and dismissed with rich
presents of coloured eloth and pieces of calico.*

When they returned with these things to e
Superior'and the Anse, the excitement was ve<great.
The*people flocked in from all sides to hea the won-
drous story. Hunters came down from t e interior of
the forests to obtain a shaving, or one of the lumps of
wood, which had been eut off with such extraordi-
narily sharp tools. The cloths and calico were tom
into a thousand little pieces, so that~each might have
one. In the same way as they sent the scalps of their
enemies, bound on long poles, through special messen-
gers to each other, splinters of wood and coloured
stripse of calico were attached to poles, and sent from
one chieftain and tribe to the other. They passed
from hand to hand round the whole lake, and in
this way the population of Lake Superior became first
adorned with European wares. In a' very modest

* Unfortunately my reporter, or the tradition he narrated to me, was
not so circumstantial at this interesting period of the story as I-should have
liked.
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way, it is true, at that period, while novfthey wear on
their bodies whole shirts of flowered stuffs and wide
woollen cloaks.

The stories the Ojibbeways tell in natural prose are
generally very long, in many cases interminable. And
these stories may, in a certain sense, be called poetry;
but so soon as the Indians rise into the actual territory
of-material poetry, accompanied by tune, they seem to
grow remarkably laconic.

Their "songs" consist nearly always of only one
verse, and one or two ideas. • It is a versified sigh, or
an exclamation of joy set to words, to which they
give length and expression, by repeating it a countless
number of times. I do not know whether theyhave
any peculiar music, but that there must be a species of
metrical rhythm is.evident from the fact that they c-
company such songs with music and chorus, or with
drum-beating, and a regular strain of the voice.

The melodies appear to be singularly monotonous,
and on first hearing them the European fancies he is
listening to a murmuring cadence, apparently imitated
from the roaring of the wind, no matter whether he
be told that the subject of the song is elegiac or erotic,
peaceful or martial. But the characteristic variations
are traceable on repeated hearing.

Among the Dakotas (Sioux) I heard very pleasant
tunes. A half-breed once sang to me there a series of
songs, whose music, though very wild and melancholy,
was so original that I wished I could have written it
down. I found an extraordinary resemblance be-
tween this Dakota music and that of the Cossacks
and Little Russians. I discovered not only isolated
accords, but also regularly recurring cadences, almost
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exactly like those of the Cossacks, especially the shrill
note accompanying the end of the melody. But,
'unluckily, I am speaking here of a subject which it is
difficult to make persons understand with words.

It would be indeed strange if music had not assumed

various forms among the Indians, for these tribes, ac-
cording to the unanimous opinion of all who bave
attempted to give them musical instruction, not only,
as a rule, possess a correct ear, a right feeling for
harmony and discord, but also very good and plea-
santly sounding voices.

Here, on the Anse, I also found a half-breed who
knew many Ojibbeway songs by heart, and sang me

- several of them, which I will attempt to give here. I
purposely say "attempt," for drawing from these
Indians or half-breeds the real and precise meaning of
their songs is a labour of such difficulty that no one
could believe who had not tried it.

On regarding the produce of my exertions, it may
be possibly considered very trifling; but among the
Indians, when not speaking of their hunting' and wars,
it is ever "Excusez du peu." Besides, the main point
is not so much the songs themselves as the circum-
stances under which they are composed, and the man-
net in which they are applied. I always inquired
carefully into this, and learnt in this way, if not valu-
able poetry from the Ojibbeway Olympus, at any rate
the situations of life in which they compose lyrics or
employ them.

As a specimen of an Indian song of consolation,, the
following was offered me, sung by an Indian, who
had marched into the field, for the purpose of com-
forting >is three sisters who were mourning him at
home.
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Weep not, ye three sisters, for your brother!
For your brother is a brave!

Weep not, ye three sisters, for your brother!
For your brother man!

Weep not, ye three sist rs, for your brother!
For he is returning s a victor!

There no very great inventive faculty displayed
in this; but how peculiar are the situations in which

it is sung ! The brother, aware how anxious his
sisters are at home for him, sings it so soon as he has
secure& the enemy's scalp, and repeats it every night
on his homeward march over the camp fire, his scalps
being hung up around him the while. He believes
t*à the song will have a consolatory effect on his
sisters from a distance, just as it cheers himself.

But his sisters also know the song, which their
birther made expressly for the occasion, and sang to
them when he bade them farewell. They know it by
heart, and sing it, too, for a consolation in the pater-
nal lodge, till at length, on the approach of the
brother to his home, their songh are harmoniously
commingled.

My son, my son, niy young Wabasha!:
Why hast thou left me to pine?

Why art thou gone so soon to the land of shades?
Oh! hadst thou let me, aged man, go with thee!

This verse, which an old Indian sang about the death
of his son Wabasha, I will not pretend to assert is a
very poetical elegy. But noy listen to the way in
which these mourning words were uttered, which
my half-breed himself overeard, and described to me
thus:

"I was voyaging with an-uncle of young Wabasha
--who had died two years back-a brother of his
father. We were going to pay a visit to the latter

SONG OF MOURNING.
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and bargain for his' furs, and we knew his hunting-
camp was on the bank of our river.

" We paddled in our canoe a long way down the
stream. At length, one evening, we came to a small
lake, on which the evening mist had already settled.

"' This is, J believe, the lake on which my brother
lives,' the Indian said: 'yes, listen; I hear bis voice
from the other bank.'

"' Ha!' I rernarked; 'bravo! how merry he is;
he is singing and shouting.'

"'No,' my Indian replied, motioning me to be
silent; 'lhe is singing, I'allow, but it is a mourning
song. 'He is lamenting his son, who ,died two years
agone. Hearest thou not how melancholy the sound
pierces through the -fog ?'

"In truth, J 'soon noticed it. It was a death-song.
The old man lamented in a trembling voice, which
affected me deeply. As we had moved up,.near him,
unnoticed, through the fog, I could- at last clearly dis-
tinguish the words: 'My son, my son, my young
Wabasha, why hast thou left me?' &c. But the
Indian, his brother, considered my listening improper;
so he plashed with the paddle, and the hunter heard
it. lush! his song ceased, and when we joined him
on the bank, he had dried his tears, and seemed un-
affected and careless. We pretended not to have
heard anything, and'only talked of huntinc and the
fur trade."

This scene reminded me of Landseer' solitary ard
lameiting stag on the Highland tarn. Perhaps my
Indian, lamenting alone for his child who died two
years back, is a less picturesque subject, but it is more
affecting.

Many other songs imparted to me, and translated
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with difficulty, had no other value than as indicating
the usually most prosaic, practical, and coarse fashion
of Indian thought and feeling. What else can we
say to such a verse as this, said to be the courting
song of an Indian lover:

It is time, it is time, it is the autumu time,
That is the right time for me to seek a squaw who will work for me!

How insignificant, too, appears the song given me as
the parting elegy of a maiden when her hero leaves
her. It was sung to me several times, just as the
lamenting lovers sing it. So long as I did not under-
stand it, it seemed to have a trace of poetry; but, when
translated, it was no more than this:

What will become of poor me
If my Ninimoshin* leaves me perhaps for ever?

The following song w'as sung by an Indian girl re-
siding in Sault de Sainte Marie, whose Ninimoshin,
the half-breed, Jean Paget, had, gone to Lake Su-
perior:

Dear friend, worthy friend, look up, look up,
Our Ninimoshin lias promised that in three months he will be here again;
The time has nearly expired, and the end is quickly approaching !
To-morrow, perhaps, we shall sec bis red canoe in the white foam of thc

cataracts;
To-morrow, perhaps, see him sitting in his red canoe, our sunburnt Nini-

moshin!

The girl who composed this song, and sang it to
ber friend some hundreds of times, was tremendously
in love with Jean Paget, and, perchance, believed'
herself worthy of bis love. Her friend listened to it
silently, and, while busily working mocassins for Jean
Paget, now and then joined in. She was secure of

"Ninimoshi,"or "Ninimoshin," origi ally means "cousin," or "friend"
generically. In the love-songs my Canadian always translated it "cava-
lier."
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bis love, and when she married him after his return,
she often recited to him in jest the sighing strain of
ber "foolish friend." He remembered it, and trans-
lated it to me twenty-two years after.

An Indian girl is capable of singing a verse like the
following the whole winter through:

How sad is the thought that my friend in autiimn departed;
How sweet is the hope that with spring I shal see him returning!

She will sing these words, as I said, everr day for
six months. Stili it shows how earnestly the 4 dians
regard matters, and how entirely they devote them-
selves to one or two ideas. Verses expressive of
revenge they will sing for a longer period, and these
verses, like their revenge, they never forget. I heard
of an Indian chief who sang to bis drum hundreds of
times the three words, "Thou wolf on the prairie!
thou wolf on the prairie! thou wolf on the prairie !"
Thus siuging, he sat day after day by the fire. He
gave to this extremely laconic verse a secret, and, as
it seemed, serious meaning, though he told it to-no-
body until he showed it in the spring, when he made
war upon an enemy among the Sioux.

In Canada, and, indeed, throughout North America,
I had heard much said in praise of the Canadian
Voyageurs' songs without rightly discovering what
they really contained. Although I took great trouble,
I could not discover any authentic collection of this
interesting poetry. I certainly found several books
which pretended to be such collections, but, as they
did not satisfy me, I applied to actual life, and never
allowed a song of this nature to escape me&when I bad
a chance, 4nd copied m 1yof them in ntheir entire
length. I ýIiscovered, howe er, that these are not
productions that can be easily ollected and given out
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again. They very frequently resemble polypi and cer-
tain molluscs, which, while floating on the sea, have
splendid colours and interesting forms, but which,
when seized, prove to be a lump of jelly, and dis-
solve in the hand.

I grant that the old French Voyageurs brought
many a pretty song from France '*into these remote
countries, and you may hear on the Upper Missis-
sippi, and in the bays and wild rivers of Lake Superior,
even at the present day, an 'old- chanson sung two
hundred years ago in Normandy, but now forgotten
there. But I am not speaking here of that class of
songs. They interest an ethnographer least of all,
although a French historical writer might be de-
lighted with them. I here allude especially to the
songs composed on the spot which are characteristic of
the land and its inhabitants, as the people paint in
them their daily adventures themselves, and the sur-
rounding nature; and, among these poetic produc-
tions, there is much that makes no great figure in a
book, although it produces its good effect in actual life.

The Voyageurs accompany and embroider with
song nearly everything they do-their fishery, their
heavy tugging at the oar, their social meetings at the
camp fire; and many a jest, many a comic incident,
many a moving strain, which, if regarded closely, will
not endure criticism, there serves to dispel ennui. If
even at times no more than a "tra-la-la-la !" it re-
joices the human heart that is longing for song and
melody. Besides, the temper of the social travellers
in the open air gives -hearty welcome to much that,
to the solitary reader, will seem scarce endurable.

Generally they designate their own most peculiar
songas "dhanons de Voyageur," and exclude from
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them songs shyhave derived from France and else-
where.

As the Voyageurs from here to the Rocky Moun-
tains, to Hudson's Bay, and to the Arctic Sea, rarely
travel otherwise than in canoes, the great majority of
their songs are calculated for the paddling work whieb.
they are specially intended to accompany and etdiven.
Hence they are classified according to the naiture of
the work, and are divided into "chansons à l'aviron,"
" chansons à la rame," "chansons de canot à lège," and
so on. But, as is natural enough, the difference is less
in the character of the song than n the time and tact
of the melody.

"L'aviron," or paddle, is a smaller and shorter in-
strument than the "rame," or oar, and isused diffe-
rently. They make so great a distinction between
them, th'at they have two perfectly differing namés
for the manipulation. Paddling they term "nager,"
an the paddlers "nageurs," while the expressions
"ramer" and "rameur" are confined to the rame, or
oar. When there is a large crew they paddle; when
a smaller one they take to the oar, as a rameur re-
quires nearly twice as much space as a nageur. When
there are only one or two persons they give the pre-
ference to the oar, because it offers them more power
against the current and rapids., The paddle, on the
other hand, is employed principally when speed rather
than strength is required. In paddling, the canoe is
always lifted a little out of the yater, and glides over
the surface, while, on the other hand, the long heavy
oar presses the canoe down, and gives it more firm-
ness in wind or high waves. In fast voyages they all
padgle, therefore, and the time of the chanson becomes
much quicker.

L
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For those express voyages, when only persons or
messages have to be carried, and the canoes are not
laden with goods, they employ the expression "aller
à lège," and the post boat employed is callçd a "canot
à lege."

In such quick voyages the paddling is very lively,
and the song follows the example. The rapidity of
the "light voyage " partly animates them with a desire
to sing, and partly, too, they consider singing as
specially necessary to give thein fresh mental strength
for the bodily exertion. They hence spoke to me of
"chansons de canot a lège," and gave me two or three
tunes under this title. They were remarkably long.
But it must not be supposed that length is the exclu-
sive characteístic of this class of songs.

The most celebrated canot à lège among my Voya-
geurs on Lake Superior is the "canot du gouverneur."
This is Sir George Simpson, governor of the Hudson's
Bay terrltories, who lives at La Chine, near Montreal,
and .makes annually -a rapid voyage of inspection to
Lake Superior and through a portion of the territories.
The peopIezon the southern or American shore of the
lake told me marvellous stories of this canot à lége
voyage of the governor,- which almost seemed to me
like a poem. " The greât gentleman," they said, "is
always in a terrible hurry. His canoe is very large
and long, and remarkably pretty, and of light build.
He lias always a corps of twenty or twenty-four
paddlers with him. These are very powerful, hardy,
and experienced Voyageurs: 'Des hommes choisis!
les plus beaux chanteurs du monde!', They sing the
merriest songs, and work à l'gviron actively the whole
day. The canot du gouverneur cuts through the
waters as a bird the air-eight miles an heur! 'A

I
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steamer can scarce keep up with it. The men paddle
eighteen or twenty hours a day. On reaching the
camping-ground, they wrap themselves in thefr blankets
and sleep four or five hours. Young men, however,
vho try it for the first time, are so excited that they

can neither sleep nor eat. And yet, at sunrise, the
signal for starting is given. Al the transport opera-
tions are performed with the greatest order and energy.
If they come, for instance, among the cataracts to a
rock, where the navigation ceases, or to what is termed
a portage, the governor's canoe is quickly pulled into
its proper haven. At the word of command the paddles
are unshipped. Each man knows the packages he has
to carry, and away each trots with it over the portage.
Ten others drag the canoe from the water, swing it in
the air and on their shoulders, andgway they trot with
it. In ten minutes all is ready again, and, singing
and paddling, the governor and the crew again dash
through the waves."

How far this account agrees with the prosaic truth,
the reader can judge for himself by consulting the
account the said Governor Simpson bas published of
one of his trips.

To repeat here the chansons the good people dictated
to me on the spot, I hold to be impossible-as impos-
sible as it would be for a botanician to pack into his
herbal the creeping plants six hundred feet in length
that float in Magellan's Straits. The principal virtue
of these songs appears to be their length. They nust
last, if possible, for a whole river, or at least a lake,
and hence they have countless "bis." They pause
upon every idea, repeat it with a certain degree of
admiration, and break off into musical refrains and
repetitions. ~.They are like the murmur of the river

PADDLING SONGS. 2->7
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itself. The singers, so it seems, are satisfied when
they have found some pleasantlý sounding word which
they can adapt to a favourite melody, or 'a refrain
which gives a good accompaniment to the paddling.
The refrain and its constant repetition occupy so much
time and place, that the contents of the song itself at
length-appear to be a mere makeweight.

Thus, for instance, they sang me a long song, whose
refrain was, the first tine, "Ma dondon, ma dondette,"
and the second time, "Ma luron, ma lurette."* After
each short line came these refrains, between which the
song itself twined like a inonster creeping-plant.

Another time the singer happened on the words,
"La belle rose du rosier blanc." These words pleased
him on account of their pleasant sound. The allusion
contained in them to his swetheart also seemed to
him proper, and hence lie made this pleasing line the
theme of a song.

Of this endless -chanson à l'aviron, the "White
Rose," I may cut off half a yard as a specimen, nierely
to furnish an example low these Canadian poets spin
out sucli themes. In the first verses the poet describes
how he went walkig iin the forest in melancholy
mood.

Mais je n'ai trouvé personne (bis aad~pause),
Que le rossignol, chantant la belle rose,

La belle rose du rosier blanc!
Qui me dit dans sou langage (is andpause),
Marie-t'oi, car il est temps, à'la belle rose,

A la belle rose du rosier blanc!
Comment veux-tu que je me marie (Iis and pause) avec la belle rose,

La belle rose du rosier blanc?

• "Dondon" and "luron" are popular names for girls, sweethearts, &c.
JWDr. Bgsbey's amusing work, "The Shoe and the Canoe," I find a
Canadian boat sont, the refrain of which is "La violette dandine, la violette
dondée.-L. W.



Mon père n'est pas content (bis aiúr asse) de la belle rose,
De la belle rose du rosier blane!

Ni mon père nani nia mère (bis andpause);
Je m'en irai en service pour la belle rose,

La belle rose du rosier blanc!
En service pour un anu (i andpause), pour ma belle rose,

Ma belle rose du rosier blanc.

But, sapienti sàt, the song goes on in this way for
an endless period. A person reading it may think it
wearisome, but any one voyaging to its tune will think
otherwise. It is a slight variation for the ear that a
solo singer utters the few words, which give the story
a shove onwards, while the others join in chorus with
"La belle rose," &c.

The Voyageurs have, however, another sort of
songs, iii which I discovered a deeper poetical feeling.
These are what are termed the "complaintes."

These "complaintes," in themselves, are not tho-
roughly Canadian, thev are a species of popular and
elegiac romances, well known in French literature.
Still it is characteristic enougi for land and people,
that of all the numerous varieties of French songs,
these "complaintes" should have found a local habita-
tion and a naine in Canada and on Lake Superior.

I heatd them speak of their "complaintes" every-
where, and I ain bound to believe that at least onxe-
half of their songs consists of elegies. Indeed, it may
be fairly asserted that their entire music aId poetry
have an under-current of elegy.

Nothing, I say, is more natuiral than this. They
rerarded themselves as exiles-indeed, as doubly
banished, first from France, and then again from
Lower Canada. Their life is a very hard one, the
natives that surround them'rough and wild. On hear-
ing their songs, I often thought of the "Tristia" which

s 2
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Ovid and many another expatriated Roman warrior
sang on the Danube, and which have an echo in the
songs of the.Roumans in-Wallachia and Moldavia.

Their mode of life ekposes thei to countless dangers
and wants, and though they all say that they will soon
return to Lower Canada, their real home, very few of
them carry this into effect. And there are whole fa-
milies of Voyageurs here on Lake Superior, who, from
father to son, have sung of the "return to Canada,"
but vho have all perished here.

"Où restez-vous ?" I once asked a Voyageur, who
had taken a seat near us in a Canadian fishing-hut.
In Canadian French jhis means so much as, "Where
do you live ?-where is your home ?" "Oit je reste ?
je ne peux pas te le dire. Je suis Voyageur-je suis
Chicot, monsieur.' Je reste partout. Mon grand-père
était Voyageur: il est mort en voyage. Mon père
était Voyageur: il est mort en voyage. Je mourrai
aussi en voyage, et un autre Chicot prendra ina place.
Suchi is our cours-ýe of life." I must remnark here, in
explanation, that my Canadian ead some Indianblood
in his veins, either on the father or mother's side, and
hence, jesingly, called himself g Chicot." That is the
n;one given in Canada to the half-burntistuhps, and

las become a nickname for the halfbreeds. They
also call themselves, at times," Bois brûlés," or " Bois

rîlléâs," in reference to the shades of colour that bronze
the fade of a mixed breed.*

f Frequently, too, pure-blooded Frenchi Voyageurs,
if they live entirely among the Indiansq, and inter-
marry with themâ, are counted amongY the Chicots.
How much these French Voyageurs identify hm

*In addition to half-breeds, there are also quarter-breeds, quadrcons,
cafllin Cpavnnada o"quarts.1
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selves with the Indians against the Anglo-Saxons, I
had often opportunity of seeing. When they spoke
of- the irruption of the Aiericans into the country
round Lake Superior, they used nearly the sane lan-
guage as the Indians. A pure Frencli Canadian, with
whom I spoke about the old Canadian songs, thus ex-
pressed himself on one occasion to me: "Depuis que
les blancs sont entrés dans le pays, nous n'usons plus
de ces chansons-là. Fornerly," he added, "when the
white men were not so numerous here, we Voyageurs
were always entre nous. Then there was a pleasure
in singing, we knew that everybody was acquainted
with any song begun, and would join in. But now,
if a party of Voyageurs meet, there are often so many
Britons, and- Scotch, and Irish, and Yankees among
them, that when one begins singing there is often
nobodv who knows how to join in. Hence we prefer
remaining quiet. C'est bien'triste à cette heure."

Complaintes are often inade about tragical events,
especially shipwrecks and deadly accidents, which bc-
come universally known. One of the most celebrated
of these elegies is that in which the melancholy fate
of Jean Cayeux, an old Vox ageur, is lannted. It
describes a thoroughly Canadian tragedy, and is cha-
racteristic of the Voyageurs and the countrv. This
complainte -is very long, and unfortunately I met with
no one who knew it all by heart, thougli I tookiconsi-
derable trouble. But I 'heard many fragments at
different places, and nearly every Voyageur knew a
part of it, or ,was ·at least aqquainted with its con-
tents.

As, therefore, I cannot quote the entire song, I will,
at least describe the story to which it refers. It will
serve as a type of many others.

JEAN CAYEUX. 261
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TEE IROQUOIS.

Jean Cayeux (according to the story) was a great
Canadian Voyageur, a hunter and fur-trader, beloved
by the Europeans and friendly Indians, and known
through the entire country of the St. Lawrence. He
was once voyaging and hunting on the Ottawa River,
and was stationed for a long- time, with his wife and
children and all bis family, in the neighbourhood of
the cataracts in that river, known as "le Grand
Calumet."

It was in the old French time, when the Iroquois,
the partisans of the British, were still powerful, and
frequently made savage and extensive forays into the
land. They crept along forest paths, and appeared
quite unexpectedly, like lightning from a clear sky,
attacked the French settlemerits, and those of their
Indian allies, and if they were victorious, nothing
escaped their merciless arms and fire.

One evening -Cayeux saw his'camp surrounded and
threatened by such a suddenly appearing band of
Iroquois. Hé had nothing to hand but a canoe, and
in this his wife and children saved theniselves, and his
young son went to the stern to guide the boat.

"Généralement on ne saute pas le Grand Calumet,"
for they are too violent, rocky, ad long. Hence a
portage is usually made; but Ceeux's family ven-
tured it, as there was no other way of safety left
them.

Cayeux, himself, remained behind, fearing lest he
might overload the -canoe and thus expose his family
to certain death, but promised tojoin them again.by a
circuitous route. Then he sprang on a rock in the
centre of the river, and watched from it his family
safely glide down the'wild cataracts and float on the
smooth water beneatb. He sàw them commit them-

'c
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selves to the mercy of God, and fold their hands in
prayer. He saw, too, that a white form appeared on
the bow of the canoe, and recognised in her the
blessed Virgin. At length he saw them saved from
the Indians, who had followed them like foxes along
the bank.

pious family, under the protection of the Virgin,
soon reached a part, of the- river where was a
strong French post, which the Indians dared not
attack. Then Cayêux began thinking of bis own
safety, for the Iroquois, who quickly returned when
their richer prey escaped them, were preparing to
pursue him. Cayeux rushed into the woods, but his
enemies soon cut off the ròad which would lead hlm
to his family, and drove him further northwards to the
upper deserts ofthe Ottawa River. They hunted him
like wolves do a startled roebuck. By day the fugi.
tive managed cleverly to conceal himself in hollow
trees, and at night he hurried on through the thickest
scrub.

The chase lasted for days, and still poor Cayeux
heard the howling of the savages after him. His pro.
visions gradually gave out, and his strength .began
failing him. Hence, although the Iroquois at length
grew weary of the chase and returned to their own
country unsuccessful, it was aill over 'with poor
Cayeux.

They had driven him into such· a wild, swampy,
helpless, and remote desert, that he no longer pos-
sessed the strength to find hig way back from it to the
inhabîted parts ofkCanada and to his family.

As a protection against theirough weather, he built
hie in his pathless desert a little hut of branches on
thshore of one of the uppermost, confluents of
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the Ottawa. This river was the only path that led to
Canada, but he had no canoe to take advantage of it.
Nor did he dare to venture forth from his hiding-place,
for he feared that he might yet fall into the hands of
his enemies. His only hope was that Frenchmen
would pass along the river and save him.

C'est donc ici, que le monde m'abandonne,
Sainte Vierge, ne m'abandonnez pas!

So runs the cdmplainte. But no one visited him save
the beasts of the forest. A wolf walked one day
yawning past his body. " la! thou savage com-
rade, what wouldst thou?" Cayeux, who was now ill,
shouted to the animal. " I am not yet completely
broken.. Take to flight, or thou must wrestle for the
prize with me!"

A croaking raven seated itself the next dav near
him, on the branch of a tree. "Eh! mangeur de
chair humaine !" Cayeux addressed it. "-Thou hast
come to see how far I an gone. But see, I have still
strength enough to drive thee away.' And the raven
flew off with a croak of disappointment.

But he grew weaker and weaker every hour, and
when on the third day three little singing-birds came
andsat twittering before his hut, he began to lament,
and gave them a mournful message:

Cher petit oiseau des érémites,*
Va dire à ma maîtresse

Que les érémites ne pensent plus à moi.

.He now felt that his hour had arrived, and with the
expenditure of his final strength dug himself a Christian~
grave. Over the grave he erected a cross, and he cut
and carved on the wood his complainte, the entire

The "hermits" stand here, as in many Canadian songs, for the "saints.'
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history of his tragie fate. (So, at least, my Canadians
asserted. They believed they sang the very song
composed by Cayeux on his death-bed, but I imagine
they could only have been some short allusions to
his end.)

As he lay there before his cross, and, dying, prayed,
three French faces appeared before him.

"Mais ils me donnaient une courte joie." The
delight was too great for him. He spread out his
arms towards them. His eyes sparkled once more
with delight, and then they closed for ever. He fell
into the grave he had dug for himself, and his three
countrymen, who read his complainte on the wood,
buried him with tears.

The wooden cross soon rotted away, but the copy
of his complainte is saved. And the cross has been
repeatedly renewed up to the present time, and the
Voyageurs still know the spot exactly.

As such Cayeux stotries are frequent enough in this
hard country-although the Iroquois who were the
cause of this one have 'died out--a country where
every Voyageur bas been at least once in a position
more or less resembling that of poor Cayeux, and
wolves and ravens have' often passed hirn, anxiously
desirous to pick his bones-it may be easily imagined
with what sympathy they listen:-to such complaintes.
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CHAPTER XVII.

INDIAN GLUTTONY-A STORY WITH A MORAL-PUNISRMENT OF CRIMES-

AUTHORITY OF THE CIHEFS TE EEGE-FRIENDSIIP--ISULTS
REMEMBERED-INSOLENCE PUNISED-CHOICE OP NXES-EDUCATION•

OF CILILDREN-A PATERNAL WARING-AN INDIX-DREAX-TITE CHRIS-
TIAN PARADISE-SPIRIT-RAPPING-POISONING- FIPESTONE QUARRIES-
TUE PIPE-MAKER-KINNE-KANIK-ITRODUCTION 0F TOBACCO.

THE Indians are generally supposed to be improvi-
dent beings, who -have no thought for the morrow,
and this is in many respects true,.although it is only
a. further proof that there is no rule without its ex-
ception. Many Indians, I am told, are models of
economy. Nor is there any lack of customs and laws
among them; as, for instance, those which refer to the
careful division and regulation of the game. They
have also traditions, vhich evidently have the moral
design of preaching economy and condemning ex-
trava gance. Thus I was told the following story:

THE SPIRIT OF THE CORN.

Once a tribe of Indians had an extraordinary corn
year. On their small fields they had grown an un-
common quantity of maize. But this rendered them
very arrogant and extravagant. They devoured more
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than they wanted; let the corn lie about and rot, or
gave it to the dogs. The children fought with the
stalks like sticks, and then threw them in the mud.

At length they grew so surfeited of the excellent
corn, of which they had so much, that they went off
hunting, after cacheing the remainder of their grain
stores. The stags, deer, elks, &c., were also in great
abundance. But see there! so soon as they began
hunting them, they could not catçh one of them. The
whole hunting season was moâ-t nproductive-de-
sperately unfortunate. Their usually clever shots
seemed to be blind, and the animals endowecl with
double speed. Very soon hunger and need broke out
among the hunters.

Then they remembered their dear corn, which they
had liidlden at their, home. They sent a party to
fetch it, but they found the whole store devouf'ed by
the mice. -

When they returned with this-fearful news to camp
the sorrow was. great, and they saw that a powerful
destiriy had declared against them. They tried in
every possible way to discover the reason, in order to
appease their destiny, and performed much drum-
beatingz and holy songs.

One of their people, a serious man, who had taken
no part in thó^godless waste of"tkhe corn, the beautiful
gift of the Great Spirit, was walking alone'and soli-
tary in the forest, broodingt o'ver the melancholy fate
of his tribe.

Suddenly he came to a clearing in a perfectly wild
and rarely-trodden district. He saw a small meadow,
and in the centre a mound, on which stood a birch-
bark lodge.

When he curiously approached the lodge he heard
cries and groans issuing from it, and when he walked
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THE ATONEMENT.

in he saw a sickly and miserable-looking man'ikin
stretched out on dirty, much-worn hides.

" See," said the mannikin to him, in a mourning
voice, "what a wretched condition these men have
placed me in. They insulted me, their best friend, in
the most ungrateful manner. They dragged me about
in thegrnud and dirt. They allowed the dogs to fear
my garments. They ill-treated me in every possible
way. This is the cause of their own nisfortune and
their present want. For friends cannot quarrel with-
out inflicting mutual wounds. I am glad that thou
hast come to me, and hast seen how wretchedly I live.
I have no water in my jug, and no clothes; not even
a leaf to protect me from the cold. Weeds and wild
plants grow in my garden, and the savage beasts of
the forest prowl round me, and I-shall soon become
their prey. Go back and tell this to thy people."

Tle good Indian, moved with compassion, promised
this, and hurried back to his tribe. He told them
immediately, in very animated language, in what a
state he had found the good Spirit of the Corn, and
how their culpable extravagance wa§ the cause of all
their own misfortune.

His countrymen listened to the story in amazement,
and suddenly recognised their own injustice. They
soon hurried home to their uncultivated and weed-
choked fields. They sacrificed a dog to the Spirit of
the Corn, and set their houses in good order. A little
corn whicli the mice had not eaten served for a fresh
sowing. They managed to get on somehow till the
next summer, but then had a good harvest; they used
it more carefully, and, owing to their repentance, their
hunting luck returned to them.

The state of the law among them, and of those
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LAW-AND CRIE.

institutions which night be called their criminal code,
was a special object of my inquiries among the Indians.

J I heard a good deal on this head, from which f
may draw the conclusion that evil-doers are certainly
punished among them, though in a peculiar manner,
resulting from their slight political development.

Their chiefs, or civil authorities, hence usually play
à less important part in the matter than the private
revenge of those aggrieved by the culprit. In the case
of a murder, for instance, there .s usually an agreement
between the members of the wo families to which
the murderer and his victim belong. Generally the
niurderer is regarded as the exclusive property of the
injured family, and he is either surrendered to them,
or they will take a sun of money instead of him. But
if they can cone to no agreement, a family feud is
produced, and families belonging to the same tribe
will regard each other as enemies, and demand as
payment for the blood shed'the sacrifice of some
nember of the opposing family. The following case

was told me:
An Indian had murdered another, and straightway

fled into hiding. The murderer's family declared its
willingness to give him up without resistance, if the
others would take the trouble to find him. On this,
two. members of the insulted family offered their
services as trailers and hangmen, but asked, at the
same time, that the next brother of the murderer
should accompany them, and serve as a guarantee of
their safety. This was conceded.

After a long search the murderer was found, and
immediately stabbed by the two avengers. Indian
murderers and criminals are said, in executions of this
nature, to offer as little resistance as our police-guarded
convicts. The brother was then set at liberty. Had
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the real culprit not been fou4l, he would have paid
the penalty for him with his life.

The so-dalled chiefs, as a-genéral rule, are authori-
ties possessing very little power, and rarely venture to
punish criminals seriously. They fear the private
revenge of their young men. But now and thgni
happens that they will order a criminal's gun to 1e de-
stroyed, or bis horses shot. The -chieTs among the
Sioux and thfe prairie Ldiais have greatèr' respect
shown them, partly. because Europeans haveë not so
thoroughly undermined their authorit'y, partly because
all th. buffalo-hunting tribes usually live together in
large bands. The buffalo hunt demands a concentra-
tion of strength, and hence an energetic commander.

mxong the Ojibbeways, the old respect shown to
'the chiefs has been weakened through many,.reasonap
First,-because -they are more dispersed. Most of the r
forest animals-the bear, thé cariboo, the elk, the stag,
&c.-do not live in great herds, like thebuffalo, but
-must be chased separately. Secondly, the lengthened
contact with Europeans has worked against the au-
thority of the chiefs. Formerly there were very large
captaincies ("cheferies," as the Canadians call them),
and I was told of several localities on the lake, wliere
chiefs once lived who wielded extensive power. The
Europeans found it to their interest to break up these
cheferies. They took advantage of the internal dis-
sensions of the tribes, and set up small chiefs. The
French, British, Americans, all who have ever held
authority here, created many chiefs, and the fur com-
panies followed the example. Indeed, many respected
European traders have given Indians diplomas as
chiefs, and often managed,. through their influence,
that one of their favourites should hold his own as
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chief by the side of the old hereditary chiefs; or,.
my Canadian- interpreter always called them, "'ies'
chefs naturels." Hence, such a confusion bas beern
introduced into the system of chiefs, that the Indians,
frequently do not know whom they have to obey, and
the authority of the natural chief is gone.

I was told of various places of refuge which exist
among the Ojibbeways, and are said to be respected.
I heard there was such an asylum on Leech Lake, one
of the lakes of the Upper Mississippi. Thither, I was
told, any murderer could flee in safety, and it was the
general belief or superstition that no revenge could be
taken on him there. The murderer of a "governor of
the Hudson's Bay 'Company" from IRed River was
said to be living there in perfect safety. I do not
know, however, what is the real condition of these <e
Indian asyla, and how far they must be regarded as
places of refuge, such as the ancients had. Perhaps
these so-called.refuges are nothing more than places in
the desert protected by nature, or situated in the terri-
tory of perfectly independent tribes. Such an asylum
is said to exist among the Pillagers, an Indian band
living in the heart of the forest.

It frequently happens among the Ojibbeways, as
well as among the Sioux, that young men who take a
mutual fancy to each other form a bond of union
lasting for life. When a number have agreed to form
such a union, they first exchange their horses, guns,
pipes, and everything they possess, and then hold a
festival, smoke together, and take a vow that this
sharing of their property shall be repeated every time
a friend is in want.

They, from this moment, always assist each other
in war, and never refuse any request. I inquired
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from several persons whether, owing to the fickleness
of the Indian temperament, these bonds of union were
not frequently broken, but I was assured that no in-
stance of such a thing was known, and that it was
considered most sacred and lasting for life. Am&ng
the Ojibbeways a friend who has taken such a vow is
called a "nidji-kiwesi." This word is derived from
"nidji," which means " as much as myself." They also
form of this word a verb, which signifies, "J have
hin to my own self," or, "as a friend." Similar
bonds of union are also made among the young women
and girls.

The feeling of revenge appears to be impregnated
with the blood of even the youngest Indian chldren.

J was. told the following anecdote in a school esta-
blished for Indian children. A little girl of six years
of age, brought to this institution, was on one occa-
sion very sevrely scolded and punished by the mis-
tress. The little one believed that great injustice
had, been done ber, and that she had been grossly
insulted.

Three years later the girl's father came to pay ber
a visit, and sat down to have a confidential chat with
bis daughter. How great was the surprise of the
schoolmistress at hfearing afterwards that the first
thing the little oine told ber father, was the occur-
rence that had so deeply affected ber three years be-
fore. She had never once alluded to the circum-
stance during the whole period, but she had not for-
gotten it, had constantly brooded over it, and so soon
as ber father made bis appearance, her lips overflowed
with what filled ber heart. She made loud com-
plaints to him, and appealed- to him to procure ber
satisfaction.
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Like the women, young persons must observe a very
modest silence in the Indian council assemblies.
-The old people, in our meetings at La Pointe,
ways sat in the centre of the circle, close to the

place where the American agents have their table,
and where the speakers stand. Some of them, who
were very old, were allowed -chairs. to sit on. The
other old men sat together in the grass near them.
Further out the young fellows lay about in groups.
Among them -were men of twenty andtwenty-five
years of age, but they never interfered in the discus-
sions, save by now and then utteringa loud "Ho,ho!"
or some other cry of applause.

The opinions of the Indians 's to the long-lasting
minority of the young men are very strict, and if the
latter do not act in accordance with their views, they
are very roughly reminded of their position. Once, I
was told, a very old and celebrated speaker was in-
terrupted by a young impudent fellow in a most im-
proper manner. The old.warrior was so incensed at.
it, that he drew his tomahawk, split the young man's,
skull open, and then quietly continued his harangue
as if nothing had happened.

When a child is born in an Ojibbeway family, it
remains for some time without a name, tili an occa-
sion offers, or the father has had "the right dream,"
and then he names his son after the object that ap-
peared to him in his dream; for instance, " the Dark
Cloud," or "the Grey Sky," or "the Black Bird," or
the " Violent Rain," &c.

If the father cannot manage a dreanm to his satisfac-
tion, or does not place entire confidence in the name
he has found, he invites an influential friend to
"dream" about his child's name. At times he does
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this also to secure the child the good influence of this
friend's name, and he gives the child, consequently,
a second name, for instance, ." the man who runs," or
"the white otter," or "the yellow fox," and so on.
The forest animals are especially welcome in this
selection of a name. 'In ïuch cases the Indians- de-
scend to the smallest animais, ,as "the rat." I knew,
myself, one woman, who was called "the Musk-Rat."
Animals introduced from Europe, such as the horse,
donkey, pig, &c., are never found among Indian
names, though that of the ox is very frequent, for
that animal has inhabited the deserts from the earliest
period of history.

To these two naies-those of the father and friend
-a third is often added, which the child receives
when presented in the temple and received into the
great religious order. At this ceremony, which, as I
have shown, resembles our christening, the child re-
ceives ,another name, generally that of a godfather
especially invited. Which of all the three names
gains the upper hand and becomes the permanent one
through life depends on chance. Very frequentlyit
is the one given at baptism.

I was assured that there is no peculiarity about the
names given to women. Like the men, they receive
the names of "Ox," " Fox," &c., but the word "ikwe"
(squaw) is >always added to the name. Still, I was
given the following as names very frequently recurring
among females:I- Miskogijik-ikwe, or "the woman of
the red sky;", Niganigijik-ikwe, or " the woman who
marches in front to heaven;" and Ogimangijik4kwp
"the queen of heaven."

There is always some difficulty in finding out an
Indian's réal name,'and if you are alone with an in-



dividual this is almost impossible, for they employ
every evasion to conceal it. They are afraid to men«
tion their own names; indeed, they will not answer a
question directly addressýd to them on that subject.
When you want to know an Indian's name you must
always ask -it of another.

The squaw of the unknown man is also usually
afraid to téil his name. If you ask her, "To whom
dQes thi un belong ?" and it is her husband's gun,
she will say7It belongs to him." If you ask, further,
whom she means by him, she willý-reply, "The man
who has bis seat there," and point with her hand to
her husband's seat.

An Indian whom I once asked for bis name hesi-
tated for a long time. .At length he nudged a by-
stander, and said to him, "Dites donc mon nom."

Another old Indian, whom I once asked as to the
cause of this timidity, which is said to.be common to
all Indian tribes, replied, "Nous croyons que ça dimi-
nue notre valeur;" in other words, they think it be-
neath their dignity.

These names are also.occasionally altered or length-
ened when they enter into a new relationship. This
is frequently the case when they become members of
another family, as sons-in-law. Usually the mother-
in-law gives her daughter's young husband a new
name. This is derived from sone remarkable cir-
cumstance that accompanied the son-in-law's first ap-
pearance in the family, or by some action he performed
at the time. Thus, a son-in-law was called "the
Butler," because, on entering the lodge, he brought the
mother-in-law a beverage and poured it into a vessel
of very unusual form, which attracted al eyes.

Nor will the mother-in-law openly utter the son-in-
T 2
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EDUCATION.

law's name. She usually indicates him by periphrases
-for instance, thus: ",The man who performs the part
of son-in-law in our house."

I had frequently hearci that the Indians by no
means entirely neglected. the education of their chil-
dren, andthat many of them even follow very decided
principles, though they are never severe and harsh.
On one occasion I had an instance of this. We were
sitting with an Indian chief and smoking. The Indian's
son-a man, almost-was sitting by his side. As the
latter was not smoking I offered him tobacco, but he
declined, and his father-I must mention that he was
a perfectly wild pagan from the interior-said that his
son did not smoke yet, he did not ·allow itI "My
father," he said, "brought me up so. Formerly, we
never allowed our sons to smoke till they were quite
grown np. Now theywant all too much to imitate
the Americans, and begin too soon."

"What do you say to it ?" I asked my companion,
who translated the Indian's speech to me. "Oh," he
replied, "matters are exactly as he states. Many
Indians, I can assure you, from my own experience,
bring up their children as strictly as thý Presbyterian
families in the East, allow them no sort of extrava-
gances, and keep them-sometimes too severely-to
fasting, privation, and self-denial. Nor is there any
want of warnings and lessons of every description,
and it is frequently quite edifying to listen at evening
to the speeches which an old Indian will make to his
children and children's children. I knew an Indian
hunter, who was a most exemplary and amiable father
of a family. When he returned home in the evening
from the chase, his squaw had a warm dish in readi-
ness for him. She wrung out his wet clothes and
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mocassins, and hung them round the fire to dry. After
he had supped he would lie down on his bed, and the
children would nestle round him. He would joke
and play with the little ones, called the Mlder children
to him, questioned them as to their conduct, gave
them good lessons and rules of life, and told them
stories."

One of the Indians residing at Anse, of the name
of Aganab, or, "the man who is in front of all," told
me how he once committed a fault in his youth, and
in what way his father punished him for it. The
latter, he said, bound him to a post, and then felt him
all over with his hands, first on the right, and then on
the left side, till at length he found his heart. There
he stopped, felt it, and said, "Aha, stay there! it
beats! So, then, thou hast a heart! Comé I an
glad of that; let us see further !" Then he felt him
about the head till he found his ears. " Aha, stay
there!" he said again; "I thought you had, perhaps,
no ears. But I see that I was mistaken. Hence thou
hast no excuse. Fie, be ashamed of thyself! Go
away, and use thy ears better in future. Think of
the heart that beats in thy bosom, and never do again
whatethou didst to-day !"

An Indian at Fond du Lac had formed a great pre-
dilection for the Christian religion, and was thinking
about being baptised. He was, however, attacked by
a fever, and in his hallucinations dreamed that he
ascended by a ladder into heaven. Ie reached a
lofty mountain, on which was a wide and beautiful
plateau. He noticed in the grass countless trails, and
the footsteps ,ando traces of innumerable men. He
examined them more closely, and found they were
made by white men; he examined them all, and he
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could not find the trace of a single mocassin arnong
them. Then he began to feel terrified in thifrbeau-
tiful meadow. He feared that he should meet none
of his countrymen in the Christian paradise,:and that
they were all excluded. He hurried down the ladder
again, and when he reawoke he felt quite averse
from Christianity, and remained an obstinate pagan
as before.*

The Indians have for a lengthened period been
great spiritualists, ghost-seers, table-rappers, and per-
haps, too, magnetisers, which we "educated" lEuro-
peans have only recently become, or returned to.
The lodge which their jossakids, or prophets, or, as
the Canadians term them, " jongleurs," erect for their
incantations, is composed of stout posts, connected
with basket-work, and covered with birch bark. It is
tall and narrow, and resenibles a chimney. It is very
firmly built, and two men, even if exerting their ut-
most strengtb, would be unable to move, shake, or
bend it. It is so narrow that a man who crawls'in
has -but scanty space to move about in it.

"Thirty years ago," a gentleman told me who had
lived much among the Indians, and was even related
to them through his wife" I was present at the incan-
tation and performance of a jossakid in one of these
lodges. I saw the man creep into the hut, which was
about ten feet higb, after swallowing a mysterious
potion made from a root. He immediately began sing-
ing and beating the drum in his basket-work chimney.
The entire case began gradually trembling and shak-
ing, and oscillating slowly amidst great noise. The

* -Tis story, told me on Lake Superior, reminds me of the inhabitant
of the Antilles mentioned by old Spanisli writers, who refused to go to
heaven when he heard that Spaniards were admitted there.



more the necromancer sang and drummed, the more
violent the oscillations of the long case became. It
bent back and forwards, up and down, like the mast
of a vessel caught in a.storm and tossed on the waves.
I could not undefstand-how these movements could
be produced by a man inside, as we could not have
caused them from the exterior.

" The drum ceased, and the jossakid yelled that
'the spirits were coming over him.' We then heard
through the noise, and cracking, and oscillations of the
hut, two voices speaking ·inside, one above, the other
below.- The3lower one asked questions, which the
upper one answered. .

"Both voices seemed entirely different, and I be-
lieved I could explain them by very clever ventri-
loquism. Some spiritualists among us, however, ex-
plained it through modern spiritualism, and asserted
that the Indian jossalids had speaking media, in addi-
tion to those known to us, which tapped, wrote, and
drew.

"I cannot -remember the questions asked and an-
swers given. Still much of the affair seeined to me
strange, and when an opportunity offered, long after,
to ask the jossakid about his behaviour on that occa-
sion, under circumstances peculiarly favourable to the
truth, J did so. Thirty years later he had become an
old man and a Christian, and was lying on his death-
bed, when accident again brought me to his side,

"'Uncle,' I said to him, recalling that circumstancde,
and having nothing else to talk about-' uncle, dost
thou remeiaber prophesying to us in thy lodge thirty
years ago, and astonishing us, not only by why dis-
course,. but also by the movements of thy prophet-
dge4 I was curious to know how iKwàs done, and
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thou saidst that thou hadst performed it by super-
natural power, "through the spirits." Now thou att
old and hast become a Christian, thou art sick and
canst not live much longer. Now is the time to con-
fess all truthfully. Tell me, then, how and through
what neans thou didst deceive us?'

("It may appear to- you cruel," my friend here
tuined to me and said parenthetically, "that I should
remind the old man of his rapidly approaching death,
but you need not be very courteous in this respect
with Indians. They always view death calmly, speak
very tranquilly about it, and hear others allude to it
without any fear.")

"'Iknow it, my uncle,' my, sick Indian replied. 'I
have become a Christian, I am old, I am sick, I can-
not live much longer, and I can do no other than
speak the truth. Believe me, I did not deceive you
at that time. I did not move the lodge. It was
shaken by the power of the spirits. Nor did I speak
with a double tongue. I only repeated to you what
the .spirits -said to,me. I heard their voices. The
top of the lodge was full of them, and before me the
sky and wide lands lay.-expanded. I could see a great
distance ' around me, and believed I could recognise
the most distant objects.' The old dying jossakid said
this with such an expression of simple truth and firm,
conviction, that it seemed, to me, at least, that he did
not consider himself a deceiver, and believed in the
efficacy of his magic arts and the reality of his
visions."

Poisoningis also said to be by no means rare among
the Indians. Many persons have assured me that they
know how to prepare poisons from certain plants and
portions of animals-for instance, the heart and liver
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of toads-or, at any rate, believe in the power of the
poisons so prepared.

The Indian girls and women are accustomed to
chew the gum of many trees, andthe husbands and
lovers bring them such gums as a present. It fre-
quently happens that rejected and insulted lvers will
poison such presents out of revenge.

"A lover burning with revenge," a Voyageur told
me, "will sit alone in the forest and prepare his
poisons and bis gum, while singing glooiny songs.
For instance, a verse like the following: 'Je me
vengerai de cette femme! Je me vengerai de. cette
femme! Je lui ferai honte! J'entends bien ce qu'elle
dit de moi. J'entends bien ce qu'elle pense de moi.
Je lui.ferai honte!' He will repeat verses of this de-
scription for entire evenings, and thus feed fat lis
revenge. When his poisoned gift is ready, he seeks
a friend who .will hand it to the girl., Frequently,
though, the poison, which they are not so skilled in
preparing as was the old Tofana, only produces a vio-
lent bleeding at the nose, or something of that sort."

Countless are the magic forms and spells by which
they fancy they can hurt others. When they wish a
zeighbour grief, death, or anything unlucky, they have
recourse to the following procedure: They-make a
small image of wood, which represents their enemy or
victim, take a needle and pierce holes in the figure in
the hegd- or the region of the heart, or wherever they
desire teir foe to suffer. If he is to die of it, they
burt 'îite image with certain magie spells, and place
four red pegs on the grave. At times they will burn
the victim in effigy. If he really die, they boast of it
'afterwards, and say: "C'est moi qui l'ai tué par ma
force surnaturelle !"
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Just as they execute the sick persons they wish to
injure in effigy, they_ will behave with the diseases
themselves if they wish to help a sufferer. When no
other curative process avails, they make a human
figure, or phantom of clothes stuffed with straw, in-
tended to represent the illness or evil spirit that
torments the sick man. This figure they carry to a
medicine-lodge, and shoot arrows at it in the presence
of the sick man till it is reduced to tatters.

Such practices may be very frequently seen among
the Pillagers, and other remote Ojibbeways, on the
Upper Mississippi. Much the same sort of thing,
however, is -done on Lake Superior. Such a doll,
with holes pierced in it, as I have just described, with
the accessories, was.shown me here on the Anse, and
its use was described to me with a certain degree of
secret timidity.

On one of my canoe excursions from our mission, I
visited a small quarry on the shores of the lake, from
which I was told the Indians obtained a soft dark
stone for their pipe-heads. Hitherto, I had only
heard of the celebrated quarries known as the Red
Pipe-stone, situated half way between the Upper
Mississippi and the Missouri. In those celebrated
quarries, which have been visited by several tra-
vellers, the soft pretty red stone is dug out, of which
the majority of Indian pipes, and especially their
calumets of peace, is made. It bas a dark flesh
colour, can be easily cut, and the Indians form very
graceftil bowls out of it. They adorn the tube end
of the bowl very prettily with al sorts of small cary-
ings, animals, huntsmen, models of canoes, lodges, and
other things.

Usually however, such a bowl is merely decorated
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by inlaying tin or silver. On the outside of the bowl,
rings, figures, &c., are engraved, and filled in with tin
or silver, which forms a very pleasing contrast to the
flesh colour of the stone. At times, too, they inlay
the pipes with agates, onyxes, &c. The Red Pipe-
stone Quarries are a species of sanctuaey or asylum
among the Indians, where war and murder cease, be-
cause they frequently meet here in fetching the stone
for their calumets of peace.

The pipe, however, plays so great a part in Indian
life, that they have sought the stone for it elsewhere.
Thus I was told at La Pointe of another celebrated
Red Pipe-stone Quarry in the interior of Wisconsin,
on the Chippeway River. I also heard afterwards of
a Black Pipe-stone Quarry, known to the Indians on
the north side of Lake Superior, near the Pointe au
Tonnère. This black stone must be found in several

places, for I have seen many pipes made of it.
ilere, then, as I said, I found a small pipe-stone

quarry of grey stone. This soft stone lay wedged in
like a thick vein between two strata of the common,
sandstone, and the Indians had dug a considerable
hole in it. The matter is for this reason remarkable,
because these pipe-stone quarries are the only descrip-
tion of excavating which the Indians have practised
from the earliest period. There are people among
them very clever in carving pipe-bowls, and who
carry on a trade in it.

I formed the acquaintance here of such a "faiseur
de calumets," and visited him several times. He inlaid
his bowls very neatly with stars and flowers, made of
black and white stones. His work progressed very-
slowly, however, and he sold the bowls for four or
five dollars a piece. The Indians, at times, pay much
higher prices.
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KINNE-KANIK.

As Longfellow has introduced an arrow-head maker
in his "Iliawatha," and represented him as an artisan
living by trade, the discovery of this pipe-maker was
interestiûg to me, because it seemed to show that the
Indians really had some idea of the division of labour
and handicraft trades.

It was quite certain that the Indians here have
smoked since the earliest period of their history, for
pipes are found in their oldest graves; but whether
they smoked and cultivated tobacco, as the Mississippi
Indians are said to have done, appears to me very
doubtful. The Voyageurs and traders, at least, assured
me that the Indians had a tradition, about the first
introduction of tobaccoby the French, in consequence
of which their forefathers felt very queer after smoking
tobacco; or, as they say, were "drunk." They have,
however, a quantity of indigenous plants, whose bark
and leaves they smoke. They even smoke it at this
day, but mix tobacco with it, and call this mixture
"kinne-kanik." They have, in the first place, a creep-
'ng plant, called by the Canadians "bois tord;" then
a light red willow, caled "bois rouge;" further,
another wood, "bois d'ourignal" (the elk bush), as
well as another called "bois de flèche." They smoke
the bark of all these bushes, and if there is a great
want of other smokable matters, they will fill their
pipes with maple-tree bark.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

INDIAN MUSIC-THE SPOTTED FEATHER-PICTURE-WRITING-MYSTERIES-
THE SONG OF THE STEAM BATH-THE SONG OF INITIATION-DOUBTFUL

EXPLANATIONS - MUSIC tUNDER DIFFICULTIES - BIRCH-BARK BOOKS -

HIEROGLYPHICS-RELIGIOUS SONGS-ANTOMAHAWK-THE DREAM OP LIFE

-AN INDIA.N WARRIOR-MEANING OF THE SYMBOLS-RETICENCE.

I HAD read that the Indians not only possessed
certain hieroglyphics for things and ideas, but that
they also had music notes to mark the modifications of
tune in their songs. Mr. Schoolcraft, in his large and
valuable work on the Indians, gives several specimens
of pictures and figures, which he considers to be
musical notes. I had been long desirous to gain some
information on this head, and I fancy Fat length suc-
ceeded in unravelling something of the sort. I be-
lieve I can show, at least to my own satisfaction, that
the Indians have discovered something which may be
called notes.

But it is necessary that I should tel my story with
all the accompanying details. I have already men-
tioned that I formed the acquaintance 'of a young°
Indian, old Agabe-gijik's son-in-law, at the Protestant
mission, whose name was Kitagiguan, or the Spotted
Feather.

I heard in Agabe-gijik's wigwam that the Spottedglt
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Feather had several birch-bark books and songs, and,
after some argumentation, we formed a contract, to
the effect that he would show me his songs, not only
explain, but also sing them to me, and also permit me
to copy them, in return for which I promised to give
him a certain quantity of tobacco. I was to return
the next day for the purpose.

When I came, and reminded the Spotted Feather
of his promise, he was quite ready to fulfil it. Still
he hesitated, and at length said:

"It cannot be done in the wigwam. The others
will hear it."

"4Good," I replied; "let us go and sit outside."
We took our seats on a stone near the wigwam.

Kitagiguan then produced his bark books, and showed
me the picture-writing on the opposite page.

Ile then proceeded to an explanation of the symbols,
with the aid of my Canadian boatman, and the inter-
p.tter of the Protegtant mission, who was also present.
This explanatiop<*as as barbarous -as the drawings
themselves. I will, however, attempt to repeat it
here as accurately as possible, as I believe that the
reader will be able to î derive from it some further
information about the Indians.

The Indian laid the birch bark on my lap, and
said, as he pointed with his finger to. it, at fig. 1
(in No. I.):

"This is a wigwam, and I sing at it the following
words: 'I enter into the wigwam of the Midés, the
temple, and bring, singing, a fine sacrifice.' (No. 2.)

"The sign No. 3 signifies that the same voice and
the same tune continue." (A note, then, I thought to
myself-a musical sign.)
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"At No. 4 I sing the following words: 'I have
come here to pray thee that thou wilt give me this
animal, the bear. (No. 5.) I will walk on the right
path for it, the path of life.' (No. 6.) /N

"Now I (No. 8) have walked along it, and my me-
dicine-sack (No. 7). is stre-ngthened with' new power
and fresh breath. Here I sing the following words:

k
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A BATHING SONG.

' Give me now this animal, as thou didst promise me
to do when I go hunting in the backwoods. Thou
saidst to me: I bless thee with my abundance, and
thou shalt ever see thy table full-that is,ý the; will
always be a beast there for thee!'

"This is a long. song that I sing and often repeat,
and how I am to sing it is shown by the signs from
9 to 12.

"No. 9 is a kind of note that the voice shall go up.
Nos. 10, 11, 12 mean nothing further than that they
show me how I shall go on singing." (Notes,- then !
I thought again.)

"No.'13 is a Midé shell. It does not look so, but
I know it i' one. The man of whom I bought the
song told me so.

"No. 14 is my wigwam, to which I return after I
have sung."

The series of signs in No. II., so the Spotted
Feather told me, is a bathing song-that is, a magie
strain, with which the vapour-bath is consécrated,
which is not taken by the Indians solely for bodily
cure, but also to strengthen the mind, and is almost
a species of religious rite. The vapour-bath also
strengthens the hunter, mentaIly and bodily, for th'
chase. The song contains at the sametime, at least
to a certain extent, a descriptioh of. the actions and
behaviour in taking the vapour-bat1.

No. 1 is a person carrying a stone to the vapour-
bath.

No. 2 represents the stone itself, and the fire that
heats it.

No. Sis the patient, or the man about to take the
bath.

No. 4 is the man who lays medicine on the stones,
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or consecrates them and fills them with strength, and
assists the bather. No. 5 is the door of the temple
wigwam.

No. 6 is tie temple wigwam itself. "At No. 7,"
so said the Spotted Feather, "I sing the. verseI: '
will wander with the man who sits on the globe.'"

I asked him whether the sign (at No. 7) was not
intended to represent a flower-pot.

"No!" he repeated, "it is the man who sits upon
the globe."

"No. 8," he scontinued, "is my countenance re-
freshed by bathing and prayer. No. 9 is my niedi-
cine-bag, also strengthened by both. As a sign that
it has received great force, and can wound and kill,
an arrow (No. 10) is flying from it." (I have already
frequently remarked that the Indians apparently con-
sider their medicine-bag more important in hunting
than their bow and arrow. The medicine-bag is sup-
posed to give the arrows the new life, the right direc-
tion, and sharpness.)

Thearrow flies against a hollow tree" (No. n).
(The bears frequently sit hidden in hollow trees;
hence such trees are often used in the picture-writing*
to typify the animals themselves.)

"In conclusion," my Indian said, "I stand there
again" (No. 12).

"How so, then ?" I asked; "that No. 12 looks
like a great chafer, or, at any rate, it does not bear
the slightest resemblance to thee or any other Indian."

"That is no consequence," the Indian replied.
"It is intended to mean nothing else than myseIf, or
the singing, bathing, and sacrificing Indian. No one
knows it but I and the man who gave me the writing
and explained it. If it were an easy matter for any of

U
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TIMID SCRUPLES.

our friends to see or guess what the signs mean, they
would soon. steal our birch-bark books. Hence all
our ideas, thoughts, and persons are represented in
various mysterious disguises."

Up to this time my Indian had only spoken. Now
I asked him to fulfil his part of the bargain and sing
the song. He could only make up bis mind to this
with great difficulty; but though he was so timid,
I was equally desirous to make the discovery that an
'Indian can'sing to notes.

At length he asked me if I would be satisfied with
the part (from 9 to 12) where the note signs were.
I granted him this, and he commenced in a trembling
voice. But he could not go on.

He told me that, if he were quite alone with me, lie
would do it. J, therefore, seated myself with him, far
away from the others, on the edge of the cliff, where
the graves lay in front of me, and the scalps fluttered
in the breeze.

When we sat there alone, he began once more to
sing, or rather to mutter. His voice trembled, and he
seemed to be very frightened. I almost fancied ] i
forehead was bathed in perspiration. He placed is
mouth close'to my ear, so that lis hot breath bIew
on my cheek. His eye was every now and t en
turned timidly and wandering towards the glo my
forest, behind which the sun had already desce ed.
It almost seemed as if thé tsavage child of the rest
were seeking protection in my breast. All this hile,
however, bis finger pQinted to the notes, and he aised
and lowered bis finger, and in accord with t his
muttering voice. So much I saw, however, that there
could not possibly be notes for every tone."ood,"
I at length said. "Spotted Feather, I set the free.
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Cease thy song, and here thou hast a quantity of
tobacco, so that if anybody wish thee harm for what
thou hast betrayed to me, thou canst reconcile thyself
again !"

The pictorial writing on the following page I copied
as carefully as possible in the lodge of an Indian, who
had arrived here from the interior of Northern Wis-
consin.

I found this man, to whom I was .introduced for-the
sake of his chansons, in a remarkably good humour.
The previous evening, owing to soine ailing, lie had
taken a steam bath, was now perfectly cured of his
aches and pains, and was comfortably sitting on his
bed, smoking his morning pipe. -The stones he had
employed in order to produce the steam weie Ktill
lying before him. They were collected in a hole, and
covered with green twigs of the Arbor vite, "en
signe de gratitude et pour marquer son respect pour le
Grand Esprit."

The book, or birch-bark cover, which he showed
me, and on the inner side of which were the drawings,
-was about five inches wide, and consisted of two lids,
each one inch and a quarter in lengtb, so that the
whole was two inches and a half.

My Indian told me that they were "nagamowin-
ninin," or songs.

I first asked him who made the books and wrote
the songs down. He said it was his br-other-in-law,
"un Indien de la folle avoine," or ·a " Menomeenee."
Ris brother-in-law had kept possession of the book a
long while, and only given it to him on his death-bed,
on his most earnest prayer. He added, that it had
cost him mucl time till he had learned it al. He had
studied and practised the songs for months.

u 21- X
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THE BIRCH-BARK BOOK.

When J asked him if he could teach me some'of his
knowledge, and explain the leading features, he replied

that "it was very difficult to learn." J assured im
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MUSICAL NOTES.

that I should be satisfied if I could ônly reach so far
withrmy weak understanding as to see how difficult it
was, and why it was so; and he then condescended to
give me a few explanations. I will repeat .them
exactly as I received them from him, and only inter-
rupt them here and there with a parenthesis and
marks of interrogation:

"The crooked sign at a is the sign that the song
commences here.

"IThe bear (at b) begins the dance: 'Il marche- là
pour signe de la vie.'

"IAt c stand a boy and is teacher (father, uncle,
or grandfather), who instructs him. You see the heart
of the good teacher, and the stream of-discourse which
flows in a serpentine line from bis heart through bis
mouth to the head of the boy, as wéll as the boy's
answers, whicli flow back from his mouth to the heart
of bis teacher.

"d is the circle of the eàrth, with the sacred shells
init. (?)

"e, repetition of the couple, the teacher and boy."
(The scholar appears to have made considerable pro-
gress.,for bis head is enclosed in the "circIèsý? heaven,"
as if in a nimbus.of sanctity.)

While pointing to the bear and bis traces (atf),
my Indian gave me the advice: "On doit suivre l'ours
par ses pistes." I cainot say whether this was a
material part 6f'the song, or merely the insertion of a
good and useful Indian proverb.

"g is a sign to pause. Up to that the song goes
slowly. Afterwards a quicker time begins.

"IAt A a boy stands, watching a flying bird.
"i, two men, who expel shells from their mouths,

as they are in thd habit of doing at their ceremonies.
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THE RING OF HEAVEN.

" , the Midé priest, with his medicine-bag on his
arm.

"I is not, as might be supposed, a flying eagle, but
the medicine-bag of the man k." (As I have already
said, the medicine-bags are sometimes made of birds'
skins. And as these bags are -supposed to be so full
of life and spiritual strength, the artist has here repre-
sented the bag flying through the air with outspread
wings, and to a certain extent symbolised its magic
powers.)

"c , pause, or concluding bar of a division of the
song. At this bar dancing and beating the drum
commence.

"At n a new division commences." (It represents
a couple exerting themselves to expel a shell.)

"At o a man is walking, not, as might be supposed,
on a many-branched tree (p), but on the path of the
life and the. law (il marche sur le chemin de la vié
et de la loi)." (This path, it will be seen, has many
side paths. But over his head a bird (q) hovers, sur-
rounded by a ring "of small birds, like a cluster of
stars. The man (o) appears, to be looking up to this
cluster as a reward or crown of victory.)

"Tibekana," the Indian said, "meant, in his lan-
guage, 'the path of life.' A portion of the word simply
means, in the Ojibbeway, 'trail,' or 'path.' And the
whole means, 'the way of the dead,' 'the path leading
into paradise,' or 'the path of life.'

"8, the ring of heaven.
"The bear (t), who, by the way, is no bear, but a

man in the form. of a bear, is marching towards this
ring. He is trying to reach the opening to it, 'le
centre du monde,' or 'le trou de bonheur.'

"u, the priest of the temple, or medicine wigwam,
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AN LNDIAN FREISCHUTZ. 295

(v), who makes an oration at the end of this division.
The speech is depicted by the undulating line, which
'goes down from bis mouth to the roof of the temple."

As a perfect conclusion of this part,>there is a turn
at eating and smoking, indicated by the pipe (w) and
the dish (x).

1. " Great bar-grand pause. The main affair, the

great ceremony of the reception of a new member
into the order of the Midés, really terminates here.

"The man (at 2) is the new member just received.
He emerges from the temple into the open air, with
his powerful e ine-bag (3) in bis hand. He tries
its strength and consecration, and the animals, both
bears and birds, appear to fly before him." (While
blowing on them with bis medicine-bag, he also
seems to be snow-balling thei witli the sacred shell.)

Thus strengthened by magic arts, and initiated into
the Midé order, he at length shoots (at 4) an arrow
and, like Max in the Freischütz, brings down a bird
from the air. It falls at his feet (at 4). The Indian
told me it was a kiniou (warrior-eagle).

For this he is obliged to offer a dog, as a sacrifice to
the Great Spirit (5).

6. "Pause, or concluding bar of thig division." (The
pictures that now follow are so fantastic, and my In-
dian's explanations were so fragmentary, that I must
give up all attempt at any continuous description.)

At 7, instructions about the constantly recurring
vomiting of shells seems to be again.represented.

"At 8," I was told, "a song~is represented between
the sun (9) and the earth (10). ° The song," my In-
dian said, "must be sung exactly at mid-day, because
the sun is then floating perpendicularly over the
earth."



il

<Il

J

The quadrangle (at 11) is meant for a piece. of
cloth, such as the priests receive as a reward and pay-
ment after their exertions. I cannot say, though, why
this piece of cloth again hangs between the sun and
earth.

The priest (at 12) sings, "Le voilà! le sacrifice,
qui a été donné au grand-prêtre !"

With this figure the whole performance terminated.

I noticed, in the possession of one of the young
warriors who came down from the interior to the bay,
a tomahawk, richly decorated on both sides, or, as the
Ojibbeways call this instrument, a "wagak wadongs."
Some of the things represented on it were merely idle
ornaments, but others had a meaning.

On one side was a drawing, of which I here present
a copy:

My friend told me it represented his dream of life,
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AN ALLEGORY.

and that he had this dream on the St. Croix River,
when he was quite a young fellow. He fasted ten
days for it.

The two human figures at a, he told me, repre-
sented himself and his guardian spirit, or guide, who
spoke -to him in his dream, and ordered him to look
upwards. When he did so, he saw a large, handsome
eagle (a kiniou) sitting in its nest, as is represented
at b. The double mark under the bird indicates the
nest. Above the bird a crown of glistening stars
floated, and over them the moon (d).

" J often think of this face, this eagle," he said,
"and I not only think of it, but I speak to it in a

loud voice."
I "Has it already helped thee ?"
111e. " Frequently. If it did not help me I should

not have taken so much trouble to paint it on my
tomahawk."

I. " Canst thou impart to me all the circumstances
and course of this dream?"

lie. "No; but when J am in great danger, and on
the point of dying, then I shall collect all my family
around me, and reveal to them the entire history of
my dream. And then they will hold a great feast."

The little figures below (e) are birds-war birds.
" The rings at ff f are marks for the war expe-

ditions which the Ojibbeways have made against the
Sioux."

I. "Canst thou not .give me closer details of these
expeditions, and their meaning ?"

le. "No: a very old man made these marks for
me. 11e knew about them; but I do not know."

A
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THE DEPARTURx.

CHAPTER XIX.

DEPARTtRE FROM ANSE-BO !-RICHARD THE TRAPPER-FISE SOUP-

INDIAN DAINTIES--BUFFAL HUMP-ELK' S1PAWS-A C03PLAINTE-A

TOUCHING SCENE-SAULT E SAINTE MIARIE-THE ISLANDS-RIVIERE AU

DESERT-THE BARK CANOE-A NIGHT VOYAGE-MISSIONARY PERILS-

I-DIAN CILDREN--FISR SPEARING-DEER SHOOTING-TRAITS OF OLD

TI3ES-AN HOSPITABLE RECEPTION-THE CATHOLIC CHAPEL.

AT length the day arrived when we were compelled
to take leave of the Anse and its remarkable inhabit-
ants. It seemed to me as if I left so many fields there
unexamined, so much treasure not raised, and I saw
our little canoe push off from the shore with unfeigned
sorrow.

Once more the little bell in the chapel on the hill
was rung; once more all the guns of the young men
were discharged; and once again the entire population
fell on their knees along the beach to receive the
benediction of their departing shepherd. We had
rowed past the village, and the shots and pealing of
the bell had ceased, when we heard a muttered "Bojo !
bojo 1" from behind a bush. It was the old dreamer
Kagagengs, who was sitting on the beach, black, smoke-
dried, and wrinkled, wrapped up in his blankets, and
wishing us farewell.
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We paddled along our former route, passed the
strangely formed rocks of Anse Bay, up the rivers
and lakes of the interior, and arrived, after a pleasant
though rather monotonous day, at the lodge of the
Canadian Richard, one of the three hermits residing
on the Lac du Flambeau.

He was a remarkably merry and humorous fellow,
of course descended from an old noble family of Nor-
mandy, and the son of a Frénch officer; for the poorest
Canadian here will boast of such progenitors. The
Canadian half-breeds often swagger with two genea-
logies-a European, commencing with a "lieutenant
du roi," and an Indian, from some: celebrated chief.
I met one half-breed, a man tolerably well off, who
had engraved both his French coat of arms and his
Indian totem (an otter) on his seal-ring.

Richard prepared us a famous fish soup, but as he
had neither sugar nor salt to give it a flavour, we
could not prevent him going to fetch*us one of these
ingredients, and though the evening was gusty and
rainy, he got into his canoe and paddled across the
lake to his neighbour, under violent thunder and light-
ning. I listened to lis song the while, for he never
once left off singing even in this commotion of the
elements, and his really unnecessary trip. His song
died away in the obscurity, and at last I heard him
coming back and still singing. J thought of Menaboju,
who did not leave off singing even in the belly of the
great fish-king.* He brought us a lump of maple
sugar, and our fish soup w'as covered with it, after the
Indian fashion.

Richard insisted that this was a famous dish, and far
* This, with several otherlegends, Ihave omitted from the work, because

my readers will be familiar with them in the pages of Hiawatha, to which
I recommend Mr. Kohl's book as a famous supplement.-L. W.
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0- NDIAN DAINTIES.

better than fish soup with salt and pepper. However,
he was ready to admit that there were other Indian
preparâtions even better than this. The most delicate
of all, he said, "a most elegant dish," was a certain
blending of deer meat and young corn, prepared in
the following way: "When the corn (maize) is
still quite 'young and unripe, they cut it down, husk
it, and boil or bake it in red-hot pits. These pits are
first filled with burning wood and hot stones, heated,
and then cleaned out. Then they are lined with the
husks of the young corn, and the corn laid upon them
and covered over with leaves,, and upon them earth.
The corn thus baked shrivels up very.much, and can
be preserved in this way for a long time; it is eventu-
ally boiled with bear or deer meat. It then swells
up again, having retained all its swîetness-and spring-
juices, and imparts a pleasant flavour to the meat."
(This Indlàn dish enjoys among ail European traders
and trappers a certain degree of celebrity. It is de-
scribed, or at least allude1 to, in Carver's " Voyage
on the Mississippi.)

"Any person who has grown accustomed to Indian
cookery likes it much, even more than the European,"
Richard said, and I have heard many Frenchmen say
the same. "Everything remains more natural. They
refine upon it, too, in their way, by not allowing the
virtue and aroma to escape with the steam. Thus
they boil or roast turtle usually in the shell, and
thrust a stick into the mouth. A peculiar Indian
mode of cooking turtle is as follows: They thrust a
piece of "bois blanc" 'into the mouth. This wood,
when young, contains a sweet and. pleasantly tasting
pith, of which they also make a soup. After boring
a hole through the pith and lighting t at one end, the
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damp steam of the pith passes through the tube into
the interior of the turtle, and gives it a flavour. The
shorter the stick burns down the further they thrust
the turtle into the fire." The largest and most -re-
nowned delicacies of the desert are, however, the fol-
lpwing four: " the buffalo's hump," "the elk's nose,"
"the beaver's tail," and th' "bear's paws." The two
latter I tasted: the beaver's tail, when smoked and
then carefully cooked and roasted for a long period,
tastes like bacon. The bear's paws are also known
among us, but connoisseurs all gave the preference to
the elk's nose.

It struck me as curious, too, that the Indians cook
their porcupines precisely as our gipsies do hedgehogs.
They blow them up, peel off the quills as the gipsies
do, and eat them half-cooked.

After enjoying our over-sweet fish meal with such
kitchen discourses as ·these, Richard proposed to
give us a Canadian Voyageur song, a "complainte."
"Ecoutez !" he began:

"cJe vais vous chanter
Une complainte, bien composée,
Une complainte bien triste," &c.

He had not, however, progressed far with this elegiac
song, than he grew so affected by it that he began
crying.

"Hélas! je braille," he sighed, "je ne peux pas
chanter !"

Between the intervals of smoking and sobbing he
began again once or twice, but I could only under-
stand so much that he was singing about a drowned
Voyageur and his dog, who discovered its master's
body. In a trembling voice he sang:
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A TOUCHING SCENE.

" On a bien cherché son corps,
Sans avoir pu le trouver.
C'est son chien qui a fait apercevoir
Son maître noyé-

Hélas, c'est si touchant! Je ne peux plus !"
" C'est qu'il a connu personnellement ce Voya-

geur," our Voyageur Du Roy remarked. "Ah, le bon
Richard! Il a le cœur si tendre !"

Instead of a song we had a perfect scene, and we
found some difficulty in consoling our kind host. It
seemed to me very curious that these rough, half-
savage bear-hunters had yet retained a "cœur si
tendre" in this icy North.

The following day we marched again through the
wild forests, 'and, after a few days-or, to use the
Indian phrase, a few "nights"-crossed the lake to
Sault St. Marié, a village on the rapids of St. Mary's
River.

The powerful outpour of water at the eastern end
of the lake, called the St. Mary's River, is a combina-
tion of several very variously formed waters. The
river divides into several broad arms, which separate,
unite, and then divide again. Repeatedly these arms
collect in large pools, when they become calm, and
then shoot in harrow passages from one lake to the
other, thus forming the rapids. In this manner a
labyrinth of large and small islands is formed.

Canoe voyages in this wild water labyrinth are-em
quisite. The shores of the islands and continent are
covered with dense forests of leafed wood and firs.
On the Canadian, or eastern side, run the final spires
of the Canadian chain of mountains, which were here
broken through by'the water gods, or by Menaboju,
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SRIIERE AU DESERT.

as the Indians say, to give the lake air. These heights
are generally covered with forests, though, here and
there, masses of naked primeval rock jut out on the
shore, and scatter their fragments over river and lakes.

Some of the islands-St. Joseph's, Drummond's,
Anebish, and the Sugar Islands-are each as large as
a German county, but countless others as small as a
salon; and in some places you find yourself surrounded
by islands,~ each of which has scarcely room for a
couple of trees.

Through the midst of all this pour the crystalline

waters of Lake Superior, here gently cirling in large
pools, and there, foaming through the narrow passages
like mountain, torrents.

The islands and shores are still in a state of pri-
mitive savageness. Their interior is perfectly unin-
habited and uncultivated, and so covered with swamps,
blocks of stone, logs of wood,,and rolling stumps, that
the- bears could not desire a better thicket. Even
the nearest mountain-tops, which you feel inclined to
ascend for the sake of the view, can only be reached
axe and saw in hand. Most of them are as untrodden
as was the Alpine Jungfrau fifty years back.

On one of these rapids there is an Ojibbeway vil-
lage, an Indian mission, called Rivière au Désert. It
is probably a very ancient Indian station, and a Chris-
tian plantation may have existed in the old times of
the first Canadian Jesuit missions. At any rate, the
name Rivière au Désert is ancient, and is mentioned
innmany of the earlier reports on the country. But its
present condition-the Methodist and other Protestant
chapels built here by the side of the Catholic church,
the Indian families now settled and collected here,
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the district marked off as their reserve-all this dates
from modern times.

A person who only consulted a French dictionary
would give a very wrong translation to the nanie
"Rivière au Désert." He would find under the word
"désert" merely allusions to the Sahara and other un-
inhabited districts, and would consider his translation,

- " Desert River," peculiarly applicable to this Canadian
forest desert. The name, however, is not French, but
Canadian, and the English have correctly rendered it
by "Garden River." How tfie ideas of " garden" and
"desert" gradually merge into each other, and can
become identical, may appear very strange at the first
blush, but the American traveller easily comprehends
it. Nature is here, at the outset, a pleasing wild forest
garden; but when civilised man breaks into it, his axe
and his fire produce a desert of halWcarbonised tree-
stumps and skeletons.

The "improvements," or the patches of oats and
barley sown among the tree-stumps, are so scanty that
they can scarcely be regarded as something agreeable.
Hence, the French Canadians, accusing themselves, as
it were, of being desolators of nature, have named
such a patch of cultivation "un désert."* After a
while the clearing reassumes a garden-like character,
and the English, as I said, translated the desert into a.
garden.

The first half of the name, or "rivière," is derived
from a stream that pours down the Canadian moun-
tains, and divides the village into two parts. "On
one bank of the river," I was told beforehand, "are
the huts of the Protestant Indians, with their wooden

SThey have also formed a verb of it, "déserter"-i. e. to desolate the
forest, or introduce cultivation.
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THE BARK CANOE.

church, and, on the other, the Catholie buts ranged
round their chapel."

I was very curious to visit this settlement, and as
my excëllent friend, the Catholic missionary, under
whose charge it was, was about to go there, and
kindly accepted me as a companion, we prepared for
our departure at an early hour next morning.

But in these Indian countries, above all, the pro-
verb, "early saddled but late ridden," becomes a
bitter truth. ilopes had been held out to us of
several ways of travelling, but in the course of the
morning these were dissipated through various rea-.
sons. At length we found and engaged an Indian
who was about returning with his family to Rivière
au Désert, and intended starting directly. But the
October sun was already setting when we-the In-
dian, his squaw, their boys and infant, my friend and
self-at length embarked in the small, fragile wash-tub
of a canoe, and glided down the north-eastern arm of
St. Mary's River.

Our Indian and his wife'took up the paddles, and
kept them going as busily and regularly as a steam-
engine. My worthy friend of the Church sat at the
stern, and guided our nutshell.

These excellent men, the learned pastors of the
Canadian mission, are always obliged to appropriate
some of the life and acts of the Canadian Voyageurs.
They understand how to steer a canoe, guide a Mac-
kinaw bark, and get ready the dog-sledge. They are
good sailors, and wear water-boots and South-westers
suited to the swamps and rainy and strmy climate of
their widely extending and desolate parishes, so far
as this is feasible without entirely abolishing the cleri-
cal costume.

X
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06 THE MISSIONARIES.

Chateaubriand has described in a most attractive
and true manner the labours and perils which the old
missionaries patiently endured in these wild countries
that they might cultivate à garden of the Church;
and I may take it on myself to speak on this subject,
for J have read all the old journeys of the early mes-
sengers of the Church, and- followed them with sym-
pathising zeal. In our day, when religious martyrdom
no longer flourishes, it is especially refreshing to travel
in a country where this epoch bas not entirely died
out, and to associate with men who endure the greatest
privations for loftier purposes, and who would be well
inclined even to lay down their lives for their Church.

In fact, everything J heard here daily of the pious
courage, patience, and self-devoting zeal of these mis-
sionaries on Lake Superior, caused me to feel intense
admiration. They are well-educated and ]éârned.
men, many better educated,.indeed, than the majority,
and yet they resign not only all enjoymeiit and com-
forts, but also all the -mental inspiration and excite-
ment of polished society. They live isolated and
scattered in little log-huts round the lake, often no
better off4han the natives. They must draw their
inspiration entirely from their own breast and prayer.
Only the thought of the great universal Church to
which they belong keeps them connected with society
and the world. It is true, however, that they find in
this an incitement to exertion, which our Protestant
missionaries lack. The latter, broken up into sects,
aàbour only for this or that congregation, while the

former are animated 'by the feeling that, as soldiers of
the Church, they are taking part in a mighty work,^
which includes all humanity and encircles the entire
globe.

t.
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RELIGIOUS ZEAL.

The sheep forminig these little flocks are usually
scattered over wide deserts, and hence the shepherds
are constantly travelling during a great part of the
year-in summer in bark canoes, in winter in dog-
sldghs-in order to bear to the members of their con-
gregation the consolation of the Church. They must
seek them at one time in a secluded bay, at another
in the heart of the forest, according as fishing or hunt-
ing may be their employnient at the moment. e Even
the daily offices of the Church-a christening, a wed-
ding, consoling the sick, or a burial-are accompanied
by unspeakable difficulty and exertions, for here, all
these things, which cost our home pastors merely a
walk, are connected, so to speak, with an Arctic ex-
pedition à la Franklin or Kane.

My companion-a follower of Fathers Allouez and
Marquette-told me the following story, as something
of ordinary occurrence in this country:

It was not long after the blessed cold Christmas
season. Nature lay buried beneath the cerecloth of
winter snow and ice. It was evenig, and my mis-
sionary had just retired, after the labour and fatigue of
the day, to bis quiet log-hut, where he shut up his
breviary and snoozled over the fire. All at once
there was a knock at thépdoDr, and a breathless
stranger, covered with snow and icicles, walked in.

It was an Indian, who had hurried on night and
day,- in snow-shoes, to inform the missionary that his
mother was ill, and requested the presence of the
"father," and the«consolations of the Church.

The place where she lived was forty miles off, but
e necessary preparations for the journey were imme-

iately made, the two dogs fed,-the harness and sleigh
x2
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A DANGEROUS JOURNEY.

brought out, the snow-shoes repaired and patched,
the sacred vessels packed up, and the next morning,
long before sunrise, they had started. The dog-sleigh
is naturally only intended to carry the utensils, luggage,
the bed, consisting of a blanket, and the provisions,
which are reduced to a bag of flour and some bread.
The missionary and the Indian walked along side by
side in their snow-shoes.

One of the dogs, which belonged to my friend,
pulled willingly and well, but the other, hurriedly
borrowed from a neighbour, proved to be lazy and
obstinate, and would not work without its master.
It had scarce been driven a few miles, with consider-
able trouble, ere it turned sa age, snapped at then,
tore the harness, and at length laid itself down so
sulkily in the snow, that nothing was left but to un-
harness it, let it run back to the village, and continue
the journey -with the -other dog. In order to help it,
missionary and Indian harnessed themselves in turn,
and thus they reached at nightfall "the little rapids,"
the place where they intended to spend the night, be-
cause they knew there was a small deserted log-hut
there, which would afford spme shelter.

The house stood on the other side o, the river,
which was frozen over. But in the middle of the
river the whole party fell through up to their waists.
The water froze at once on their bodies, and covered
their limbs with a corslet of ice. The sleigh had to
be unpacked, and the "butin" was dragged through
the river and carried to the ruined hut, in which,
after clearing away the snow and icicles, a warming
lire was kindled, and a cup of refreshing tea prepared.

For the night missionary, Indian, and faithful dog
crept under some moss they collected, and woke the
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next morning to a repetition of the same difficulties
and adventures, which they bravely overcame, and at
the end of the third day the missionary was enabled
to give the poor dying Indian woman extreme unction,
and see her eyes gently close in death.

Would an Oxford gentleman rejoice at being pre-
sented to sucli a living ?

With these, and similar interesting stories my friend
told me, night drew on apace, and cold autumn fogs
biooded over the quiet water. Our Indian and his
squaw ceased paddling at times, and drew the blankets
and hides more closely round their children, lest they
might take cold. The little Qnes lay comfortably in
the middle of the canoe,. between their parents and
the sehr where I sat cowering.

It is impossible to have a quieter and more polite
load than a canoe full of Indian children: The eldest
boy played the Jew's-harp incessantly, and the younger
children lay listening to him, with their black heads
peering out of the woollen rags and pieces of hide in
which their parents had wrapped them. I noticed
that the latter ever had an eye on the children, and
frequently, when they ceased paddling, gazed on them
with affectionate sympathy. They would then nudge
each other, and' exchange some whispered remarks
about the children..

It seems to me a settled thing that Indians have an
ape-like affection for their children. Even fathers are
very kind to their sons, and never treat them with
severity. Would that the sons were at a later period
equally grateful and patient with their parents! But
love of children is a law of nature, while gratitude
or recognition, as the derivation of the word im-
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plies, is a higher product of the educated, "sensible"
mind.

Children soon become useful-indeed, indispensable
-to parents, but parents gradually grow a burden on
the children. It never happens among the Indians
that an infant is exposed, as is the case among our
urban population, who deny the impulses of nature.
On the other hand, you may often hear-at least, of
the very savage tribes-that they expose 'their old
people in the desert, and leave them to their own re-
sources.

.The river was by no means unfrequented. We re-
peatedly.heard the plashing of paddles, and the almost
noiseless movement of a canoe close to us on the broad
surface of the lake. As soon as anything of this sort
was noticed in the distance, the paddles were shipped
by both parties, and they remained silent. In Europe
there would have been a mutual shout and inquiry,
" Who are you-where do you come from?" but our
Indians set to work listening, in order to recognise
some voice in the other canoe, and then muttered to
each other their suppositions as to >pEo it might be.
We were watched with equal silence from the other
canoe, and so the boats glided past each other like
shadows.

These are certainly<customs and precautionary
measures originating in 'th old warlike times, which
were no longer required on this peaceful east end of
the lake. I was told, also, that the Indians are much
addicted to travelling by night, especially in a canoe,
probably from the sole reason that it is then cooler,
and the mosquito annoyance is less.

We found the bays of the little St. George's Lake,
which we reached in the middle of the night, illumi-
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SHOOTING DEER.

nated by numerous fires. Indians from Rivière au
Désert were engaged in spearing fish. The Ojibbeways
practise this mode of flshing by night and by torch-
light, in the same way as many other nations in North-
ern Europe. Like the Letts, Finns, and Scandinavians,
they suspend a fire-basket in the bows, which makes
the water transparent to a great depth. Thei'r spears
and poles are much longer, however, and they manage
'to strike a fish fifteen feet below them. The greater
clearness of their waters is more likely to be the cause
of this than any increased skill.

There is one peculiarity among these Indians, how-
ever, that they also entrap deer by fire, and shoot
them from their canoe at night. This curious mode
of hunting, which I heard of both among the Ojibbe-
ways and Sioux, i only customary in the mosquito
country, for I ever heard of it elsewhere; and, be-
sides, mosquito are an important factor in render-
ing it possible. The deer and stags are driven into
the lakes and rivers by these little tormenting insects.
They will stand at night for hours in the shallow
water refreshing themselves, or will walk some dis-
tance up the stream. The Indian hunters drift down
with the stream towards them; and, in his canoe, an
Indian will make less noise than in his soft mocassins
on the snow. In the bows burns a light, or torch,
which they make very neatly of bireh bark. The
strips employed for such torches are bound together
with a quantity of rings. The flame burns down from
one ring to the next, and bursts them one after the
other, while the lower ones stili keep the torch
together. These torches are fixed in a cresset pro-
vided with a board behind, like a dark lantern. The
liglit throws its beams forward, while the hunter
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cowers in the shadow of the board. The gently-
approaching boat does•not, strange to say, startle the
animals in the least: they stand, on the contrary,
quite quiet, and stare at it. When the hunter has so
managed that th animals cannot scent him, he can
corne close up to them and kill them at his ease, as the
light shines on thern. The animals are so little
startled by the light, that they will, on the contrary,
rush towards it; and cases have been known in which
they wounded the hunter with their antlers. There
is no sort of hunting in which a man can approach
the game with equal security, and nearly all the
Indians of Northern America seem to be acquainted
with this novel mcde of hunting.

But if 'river and lake were lively, our mission, when
we arrived at it, afforded a strange contrast. Not a
light glistened as welcome in a single lodge. Hence
we decided on paddling up to the "Ilie au Sucre,"
where a family. of hospitable Canadians lived, who, we
were certain, would not feel annoyed at so late a visit.
We certainly disturbed the good people rather cruelly
in their deep sleep, but what can equal the hospitality
of the French Canadians of the old school, especially
if a man arrive.inU the company of their pastor ?

J spent a numaber of sunshiny days among these
pleasant and obliging persons. For though the sun
did not shine once during the whole period, J found
sunshine in myself, for I was again enlightened on
many interesting points connected with this curious
race of beings.

Our Canadian hosts had cleared the forest around
to a considerable extent, had made gardens round
their most cleanly and neat dwellings, and thrown
across the forest streams bridges possessing some
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architectural pretension. Before all, though, they
had made a wooden roof over four trees, and con-
structed beneath it a pleasant little chapel, in which
there was no want of flowers and other gay votive
offérings on the -altar of the Virgin. In this chapel
our whole party was present at mass every morning,
and then we took to our canoe, and made excursions
to the Ojibbeway village opposite in search of Indian
traditions and ethnography.
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CHAPTER XX.

AN ATELIER-PORCUPINE QUILLS-AN INDIAN STOREROOM-WILD PLUMS-

SAND CHERRIES-CRANBERRIES-EDIBLE ROOTS-MAPLE SUGAR-GRAIN

SUGAR-CAKE SUGAR-WAX SUGAR-THE ESKIMOS-LNDIAN FISHING-

TUE KING OF FISR-THE WHITE FISH-SPEARING-CATCHING STURGEON-

LENGTI OF THE SPEARS-WINTER FISHING-THE IDECOY FISH-TRIDENTS.

My excellent companion pitched his hut at Rivière
au Désert, near his little church, which. lies a short
distance from the village. Then he busied himself
with repairing the house of God and arranging the
affairs -of his parish. In the tent we had our fire,
where we met to dine and sup. In the mean while I
lounged about th e village, watching Indian life more
closely, and at riight we returned to our French Cana-
dian on the opposite shore.

I tiade the acquaintance of a half-breed in the
village, who kindly invited me into his house. These
men, who have two sorts of blood in their veins, have
also generally two names, Indian and French. My
good friend's Frencli name was La Fleur, his Indian
one Bimashiwin, or, as he translated it, "Une chose,
ou personne, qui marche avec le vent," as we should
say, a sailor. La Fleur was an Indian pipe-cutter,
and bis squaw busied herself with embroidering por-
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cupine's quills, which work is so much admired by the
Indiaqs. The whole house was an atelier, and re-
minded me of the lines in Hiawatha:

At the doorway of his wigwam
Sate the ancient Arrow-maker,
In the land of the Dacotahs,
Making arrow-heads of jasper,
Arrow-heads of chalcedony.

Red and black pipe-stones, half or quite finished
pipe-bowls, with the little engraving tools, lay in one
corner of theroom, and in the other portion, reserved
for the squaw, were clean birch bark and elegantly
carved miniature- canoes, -and children's pouches
covered'with'" toutes sortes de plumissages," or that
fantastic and gay embroidery which the Indian women
prepare so cleverly out of porcupine quills. It is an
art that only flourishes in America, and whose myste-
ries and manipulations were revealed to me here for
the first time.

The body of the American porcupine is covered
with a fine hairy wool, from which quilis of various
lengths projec, though they never grow so large,
thick, and stiff as those of the eastern porcupine.
They are more elastic and flexible than the quills of
young bird's feathers, and they have a somewhat
harder point at either end. They are naturally white
or grey,- but readily take any colour desired. On
these qualities of the -porcupine quills the Indian
squaws have based their art.

In the first place, they remove the quills fromt the
wool, and sort them into large and small. Even the
largest are rarely more than three inches in Iength.
The longer quills are employed to ornament the pipe-
stems, while the smaller ones, which are not stouter
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than a thick thread, are used for enibroidery work on
purses, bonbonnières, cigar-cases, &c.

After sorting they are dyed, and for this all sorts of
colouring plants have been found in the forests. A
very brilliant black is produced by the charcoal of a
certain variety of willow, a bright yellow from the
berry of a bush they call "bois de perdrix," and
a pleasant red from the juice of the cranberry. To
produce other colours, when they have no better
expedient, they pluck from old woollen rags dyed in
Europe the threads which possess the colour they
require, and boil them with the porcupine quills, to
which their colour is transferred. Then they prick
the design with a fine needle on the birch bark, of
which the object to be adorned is made. The two
sharp ends of the quills pass through with ease, are
cut off on the inner. side of the bark, and form a
coloured mesh on the right side.

By adding mesh to mesh in this way, the "fleuris-
sages" are gradually produced.

J have described on another occasi°on La Fleur's
own trade. But his wife's mother interested me even
more than the arts he and his wife practised. She.
was an old Indian woman, who used to spend the day
with the family, though she had her own wigwam a
short distance off.

Her Indian name, which was told me, but which I
forget, was equivalent ip French to "Quand le petit jour
parait," and is, therefore, almost synonymous with our

. Aurora, or dawn. This old Aurora told me that she
originally came from the far west on the Upper Mis-
sissippi, but had followed her son-in-law to this part
of 'the world. When I asked her which place she
liked besf, she gave an unhesitating preference to this



eastern Garden River. Here, she said, all was so
quiet and secure, while on the Mississippi she had
never known a peaceful day through fear of the
Sioux. Those wicked men had killed no less than
three of her brothers, and ten cousins, uncles, and
nephews.

As my good people were quite as curious about me
as J was about them, my first day among them was
almost entirely lost in questions touching Europe and
my country, about which they wished to know all
sorts of things. Among other things, they asked me
whether Indians ever came "from this island" to Ger-
many. - As the war was raging at 'that time between
England and Russia, they addressed several questions
to me on that subject, and wished to know whether,
in case the English were defeated, the Russians 'would
take al Canada and march on the Kitchi-Gami. As
I conscientiously believed I might save them any fears
on this head, we separated for the first day in a mutual
state of satisfaction. I promised to return the next
day, and they, on the other hand, promised that they
would keep nothing in their housekeeping concealed
from me.

It is surprising how many objects worthy of inves-
tigation are presented to a man even in such a wretched
little Indian cabin as this of La Fleur.

An ethnographer fancies he will very soon have
finished the inventory, but, on looking more care-
fully round, he finds it as full of interesting matters
that have been collected as any magpie's nest. And,
lastly, if he take each branch seriatim, the object of
his investigation spreads out like a tree, and he finds
that the life and requirements of even the savage are
far more composite than he at first imagined.

THE RUSSIAN WAR. 317317
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Recently I looked about me a little in the kitchen
and cellar at La Fleur's. I confined myself to one
special subject, the berries and forest fruits, and saw
what stores they had collected of these, and what ad-
vantage they derived from them. I began to make
out a list of them, but, before I had finished, evening
surprised us. Hence, I suspect that my investigation
was far from beipg complete, and that these trifling
productions of t•e woods play a much more important
part in Indian housekeeping than I- am in a position
to describe. However, I will give the result of my
notes, such as it is.

When I alluded.to the -subject, and told the good
woman that I should like to see all the berries, nuts,
and fruits the Indians have discovered in the forests,
and which they are accustomed to eat, she first
brought me a handful of "pagessaneg " (des prunes
sauvages), for it was now the middle of October, or
the time when they are acoustomed to collect this ripe
fruit., Wild plums are found in large quantities through
the whole of Canada. They - grow chiefly on the
banks of rivers and the smaller lakes, and in rowing
past I frequently saw the trees covered with green
fruits, and heavy branches pendent to the water.
The French Canadians make a very pleasant preserve
of the fruit, and though when unsweetened it is of
course not to be compared to our garden plum, when
boiled with sugar it exhales an extraordinary delicate
forest aroma.

The Indians dry it at times, but more usually boil
it with maple sugar, and make it into a sort of cake,
or dough. They boil and stir the plums in the kettle,
until the mass becomes thick ; then they spread it out
on a piece of skin or birch bark for the thickness of



an inch, and let it dry in the sun. It supplies a tough,
leathery substance, which they roll up and pack in
their "makaks" (birch-bark boxes). These are then
placed in holes in the ground, like so many other
things of their housekéeping, and covered with earth.
It keeps sweet a long time, and in winter they eut off

pieces, which they boil with dried meat. "C'est bon
-- bon, monsieur-tout à fait."

Whether the art of preserving fruit with sugar is an
old invention of the Indians I am unable to say, but
I believe so, for it has been ascertained that the manu-
facture of sugar was pre-European among the Indians.
Besides, the use of sugar as the universal and almost
only condiment in Indian cookery is, most extended.
Sugar serves them, too, instead of salt, which even
those who live among Europeans use very little or not
at all. They are fond of mixing their meat with
sweets, and even sprinkle sugar or maple syrup over
fish boiled in water. They have a perfect aversion
for salt, and I was often told they could not digest
salt meats, and were taken ill if they lived on them
for any time, A similar dislike for salt is noticeable
among European traders who have lived with the
Indians. At last they grow quite to give it up, and em-
ploy sugar instead of it. That great cookery symbol,
the salt-box, which is regarded among rmany salt-con-
suming nations with a species of superstitious reverence,
is henée hardly ever found in an Indian lodge. But the
large sugar makak may be always seen there, and
when the children are impatiènt, the mother gives
them some of the contents, and they will sit at the
door and eat sugar by handfuls. .

Like the wild plum, the wild cherry is very com-
mon in this country. It is found extensively in the
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érablières (sugar-mage plantations) and on the edge
of the smaller prairies in the forest, where hay is
made. The cherries, which are ripe .in August, are
called by the English "sand cherry," and by the
Canadians "la cerise à grappe." The women collect
them at the same time as the whortleberry, and pre-
pare them in various ways. One mode is smashing
the cherries between two flat stones, then mixing them
with the fat of roebuck or other animals, and boiling
the whole till it forms a dough. I is then eachéd in
makaks. In winter, when they wish to do a guest
honour, aüd other fresh things are wanting, they will
produce this. "C'est très bon !"

TIhey also collect and dry the little red apples they
find in their forests, and eat them as dessert.

Another forest fruit which they collect largely is
the Canadian bellois, or English whortleberry. The
berries are generally dried by being laid on frames of
" bois blanc," in which they are suspended over a slow
fire, and "boucaned." When quite dry they are
packed in makaks, and~ mixed with the bread dough.
They also boil them with fish and flesh, as we do
peppercorns. The sweet berries answer instead of
sugar, which grows rare in winter, and is often entirely
consumed before the fresh spring harvest. They
attach much value to a good whortleberry year.~ "Oh !
oui, monsieur, c'est- une grande ressource pour nous
autres-!"

The berries which the Ojibbeways call "mashki
gimin" are, however, of still greater value to them; at
any rate on St. Mary's River. The Canadians here
cal them "les ottakas," but this is probably an Indian
word, which the Canadians learned from some other
tribe and introduced here. They have no French
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appellation for them. The English call them " cran-
berries," but they are miùch larger and finer than
our fruit of that name. . Theßg.4ow in swamps, and
are ripe in October. I was told *hat half the Indian
families then absent from the vilflge had gone "dans
les ottakas," or to the cranberry harvest. All the
Canadian, British, and American settlers along this
river also preserve large' quantities of this pleasant
bitter-sweet and refreshing berry. It has, recently
become a valuable article of export to Lower Canada
and America, and one of the settlers boasted that he
exported several tons annually. The poor Indians
have to do the prinçipal work: they go off with squaw
and chilren into the swamp, often forty miles away,
build a temporary shelter there, and pick as many
berries as they ean. The "great preservers" on the river
then buy their harvest of them. Although the berries
are ripe in October, it is always better to pluck them
later in winter. The fruit has, nàmely, the peculiarity
that it does not fall off of itself; it remains on the
branch, and will go on ripening even beneath the snow.
The old berries may be seeni still on.the bush when
the new leaves and blossom are already put forth.
These ottakas do not require drying or preserving, for
they keep through the whole winter in the Indian
lodges, and are for a long time as fresh as if just
plucked from the tree.

As I had generally heard that the Indians were a
marvellously indolent race, who only endured want
and hunger through their own lainess and careless-
ness, I did not expect to find, On closer inquiry, that
they employed so many little resources of nature -in
their housekeeping. Tbey also carefully collect the
wild hazel-nuts, rival the squirrels in their search for
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them, and keep them in bags. They use them, to some
extent, ins4ad of butter, for they often eat them with
their bread, or the unsalted maize cakes, to which the
pounded nuts give a flavour. When they have nei-
ther nuts nor fat to take off the insipidity of the maize
cakes, they employ a decoction of ashes. "We use
very white wood ashes for this3" my Indian woman
said to ime, "and pour warm water on them. The
coarse part faUls to the bottom. We also filter the
ash-water and then pour it on the ,dough or into the
soup." This is, then, a sort of use of salt, and I have
read of this decoction of ashes in the oldest writers
about the Indians-for instance, in the reports of De
Soto's expeditions.

In addition to the bear roots of which I spoke be-
fore, I saw among the roots the squaw employed those
known by the name of " swan potatoes." They grow
in the water, on the banks of rivers and lakes. There
is a special season for gathering these, and they are-
threaded on strings of "bois blanc," and are hung up'
to "boucaner" in their lodges. When dried, they are
very small, and occupy but little space, but in boiling
they swell out. "Elles sont beaucoup mieux, mon-
sieur, que les pommes de terre, très sucrées, et molles
comme la farine !" When this Indian squaw described
her delicacies to me, my mouth always began to water,
such exquisite qualities did she give them.

My oldlady also showed me another little bag of "de-
licious and valuable" roots, which she called " wada-
pinig." These were not tubers like the last described,
but long, thin, knotted roots, of a yellowish-brown
colour, which I ate with considerable relish, for they
had a taste something like watercress. They are prin-
cipally found in dry localities and in the erablières.
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They are boiled 'before eating, and considered very
wholesome. They are also dried, pounded between
two stones, and the powder used to make into bread
or broth, like wheaten flour. "By making the broth
rather thinner, and shredding a little meal into it, we
obtain an excellent soup."

They also collect and eat fresh several herbs,
plants, and leaves, as, for instance, the leaves of a
plant which they call "les feuilles de la truite."
These leaves are plucked in early spring, and when
quite young and fresh. I know not whether it is
called trout herb because that fish is fond of it, or
because it is eaten with the trout ; but J was assured
that the squaws made a very pleasant and nutritious
green soup of this herb and fish: the bones and offal
are taken out of the latter, then they .are pounded
between stones, and boiled with the herbs. A
Voyageur told me thise fish soup was excellent, al-
though he praised their game or venison soup much
more: "This is made of the dried venison which is
to be found in every Indian lodge; I have seen and
tasted it frequently. They have always some in
readiness, and if they wish to give a guest something
nice, they take a couple of han dfuls of shredded meat,
throw it in a saucepan with dried plums or whortle-
berries, and thus produce a soup which restores the
strength of a poor fatigued Voyageur as if by magic."

They prepare several sorts of sugar in their sugar
camps at the commencement of spring, when the sQow
begins to melt. The chief sort is "grain sugar," which
is produced by boiling the sap of the maple-tree, and
stirring it round and round till it crystallises. Their
principal stock of sugar is found in this granulated state.

The second sort is what is termed "cake sugar."
Y 2
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THE ESQUIMAUX.

To produce it, they boil the juièe, without stirring it,
till it becomes thick, and pour it, just prior to crystalli-
sation, into wooden moulds, in which it becomes nearly
as hard as stone. They make it into all sorts of shapes,
bear's paws, flowers, stars, small animals, and other
;figures, just like our gingerbread-bakers at fairs. This
sort is principally employed in making presents.

A third variety is the "gum," or "wax sugar." This
is produced by throwing the thick-boiled sugar into
the snow and cooling it rapidly. The sugar in that
case does not crystallise, but becomes a soft coagulated
mass, which remains tough for a lengthened period,
and which can be twisted about between the fingers,
or chewed as an amusement.

Generally they prefer tileir maple sugar to the West
Indian cane sugar, and say that it tastes more fragrant
-more of the forest.

In truth, when I looked at these various productions
of the Indian cooking art, I easily understood why the
Eskimos, those train-oil drinkers and whale-fat esters,
are an object of aversion to their Indian neighbours in
the south. ·To my surprise, the Ojibbeways on Lake
Superior are all acquainted with the raw flesh eaters,
or, as they call them, "Ashkimeg." Before J knew
anything of the analysis of this word, I consulted the
old Indian woman as to its etymology, and she said:
" Ca signifie une chose qui serait casiment sale et pleine
de limon. Littéralement ça veut dire une personne qui
mange cru. Mais le tout se rime toujours sur le limon
de poisson, sur quelque chose dégoûtante qu'on ne peut
pas manger." She made such a sour face that ii gave
me a lively idea of the horror in which these cooking
Indians hold the Eskimos. Bishop Baraga Baye, in his
Lexicon, that "Ashki" in composition meansI"raw,"
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but he does not tell us the meaning of the termination,
"meg." Probably this word "Ashkimeg" is very old
in the Algie language, and we formed of it our Euro-
pean word, "Esquimaux."

The reader will, no doubt, have learnt from Professor
Agassiz's excellent report of the ichthyology of Lake
Superior how rich it is in peculiar varieties of fish, most
interesting to the naturalist. Here, where my proper
study is man, I will restrict myself to describing the
sorts of fish I saw and eat, and then proceed to, my
main object, "the human art and human guile," by
which the Indians lure the finny brood "to die in
scorching air." (Goethe.)

In all the small rivers running into the lake the de-
licious trout is found, and we often caught there not
only the spotted, delicately marked trout, but also that
which Longfellow describes:

Like the yellow perch, the sahwa
Like a sunbeam in the water.

There are also large lake trout, which attain a size
I-never saw elsewhere.

The siskawet is a fish bearing some resemblan e to
the salmon-trout. As it belongs to the larger fish, and
is peculiar to Lake Superior-at least, to the upper 1kes
of the St. Lawrence-it has attained a certain de e
of celebrity, and some persons consider it a delic cy.
But it is too fat and soft.

A variety of herring is also found in large shoal in
this lake.

The Indians, however, consider the sturgeon "the
king of fish," and it plays a very devilish part in th ir
legends. Not only does it swallow the here, Men -
boju, canoe and all, but it is frequently the represent -
tive of the evil principle.

t'
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"Mais la force c'est le blanc "-the "poisson blanc."
This fish may be called the daily bread of the fisher-
men on this lake; for it is, in the first place, the most
abundant, and may be caught the whole year through;
and then it is the most wholesôme sort of fish, and has
a very agreeable taste. The meat is snow-white, and,
when carefully boiled, rather flaky, though never dry.
You can eat it for breakfast, dinner, and supper, with-
out growing surfeited -- especially when cooked by
Indian women, for they manage to serve it up de-
liciously. "The Indians are very particular about
their'food, and this is specially the case with the
atikameg (the Indian name of the blanc); and if it
should happen to be watery, or over-boiled, the severe
head of the house is sure to give the squaw a hint."

The Ojibbeways have the same methods of fishing
as we-with the net, the line, and the hook-and
many other varieties in addition.

They have also in their language, first, a general
term for " fishing," and then a special word for every
description of fishing.

"I fish" generically is, "INin gigoike" (literally the
words ignifies, " Imake fish"); "Nin pagidawa" means:
"I catch fish with nets;" "Nin pagibadi1:" " catch
fish with a line on which there are many hooks."
"Nin akwawa" means: "I fish with a spear." We
could certainly convey this idea in English with one
word, "I spear," still it woula not be so comprehen-
sive as the Indian word, in which it is explained that

fis are speared.
They have also a separate term for spearing fish

by torchlight; they call it "wasswewin" (fishing
with a spear in the light).

"Nin wewebanabi" signifies: "Ifish with a hook;" it



is the only term of the whole category whicli ve can
render in one English word, "I angle."

Fish-catching is not the principal means of existence
among the Ojibbeways, as among rmany of the other
tribes,* fot they depend mainly on hunting. If the
Eskimos respect the bold whale-spearer or industrious
seal-hunter, our Indians legard the activ deer-slayer
or brave beaver-trapper as a man to be r spected, who
can support a farily, a brave who gai the women's
hearts, and whose praises the songs repat.

They rarely speak of the gagoike9, or fisherman,
and the popular poesy seems to devo e as little atten-
tion to him as does the national religion. Their
sacred medicine-bags are made of the skins and furs
of ail other useful animals, but I n ver saw one made
out of a fish,. though such skins ight be employed
equally well as those of snakes, for instance. Nor
among their totem signs or famil arms do I remember
to have seen a fish, though ther was any quantity of
birds, and évery description o quadruped. Nor do
they ever use any part of ti e fish as an article of
clothing. More than this, although they employ
feathers of every descriptio , even the quills of the

porcupiné, as ornaments, they never use the pretty and
silvery fish-scales, althougl they appear so well suited
for the purpose. All those parts of the fish they canr
not use as food they tl/row to the dogs. Nor did I
ever come across any magic song for catching fish,
although I have them for animals ofthe chase.

If, then, ail this goes to prove that the Ojibbeways,
in spite of their great lakes, are a hunting nation, they
have by no means neglected this source of subsistence,
least of all those who dwell near the'lake, and the
division of the nation into -" gens du lac" and "gens de
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FISHING ON THE ICE.

terre" may be partly founded on the difference of
their occupation. But, for all that, the lake people
are passionate htnters too, and the "people of the
interior" come at times long distances to profit by the
fisheries. The migrations of the fish, their regular
arrival and departure, the periods of their spawning,
being out of season and becoming in condition again,
hence have a material influence on the movements of
the population.

Of all the varieties of fishing, the one best suited
to a hunting people appears most extensively used-
namely, spearing.

Most astounding are the many sorts of fish lances
they have invented, and how cleverly they use them.
This is the species of fishing least used among us.
'And we might draw the conclusion from this fact,
that the people were a( rist exclusively hunters, and
then at length applied their hunting operations to
fishing, thus converting Diana's hunting-spear into
Neptune's trident.

They spear fish in winter and summer, by night and
by day. They spear the huge sturgeon and the little
herring-often, too, even smaller fish.

In winter, spearing is almost the sole mode of catch-
ing fish. Very naturally so, for the firm coat of ice
supplies the secure position so necessary for the fisher-
man to throw and aim with certainty, and which the
oscillating canoe does not afford him so well.

One of the most remarkable forms of winter spear-
ing of which I was told, is "sturgeon speari
They perform it on the ice in this way: they cut
with their ice-chisel a round hole about two feet in
diameter, and over this hole build a hut of bush-work,
which is again covered with a cloth. The fisherman
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crawls into this hut with the upper part of his body,
the legs remaining outside, and places his face over
the hole. The light falls through the transparent
ice, and illuminates the crystalline waters for a long
way round. The artificial darkness over his head
keeps off any reflexion from the opening, and he can
see clearly to a depth of forty or fifty feet, and watch
the movements of every passing fish.

With their long spears and certain thrust, the fisher-
men strike to an extraordinary depth. Their spears
are frequently thirty-five to forty feet in length; but,
for all that, they handle them so cleverly that their
prey, w'hich they fetch up from such a depth, rarely
escapes them. Of course this is only possible in such
transparent water as that of Lake Superior.

Were the water beneath quite motionless, the cer-
tainty of the blow with the long spear would be in-
creased. But there are currents at many parts of the

,lake, and in these the largest sturgeon generally lie;
as, for instance, in the rapids of St. Mary's. River. As
the rapid flow of the water would render it quite
impossible to reckon on the blow with the long spear,
the Ojibbeways, when sturgeon-spearing, usually em-
ploy an assistant. He holds a cord fastened to the
bottom of the fish-spear, and corrects its movements
in the flowing water.

For this purpose, a small channel is cut from the
main hole, where the spearer stands, through the ice
and against the current. It is from twenty-five to
thirty feet in length, and allows the cord to be freely
moved. The·other end of the line is held-by a young
fellow, who sits at the extremity of the channel, and
moves the cord according to the orders and signals of
the fisherman. If the latter see a sturgeon coming

a
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up stream, and, as fish are wont to do, moving along
first quick and then slow, and then stopping altogether,
he tries to get his spear right over the fish's back, and
orders his assistant, by signs, to let go a little, or pull
up slightly, till the moment arrives that the iron is
over the fish's back, when he gives a thrust, and
usually brings up -the quivering fish.

Sturgeon generally- swim very deep, and, conse-
quently, such an arrangement is required for their
capture. Other fish, however, can be seduced nearer
the surface by a variety of schemes, and are then
speared with no .difficulty. The Indians carve for this
purpose small artificial fish of wood or bone, which
they let down into the water as a bait. The Indians
call these little fish "okeau," the English equivalent
being "decoy-fish." I saw several of them, very
cleverly executed, generally in the form of a small
herring. Some were also stained light blue, just like
the real fish. They attach it to a long string, which
is fastened to a piece of wood a foot and a half in
length. It is weighted with a piece of lead, so that it
may sink perpendicularly in the water. The fisher-
man, lying over the bole as in sturgeon-spearing, lets
his okeau play round the mouth of the fish he .is
decoying, draws ft up in time, and tantalises the poor
wretchhigher andhigher, until he can easily spear it.
I could not discover why they did not use our Une
and bait, which would, be iuch less troublesome,
I should imagine. Perhaps the fisherman is not so
clever in angling as in spearing, and does not feel so
certain. Perhaps, too, a natural bait is sometimes
rare, and they have nothing edible-to spare.

I saw nearly al their varieties of fishing-spears.
They cail them generically "anit," but have special
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names for the various sorts. They all appeared to be
very neatly made, and admirably adapted for the pur-
pose. Some had two prongs, others three. -In the
trident the centre prong is shorter than the other two,
which diverge slightly. At times they use several
short central prongs, while they have all barbs on the
outer sides.

Fôr catching larger fish they also have a species of
spear-head, which, on striking, comes loose from the
pole, and is merely attached to it by a cord. The
fish darts of, dragging the wooden bob after it, gra-
dually becomes exhausted, and is captured without
difficulty. Iw

1
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332 SNOW-SHOES.

CHAPTER XXI.

SNOW-SHOES--VARIETY OF ORMS-LEATHER THONGS-THE ETE 0F THE

SHOE-SHOE TASSELS-BEAR'S-CLAW SHOES-QUICKLY MADE SHOES-THE

OJIBBEWAY SLEDGE-MOCASSINS-WAR AND PEACE-GOOD DREAMS-

GETTING UP AN EXPEDITION-MAGIC SONGS-THE ADJUTANT-THE SQUAW

OF SACRIFICE-LA CONDUCTRICE DU CALUMET-YOUNG BRAVES-BLOWING.

A CLOUD-THE JOSSAKD-REVENGEÎA HORSE THIEF-INDIAN BRAVERY

-ENDURANCE-SIOUX AND BLA CKFEET-HOLE-IN-THE-DAY-INDIAN CON-

SPIRACY-THE LAND-SURVEYOR-FORT SNELLING-A BLOODY WAR.

THE, dense population of European countries soon
-a walks and shovels footpaths through the winter snow

from village to village and from house to house. The
scattered elements of population here are unable to do
this, and hence they require an instrument which will
easily bear them over the loose snow and inequalities
of soil, if they would nôt bestifled and starved in the
masses òf snow: This is the snow-shoe, whieh is as
necessary in winter as the canoe in summer.

Through the whole of North America all the war-
riors, hunters, traders, travellers, church-goers, men,
women, and children, move about at that period in
snow-shoes. Even the English and French ladies ii
Quebec and Montreal have borrowed the custom from
the Indians, and go about the country in snow-shoes.

The Indians possess snow-shoes of very varying
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VARIOUS SHAPES.

forms and sizes, and for various purposes and occa-
sions, differing according to the nature of the'snow
and ice. I am told that the arrangement of the in-
strument, as the Ojibbeways build it, cannot be im-
proved upon. Their theory was frequently explained
to me. I have attempted to walk in them, and I have
inspected most of the varieties at the places where they
are used.

The ordinary large Canadian snow-shoe, or "agim,"
is made very substantially, carefully, and suitably. It
has, general1y, the shape of a boat, or fish with a wide
stomach and head in front, and a long tail behind.
The Ojibbeway name is probably derived from agi-
mak (ash-wood), because the framework is made of
that wood, just as the name of the wigwam is derived,
for similar reasons, from the wigiwass, or birch-tree.

The frame is kept in its fish-like shape by two cross-
bars, one before and one behind. These beams are
called "okanik," and it must be remarked thal this
word is not applied to cross-bars generally, but only
to such snow-shoe cross-bars.

The three divisions which the two cross-bars make
with the frame, are filled with close-plaited work of
thin~leather cords, whose ends are passed round the

'frame and cross-beams, and fipmly fastened. In the
front and back compartment the meshes are closer,
in the centre wider.

The most interesting thing in the'construction of
the snow-shoe is the little arrangement by which the
foot is fastened in, and brought into connexion with
this huge shoe. The foot rests with the ball of the
great toe on what is termed the "bimikibison," a
word meaning the foot bandage, and also the walking
thong. This is a strong, elastic cross-cord of leather,
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which is fastened very securely, not only to the frare,
but also to the front cross-bar, by means of short
cross-bands.

The snow-shoes are generally one and a half feet
broad, five feet long, and even longer, and' hence are
a tolerable weight, in spite of their light construction.
On reflection, it will be seen to be impossible to bind
sucli an enormous sole firmly on the foot in the way
we fasten our skates, for the long snow-shoe would
then ,have 'to follow the mov'ement of th foot in

tepping. It would sink into the snow in front with
every step, and be lifted behind by the heel. In this
way the foot would have a very painful and straining
task, which could not be endured for any length of
time.

The great point is that the snow-shoe should never
be pressed into the snow, and the weight be always
equally divided over the loose snow-ground. At the
same time, the snow-shoe must not be lifted from the
ground, but be dragged as gently as possible over it.
It must be allowed to slide along over it in the same
way that many persons shuffle along in tieir slippers.

Iu order to effect this, there is a small mesh, or loop,
in the centre -of the bimikibison, just large enough to
allow the toes to pass through. The broad bal of the
foot does not pass through with them, but pushes
against it, and in its movement forward drags the,
snow-shoe after it. In order to prevent the foot
slipping out behind, another sling passes round the
heel, so that the latter can always freely move up and
down, and at the same time stil remain attached to
the whole in the horizontal movement. This heel-
band is called "adiman," and I may remark here
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. THE " EYE OF THE SHOE."

again, that ·a cord is not generally called adiman, but
only this "snow-shoe heel-cord."

The heel, in going down, rests on the meshwork of
the snow-shoe, but there are no meshes in front before
the toes. There is, on the contrary, a hole, in which
the toes can play in their up and down movement
like the piston of a steam-engine in a boiler. They
call this hole "oshkinjig," or the "eye of the snow-
shoe."

It will be seen from all this that .the foot is faste.ned
to the snow-shoe nearly in the same w'ay as a piston
with two arnis-fast in the centre, while the two arms
move freely. The centre (or ball of the foot) is im-
prisoned, while the two arms (heel and toes) have an
upward and downward movement. The toes pass
with each step through the eye of the shoe on to the
snow, which, however, owing to their shortness, they
scarcely touch.

Our mechanicians could not have solved the problem
more carefully or better. Were not the invention a
thousand years old, the Indian inventor ought to re-
ceive a premium and a patent.

Like the canoes, the snow-shoes are sometimes
painted all the colours of the rainbow. They also
fasten a number of coloured tassels as an ornament
to the wooden framework. These tassels are called
"nimaigan," a word meanincg snow-shoe tassel4 and
no others.

The Europeans have imitated the Indian snow-
shoes just as they have done with the canoes, and, I
grant, made them more correctiy, with their improved
instruments and mode of manufacture. In the forts of
the Hudson's Bay Company, among the Indian traders,

-1
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BEAR'S-CLAW SHOES.

&c., magnificent specimens of snow-shoes may be seen,
just as they have the best and largest canoes. Such
snow-shoes, however, intended to satisfy every re-
quirement, need time to make; but sometimes circum-
stances occur when a man is only too glad to have
anything, so long as it is broad, on his feet. It often
occurs to the hunter that. the camp must be suddenly
broken up in the heart of winter, and snow-shoes
quickly produced. We will assume that a smail ba'nd
of Indians bas tried to stay as long as possible in a
neighbourhood, but is compelled to leave it at last.
The hunters have returned once morein the evening
empty-handed; the kettles and stoMachs are equally
empty. The snow-has fallen deeper during the day.
Al at once the people are alarmed, and decide on
starting the next morning, either for a more produc-
tive hunting-ground, or to find some friends better
provided than themselves. The old snow-shoes have
been broken during the' winter, and al the memnbers-
of the band, even the girls and children, must have
snow-shoes in all haste. They work at them all day
and al night, and of course cannot turn out such
finished and elegant work as that I have just de-
scribed. In such cases, the makwassagim, or bear's-
claw snow-shoes, are made ; they are built after a
more simple model, and hence receive a different
shape, bearing a fanciful resemblance to that of the
bear's claw.

The Canadians call them in the saine way "ra-
quettes pattes d'ours," and everybody knows how to
cut them out in the forest in case of need.

In many parts they'only take a long board, which
they cut to the shape of a flsh, but, of course, the "eye"
of the shoe must be made in this. On such board-
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shoes a species of trough, or cavity, for the entire foot
is chiselled out, so that it may always fall back in its
right position. These wooden snow-shoes also have
their peculiar advantages under certain circumstances,
as, for instanée,when the road runs over very soft
and watery snow, and over swamps, when they keep
out the danp.

The nature of the ground to be traversed regulates
to a considerable extent the form and size of the
snow-shoe. In forests, where there are many roots
and creeping plants, smaller snow-shoes are used;
on plains, larger ones. On any intersected terrain
covered with stones, or on lakes and rivers, where
the ice has packed, and is not- quite covered with
snow, they have extremely long snow-shoes, turning
up at the front end like the head of a skate or the
prow of a ship. These are frequently six feet long,
and easily glide over any obstacles on the road. You
feëel very safe in them on night journeys, when the
obstacles are not so easily avoided. In woods and
thickets these long snow-shoes with bent points can-
not be used at all,.for they easily catch in roots and
brambles. The prairie tribes, however, are said to
have their snow-shoes generally made in this form.

These tribes have not discovered the use of the
wheel and vehicles. . They do not even appear to use
the roller in moving heavy weights, or to have 're-
course to those round logs and levers found in use
among some slightly advanced races in other countries.
Here they have not got beyond the sledge, but they
have various forms of this. The prairie tribes that
have horses form their sledges in the following way:
they bind two poles crossways, kept asunder at the
top by a cross-bar, and fastened to the harness, so that

z
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338 THE SLEDGES.

the ends trail along the ground. At the point of
intersection the things to be transported are fastened.
At times they fasten boxes on them, in which they
lay their old people and invalids, who can hardly find
this mode of locomotion pleasant.*

Among these forest tribes-the Ojibbeways-i never
saw any of these pole sledges, but the ice sledge is in
general use among them. The sledge which is found
here on Lake Superior, and among all the tribes of
the great Hudson's Bay territory, is made of a long
narrow board, bent upwards at the end. It is gene-
rally only one foot wide, and nearly eight feet long.
They tell ine this is necessary, that they may work
through the narrow passages of their trails. There
may be some slight variations from here to the North
Pole in the form of this snow-board, but I describe
the details here as I observed them in a sledge on the
lake.

The most important thing is, that the board should
be as thin as possible, and for this purpose they employ
a very elastic wood, which will slide over the surface
inequalities like a snake, and not break easily, of which
there is considerable risk, owing to the length. In
front there is a crooked beak, about one and a half
feet long, to which a stout piece of leather is sewn,
fastened tiglitly to the board by two ropes, .so as to
keep the curvature always rigid. The board is re-
inforced by two or three cross-pieces fastened on to it.
They have no runners, but the sledge glides along with
the entire surface of the board.

As draught animals to the sledges only dogs are

The poles employed are the tent-poles, which the prairie Indians are
obliged to carry about with them, owing to the scarcity of wood. On this
subject the reader should consult Catlin, who gives several pictures of these
primitive sledges.-L. W.
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used here, and they are harnessed to two poles jutting
out in front of the sledge. The load is divided over
the whole of the sledge, and a cord is run along either
side of the board and fastened to the cross-pieces.
These are used for the purpose of fastening cords over
the load and keeping it in its proper place. A cord
generally trails along from the back of the sledge,
which the drivers seize now and then to act as a check
when the sledge is going too fast down hill, or to turn
it in another direction. Sometimes, when the descent
is too steep aid slippery, they will overturn the sledge,
load and all, and allow it to slide down on the edge.
They told me they had very different sledges for the
smooth ice on the lakes, but I had no opportunity of
seeing them.

I have often alluded to the "mocassins," but have
had no opportunity of describing them. As I am here
talking about a matter allied to them, I may be per-
mitted to tag on a word of praise for this Indian foot-
covering.

According to the opinion of the Ojibbe&ys,''nd
other people who live here in the Ojibbeway fashion,
the light, thin, soft Indian mocassin is the best foot-
covering in the world -incomparably better than
clumsy, stiff European boots, which the Indians can-
not endure. In their mocassins, which are made
of brown tanned deer-hide, they say they can get
along much quicker, especially over the swamps, so
common in this country, where they would tread deep
holes and sink i if wearing heavy boots. The mo-
cassin is very porous, and the perspiration of the foot
is not at all impeded, while it protects the foot fromI
slight wounds excellently. From the fact of being so
porous, the mocassin dries much quicker, and it may
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WAR CUSTOMS.

be allowed to dry on the foot almost without risk.
You do not catch cold in them soeasily as in our thick
leather boots. Owing to the great elasticity of the
mocassin, which follows every expansion or contraction
of the foot like a second skin, the foot always moves
freely in it, and hence remains warmer than in the stiff
European boots, in which ,it is enclosed as motionless
as in a coffin. In the severe cold the "nippes".can be
introduced into the mocassins to keep the feet warm
more easily than inour unyielding boots. If the foot
is injured, and bas to be bound round with plaster and
rags, the mocassin offers the pleasantest slipper in the
world. The Indian mocassin-wearers naturally never
suffer from corns, bunions, pinching of the toes, and
other foot diseases, and they usually have a small and
graceful foot.

There is probably no chapter of Indian ethnography
of which more bas been written than about the manners
and customs they observe in war and the negotiations
of peace, and yet I heard here much that was perfectly
new to me, and Iwill attempt to narrate some portion
of it, while avoidling repetition as far as possible.

Naturally the inducements for their war expeditions
-we may say, more correctly, murder and revenge
expeditions-are extremely various, and the way and
manner in which they are introduced and brought to
an outbreak differ greatly. Very frequently, however,
the whole undertaking will commence with the wicked
thoughts of revenge, and dreams in the heart and head
of one war-desiring chief-just as an avalanche is pro-
duced by the fall of a stone.

Good dreams are, before all, necessary for a war, as
they are for hunting and for all other important under-
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takings. When a ch*ef is meditating a war expedi-
tion, or preparing for i either a dreain he has had was
the incitement to it, or in case the determination pre-
ceded the dreamr, he now seats himself for the express
purpose, concentrates his every thought on the subject,
and seeks to gain good dreams for it before he proceeds
to carry it into execution.

He keeps apart from his faini1yý and, like a hermit,
retires to a solitary lodge, built e pressly for the pur-
pose. There he sits whole eveni gs on a mat, beating
the drum and muttering gloomy agic songs, whic hlie
will break off to sigh and lament. le has all sorts of
apparitions while lying in his bed: the spirits of his
relatives murdered by the eneny visit him, and incite
him to revenge. Other spirits come and show him the
way into the enemy's camp, romise him victory, tell
him at times accurately whe e and how he will meet
the foe, and how many of t em he will kill.

If bis drum and song a&e heard frequently in the
evenings, a friend will com/e to him, and, sitting down
on the mat by bis side, will say "Wlhat is the matter
with thee, Black Cloud ? Why dreamest thou ?
What grief is oppressing thee ?" The Black Cloud
then opens his heart, tells him how his father's brother
was scalped three years back by their hereditary
enemies, the Sioux, bis cousin last year, and so on,
and how thoughts of his forefathers had now come to
him. They had often appeared to him in his dreams,
and allowed him no rest with their entreaties for ven-
geance. He will tell him, too, a portion of the
auguries and signs he has received in his dream about
a brilliant victory he is destined to gain, and of the

ways and means that will conduct him to it. Still,
only "a portion," for he generally keeps the main
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point to himself.It is bis secret, just as among us
the plan of the cainpaign is the commander-in-chief's
secret.

The friend, after listening to all this, if the affair
seems promising, will take to the drum in bis turn,
and "aid his friend with his dreams." The latter, if
placing full confidence in him, appoints him his asso-
ciate or adjutant, and both place themselves at the
head of the undertaking, or become "chefs de guerre,"
as the Canadians express themselves. They always
consider it better that there should be two leaders, in
order that, if "the dreams of one have not strength
enough," the other may help him ouy'

These two "chefs de guerre" no sit together the
whole winter through, smoke coun ess pipes, beat the
drum in turn, mutter magic son the whole night,
consult over the plan of operatio s, and send tobacco
to their friends, as an invitation to them to take part
in the campaign. The winter s the season of con-
sultation, for war is rarely c 'ed on then, partly
because the canoe could not be employed on the
frozen lakes, and partly because the snow would
betray their trail and the direction of their march
too easily.

If the two are agreed on all points, if they have
assembled a suflicient number of recruits and allies,
and have also settled the time of the, foray-for in-
stance, arranged that the affair shall begin when the
leaves are of such a size, or when such a tree is in
blossoin, and this time bas at length arrived-they
first- arrange a universal war-dance at the cemetery
with their relatives and friends, at which the women
are present- painted black like the men. The squaws
appear at it with dishevelled hàir, and with the down
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of the wild duck strewn over their heads. A similàr'

war-dance is also performed in the lodges of all the
warriors who intend to take part in the expedition.

If the undertaking and the band of braves be at
all important, it is usually accompanied by a maiden,
whom they call "the squaw of sacrifice." She is
ordinarily dré'ssed in white; among the Sioux, for in-
stance, in a white tanned deer or buffalo robe, and a
red cloth is wrapped round her head. Among several
prairie tribes, as the Blackfeet, this festally adorned
"sacrifice squaw" leads a horse by the bridle, which
carries a large medicine-bag and a gaily-decorated
pipe. A reverend missionary, who described ber to
me, called her "la conductrice du calumet." Among
the Ojibbeways, who have no horses, and usually
make their expeditions on water, this maiden is seated
in a separate canoe.

When ail ave taken their places in full war-paint,
they b ti[ heir melancholy death-song, and push off.

Ifthe expedition is really important-if the leader
of the band is very influential-he wiil have sent
tobacco to other chiefs among his friends; and if they
accepted it, and divided it among many of their parti-
sans, other war bands will have started simultaneously
from the villages, and come together at the place of
assembly already arranged.

They naturally take with them as little as possible,
and are mostly half naked, in order to march light.
They do not even burden themselves with much
food, for they starve and fast along the road, not
through any pressure of circumstances, but because
this fasting is more or less a religious war custom.

They also observe all sorts of things along the road,
which are in part most useful precautionary measures,
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in part superstitious customs. Thus, they will never
sit down in the shade of a tree, or scratch their
heads, at least not with their fingers. The warriors,
h vever, are permitted to scratch themselves with a
piece of wood, or a comb.

The young men who go on the war trail for the first
time, have, like the women, a cloth or species of cap
on the head, and usually walk with drooping head,
speak little, or not at all; and are not allowed to join
in the dead or war songs., Lastly, they are not per-
nitted to suck the marr'ow froin the bone of any
game that is caught and eaten during the march.
Therë are-also any quantity of matters to be observed
in stepping in and out of the canoes on the war
trail. Thus, the foot must not, on any condition, be
wetted.

·The only things they carry with them besides their
artps and pipes, are their medicine-bags. These they
inspect before starting, as carefully as our soldiers do
their cartridge-boxes, and p'ace in them all their best
and most powerful medicines, and all their relics,
magic spells, pieces of paper, &c., in order that the aid
of all the guardian spirits may be ensured them.

,On approaching the enemy's country they build a
large branch lodge, and repeat in it all the ceremonies
they performed during the course. of the winter. At
this performance there is something for the young men
to do who have not before been to war. A bar .is
laid on two forked sticks, and they jump over itin a
state of nudity.

On the march through the enemy's country the
mysterious tobacco-smoking becomes more frequent,
for they have now all sorts of information to acquire,
to divine, to guess, and beg from the spirits. At one
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moment a doubtful trail of the foe is discovered, and
it is necessary to know where he is hidden. At
another moment they desire a little rain, or fog, to
secure thertséves from detection; and this must be
produced by incantation. The leaders of the band
then take up the decorated war-pipe, which is always I
carried before them, and one. offers it to the other,
that he may try hi strength ; but through modesty,
or want of confide ce, no one is particularly desirous
of taking it. At times the pipe will go the round
twice or thrice efore any one will accept it. At
length a great lairvoyant or "jongleur", will step
forward-generally the conmander-in-chief.--seize the
pipe, and prophesy that by the time he has smoked it
so deep, or whn he has smoked it out twice or thrice,
the hoped-for fog or rain will arrive, and with it the
time'for attacking.

If they are lucky in their prophecies, and at the
same time victorious in action, they hang up after the
engagement some deer-skins, or other niatters, in the
trees on the battle-field, as a species of expiatory sacri-
fice; for they appear, to a certain extent, to regard
their murderous attacks as something godless, and
hope by such sacrifices to prevent the manes of their
murdered foemen, and the spirits in heaven, being too

angry at their barbarous cruelty. Many of them will
bring locks of hair, eut from their deceased relatives,
on to the battle-field, and have a habit of thrusting
them into the wounds they have dealt on the enemy.

I have been assured that they will frequently eut
fingers, arms, and other limbs from their enemies,
which they carry home to show to their families.
These limbs, which finally grow quite dried up, they
carry about with them for a long period. Like the
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TE SIOUX BRAVE.

scalps, they are produced at the war-dances, and the
braves will grow so excited over them as to break off
and swallow a finger. "Oui, monsieur, j'ai vu tout
ceci souvent, et c'est plus-vrai que leurs histoires de
Menaboju."

The stories told of the Indians' daring deeds seem
almost incredible, as well as of the undaunted courage
they evidence on the field of battle. "As a general
rule, however, perfect belief may be placed even in
the most extraordinary stories," so said an esteemed
friend of mine, who had travelled much in the far
west, and who told me the following story of the
behaviour of an Indian on the battle-field:

He was a Sioux warrior, and had received such a
terrible wound in fighting with the "Blackfeet"-the
arch-foes of his tribe-that he at last sank on his knees
and let his weapons fall. Several Blackfeet rushed
upon him, brandishing their knives, for the purpose of
killing him. "Stay !" the menaced man shouted;
" wait an instant! ' Before you kill me I have some-
thing to say to you. You do not know yet who
I am. Listen! Ye have made a good capture! for I
have spent my whole life in fighting against you."
Then i told them that; he was the celebrated So-and-
so, reminded them of many well-known forays made
by the Sioux into the Blackfeet country, and described
the occasions on which he had scalped or killed their
people.

The Blackfeet, like all Indians, very curious in
such matters, "lent him their ears" eagerly, and
formed a listening group around him. Some, in their
amazement, came quite close to him,,leaning on their
knives and hatchets with outstretched head, and quite
forgetting the fight.
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The Sioux, who had been watching his opportunity,
ended his narrative with the words, "And see ! now
you have me! now I must sing my death-song, and
go along the wearying dark path to the west; but I
will take some of you with me as company and
attendants." Yelling these words, he collected all his
strength, eut frantically around him, killed one of the
enemy, and wounded several, before they could re--
cover from their surprise and eut him in pieces, After
doing this, even the Blackfeet were obliged to admire
bis craft and courage, and called him a brave when-
ever they told the story.

Even more astounding than their bravery are the
stories told of their incredible self-command and
patience in enduring bodily suffering. In a skirmish
between the half-breeds of Pembina, on the Red
River, and the Sioux, one 'of the latter was shot
through both arms, and rendred perfectly defence-
less. The Indian fell, and, knowing his hopeless
position, determined on feigning death as the only
chance of saving his life. He sank on the ground,
stretched out his full length, as if dead; and the half-
breeds, really believing he was so, came up and
scalped him. Without moving a feature, or evidenc-
ing life by a single con'vulsive spasm, the Sioux en-
dured this operation, and then fled to the forest when
the battle-field was free. The next day several pr-
soners were brought into the half-breeds' camp, among
them, to their amazement, the man they had scalped
for dead. He told the story how he had deceived
them, and in what way he saved his life. He was
cured, and lived a long time after.

In their hôrse-thefts -and the majority of their
thefts are of this nature-the Indians of the west
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À CLEVER THEFT.

prove themselves frequently as clever as they are
bold. - Once a Sioux, whose piebald horse had been
shot in a skirmish, desired to have another piebald.
He crept by night- into the camp of the enemy, the
Blackfeet, in order to steal one. On entering the
camp he came across a splendid barse, so conve-
niently tethered that he could have' carried it off
without difficulty. But it was not of the colour he
desired; it was black, and he wanted, as I said, a pie-
bald. Indian thieves are very peculiar in their fancies:
they do not take the first thing they come across, but
try to obtain some remarkable thing of which they
have dreamed, or on which they have set their fancy.
The thief, or, as'the Indians wouldèall him, the hero,.
crept along on all fours verf noiselessly-more noise-
lessly than a serpent-through the village, and dis-
covered another horse; but, on examining it in the
obscurity, it proved to be brown. Crawling still
further on, he came to a piebald exactly as he wanted;
but it was tethered very close to a tent, and the bridle
was oarried inside. He gave it a tug to see in what
way it, was fastened, and suddenly heard a stir in the
tent.. A sleeping Blackfoot, the owner of the horse,
had bound the bridle round his arm, as they so fre-
quently do for the sake of security; and jumped up as
quick as he could to see what had been tugging at

the rein. The Sioux had fallen on his stomach long
before, and crawled like a snake through the grass.
The sleepy Blackfoot looked round, but on seeing
nothing, went back into the tent with the bridle, atid
was soon snoring again lustily. In a quarter of an
hour the Sioux crept up again, and reached the bridle
so gently that not even a blade of grass crackled. He
would have found it easier to take off the bridle, but
he wished to have that too; hence he seized it with
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both hands, and, reckless whether the bridle or the
arm were broken first, gave such a violent tug that
the horse came loose at once. In a second he leaped
on ità back, and trotted away. A general commotion
was aroused in the camp, shots were fired after the
thief, and a suddenly mounted band of half-naked
sleepers galloped out after him into the prairie.
Bullets and arrows soon flew around him, and as at
starting he had missed the direct route to his home,
and was compelled to make a circuit, he was caught
and surrounded by several of the enemy: He was
obliged to have recourse to his own weapons, but he
had soon expended ail his arrows, and, to add to his
trouble, his bow-string snapped.. The foremost of
the Blackfeet barred his way, and seeing him taking
aim, the Sioux couched his last remaining arrow,
galloped on his foe, and pierced him through the
chest in the ardour of the encounter. After thus
clearing the path he discovered that he had stolen the
-right horse for the piebald steed carried him off with
the speed ithe wind far away, and before day broke
he was once more among lis friends, and laughingly
telling them lis predatory exploits.

War goes on almost uninterruptedly between the
Sioux and the Blackfeet, the Ojibbeways and the Sioux.
Now and then, growing tired of the contest, they will
make a truce ; but the story of their peace contracts
is nearly as sorrowful and bloody as that of their
quarrels. Sometimes the peace negotiations them-
selves give occasion for a renewal of the bloodshed,
and the messengers of peace are cut down on the
homeward path by the men to whom the peace was
an annoyance.

The story of the events that happen on such an
occasion is often most interesting, especially whên
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HOLE-IN-THIE-DAY.

heard from persons thorou'giy acquainted with all
the circumstances.

In the spring of 1838 an educâted half-breed was
engaged on the Upper Mississippi as land-surveyor in
the service of the American government. He had
pitched his tent on an isolated lake about fifty miles
to the north of Fort Snelling, which had just been
built as an American fortress in'that immense flow of
water.

One evening, while eating his supper, "Hole-in-
the.day," the celebrated Ojibbeway chief, walked in.
He appearéd où that occasion quite unexpected, al.
though on friendly terms, and indeed related, with his
host.
0 But more than by the visit was the latter surprised
by the fact that the chief had blackened his face.
There had been for- several years a very welcome
peace between the Sioux and the Ojibbeways, and
some of the hostile bands had come to live on such
friendly terms that they would spend months on each
others' hunting-grounds and hunt together. Ilence
the astounded half-breed asked his friend what reason
he had for making his appearance in such solemn and
martial fashion. The latter replied, that something
fearful had happened, and worse things were at hand.
When requested to explain, he said that the whole
affair was at present a secret, and he did not know
whether some tribes of his own race were not impli.
cated in it. But as he had a man now before him
in whom he placed eçtire confidence, and who was
his relative, he would tell him the whole affair. It
was, indeed, his duty to bring- the -whole matter be-
fore the government of the white men.

".Thou knowest, my uncle," he then. continued,
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"that I, Ilolein-the-day, and my cousin, Strong-
ground (nearly as powerful a chief as inyself), entered
into a treaty a year ago witli Wapeassina, one of the
greatest Sioux chiefs. Our great father in Washing-
ton desired this. We also wisled it, iii order to put
a stop to the constant bloodshed. The Sioux also
said to us, 'Such a peace between vou and us will
be of advantage to both. You have in your forest
niany things we need ; and we have on our prairies
much game which you do not possess.'

" We made a peace, and invited the Sioux during
the next winter to hunt with us in our forests. They
came, and we agreed for the whole winter, while
hunting bears, elks, foxes, and deer.

"When spring arrived,-only a few weeks back, the
Sioux invited us to join them and-kill buffalo with
them during the summet. 'Still,' Wapeassina, the
Sioux chief, said, 'before you accept this invitation,
we wish to have a secret conference with you. Will
you come to our camp at midnight ?'

"We both accepted ¯the invitation with,out hesi-
tating, and went at-the appointed time. We found a
large new wiigwam built for the purpose of our confer-
ence. Al the Sioux chiefs and warriors. sat in the
centre of the but, on both sides, and round a gloomily
burning fire, as is generally the case at nocturnal con-
ferences which must be kept secret, at warlike under-
takings, or in conspiracies.

"We began to feel awkward, for all the warriors sat
there so solemnly and quietly, offering no salutation,
and saying not a word; and it almost seemed as if
there were cause for apprehension. As, however, we
had come, and were not disposed to offend the In-
dians, we walked quietly and firmly through the two
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ranks of warriors, and took the place of honour in-
dicated to us in the rear of the hut.

"When we were seated, Wapeassina's skabewis
(servant) came in with a very handsomely orna-
mented pipe, in which thé tobacco was already
lighted. I was about to take it and sinoke, when
Wapeassina rose, and, turning to me, said, 'Stop,
Hole-in-the-day! snoke' not yet! Listen to me first.
When ye have heard me ye can smoke or not, as ye
please. Know, then, that this pipe which we offer
you bas a distinct meaning-we have a secret to im-
part to you. If ye will promise not to tell it to any
one, not to the American agents, white traders, or
half-breeds, that live among you-if ye two chiefs
wil keep it deeply hidden in your breasts, under
every circumstance-then smoke!'

"I answered to this: 'Ye have lived the whole
,winter with us peacefuly and hunted: you meditate
no harm to us; and we, for our part, will not break
our young friendship by any treason. Hence, I will
take the pipe and smoke.'

," Strong-ground also said that he was of the same
opinion; and.we then both took-the.offered pipe, and
smoked. After this, Wapeassina told us in full detail
low their land belonged to the Sioux and Ojibbeways,
and how the white men had torn it from them by
force: how these pale faces were always extending
further and growing more dangerous, and were col-
lecting daily more troops in their newly-built sand
troublesome Fort Snelling, on the Upper Mississippi.
He said that the danger was pressing: either the giant
must be strangled in the cradle, or he would trample
on all the Indians far and near. His chief bulwark
was Fort Snelling, and al the Sioux tribes, from the
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Mississippi to the Missouri and the Rocky Mountains,
had joined together to destroy it. Warriors would
soon arrive fom all parts of the prairies to attack
and destroy that bulwark of the pale faces. He was
determined od inviting their brothers, the Ojibbeways,
who, also lived in this neighbourhood, and would be
so usefukin a war, to join them. 'Help us, brothers,'
he said; 'let our quarrel be at last utterly forgotten,
and ally you*selves with us. Send us warriors, and
come yourse ves, at the appointed time, and let us
secure the freedom of our country by our united
strength!' When the speaker ended, we were rather
surprised at the'magnitude and'difficulty of the enter-
prise. We were thoroughly opposed to the whole
plan, and did not believe that it could be carried into
effect, for wye lived nearer to the white men, and
knew their strength better. Hence, circumstances
would demand caution and cleverness.

"I then explained to the assembled Sioux, in an
equally long speech, in what a difficult position we
Ojibbeways stood. We had many half-breeds and
white men among us, and were related to them. Even
if we chief's, Strong-ground and myself, declared our-
selves for the attempt, it was doubtful whether this
plan would prove acceptable to our people, whose
interests were so greatly interwoven with those of the
white men. Hence, we could give no decided answer,
but promised once' again to keep the affair secret.

"The Sioux declared themselves, apparently, satis-
fied with this, but we received no shout of applause
from the war meeting, though that is usual with
agreeable speeches.

"IWapeassina, however, invited us repeatedly, no
matter how other affairs stood, to come with them on
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354 A FORTIUNATE DISCOVERY.

to their prairies, and hunt with them the beavers,
musk-rats, and buffalo.

"The next day we -started, and though I and
Strong-ground oeted, a party of our people went off
with the Sioux, to reside as their guests on the prairies.
OQ the third day another party of our people started,
in their desire to hunt the bufalo. But the latter
returned soon after at full speed, and with signs of the
greatest consternation, and told us they had hardly
gone far on the prairie, than they saw the corpses of
all their friends and countrymen who had started with
the Sioux lying uncovered on the roa(d, and their
limbs scattered about. The Sioux probably lost con-
fidence in them through their dubious answer, and
even if Wapeassina and the other chiefs did not play
a traitor's part, there were many young and unbridled
men in their bands who performed this bloody stroke
under the influence of the old quarrels. This, ny
uncle, is thelatest news I bring thee, and this is the
event which caused me to travel quickly home in the
state thou now seest me, and think thou what mea-
sures we must now take."

The measures the half-breed surveyor took, after
hearing this story from Hole-in-the-day, were dictated
by the duties of his position. He denounced the
whole affair as soon as possible to his government, and,
in -consequence, several squadrons were sent to Foi-t
Snelling, and this important post was saved. The
measures taken bylHole-in-the-day and his friends,how-
ever, consisted in immediately beating the war-drum.
During the same year several large bands of Sioux
were surprised and cut-down by the Ojibbeways in
the niost barbarous manner, and for the next six or

. seven years the "two races were always red with the
blood of their eneny."
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CHAPTER XXII.

CANNTBALS-PRIVATIONS IN CANADA-LIVING ON ROAST LEATIE--FRANK-

LINS EXPEDITIONS-FORCED ANTHROPOPHAGY--THE WINDIGOS-DREAMS.

AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES-MURDERS AND LYNCH LAW-MISSABIKONGS

-HIS STRANGE VOYAÂE-OUTLAWS AND TIHEIR FATE-FEMALE WINDIGOS

-VOYAGEUR STORIES-A WINDIGO TURNS CH RISTIAN-TRIPE DE ROCHE-

GIANTS AND DWARFS-AN INDIAN HOP-0.MY-TIICMB-FAIRY SPORTSMEN

AND SAILORS.

IT is pretty generally accepted and allowed that the
Indian North American tribes are not anthropoplba-
gists, and have never been so. Still, as I have just
mentioned, owing to theirs ba-barous war habits and
wild thirst for -revenge, they will sometimes sin by
swallowing human flesh. It frequently happens, too,
in these barren and poor countries, that men are so
reduced by hunger and want, that in their despair
they shoot down their fellow-men like game, and eat
them in the same way.

"In my utter misery," a Canadian Voyageur as-
sured me, "I have more than once roasted and eaten
my mocassins."

Many educated traders also assured me that if they
had to reckon up all the leather articlçs they have
devoured in their life, they could easily make up a
couple of dozen skins.

2 A 2
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TUE CLAIIS OF IUNGER.

In a country where such scenes and- events as
Franklin described in such heartrending fashion in his
first Arctic voyage are among the things which every
man endures once or twice through life, we can
easily imagine that men like that cannibal half-breed
whom Franklin's companion shot, should not be a
rarity. In fact; my ears still tingle with the tragic
stories I heard of an Indian who killed his two squaws
and then bis children, in succession; of another who
murdered bis friend; of a third who wandered about
the forests like a hungry wolf; and hunted his fellow-
men; stories, one of which happened in 1854 on Isle
Royale, another on the north bank of the lake, the
third occurred sonewhere else in the neighbourhood,
and were told mne in their fullest details.

But even thesécases of unnatural attacks on one's own
brethren, produced by unspeakable want, are only ex-
ceptions to a rule, The Indians here, on the contrary,
have always retur-ned to a state of natural repugnance
against cannibali*m, aud they have, indeed,. a decided
aversion from tVose who have committed the.crime,
even wbhen inxtreme want, and almost in a state of
rabid frenzy. They give them the opprobrious name
of " Windigo," which is nearly synonynous with our
cannibal. And it is quite certain that if a man has
ever had recourse to this last and most ho ible method
of saving hjs life, even when the circmstances are
pressing and almost excusable, 1e is always regarded
with terror and horror by the Indians. They avoid
him, and he lives among the savages like a timid head
of game.

Any one that has once broken through the bounds
does so easily again, or, at least, the supposition is rife
that he can do so. lIence be becomes an object of ap-
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pr Whension, and must live retired from the rest of his
1e low-men. le does not enjoy their fraternal assist-
a ce,' and thus his hostile position towards society soon

rives him back into the sanie difliculty and teml)ta-
ion. In this manner,-or near'ly so, a class of windigos

is called into existence.
I was told of a man who wandered about in the

forests on the northern bank of the lake. le was
known perfectly well, and his name was even 1en-
tioned to me. I learnt that during a bard winter lie
had killed and eaten his squaw: after that lie lad at-
tacked, killed, and also devoured a girl. This mat
always went about hunting by himself, and whenever
his canoe was seen, the sight produced terror and
alarn, and all the World fled from hin. le was
equally a burden to himself as to the others, and, in
consequence of all the agony lie endured, be bad fallen
-into a state of brooding melancholy and a fearful affec-
tion of the brain. The iurder of his wife was the
result of a state of delhium, produced by his siflerings;
and now, report added, his brain was quite softened,
and the sutures of bis temple had begun to give way.
lIe was regulary hunted down, so people said, and
lie would before long receive a veugefll bullet from
society.

It is very natural that in a cuntry which really
produces isolated instances of such horrprs, and witlh
a nation so devoted to fancies and dreams, superstition
should be mixed up in the matter, and that at last,
through this superstition, wonderful stories of windigos
should be produced, as among us, in the middle ages,
the belief in witches produced witches. Just as
among us some people really did unusual things
through electro-magntieLisi and spiritualism. and per-
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WINDIGOS.

formed incantations, and as superstition endowed these
magicians and witches with greater and more dangerous
powers than they really possessed, and pseople grew
at last into giving themselves out as witches and ma-
gicians--here, too, some men have become windigos
by necessity; in the same way fear has caused som'e
gloomy-minded people to be regarded, as windigos; and,
worst of all, this fear and the general opinion have so
worked upon some minds, that they believe themselves
to be really windigos, and must act in that way. In
all physical and mental diseases incidental to humanity,
there is a certain epidemic tendency, and a spontaneous
self-production and propagation. It is just like the
" Sorrows of Werther." First, there.is a Werther in
real life, whom the poets render celebrated, and at last
the nation is inoculated with Werthers.

It is a universal tradition among the Indians that in
the primitive ages there were anthropophagous giants,
called Windigos. The people's fancy is so busy with
them, as well as with the isolated cases of real canni-
balism, that they begin to dream of them, and these
dreans, here and there, degenerate to such a point
that a man is gained over to the idea that he is fated
to bea windigo.

Such dreams vary greatly. At times a man will
merely dream that he must kill so many persons
during his life; another dream àdds that he must also
devour them; and as these stra e' beings believe
in their dreams as they do ip e stars, they actr in
accordance with their glooi '-uggestions.

Some few years back a m n lived here who dreamed
that he must kill seven men during his life, and would
not be suffered to stop till he had completed that
number. le was naturally iot at all bloodthirsty or

-
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DEATH OF A MONSTER. î 359

of murderous propensities; merely the dar destiny in
w ich he believed drove him to such deeds of horror.
H had dreamed of it, perhaps, severat times: the
d eam made him melancholy and broodinig, but he

ust obey it, and so soon as an opportunity offered, he
illed a fellow-being. Thrice had he already thrust
is knife into the heart of his innocent brethren, when
unishment or destiny overtook him. le had not
een-caught committing one of his murdérs, not one of
is crimes could be proved by testimony, and yet sus-
icious signs repeatedly pointed to him as the source
f all the misfortunes preying on the community. He

had also friends cognisant of his dreans, for such poor
tortured dreamers can rarely keep their secret entirely
to themselves. A gloomy cloud hung over him,
rumour had long before branded him, and so, as he
was sitting one day with his back to a tree, brooding
and solitary, an axe cleft the wicked dreamer's head
asunder. A few of his victims' frîends had joined
together to put him out of the way. They·did so, and
the whole community applauded them for freeing them .
from such a monster.

In our countries very possibly these incidents I
narrate will'be regarded with suspicion, and I shall
be asked for my authority. In that case, I can only
answer that I am speaking of matters current among
the people here.

The story of the man I have told who struck down
others in consequence of a dream, is not actually can-
nibalism. But a case of the sort is frequently con-
nected with cannibalism, and, at any rate, dep nds
from the entire chain of superstition I describe iere,
aud of which the windigo fbrms the termination. The
windigo mania rarely breaks out spontaneousl ; it
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must have its predecessors and degrees. If a man
live much apart and out of the world, if he appear to
be melancholy and is tortured by evil dreams, then
people begin to fear he may end by becoming a
windigo, and he is himself attacked by the fatalistic
apprehension, and is driven towards a gloomy fate.
At times, when a man is quarrelling with his wife, he
will say, "Squaw, take care. Thou wilt drive me so
far that I shall turn windigo" (que je me mettrai
windigo).

I was told the following story of a young man, with
whose conduct and mode of life people were not sa-
tisfied, and of whom it was feared "that he might yet
end as a windigo:"

Missabikongs was a young Indian, who from bis
youth up had offered signs of a very strange and
adventurous chgracter and manner. When quite .a
lad, he once ran away rom bis father, while on a
journey, without bow or arrow, provisions, or any
means of kindling a fire. His terrified parents sought
him everywhere, and he was found a month later on
the banks of a small lake called Lac de Patates. On
what he had lived for so lengthened a period, or why
he had run away, no one ever really found out. His
parents took hlim back, and Le reinained quietly for
the rest of the winter with bis father, who watched
him closely.

Thç next spring, however, when bis father went
with other savages to a grat council, his littie son
disappeared again, and all seeking was in vain. At
length, at -the beginning of autum-n; he came down the
river in a canoe, and joined bis family. He told them
piecemeal the adventurous history of his six months'

allJ
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TIIE MAN OF IRON. 3

wanderings. 11e bad a dream, so he said, that he
must go eastward, where the sun rose. He had made
lis way at first along the southern shore of Lake
Superior, at times living on roots aye -wild berries, at
others shooting squirrels. At Anse flay the Indians
received him kindly, and gave him food; and lie had
gone from them to Sault Ste. Marie, the eastern
outlet of the lake. There the Indians had adopted
him as a son, and lie spent some time with them. But
lie had run away from them again in two months, and
had gone on eastward to Penangouishine, on Lake
Huron. At last he got tird of travelling, as there
seemed no end of journeying eastward, and deternined
on returning to 'his parents. At the end of several
months' journeying westward, lie at length reached a
river which people told him led to his father's village.
The Indians there also gave him the canoe in which
le descended.

The parents and all the hearers wondered at lis
story, and the extraordinary lad thenceforth received
the name of Missabikongs, which means "the little
man of iron," because he had endured so much fatigue
like child's play. To us the life of ordinary Indian hun-
ters appears sufficiently wild and exposed, but to many
Indian characters it is still far too tame and regular.
They grow tired of respectability, and desire a' per-
fectly saiage life. I have alread'y alluded frequently
enough to children who ran away from their parents,
and to young men who undertook great peregrinations
through an adventurous or romantic temperament.

Missabikongs, or The Little Man of Iron, when grown
up and independent, undertook many similar wander-
ings, whose details no one knows but hirnself, and he
lias sunk deeper and deeper into a state of savageness.
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He still lives. "Il déteste la multitude. Il ne fume
pas avec les autres. Il n'aime que la sauvagerie. Il
ne mange ni souvent ni beaucoup. Il marche avec
rien du tout. Et quand on lui offre, il n'accepte pas."
In these words a Voyageur who- knew him -well de-
scribed him. "He is unmarried, and for months he will
wander about alone in the forest, and- build his own
lodge. He rarely visits his relatives, but he is known
far and wide, and people are' afraid of him. He, on
the other hand, believes that he is-persecuted by'his
fellow-men.-- For some time past he bas supposed
that the Americans are hunting him, and wish to kill
him. One evening he appeared at our fire in a very
savage condition, thin and pale, 'et la vue tout-à-fait
égarée et la bouche . ouverte.' He looked at our
women preparing the supper. We offered him some
food. 'No,' he said, 'the Americans want to kill
me.' And then "le opened his mouth again all so
stupidly, and looked so wild. 'If thou wilt not eat,
Missabikongs, then retire from here. * No one wants to
kil thee, but thou mayst be thinking of killing a
fellow-man. Go away!' Very quietly he rose, and
went out into the forest, where he disappeared. Since
that time I never saw him again."

"Do you believe that the man is a windigo ?"
"No; not yet- perhaps not yet! But if such an

outlaw were to be in great need-if winter and
hunger were to fall on him with all their terrors-.-
if he were to be driven almost to madness by his
sufferings-then you can understand how he might
step over all bounds and become a savage. - Then he
will shoot his best friend and bury him in the snow,
to feed on him like a wolf."
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They believe that the windigos have an under-
standing with the evil spirits, who belp them. Hece,
a windigo eau go on for a long time before a punish-
ment fall on him and the avenger appear. They
imagine that a real windigo is very difficult -to kili,
and thatin order to destroy him thoroughly, he must
be torn in pieces. Otherwise, he may easily tome to
life agrain.

There are also windigo women -" des femmes
windigo"-in Indian, Windigokwé.

A Canadian Voyageur, of the name of Le Riche,
was once busy fishing near his hut. -le had set onie
net, and was making another.on the beach. All at
once, when he looked up, he saw, to his terror, a
strange woman, an old witch, une femme windigo,
standing in the water near his net. She was taking
out t he fish he hadjust caught, and eating them raw.
Le Riche, in his horror, took up his gun and killed
her on the spot. Then his squaws ran out of the
adjoining wigwam and shouted "Nish !"-.,.(this was
the name Le Riche had received, as the Indians can-
not pronounce the letter "r")-" Nish ! cut her up at
once, or else she'11 come to life again, and we shall all
fare ill."

I do not know where Le Riche obtained-his "firn
convictioi" that the old woman he shot was really a
"femme windigo." But it seems as if people's eyes
and muinds were practised here in the matter, for an-
other half-breed told me Jhow he met a windigo and
fired on him at once, like a rattlesrtake:

"I was orice shooting ducks in that swamp," he
said, as he pointed to a bed of reeds. "J fancied I was
alone: but suddenly, while aiming at a brace of ducks,
I saw a windigo crouching in the reeds. I recognised
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him at once,, and knew that he had cone down frorn
the interior to the lake. He had been going about for
some time in our neit bourhood, and he was said to
have killed two men a eady. He had his gun to his
shouldèr, and was ai ing at me, just as I was doing to
the ducks. ,)n se ng this, I did not make any sign
that I had recog sed him, but walked guietly on to-
wards my duc . He hesitated about fring, probably
in the hope at I should soon stand still. I took ad-
vantage o the intervál, squinýed.round from my gun,
made s e of his position, and,"suddenly turning, I shot
him own. His charge went off harmlessly in the air.
B he soon pickediimself up ad dsappeared in the
reeds, for I had merely wounded him. I had not the
courage to follow him, but lie soon left these parts
over the ice, for it was winter. We followed his

blood-trail for some distance, and afterwards a report ©
spread that he had fallen through the ice on his flight,
and'had perished."

Here is another windigo story,,I wrote down at
Sault Ste. Marie: An Indian had sought shelter at
that place, where he lived tw6 years, no one knew
exactly how,, and his origin was also unknown. At
length some persons sent a message from Grand
Portage, at the other end of the lake, that the fellow
was a windigo who had devoured his mother-in-law,
his wife, aud children, and he had fled from there
because people tried 'to shoot him. He was obliged
to be very cautious at Sault Ste. Marie for some time;
but then he was converted to Christianity, confessed
his sins, and died as a Christian.

There seems not a doubt that these poor people,
persecuted and shot as windigos, are, like our witches,
very often wretched persons driven to extremities by
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starvation. This will be seen from the fact that the
Indians, during the celebrated expeditions of Franklin,
gave the name of Windigo wakon (Windigo cabbage)
to what is termed "tripe de roche" by the Cap*dans.
This is well known to be a very bitter rodky growth,
which, however, contains some nutriment. Only those
who are driven to madness by fasting and waRt pick
it from the rocks and use it as food. The Indians,
who, as I said, call it "Windigo cabbage," seem to in-
dicate by this that these poor starving wretches have
recourse to honest food as long as it is possible, and
only descend intoý the lowest depthz of brutalisation
when.that herb. gives out.

We may generally express our admiration, and in-
deed gratitude, that this degeneration only occurs in
isolated cases, and that the nation, though so sorely
ill-treated, has not given way to it en mamse, like
several other nations who inhabit, however, other
more gifted countries. To this J may add, that you
hear more frequently of windigos than you find or
see them; and I may further remark that the word is
much·more frequently used with reference to the giant
race of cannibals known by the name, than to the
monsters now having their being among us. StoÎ-ies
are told of these old fabulous windigos which are
quite as amusing to listen to as our "lHop-o'-my-
Thumb." It is curious enough, too, that the Indian
fancy, like that of the Scandinavians and other/na«
tions, invented and created a dwarf-like race l the
side of the cannibal giants. They believe that these
pigmies, though not visible to all, still really exist,
and they populate all the forests with them. It seems,
too, as if these Indian pigmies had even guns, for many
a time I was told that a hunter, in walking through
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the forest, hac heard a little snapping shot, only ex-
plicable by the fact that a hunting pigmy had just
passed close by him. These dwarfs, too, have deli-
cate little canoes like the Indians, and glide over the
lakes and river, Some Indians have so sharp a sight
that they can distinctly see them. moving along in the
reeds and narrow chaùnels between the broad leaves
of the water-plants.

I wish I could have learned more about these in-
teresting little people, or spirits; but I thought I had
better at least mention them at the end of a chapter
which will not produce very agreeable sensations
among my readers.



OLD AURORA.

CHAPTER XXIII.

OLD AURORA-THE LONG-KNIVES-THE SILVER AGE-THE GOLDEN ERA-A

LAMENT FOR OLD TIMES-THE STATE OF NATURE-ARRIVAI OF THE

FRENCH-THE YAGANASH-THE YANKEES-HARD TIMES-FIRE-WATER-

DYING OUT OF THE GAME-THE CHIEF SHINGUAKONGSE-HIS BIRTH AND

PARENTAGE-HIS GREAT DREAM-THE RISING SUN-VISITS RIS FATHER-

BECOMES A GREAT BRAVE-CAPTURE OF FORT MACKINAW-IS APPOINTEI)

TO A CHEFERIE-LOVE OF THE ENGLISH-IS A GREAT MYSTERY MAN-

PIECE OF SUPERSTITION-THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR MEDICINE-

TURNS CHRISTIAN-HIS DEATH.

"AH !" old Aurora, La Rose's mother, said to me,
with a sigh, this morning, when I called once again
to listen to her stories-"ah !" she said, "my head
has grown quite weak lately. I have lost my memory.
The Ojibbeways have all lost their memory. The
Americans have made them weak. Our people do
not talk so much about their own affairs now as they
used to do. They no longer feel the same pleasure
in telling the old stories, and they are being forgotten,
and the traditions and fables rooted out. Tou often
ask after them, but you seldom find any one who can

give you the right answer. Our nation is fallen; and
this came quite suddenly, since the Kitchimokomans,
or 'hLong-knives,'entered our country."

Lake*-Superior and the Ojibbeway tribes around it
have already been under three Euro'pean masters:
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first, under the French; then under the Britons; and,
lastly, under the Long-knives, which is the Indian name
for the Americans of the United States. I frequently
heard it asserted here that the people and country
were tolerably free and independent under the French
and British, but suddenly fell, and are rapidly pro-
ceeding to ruin, sincé the Americans have taken them,
and they already call the recently expired period of
British dominion "the good old times." The time of
the French, or Wemitigoshis, as the Ojibbeways call
them, was naturally still older and better. It was
what we may call a silver age; and, of course, the time
when. there were no pale faces-the primitive times,
when the Indians lived entirely alone-was the golden
era.

My old lady talked to me about these old times in
broken Canadian-French, after ber fashion. I was
much inclined to give ber characteristic speech just
as she held it, and in her broken Indian-French.
But I fear lest the reader may hardly understand it,
and so many explanatory remarks would be requisite.
Hence I will translate it as carefully as I can, now
and then quoting ber own words:

"IBeng! à¯cette heure !"* she began, when I asked
her about the old times; "à cette heure c'est longtemps.
C'était du vieux temps dont je te parle, beng ,beng
vieux" (at this moment it is very long since: It is
from the old times of which I am speaking to thee,
very, very old), "when there were no white men at
all in the country. Then the 'Indians were much

* The Canadians aliays say, instead of "là present," "là cette heure,"
and- pron2unce it ežact1y "asteur." Their "bien" sounds like "«beng,"
and when they wish to strengthen it, they repeat it several times, after
the fashion of Indians and children, thus: "Beng beng vieux," or " très
vieux."

4
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better than at- this hour. They were healthier and
stronger, et beng plus forts pour la médecine. (This
Indian idea may be translated into European as
"stronger in their faith, 'more pious and religious.")

"They lived long and became very old. Beng
rarement que se meurt un sauvage. They could all
fast much longer.* They ate nothing at all for ten
days and longer. Hence they had better dreams.
They dreamed of none but good and excellent things,
of hero deeds and the chase, of bears, and stags, and
cäriboos, and other great and grand hunting animals,
411d when he had dreamed, the Indian knew exactly
where these animals could be found. He made no
mistake. Il alla tout droit. Il tua, quoiqu'il avait ni
poudre ni fusil. Now their dreams are weak. They
often make a mistake, and even if they have dreamed
well, they do ùot know how to find the animals at
the right place.

"It is true all the beasts were more numerous then.
All the forests were filed with them. Cà et là et par-
tout. Bears and deer, stags and foxes, cariboos and
beavers. Ail the rivers were full, full of fishes. And
the Indians had great power over them. C'est vrai
ils n'avaient pas le bon pouvoir. Ils n'étaient pas
Créquins -(Christians), mais, au reste, ils vivaient
comme des rois. Al they wanted they could make for
themselves. They made axes and arrows of sharp
stones; knives and lances of bones, et ils tuèrent pour
leur nourriture et vêtement les animaux tout roide.

* The reader will have had several opportunities through the course of
this work to see that the power of abstaining long from food is the sign of
a good and brave man. -

t "Dreams" is always employed for thoûtrhts, determination, and plans
of life.
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C'est vrai ils n'avaient pas le butin* comme à cette
heure. But they had a many hides and skins, and
birds' skins, which were very good; and their squaws
made of.them the most useful and prettiest things.

"I allow that they did not know much about God
at that time. They said, it is true, that there was a
God, but they did not know lim so accurately as the
Christians have now taught them. However, those
who dreamed of heaven, said, at that time even, that
it was the Good Spirit who evidenced to the savages
mercy and sympathy. Still, the black priests taught
us that afterwards better, and have brought it about
that so many persons do not now dream of the Evil
Spirit who lives at the bottom of the water.

"Beng, aussitôt que le blanc a débarqué icit. It
was the Frenchman who landed first, and took land
at Quebec, I believe, and came up the great Montreal
river. There he found the whole country full of
savages. Everywhere nations lived. Les sauvages
ont dit, 'Qui est cet homme blanc-là? on ne l'a jamais
vu dans notre pays.' They held a council together,
and decided that they would make war on him, and
send him back to his own country.

"The first year the white man did go back. But
the second year he came again, and sailed up the whole
river and the lakes,† and brought many fine things
with him. . Then the savage saw all sorts of things

* "Le butin " is a Canadian Voyageur expression, probably derived
from the field. They mean by it not only their hunting effects and trading
articles, but their household utensils and gear, clothing, &c.

† I thought it possible that in this story of my old woman, of two
Frenchi landings, there was a reference to the first undertaking of the
French under Cartier (in 1534), and the second series of conquests which
recommenced in the beginning of the seventeenth century under Champlain.
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which he had never seen before, and wished to possess
them.

"Good, that! the Frenchman began to give them
presents, but not such presents as at the present time.
The French presents were good and solid presents,
wholesome food, fresh pork, stout knives, lasting guns,
and good clothes. Ce n'était comme ce qu'on nous
donne à présent. The savage loved the Frenchman,
and accepted the French religion and the French.
trade; and the French 'black coats' took good care
of the Indian, and lived with him in bis wigwam.
And the savage went hunting for the Frenchman, and
so he hunted the game for him a long, long time, and
both lived together in peace and friendship.

"At length, however, the Yaganash* came. Il e'st
entré avec la force, et il est venu partout avec la force.
Ile took away the whole lower land from the French.:
The Indians, because they loved the French, al dug
up the tomahawk for them, and many braves set out
too froin Lake Superior to help the Frenchman. But
the Englishman at last conquered everything.

"IAt first the Indians did not love the Yaganash.
He also brought much ishkotewabo (fire-water) with
him. The Frenchman had also fire-water with him,
but not so much as the Englishman. Hence things
have now grown much worse in the country. When
the Indian had many furs, he drank much fire-water.
And my grandfather, who was old, very old, old, often
told me this sorrowful story. He often told me that
more than one-half of the Indians died of this 'whisky
water.'

* The Englishman. The word is probably an- Ojibbeway corruption of
the French " Anglais."
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"And woulld to God we had taken an example
from it !- Like the men the animals die out; and in
the English time already there were many hunting
districts wheie no game was to be found.

"But the Long-knives br6ught us even more
whisky-water tían the Englishman, and these killed
more men and animals for us, and the times alway s
became wotse, worse. The presents and the salt pork
grw ever worse, and the hunting-grounds have failed:
besidesmore la e land was taken from ús.

SWhen the English were at war with the Ameri-
cans(1812-1814), the savages were-almost as kindly
disposed to the former,. their old friends, as before
to the Erench, and they helped the English, and stood
up for them, and sent their braves to help them against
the Lon-knives. When the English made a peace
wio t them, andigave up to them the whole southern

halfof Lake Superior, the savages-would not hear of
it, andi still lived for a long, time in good friendship
with the English, and were, from ten to twenty years,
as independent on the lake almost as they had been,
before.

SNow, however, since the copper mines bhave been
discovered, and the great steamers have appeared
on the lake, and since the canal has been dug, which,
brings their ships easily from Huron Lake, into our
waters, andl that, all the men have come .to seek
copper, and bIok.at our lake, it has all been over
with the Ojibbeways. Their strength is broken, and
they have lost their memory. Their tribes have
melted away, their chiefs have no voice in the coun-
cil. Their wise men and priests have no longer good
dreams, and the old squaws forget their good stories
and fables."
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My path frequently led me here at our little Rivière
au Désert, past the grave of the former chief'of the
tribe, and as I learned to regard this rough monument
from a picturesque side, I made a sketch of it.

Like all Indian graves, it was made of clumsy axe-
hewn tree-stumps, formed in a long quadrangle, and
wedged into each other at the corners. It formed, in
this way, a species of small hrouse, and, like a lodge,
lad a roof of birch-bark strips. At the front end a
lofty pole was raised, and from it fluttered a broad
long cloth, like a flag, and rather larger than the

.usual grave flags, as a sign that a chief was interred
here. This block mausoleum was situated near the
river bank, and was mirrored in the water. The large
flag, which formed a contrast to the dark rear of the
forests, could be seen fluttering for a long distance.

As this looked to me at times very poetical, I in-
quired as to the history of the man who rested here.
The people were astounded that I did not know
Shinguakongse (The Little Pine), and they told me he
had been a great warrior, and celebrated far and
wide. He was the last brave their tribe and village
had produced, and they told me so much about him -
that I began to feel an interest in the man, and ob-
tained a tolerably perfect description of his life and
deeds. But in. attempting to repeat it here to my
readers, I do so less for the sake of Shiiguakongse
hiniself than for that of the Indians, whose charac-
teristics I chiefly keep before me. It is very possible
that Shanguakongse has .already been described as a
brave in English and American histories I arn unac-
quainted with, and that his biography; Svith all the
necessary dates, figures, and&facts, may be found else-
where. I make no pretensions to writing a history
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here, and dates are a matter of indifference to me;
I only care for the way in which Indians draw such
life-histories of their heroes, and what they say to
each other about them.

Shinguakongse, so the Indians told me at the place,
was the son of an Indian woman and a British officer
of Scotch birth. This mixture of blood produced, as
usual, a famous half-breed race. After being sepa-,
rated from her officer, who was removed to the lower
districts of Canada, the mother kept the boy, and edu-
cated him among the Indians and in the Indian way.
" The child had, from youth -up, powerful and good.
dreams," or, i other words, he was a talented and
gifted lad. an early age he distinguished himself
by his abstinence, and in bis tenth year fasted twice
ten days in succession, without taking a particle of
food. When grown up.he showed himself strong in
fasting, and for the last twenty years of bis life always
fasted, that is, lived temperately, and only took so
much food as was required· to keep his body strong.
It is very natural that the Indians should make a
great faster into a brave, for they are so often obliged
to fast involuntarik that the energetic defeat of hunger
and thirst must bec me a national virtue among them.
They make a virtue of a necessity.

Shinguakongse, however, nearly resembled an an.
cient stoic. He said he fasted not to obtain a great
name and respect among his people, but because he
always wished to have fine dreams-that is, wished to
keep bis head and thoughts clear. He wished to
know everything that a savage can know on earth
and in heaven. Hence, in bis later years, he always
fasted regularly-once most severely-principally i'n
the spring, when ail animals, and men, and spirits
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receive renewed activity, and he whole of nature is
in a state of fermentation.

The very first dream Shinguak e had in his life
was connected with great matters, and showed him
that a grand destiny was prepared for. him. This
took, place on a cold night, as he lay in his mother's
hut, freezing and half naked on his hard bed.

I ought to have remarked before, that his mother,
after parting from hçr European lover, had married
an Indian, who treated the son of love harshly, and
even the mother, who was immode4tely fond of ber
new husband, neglected ber first chil'& and often left
him to starve and freeze in a wretched state.

Shinguakongse, however, endured this very pa-
tiently, and as, after his step-father's death, his mother
grew more attached to bim, he entirely forgot her
former heartless conduct, took care of her like a good
son, and was wont to say that the torments of his
youth had prepared him famously for his future
career, and that with all the hunger, cold, and thirst,
he had always enjoyed splendid dreams.

This was more especially the case, as I said, on
the evening when he lay, half-naked and sleepless,
trembling with cold and hunger, on his hard'bed.
Hé whimpered for a long time, but at length fell into-
a state of half dreaming and half waking, Then he'
fancied thata gentlè voice said, sympathisingly, to
him, "Thou, poor Shinguakongse, thou art wretched;
come to me !" Hé looked around him, but he could
see nothing. But he perceived a path hovering in the
air, which gleamed in the darkness, and which, com-
mencing at his bed, ran upwards through the door-
way of his cabin. He comprehended that it was a
way on which he must walk. He went upon it, and-
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kept on rising higher and higher into heaven. There
he found a house,-from which a man came out to meet
him, wrapped from head to foot in white garments,
like a priest. "I called thee, O Shingùakongse, to
me, to show thee something glorious. Look thither,
towards the rising sun." When he lookëd, Shingua-
kongse perceived the entire field full of tenfs and
troops, among them being the-great tents of the kings
and chiefs, and a multitude of braves, warriors, and
leaders, sitting together at the war-council. His eyes
were, as it were, blinded by the dazzling brilliancy,
and he felt a longing to be among them. "See,
Shinguakongse," the white-robed man proceeded, "I
give thee this picture; thou art still young, and thou
art at the same time poor, wretched, and persecuted.
But hereafter thou wilt be as grand as those thou
seest there -in the field, and will become, thyself, a
mighty hero. I will always think of thee, if thou
dost the same by me, and give thee this symbol in
remembrance of this moment."

With these words he handed little Shinguakongse
a gay fluttering pennant, and, with this in his hand,
he again descended his hovering path. This path,
too, was decorated on either side with fluttering pen-
nants, through which he marched in triumph. The
flags in the glistening path extended down to his hut,
and the last of them stood by his bed. When the
rough winter's wind again blew right coldly through
the hut, he started and woke up, and, Io! all had
suddenly disappeared.

But the glorious reminiscence remained to him,
and the lad believed firmly from that moment that
he would once become a great chieftain of his people.
And the dream was really fulfilled. Hie became the
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greatest "general" of bis race, and was known and
celebrated everyvhere among the Ojibbeways on the
entire lake of Mitchigaming (Michigan Lake) and
Kitchi-Gami.

After that dream he also changed his name of
Shinguakongse, which, as I said, had the very trivial
meaning of "The Little Pine." He called himself
from that time forth Sagadjive-Osse, which means
almost identically "When the sun rises." "It was
amusing," my narrator added, "how highly he adored
the sun from that time forth; and when he dreamed
of it, he ever saw it before him, like a person walking
before him and conversing."

When his step-father was dead, and his mother
lived on closer terms of familiarity with her growing
son, she took him once to the town of Detroit, where
his real father, the English officer, was stationed. The
latter gazed with pleasure on bis grown-up "savage"
son. He felt proud of him, "et il voulait le mettre
blanc" (and he wished to educate and establish him
as a white man), as his father was brought up. He
proposed to him to. enter the English service, and be-
come an officer. "Mais Shinguakongse ne voulait
pas se faire mettre blanc." He had a settled desire to
remain with his mother and bis Indian relativee. The
father, however, dismissed mother and son with hand-
some presents, and from' that time kept an eye upon
them, and often sent them up messages to Lake Su-
perior.

He had also socn an opportunity to send his son,
who, a few years later, distinguished himself in a war
on behalf of England, a silver medal, as reward, in the
name of the British government. Shinguakongse also
distinguished himself greatly in the war between Eng-
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land and America. Once he fought so bravely for two
months against the Yankees, that a number of young
Ojibbeways collected around him, and the English
general, who was-just setting out to besiege Mackinaw,
took him and all his comrades with him. When the
time came to attack this American fort in the most
effectual. manner, the general: even asked Shingua-
kongse for his advice. "I wiil dream about it to-
night, general," Shinguakongse said in the evening,
when the question was proposed to him, and the fol-
lowing morning he said: "I have dreamed, general."
"I have dreamed too," the general replied; "let us
compare our dreams." "I," Shinguakongse said,
"dreamed that a thick fog came two hours before
sunrise on the next day, so that nothing could be
seen on the lake round Fort Mackinaw or on the
island. Further, I dreamed that thou, general, pre-
paredst, with drum-beating and great noise, to attack
the fortress ip front, while I and my Indians, concealed
by the fog, paddled out in our canoes, went round the
island, climbed the heights, unnoticed and unopposed,
and then made an unexpected and fresh attack on the
rear of the Americans. Thou hadst drawn them al
to the front, so I dreamed I limbed the undefended
walls in their rear, fired on them, and they surren-
dered, filled, with terror. I saw their great star-
spangled banner fall down."

"Thou didst, dream, well, Shinguakongse," the ge-
neral said, "and I have dreamed also like thee. Let
us set to work quickly." The dream was fulfilled
literally. Shinguakongse appeared at the - decisive
moment in the rear of the Americans. They surren-
dered; and the young Indian was knighted, as we
: should say, but, as it is called here in Canada, le re-
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ceived as reward a chèferie. The British general ap-
pointed him official chief of a tribe, and procured him
more silver edals, which from this time were rep at-
edly best wed on the young brave. He, howe er,
never re them himself, but he always gave th m
to his young men, warriors, and friends..

In all wars he was on the side of the British, a d
rpmained faithful to them till his dying day. Wh n
peace was proclaimed, and the shore of the lake o
which he lived was surrendered to the Arnericans, h
left his residence, and followed the British to th
English or Canadian bank. He would never accept
" chèferie" from the Americans, nor would he allo
his sons to enter their service.

At the same time he was continuallyiengagedin1

the wars going on among his own race. le fought
all round Lake Superior, at every point of the com-
pass, and led more than one expedition into the Sioux
country from Lake Superior to the Mississippi.

He was, of course, equally skilled in hunting as in
war, and extraordinary deeds are told as performed
by him in both branches of Indian activity. He had
çducated and trained a pack of sporting dogs. One
of his sons told me that these dogs had been his
father's friends and playthings. He would lie on the
grass for hours, watching the sport of his dogs. He
had one which could catch beavers alive and bring
them to his hut from the water. This dog would even
tear down and destroy the beaver dams, if they were
not too strongly built, and fetch the beaver out by the
scurf of the neçk, though there was generally a good
hard tussle between them. Stili the dog was sure to
be the victor if he could only get the beaver on dry
land, where this aquatic animal is helpless. Shingua-
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kongse would lie on the grass the 'while, and feél a
delight in the bravery and skill of his dog.

Of course Shinguakongse, who,. as I said before, had
dreams so distinct in his tenth year, and loved the sun
so passionately was a great medicine-man, and was up
to his neck in the superstitions and incantations of his
people, as is the case with every great Indian hunter
and brave. The jossakids and warriors always go
hand in hand like the patricians and augurs in ancient
Rome. Shinguakongsekuew and employed a number
of magic spells. As he was tall and strong, and at
times rich in productions of the chase, he was in a
position to obtain many such recipes, and he bad
more than ·one médicine-bag full. He also had a
number of birch-bark written songs and traditions.

"IOnce, on my journey through the interior of the
country to Lake Superior'," an American told me,
whose mother also belonged to the Ojibbeways, "I
came to a district where Shinguakongse was hunting
at the time, and where he had erected his hunting-
lodge. Another chief, of the name of Kiguash, was
hunting at the same time, for some months, in the
neighbourhood .of Shinguakongse. When I entered
the lodges I only found the two hunters' wives at
home. They told me their husbands bad left them
for some days past, and were busied in a special lodge
together over medicine matters. The women pointed
out to me the little forest meadow on which their
husbands' lodge stood: they had built it, expressly for
the purpose, of fresh branches. As a general rule,
it is not advisable or -allowed to disturb the chiefs
when they have retired together for the purpose of
discussing high political and mysterious matters. But
I was very intimate with both ; and as they also
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regarded me'as belonging to the tribe, through my
mother, I proceeded to join them. The entrance to
the wigwam was covered by-a blanket, and I heard
for some distance the murmur of the song and .the
drum-beating of the two men. As I addressed them,
when a pause ensued, and' they recognised my voice,
they receivéd me very kindly, and allowed nm to
enter. I found a very pleasant, new, and cleanly hut,
hung with fresh, gaily dyed mats. The chiefs them-
selves were in their grandest holiday state, adorned
with all their eagle feathers, medals, bears'-claw
necklaces, and other insignia derived from European
and native; with their faces painted bright red and
other glaring colours, and wrapped in their long white
blankets, on which the signs of their totems were
sewn with blue thread. In the middle of the wig-
wam a'white cloth was spread out, at the ends of
which they sat opposite each other. By their side
Iay their open medicine-bags, with their contents dis-
played on the white cloth. They consisted of small
pieces of copper and other metal, bones, shells of va-
rious sizes and colours, small packets of roots, paper
or .bags of red, or green, or yellow coloured powders,
and other siibstances unknown to me, many wrapped
in swan's-down. Painted or written birch-bark
books also lay among them. Behind Shinguakongse
packets of peltry were piled up-beaver and bear-
skins-as well as coloured calicoes, silks, and many
yards of blue and scarlet cloth. I soon perceived
that they had been imparting to each other, explain-
ing, and exchanging their various family and tribe
secrets. The principal buyer was Shinguakongse,
who was always eager for such things. He gave old
Kiguash, who was deeply engaged in these mysteries,
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whole bales of beaver skins for a couple of powders
and the necessary instructions. Still, it could not be
said that Kiguash was taking him in, for he had him-
self, probably, paid very dearly for these matters.

"As the display of these mysterious articles, the
explanation of their virtues, the settlement of the
price, and the inspection of the goods, proceed very
slowly and cautiously, and as magic songs have to
be sung, the drum beaten, and many calumets of
peace smoked in the intervals, days are often spent
before the Indians have completed suchnegotiations.
One really takes lessons of the other, and, in order to
be able to receive them without disturbance, they
order their squaws to build them separate wigwams
for the purpose.

"The news I had to tell Shinguakongse was soon
told, and I then took my leave again, very well satis-
fied at having had a glance at a scene which even a
.person like myseif, so intimate with the Indians, does
not often have an opportunity of seeing. When Shin-
guakongse eventually turned Christian, and the heroic,
adventurous, and superstitious employments of his
youth no longer,ýappeared to him in the same rosy
light, he often confessed to me that he had spent'a
large fortune in superstition. He calculated, he said,
that he had paid at least forty packets of beaver skins
for medicine. Each packet contained one hundred
pounds of beaver skins, and though now it is not cal-
culated at more than one dollar a pound, in those days,
when Shinguakongse was both young and supersti-
tious, beaver was worth eight to ten dollars a pound.
Forty packets hence represented at least a minimum
value of thirty thousand dollars, and Shinguakongse
could carry off in one medicine-sack all the recipes
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he obtained for them." It will be seen, from this in-

stance, how valuable their religious traditions appear
to the Ojibbeway braves, and what squanderers.super-
stition renders thein. It is like when 4 gentleman
among us expends half his fortune on a church.

As long asShinguakongse was a pagan, he was
continually fighting. ".Il aimait la guerre, et il guer-
royait partout." For thirty yearshe lived in this way,
something like the medioval knights-errant. "Enfin,
il s'est mis de la religion." It was the Englishman
who ever said to him, "Shinguakongse, wander
about no longer ! Settle quietly down andbecome a
Christian !"

It is often the case that Indian chiefs can be con-
verted, towards the end of their life, to Christianity,
and a quiet, settled mode of life. But as long as they
are young, superstition and patriotic views are too
powerful in themr. Generally, they can only be con-
verted when children or old men. Frequently, too,
only on the death-bed.

Shinguakongse, then, lived for a long time as
Christian in, the village of Rivière au Désert, highly
esteemed by his family and, the English. Before his
house a lofty pine-tree was raised, from which the
British flag fluttered as symbol of his dignity. When
he lay on his dying-bed, the people of bis tribe were
sorely grieved. They wished to do something to
save him, and they bit on the idea of putting up a
new and second flag-staff before bis bouse. Hence,
they prepared, at their own expense, another one
like the first, and put up a second flag in the name of
bis Indian copnmunity. They hoped that the freshly
fluttering. flag would give fresh play to bis drooping
spirits; but, for all that, he died. Still, at the time of.
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my visit, the two flags might be seen flying before his
house, and the question, whibh of bis two sons should
be his successor and hoist the flag in front of bis
bouse, was not yet decided.

I heard that Shinguakongse possessed a large
pagan Indian library-I mean, a collection of written
and painted birch-bark books-and as I hoped to
obtain some valuable addenda on this interesting sub-
ject, I was taken to his eldest son's house. I found in
him a powerful and handsome man in the prime of
manhood. He told me, however, that his father de-
stroyed all his papers and birch-barks, and painted
dreams, dances, and songs, shortly before bis death.
I inquired whether none of bis family remembered
them, and the son said his father had often shown
and explained the things to him,. and he knew the
most of them by heart. He could 'certainly draw
most of them for -me, but it would require at least
six months' time.
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As I was continually asking at our. little mission
about pictorial writing, the Indians at length told me
they had a man among them of the name of- Ojibi-
was, who was very clever in drawing and writing.
He could make me as many books as I might wish to
have. He could write down anything told him, and
had already written much for other persons.

I at once made thé acquaintance of this Indian "scrit-
tore," and begged him to call on me with birch barks
and the other requisite writing materials. ' The next
morning he made his appearance in my little arbour.
It seemed as if he had peeled an entire birch-tree, for
he had at least half a quire of this Indian paper under
jhis arm, as well as a large knife and a bone pencil in
his hand.

I first asked him to write down or paint something
2 c
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after the manner of his people. He asked me what ?
and I told him it was all one,,Le could fbllow his own
imagination; it might be a story about Menaboju, or
any other pleasant narrative which he could describe
in picture and writing.

"Good!" he said. He woùld do so.
I gave him a good English pencil, but he said his

sharp bone was much better for drawing. Nor would
he take à seat in the sbady arbour, where I had ar-
ranged a convenient table for him. He assured me
thaf he must sit in the sunshine outside. And so hé
went out into the weeds and scrub, and worked away
busily in his hiding-place for several hours, during
which I did not hear a sound from him.

I do not know how many chapters of Morgan's ex-
cellent work on the Iroquois I had read through, when
my little scrittore crawled in again, and told me he
had drawn me some anecdotes of Menaboju, the great
demi-god of the Ojibbeways. He then showed me
a birch bark, on which the figures opposite were
drawn.

As the product of two hours' labour, they did not
appear to me very important; but Ojibiwas said it
was very hot, and the work had caused him no slight
trouble.

Then began a long lesson, and detailed interpreta-
tion of the figures, which cost teacher and scholar
a con'siderable amount of perspiration ere they arrived
at a mutual clear understanding.

It was, I soon saw, very nearly the story of'Mena-
boju's deluge. I had heard it several times before,
but now there were some variations. My painter had
also episodically introduced other anecdotes about
Menaboju, It- will be seen that he arranged his pic-
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torial stories much like Töpfer has done his about
"Monsieur Jaunisse," " M. Sabot," &c.

I have numbered the separate pictures, and will
. 2c2
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now give my/1 d'an "Tö-pfer's" explanations as accu-
rately a poible.

"Nlío. 1," hejaid, "was the earth, called 'Aki' by
the Ojibbeways. It was painted there in order to
have a proper foundation for our entire story, for it
was the scene of all the events. The perpendicular
undulating line over it is a great river. It is really
not necessary there," my artist-remarked, "for it is not
alluded to in my story till later. But I have drawn
it on the Aki figure, because the rivers flow on the
earth. When we come to. the point i' the story
where the river is n'èèded,-thouixwilt be good enough
to remember this stroke.

"No. 2 is Menaboju, in all his mnilitary splendour.
He was a great brave and chief. Hence he hàs the
flag-staff at his side, the feathers on his head; his
sword, and the pipe of peace. (I suspect that Ojibiwas
placed him here in the same way as we give in our
biographies the portrait of the hero, adorned with all
his orders.)

"INo. 3 is Menaboju's wigwam, in which he lived,
sometimes with one squaw, sometimes with two. In
this lodge many events occurred to him, such as the
following: Once Menaboju's two squaws quarrelled.
This quarrel between the squaws, which I have re-
presented at No. 4, is very celebrated among us.
They wished to get to blows, but Menaboju said,
' Stop!' and commanded peace. I have shown this
order of Menaboju's by a mountain or rock between
the two squaws. Dost thou see it? This rock is a
word signifying so much as 'stop!'

"eNo 5 relates > another little anecdote about Me-
naboju. It represents him as he was once caught be-
tween two trees. It often happens in our forests that



two trees, with their great thick branches, are driven
so close against each other that they continually 'rub,
as the wind shakes them. ience a jarring sound is
produced through the entire forest. At times, too,
such rubbing of two trees produces heat and a fire.
Menaboju, either because le wished to put an end to
the noise, or feared a fire in the forest, climbed up the
tree to break th'e branches asunder. But'they flew
back again and squeezed him, as the figure shows.
11e remained between the trees for three whole days,
without eating or drinking, and in vain begged all the
animals that passed% to liberate him. First came the
wolves, bùt they sâid, 'Oh, Menaboju! thou art well
taken care of there!' and even ate up his breakfast,
which he Lad left in a cloth under the tree. Next
came the squirrels. - Although these began, on Mena-
boju's entreaties, to gnaw the trees a littie, they said
at last that- they, would get toothache by it; they
were not used to such hard woodcutter's work, but
only to crack sweet nuts. Similar excuses were made
by other animals to whom Menaboju applied. At
length the bear came, and he helped the poor man out
of his fiŽý When Menaboju reached home he scolded
and beat his wives, because, as he said, they were
entirely to blame for the whole unlucky event. His
squaws said truly that they knew nothing about it.
But what injustice will not a man commit when he is
in a bad temper!

"Menaboju had a little grandson, who one day, in
hunting, came to a river. (That is thae river," Ojibiwas
said, "which I drew at No. 1.) The king of the
turtles (No. 6.) sat on the bank of this river, and Me-
naboju's grandson begged him to help him over. But,
instead of doing so, the king of the turtles was so
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malicious as to make the river broader, so that the
little one, when he at last ventured to leap across, fell
in and was drowned. The king devoured' hig, but
was caught in the act by Meijaboju, and killed. Thou
seest in my picture that he already has Menaboju's
arrow in his back.

"When the turtles on this declared war against
Menaboju, and produced the great deluge, Menaboju
first carried his grandmother on, to a lofty mountain
(Ito. 7). le, himself, mounted to the top of the
tallest pine, on the tallest mountain in the world, and
waited there till the deluge was over. Thou probably
knowest how the loon and the musk-rat came to him
there ? I have drawn them on either side of Me-
naboju.

"At No. 9;two islands are represented which Me-
naboju made: a little one, which did not bear his
weight; and then a large one, which supported him,
and afterwards became the new world.

"After Menaboju had thus reptored the world, he
called althe birds, animals, and men together, dis-
played himself to them in his full war-paint, with the
lance in his hand and the horns of his strength on his
head, and made a speech: 'Our children the savages
will be constantly warring, and at times they- will
sign a peace. Hence, the laws of peace and war must
be settled.' "

On this Ojibiwas produced a long series of small
pictures, representing the calumet-dance, the war:
dance, the medicine-dance, and the other Indian
dances and ceremonies, which he stated Menaboja
ordered. But I have omitted these, as rather too
long-winded.

At the e#d of the series of pictures (No. 10) I

THE DELUGE.390



found a group of animals, and, on asking Ojibiwas
what they meant, he said, " Those are the animals
which Menaboju sent forth to look for his grand-
inother, to inform her of the new creation of the
world, and lead her back from ber mountain."

At the end of the row I noticed the sketch at
No. 11. "What is this, Ojibiwas?" I asked. "That
is a thing," he said, very modestly, and seriously,
"which I have painted in remembrance of our meet-
ing. That in the centre (at a) represents our arbour,
and thou and I in it, as we are speaking. Those are
our portraits. The figure outside (at b) is thyself;,
and at c myself, as I hand thee the portrait as a
remenibrance."

"My good Ojibiwas," I said to him, "but thou
hast flttered me greatly by giving me so great a
heart. Would to God I had such a one. And thou,
too, art so modest, I can scarcely perceive the dot for
thy heart.

In truth, this is the only way in which Indian por-
trait-painters can flatter their customers and patrons.
I own it appears, too, very original, that Ojibiwas
found.it necessary to paint us first in the actual por-
trait, and then represent the presentation of it in the
bargain.

We were satisfied with each other, and J requested
my artist to return the next day. He came, seated
himself again in the weeds, and engraved with his
migoss, or pencil, most busily for several bours.
After some days' labour, he brought me a little library
of birch-bark books, and told me the stories relating
to the pictures. I will not copy the whole of his
library here, as it would be tedious to my reader.
Many of the sketches were so piquant and improper,
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and the Indian wag Menaboju proved himself in them
such a coarse and loose fellow, that, for that reason, it
would be impossible to reproduce them. Still I will
give, as further specimens, two or three of the Mena-
boju fables I heard on this occasion, while leaving out
my painter's designs.

Menaboju was once travelling quite incognito, and
found some other braves, who were also on their
travels. He asked them where they were going, and
for what object; and they told him that they had set
out to fight against Menaboju and slay him.

Menaboju bit his lips, and said to the men, "That
is all right !" But, then, he ran back to his lodge as
quickly as possible, and raised a war-cry, and began
beating the drums to collect bis own warriors.

The noise excited the curiosity of one of his small,
impudent boys, and he crept to the door of his father's
lodge and peered in. ·Menaboju; who noticed him,
and thought this interruption of a solemn war council
highly improper, struck him so violently on the head
with the drum-stick, that he fell back dead~on the spot.

This sent Mènaboju's squaw, who saw the deed,
almost out of her mind. " What! monster !" she
yelled; "thou killest thy own children! and that,
too, was our best son!"

" Peace 1" Menaboju replied, calmly. "Console
thyself, wife. These are times of war. For the fol-
Iowing centuries the same will constantly happen in
wars and revolutions. Husband and wife will quarrel.
Brother will kill his brother, a father his son. And
even worse things than this will happen. Such is the
harsh destiny of war!"
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On one of his wanderings, Menaboju was once
lying by his camp fire, but, to his annoyance, bis
tobacco-pouch was empty. When a savage cannot
smoke he goes to sleep, and so did Menaboju. But
he la 'so awkwardly, that, in his dream, he rolled
too near the fire, and burnt all bis back and loins.
He woke up, yelled, and rushed; tortured by pain,
through the bushes. Some of these bushes, khich he
grazed, received the singed odour of the demi-god's
scorched skin, and thus became perfumed, and hence-
forth suited for .smoking. These now supply the
Indians with kinni-kannik. And thus poor Menaboju
had to suffer like a martyr, in order that his children,
the Indians, might never henceforth fall into the
dilemma in which he found himself. They now find
tobacco everywhere in the forests and shrubs.

Menaboju once lived with two squaws, for he gave
the Indians the notion of polygamy, The squaws
were young, but he had already 'aged a little, and
noticed that he did not please his squaws so much as
before, for they neglected him slightly now and then.
This annoyed him greatly, and he determined on
making a change.

One evening he did not return to- his lodge at the
usual time, and the squaws began to feel uneasy about
him. Al at once a voice was heard sounding through
the fQrest, "Your Menaboju is dead in the bushes; go
and fetch him!" The squaws were frightened, but
obeyed the voice; and as they found his apparently
stiffened corpse, they bore.it home.

"Now comb and dress his hair," the voice was again
heard pealing through the wigwam. The squaws be-
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lieved that it was a voice from the spirits, and combed
their Menaboju.

Then the voice commanded again: "Paint his whole
face pleasantly of a red colour, put on him a new robe,
and lay him so 'adorned in the branches of a tree."
The squaws, in their terror, did all rapidly that the
spirit-voice commanded them, and laid Menaboju in
the branches of. a tree. "To-morrow," the voice
shouted once more, "a young, handsome, red-painted
Indian will knock at your door. Let him in, and take
him as your husband, an4d treat him kindly; and if
you do. not so, I will visit you again, and plague and
torment you. The man, who wili come to-morrow
can alone protect you from me."

The next day .a neatly-combed, red-faced, freshly-
clothed Indian appeared before the wigwam of the
squaws. It was Menaboju himself thus metamor-
phosed.

He had only feigned death, and the spirit-voice
which had caused bis squaws so wholesome a terror
was nothing but the produce of bis ventriloquism, in
kwhich helike many an Indian of the present day, was
very clever.

His squaws found him rejuvenâted in the pretty
toilet with which they had themselves decorated him.
They had learned how much the attention a squaw
pays to her husband, aids in making him young, and
in future they were more patient with him.

In my inquiries after poetry and pictured writing
among the Indians, I at length grew weary of the
eternal dream-stories and magic spells that*crossed ny
path. I would so gladly have met with purely poetic
outbursts of a free and disinterested enthusiasm, in
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which poesy might appear for itself, and without the
secondary intention of catching fish or deer.

But such songs are a rara avis among-the Indians.
It seems as if they only possess "poetry with a pur-
pose." As in revolutionary times all the poetry as-
sumes a political tone, though it may be published
under the name of spring or autumn songs, or love
strains or elegies (in the same way as- among the old
English Puritans every poem, even the war-songs,
was a species of hymn), so among these superstitious
Indians, whose entire poetry moves amid dreams,
visions, fear of spirits, and magie, every song is at
once a magie spel, specially designed to ensnare
beavers and bears. Every sorrowful or joyful emo-
tion that opens their mouth is at once wrapped up in
the garb of a "wabano-nagamowin" (chanson ma-
gicale). If you ask one of them to sing you a simple,
innocent hymn in praise of Nature, a spring or jovial
sporting stave, he' never gives you anything but a
form of incantation with which, he says, you will be
enabled to cal to you all the birds from the sky, and
all the foxes and wolves from their caves and burrows.
If, again, you ask him for a love-song, he will give
you ,a philter, or a powder with the proper form of
incantation, and assure you that this is a most effec-
tive love-song.

I experienced an instance of this on one occasion.
I was once sitting with a young unmarried Indian

in his lodge, with whom I was talking on various
matters. At length I asked him if he had not yet
fallen in love with any fair one of his tribe.

" Oh yes, I have," he said.
" Hadst thou then no pretty songs and poetry for

thy beloved?"
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"Of course I had them, and have them still."
And when I begged him to let me see them (of

course laying a.packet of tobacco on bis knee at the
same time), he went and fetched his medicine-sack,
and produced a small paper parcel. At the same time
he looked round timidly to see if we were quite alone,
and no one observing us. Then he produced all sorts
of things from the paper: first, a small figure carved
Sout of wood, which, as he said, represented his be-
loved; and tben another figure, intended for hirmself.

In the bosom of the female figure the heart was
indicated by a hole, and thence a line (the line of
speech) ran, as usual, to the mouth. The heart holes
were painted red, and-there were several small dots
round them.

After this he produced from his packet five small
bags. Each was made of a single piece of leather and
carefully fastened up, and in each was a different
coloured powder-red, blue, yellow, grey, &c. He
told me that sometimes when he was alone in the
forest he put some of the powder in the heart holes of
the small figure, and then he sang and beat the
magic drum.: Ail the powders produced a different
effect: one aroused gentle feelings and longing for
him, whileanother caused bis sweetheart pain, and
terrified her so much that nothing was left her but
to yield to him.

" Look at this needle in his packet," my interpreter
said, drawing my attention to it ;. "with that he
pierces the heart and -breast of bis sweetheart every
now and then, after dipping its point into one of the
powders. He fancies. that every stab goes through
her soul. This causes the numerous dots on the
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hole, or heart, which looks like a worn-out rifle target.
These barbarous lovers often have spells, by which
they believe that they can torture girls, who spurn
their offers, to death. When very violently inflamed
with love, they often busy themselves for hours in the
forest with such recipes and the songs that accompany
them, which are partly elegiac, partly malicious, and
almost criminal forms of incantation. They call these
love-songs 'masaminik,' while the Voyageur term is
'gatins.'

While our young barbarian was repacking his traps,
I noticed that the bags and figures were fastened with
a lock of black hair. On my inquiry, he told me that
it came from his sweetheart's head, and a friend had
procured it for him, as it was indispensable for the
whole process.

At length I found an Indian who wrote me down
something that really approaches to a simple spring
song. The man's name was Bebamisse, which may
be translated "L'Oiseau Voltigeur."

The pictured writing which was given me as "a
song of praise on the arrival of the birds in spring,"
contained the figures to be found on the next page.

The writing, or song, I was told, must be sung from
right to left, and the birds were arranged in the same
order as they àrrived in spring. The bird at No. 1,
I was further told, was an "oiseau de passage," the
"pluvier," and came first of ail.

No. 2 represented the little duck which the Indians
call "kangkangouè," "which always keeps timidly a
great distance from land."

No. 3 is another variety of duck, called by the
Ojibbeways "jishib," and by the Voyageurs canard
de France.
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No. 4. "Voilà l'aigle, ou le migissi, qui s'élève pour
prendre son air."

No. 5. " That is the great kiniou, which the Voy-
ageurs'call 'le quiliou'" (the celebrated war-eagle, from
which the .Indians derive their handsomest war-orna-
ment). " Descending from the heavens, he brings
with him the fine weather.

"And next to the kiniou will be seen, at the top of
the fir-tree; the piskiniou, which the Voyageurs call
the quiliou bâtard. These are the two birds which
fly the highest in our land, and are nearly always in
the uppermost clouds.

" No. 7 is the hopping crane, the 'adjijag,' which
arrives the'last, and brings the summer with it."

m
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THE GREAT STAR. 399

No. 8. "C'est le chèfre du beau temps. He bran-
dishes a knife, and is adornedwith' numerous wam-
pum necklaces and a belt, and summons the birds
and the spring."

I say that in this song something may be recognised
bearing a resemblance to a song of spring, or a poem
on the arrival of the birds. In the soaring eagle and
the descending kiniou some ,pastoral allusions may
also be traced. A Voyageur, before whom I laid
this drawing, told me it is true that the birds really
arrived, or, as he said, "d'après leur naturalité," in a
very different succession; but it is too much to expect
fidelity to natural history in a song.

As I was once walking out of my village, an Indian
stalked along before me, wrapped in his wide blanket.
In the centre of the back was the following figure
draw% with coarse purple strokes.

I joined him, and he told me that his name was
"Makwa" (the Bear), (here every fourth man is called
the Bear, as, among us, Smith or Thompson), and we
walked some distance together. I asked.my friend
Makwa the meaning of the grand star on his back.
He replied that it was his dream. "It is the fine
star," he said, "which thou seest glistening when
thou risest early, over there" (here he pointed to the
east). "I met it, once in a dream. It glistened and
shone continually on my path, now rising, now sink-
ing. At length it spoke to me, and said: 'Makwa, I
will be. thy guide. Thou shalt glisten and shine as I
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do. Like me thou wilt once set. But so long as
thou livest, I will. float over thee and protect thee.'
Since that period, I have always painted it on the
back of my blanket, and carry about its picture in re-
membrance."

The readers of Longfellow's "Hiawatha" will be
here reminded of the poetic canto, "The son of the
evening star," and I was very pleased to find at this
place a confirmation, to some extent, of the poet.

From an Indian of the name of Amongs (The Little
Wasp), J received the following picture, representing
bis greatest dream:

lit

6.

I will accompany it with some explanatory ire-
marks:



No. 1 is the dreamer, lying on his bed of moss and
grass.

No. 2 is his guardian spirit, or the person wbo spoke
to him in his drearn, and explained the occurrences
that toQk place in it.

In the present case, these events seemed to be
limited to the fact of the dreamer seeing -the sky.
expanded above him, and full of birds and animals.
It is a real hunter's sky, and the whole a simple
hunter's dream.

Only the heads -and long necks of the animals eap-
pear. Several varieties may be recognised-the stag,
the elk, a roebuck, and two large birds.

Amongs also dreamed on this occasion'of a; French-
man, represented at No. 3 as a figure wearing a hat.
The Indians picture themselves -wit1out a hat, because
they usually have no other head-gear than their matted
hair, or at most an animal's skin, worn turban-wise
round the head. The hat, however, appears to them

'such a material part of the European, as much fastened
to their heads as is the horse to the Centaurs, that a
hat in a picture-writing always indicates a European.

It was not at all stupid of Amongs to dream of a
Frenchman. For of whate use would a sky full of
animals prove to him unless he had a -good honest
French "traiteur," to whom he could sell the skins,
and receive in exchange fine Europe.an wares? •

The vaultiof the sky is represented by several semi-
circular lines, in the same way as it is usually drawn
on their gravestones. On -some occasions I'saw the
strata or lines variously coloured-blue, red, and
yellow, like the hues of the rainbow. Perhaps, too,
they may wish to represent fhat phenomenon as well.
But that the whole is intended for the sky, is proved
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A NINE IAYS'-FAST.

by the fact that the, ordinary colour is a plain blue or
grey. The bird soaring in the heavens (4) was meant
for the kiniou, which so often appears in the dreams
of these warlike hunters.

When I asked the dreamer what he meant by the
strokes and figures at the foot of the drawing, he said.:
"It is a notice that I fasted nine days on account of
this dream. The nine strokes indicate the number
nine, while the small figure of the sun (No. 5) over
them means days."

lis own "me" he indicated by the human figure
(6). It has no head, but an enormous heart in the
centre of the breast.

Though the head is frequently missing, the heart is
never omitted in Indian figures, because they have, as
a general rule, more heart than brains, more courage
than sense. "I purposely made the heart. rather
large," the author' of the picture remarked, "in order
to show that I had so much courage as to endure a
nine days' fast. He omitted the head, probably be-
cause he felt that sense was 'but little mixed up with
such nonsensical fasting.

I. "But why hast thioû painted the sun once more,
and with so much care over it ?"

le. "Because the very next morning after my fast
was at an end the sun rose with extraordinar
splendour, which I shall never forget, for a fine su-
rise after a dream is the best sign that it will come, o
pass.

On a-journey I once took on the St. Peter's River,
in the Sioux country, accident brought me together
with an Indian known as "Le Rond Vent." He was
bedizened with many eagle feathers and other trophies,
and had a painting on his pipe, which he told me t
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represented a glorious dream. He had dreamed it
twenty years previously, and always connected it with
the greatest exploit in his life-the slaughter of four
Ojibbeway Indians.

As he noticed that I evinced an interest in his life-
history, he offered to draw the whole dream dist'inctly
in my book, ànd he eventually supplied me with the
following picture:

-After having fasted, sung, and beaten the drum for
a long time, he said it seemed to hiM as if he were
entering a temple or great medicine wigwam (the
door of this temple is indicated at a). Round it sat
many old wise men, the warriors and chiefs of the
nation since olden times. They are indicated on the
drawing by the perpendicular lines b b b b. They
bade him welcome, allowed him to enter the sanctuary,
and permitted him to beat the drum and sing in honour
of the Great Spirit near -the great stone in the centre
(c). The large pipe of peace, adorne'd with feathers
(e), hung suspended from a lofty tree (d) above his
head. While sitting to pray and sing in the midst of
these men, hlie heard something coning towards him
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A MEMORIAL OF BLOOD.

through the air. He could not at first detect what it
was, but gradually saw that there were two canoes
floating in the air, in each of them two men of the
Ojibbeway tribe being seated (ff). The faces of
these, his enemies, were blackened, and they had sung
their death-song. The men and the canoes came float-
ing up quite close to the door of the temple, when
suddenly a large hole (g) opened in the ground. The
men with the canoes paddled into the hole, and they
were swallowed up close before his eyes and feet.

Directly after the whole dream melted away. Stili
he knew that he was destined to kill four Ojibbeways,
and he had therefore set out after certain preparations
(which, by the way, often last for months), had crept
into the Ojibbeway land, found the four men in their
canoes at the right spot-and this was also indicated,
to him in his dream, though J know not how-killed
them one after theother, and brought home their four
scalps.'

He had, therefore, carried about with him through
life a memorial of this deed and his dream. I had no
reason to believe that he was deceiving me, for the
two canoes were represented in his drawing 'inverted
with the men.
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MIGRATION OF THE BEARS.

CHAP.TER XXV.

MIGRATIONS OF THE BEARS-TRE PASSI A L'OÈRS-TUE YEAR 1811-THIE
DOGS OF MAGUESH--TRE BEAR KNIFE-CUNNING TRICKS-TRE REN-

VERSI - HOLLOW TREES - BEARS' TONGUES - A NOVEL ART - BIRCE-

BARK BITING-THE SUN-DIAL-THE WHITE COLOUR-MENABOJU-DIS-

COVERY OF MAPLE SUGAR-NATIVE DOCTORS-INDIAN CHEERFULNESS

-NO CARE FOR THE MORROW-A REAILI LAZY CHEF--TIE SQUATTERS

-THE MONTAGNAIS-FERFECT SAVAGES--LAND TENURE AMONG INDIANS

-INCAN-TATIONS AND SPELLS-LOTE OF HOME-SAULT STE. MARIE-TRE

NORTH STAR STEAM.IER-IAREWELL TO LAKE SUPERIOR.

THE bears, it appears, perform certain wanderings,
regulated by the seasof, from north to south, or from
the forest-clad districts to the more open parts. In
spring and summer, so I was told, they migrate to the
south, where a richer harvest of fruit and grain awaits
them. In autumn, however, they return to the great
forests, in order to stow themselves away for the
winter, in what> the English call the pineries, the
French, "les bois forts." In winter they would posi-
tively starve on the prairies and more open plains.

In these excursions, the bears, aithough rarely or
never found in large bodies, hâve certain places on the
rivers, where they are in the habit of crossing. A
very celebrated ford of this description is said to be
the "passe à l'ours" on the St. Croix, a confluent of
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the Upper Mississippi. It is at no great distance from
the mouth of the little Yellow River on the Mississippi,
and is vell known to the traders and hunters in these
parts. One of them gave me the following descrip-
tion of the hunting and locality there:

"The northern shore is thickly clothed with wood,
for a spur of the great northern forests runs down to
that point. The south shore, on the contrary, is a
fine open prairie. On this bears arrive almost daily
in the month of October, to swim through the water,
and then creep into the forest thickets. In order not
to disturb them in this, all the travellers and traders
quit the south shore of the St. Croix during this
period, and give similar directions to their people,
although the trail along the south shore is far more
convenient than that on the other bushy and swampy
side. The bears would immediately notice the foot-
steps of men and become shy. The hunters who
await the bears here, and give them chase, naturally
also keep on the northern shore, where they lie in the#
little forest bayous in their canoes. The bears usuallv
arrive in the night. The night is fine and calm, the
moon shines brightly, the water is as clear as a mirror.
Suddenly the hunters hear a trampling in the reeds,
on the shore, and the dry grass. Here's Bruin ! Away
the , animal splashes into the water, and paddles
along, snorting violently; only its black head is
visible on the moon-illumined waters. The hunters
aim at this, and usually give the bear a ní6rtal wound.
They hurry up in their canoes and pull the beast
alongside with iron hooks. If it is dead, these pre-
vent it sinking, while, if still living, they drag the bear
to the north shore, lest the body might float down and
the scent of the blood cause an alarm among the fol-
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THE DOGS OF MAGUESH.

lowing bears. This bear migration at Passe à l'Ours
is said to last three to four weeks."

As I said, there may be other bear passages besides
the one I have mentioned, and which I merely chose
as an instance. Several years have become remark-
able for enormous bear migrations. Thus, J heard
much at Rivière au Désert of the year 1811, as a per-
fectly extraordinary bear year. It is natural enough
that, if the bears are wandering, they must appearin
large numbers on this riverat the eastern point of
Lake Superior, where two large peninsulas join
to form an isthmus. In the said year, however,
they migrated the whole summer through from the
northward across the river to what is called the
"upper peninsula of Michigan." Above six thousand
bears are:said to have been killed on the island and
banks of this moderately long river. Many traders
bought five hundred or six hundred- skins in the
course of a year, and several even more. A hundred
bears were sometimes killed in a night, and many a
cever hunter brought down as many to bis own gun
during the season. Young bears were even taken out
of the water by the hand. At least, this happened to
an Indian squaw, while crossing the river in a canoe,
and who ran against a young footsore animal, which
was unable to follow the others in their hasty course
southwards, and was wearily floating in the water.
The squaw took the struggling beast out, and as she
could not pacify it otherwise, she thrust it under a
sack, on which she sat down, and it scratched and
yelled away till she reached the shore and killed it.

In the same year, 1811, the "twenty dogs of
Maguesh" each received a Ifearskin cover, as skins
were nearly as cheap as calico. This Maguesh 'was
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408 THE BEAR KNIFE. -

an Indian, who lived without family and children,
and, instead of them, kept a quantity of dogs, which
he nursed like children, shared his breakfast with
them every morning, often held a dialogue with them,
and warned them like children to behave properly
and not quarrel. Although, since 1811, many other
hunters have been richer in skins than the ordinary
average, such a instance as this never occurred again.
Nothing certai was offered me in explanation of this
extraordinary phenomenon, althoune here
was thoroughly conversant with e fact.

Some of the Western Indian tribes have what they
call -a "couteau d'ours." This is a knife drawn
through the mouth and grinders of a dead bear-
doubtlessly with certain forms and ceremonies-and
thus receives magical qualities.. Such a knife as this,
which is certain to kill, and at the same time make
the. owner brave, can only be purchased at a high
price. There is also only one way of transferring it
to another owner, so as not to destroy its power. The
buyer must permit the seller to throw it at his breast
like a javelin, and catch it in the air. If he has not
the courage for this, or misses it, the knife loses its
qualities, and the clunsy purchaser his life in the
bargain.
•Of all the animals that exist in their forests, the
Indians respect the bear most.»' They regard it almost
in the light of a human being. Indeed, they wili
often say that the bear is an "Anijinabe" (Indian).
They will converse with it, thinking all the while the
animal must understand them. The little bear-pups
are so droll, and so full of life and comical liveliness,
and the old bears are so remarkably clever and crafty,



IIUNTING THE BEAR.

that it may be easily understood how the Indians can
imagine that they see enchanted beings in.them.

The things told me here about the tricks and cheat-
ing of the bears are almost incredible. · But everybody
repeats them to me, and believes thein. Thus, a hunter
told me recently of the tricks and schemes a bear will
perform, when it knows itself pursued, -and wishes to
deceive its follower as to the direction it has taken.

This is most difficult to perform in winter, when the
ground is covered with snow and the rivers with ice.
In summer the bear will often take to streams and
brooks, and run up or down their bed. The hunter
in, pursuit is then unable to say in' what direction
it has gone. In the winter, when the snow betrays
the bear everywhere, it has to think of other devices.
Then it leaves the treaclierous ground as frequently as
possible, and springs aldng on the tree-stumps, which
lie about all these forests, piled up on each other. At
times, when a -violent storm has xaged, whole districts
in the forests for miles round will be covered with
overblown trees. Thus is formed what the French
Canadians call a "renversi." Fortunate for the flying
bear if it can reach such'a spot. It then balances
itself along on the stumps, and takes long flying leaps.
Less snow usually lies on' these trees, and, besides,
wind and sun melt it away more easily thain on the
ground. If, however, t•e* bear sees themark of its
footprints left upon them, it will steer a zig-zag course,
turn back on the same trail, or leap aside. I was even
told that at times Bruin will purposely return on his
trail, and thus produce a perfect labyrinth of foot-
marks, in which the hunter can find no Ariadne's
thread. "Il embrouille sa piste," the Canadians say.
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A LONG CHASE.

At times, too, the animal will climb up trees stern
foremost, so as to make the pursuers, when they notice
the marks on the tree, fancy that it has come down
again.

J was also told that a bear will wait and watch
about for perhaps three days before it will enter the
hollow tree in which it intends to pass the winter. t
My half-breed friend, La Fleur, told me the following
instance:

Not far from Grande Isle, on the southern shore of
Lake Superior, there were large and fine beech woods, r
said to be a perfect paradise for bears and hunters.
The bears like the sweet mast-nuts, and hence are S:
always collected in large numbers in this wood. La
Fleur was once hunting them with a friend. They
discovered the trail of a bear in the snow, and followed S
it. The animal -very soon found out the game, retired, v
and fled many miles to the south, with the hunters
after it. They followed its trail for eight days, losing·Cf
it at times, and then taking it up again. 1r

At length they came to a woody district, where the w
nature of the ground and of the trees altered.- The PE
snow ceased there, and it was impossible to follow the gE
bear's trail over the rocky ground. My hunters, there- t
fore, considered the animal lost, and gave up the chase. of
As, however, they knew there was a beaver dam in sil
the vicinity, they started on the back trail for ·that St:
place, so that they might take their revenge on the au
beavers. But they had hardly inspected the locality hF
after arrival, ere they -found the trail of their bear
again. They followed it afresh,, and soon stood before un
a hollow tree, in which they killed the animal. It toi
was plain to them that the bear had only described a thE
semicircle on the unsnowed rocky ground, which did col
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WINTER QUARTERS.

not suit it. It was well aware (so La Fleur declared)
that the hunters would lose its trail at the edge of the
snow-land, and then it could return comfortably to its
beloved beech forest, where -it crawled into a hollow
tree, to rest from its *eight days' exertions. The
hunters' wish to pay the beavers a visit unfortunately
foiled the success of Master Bruin's plan.

The Canadians and Indians believe that the bear
always crawls into the tightest-fitting tree it can find.
It thrusts itself forward with its long paws and sharp
muzzle like a wedge, and thus forces its way into
holes which it finds at times too narrow when de-
sirous to emerge from them. When the bear chooses
a suitable tree for the winter's sleep, it prefers one
with a smaller orifice, because it is warmer. For the
sake of warmth, the bear will also stop up the hole
with moss and branches. (Il bouche son arbre.) In
spring, then, it sometimes happens that Mas~ter Bear
cannot get out again, and they have frequently perished
in their confined holes. Even when they are killed
with bullets in the cavity, the greatest difficulty is ex-
perienced at times, and the hole has to be cut open to
get the body out. The hunters fancy that the hole in
the tree grows tighter, and closes up after the entrance
of the bear. But the fact may be, probably, very
simply explained in this way: the bear has more
strength and force to push through anywhere in
autumn, while in the spring it is weakenfed and ex-
hausted by thelong winter's sleep.

The bear is said to have a piece of meat grow
under its great tongue. The -Indians call it "the little
tongue (la languette). The hunters eut this off when
they kill a bear, dry it, and pocket it, because they
consider it very influential for their future success.
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BIRCII-BARK BITING.

It happens at times that an Indian will kill three
bears in one day. He cannot drag them home by him-
self, but he trails his gun after him through the snow,
so that he may find his way back. When the success
ful hunter returns home in the evening, and sits with
the other hunters round the fire, he is at first ·as-quiet
and spax;ing of words as he would be had he killed
nothing. He places his gun quietly in a corner, and
lets the others talk. When asked at last, "And what
hast thou killed ?" lie wili produce bis three languettes,
lay them on his hand in a row, and show them to the
others, who laud him. The next day he sends his
squaws out to follow the trail of his gun-stock, and
drag home the shaggy carcases.

I heard at this Rivière au Désert for the first time in
my life of a most extraordinary trade the Ojibbeways
carry on. I was told, namely, of their birch-bark
biting, and of pretty figures of every description which
they contrive to bite on the bark with their teeth.

This is an art which- the squaws chiefly practise in
spring in their sugar plantations. Still they do not all
understand it, and only a few are really talented. J
was told that a New York gentleman was so pleased
with the productions of this remarkable trade, that he
gave numerous orders for the Eastern City. J learned
that a very celebrated birch-bark biter resided at the
other side of St. Mary's River, in Canada, and that
another of the name of Angélique Marte lived in our
cataract village. Naturally, I set out at once to visit
the latter.

Extraordinary geniuses must usually be sought here,
as in Paris, on the fifth floor, or in some remote fau-
bourg. Our road to Angélique Marte led us past the
little clusterof houses representing our village far out
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THE OPERATION.

into the desert. We ,came to morasses, and had to
leap from stone to stone. 'Between large masses of
scattered granite blocks, the remains of the missiles
which the Indians say Menaboju and his father hurled
at each other in the battle they fought here, we at
length found the balf-decayed birch-bark but of our
pagan artiste, and also herself living in it like a.hermit.

The surrounding landscape seemed better adapted
for a renversi than for an atelier. When we preferred
our request for some specimen of her tooth-carving,
she told us that all ber hopes as regarded ber art were
now concentrated on one tooth." At least, she had
only one in ber upper jaw properly useful for this
operation. She began, however, immediately select-
ing proper pieces of bark, peeling off the thin skin, and
doubling up the piece, which she thrust between her
teeth.

As she took up one piece after the other, and went
through the operatioh very rapidly, one artistic pro-
duction after the other fell froin ber lips. We unfolded
the bark, and found on one the figure of a young girl,
on another a bouquet of flowers, on a third a toma-
hawk, with all its accessories, very correctly designed,
as well as several other objects.

The bark is not bitten into holes, but only pressed
with the teetb, so that, when the designs are held up,
they resemble to some extent those pretty porcelain
transparencies made as light-screens.

Our Indian woman told us that this operation was
called, in Ojibbeway, "ojibagonsigen." I cannot find
this word in any lexicon, but I conjecture that it is
correct, and derivable from the verb "nin ojibian,"
which Bishop Baraga thus interprets in his dictionary,
"I make marks on it." It will be seen once again,
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,4 A NATURAL SUN-DIAL.

from this instance, that the Indians have not only their
trades absolutely necessary for their livelihood, but
their "beaux arts " as well.

I have been told of many ways in which the Indians
manage to let their absent friends know at what time
any event happenek. One of the simplest modes will
be found in- the/ollowing method, which fishing or
hunting-parties frequently employ when compelled to
leave their camp at a certain time, and they wish to
indicate the exact period to any friends away hunting.
For this purpose they make a circle on the ground, in
winter on the snow or ice, in summer on the sand. In
the middle of the circle they place a stick, and draw on
the snow or sand the line on which the sun threw the
shadow .of the stick at the time of their departure.
When the friends come up afterwards, they find thé
shadow of the stick diverging from that line, and can
tell by the difference the lapse of time since their
friends started.

This is surely the most natural commeneement of
the invention of the sun-dial.

Of course, this method can only be employed on
the supposition that the friends are expected on the
same day, or the weather k'ep's bright.

An Ojibbeway, of whom I inquired why a white
colour-was so specially esteemed by the Indians, told
me that the cause was as follows:

"ÀWhen the first man on earth fell sick, and saw
death before his eyes, he began to larnient and com-
plain to the Great Spirit. about the shortness and
sufferings of this life. The· Great Spirit listened to
him, and summoned "all those that are created in
heaven" to a grand council. The angels whom the
Great Spirit questioned,. replied, 'Thou hast created
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MENABOJJJ AGAIS. 415

us, and thence wilt best be able to judge how this can
be most easily helped.' They consulted for six days,
and during all this time there was peace throughout
nature: eno wind, no rain, no war or bloodshed among
the animafs. At length, the council came to an end,
and God sent messengers down, bearing to the suffer-
ing man bis Midé-wiwin (Indian magic teaching or
revelation). These messengers brought down at the
same time a white hare-skin, the feathers of a white-
headed eagle, and a medicine-sack of white otter-;kin.
These contained ail the Indian medicines and bene-
factions- of the Great Spirit to mankind. And from
this time forth white became a sacred colour arrong
the Indians."

As .far as I have myself noticed, or learned .fom
others, the mighty Menaboju,- the Indians' favourite
demi-god, is never named in their religious cere-
monies. This is strange, and almost inexplicable to
me, for they ascribe to him the restoration of the
world, the arrangement of paradise, and,so much else.
Nor did I hear that they ever prayed to MeInabojù, or
sacrificed to him. And yet, ail along Lake Superior,
you cannot come to any strangely formed rock, or
other remarkable production of nature; without imme-
diately hearing some story of Menaboju, connected
with it. 11e is also the legislator.of the Indians, and
the great' môdef or 'ideal for ail their ceremonies,
customs, and habits of life. Nearly al their social
institutions are- referred to him. It was Menaboju
who discovered that the maple-tree. could produce
sugar. He went one day into the forest, made an
incision in a maple-tree, found the exuding sap to be
sweet, made sugar of it, and since that period thé
Indians have imitated him. Menaboju taught the



FACE-PAINTLNG.

Indians hunting, fishing, and êanoe building, and, as
we have seen, discovered kinni-kannik, at considerable
expense to himself.

The same god seems also to have invented the art
of painting the face. I'asked an Indian why he and
his countrymen painted their faces so strangely, and
he replied: "Menaboju did it so. When he was
once going to war he took red earth, burnt it to make
it still. redder, and smeared bis face with it that he
might terrify the foe. Afterwards, on returning from
the wars, he also took some of the yellow foam that
covers the water in spring (probably the yellow
pollen that falls from the pine), and made pleasant
yellow stripes on his face." And that was the reason

-I why the Indians bave since painted their faces.
Stories about Indians, male and female, curing

diseases, which white doctors could not cure, are very
common. Thus, we were told a similar case bre.
A white boy lay ill of a very severe scurf and, hair
disease. Al the white doctors in vàin tried their
skill on him. An Indian woman, who accidentally
saw thie boy, said she would prepare something that
would' infallibly cure him. She proceeded to the
forest, and in a few days returned with a salve, which
she rubbed into the boy's head, as well as a powder,
afterwards strewn on bis hair. Very soon after it was
found possible to comb his head, and within three
weeks the lad was all right again.

The - Indians, as far as I know, are universally
accused of being very serious and morose people;
and there is also, perhaps, soùïe truth in the charge.
But that it is only true under certain circumstances,
is proved by the fact that an Indian when travelling,
exposed to danger or bard paddling in canoes, grows
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much better tempered, which is not the case with
Europeans. I have had occasions to notice this my-
self several times. And the Canadians have confirmed
my views-"ils ont presque toujours la misère, et
pourtant ils sont presque toujours gais. - Ils sont
patients dans tout ce qu'ils font." At dangerous
rapids, where ,the Europeans quarrel and curse, the
Indians jest. When a canoe is upset in the cataracts,
and the Canadians sigli "Ah, misère !" the Indians
will shout, "Tiwé ! Tiwé !" which is about so much
as our "Hurrah, hurrah !"

The Indians practise many Christian virtue na-
turally, and hence they are quite easy to them w en
they are converted. Among thes more especial
the doctrine "Take no thought of the morrow," &c.

A Protestant missionary told me how he notice
this very closely in a good old Indian woman. S e
was a squaw he had himself baptised, and visited occa-
sionally in her lodge on the shore of Lake Superior.
On one visit he found the old woman eating her last
maize porridge. She had just one handful of meal
left for the evening, but seemed quite free from ap-
prehension when she threw it into the pot for him.

"Art thou not alarmed, then, at thy solitude and
empty larder ?" the missionary asked, in surprise.

"cNo," the old woman said. "I always pray well
and easily."

"But art thou not alarmed as to thy morrow's
meal ?" he asked further.

"By no means," she replied, simply. "I know
from experience that God always sends me something
at the Tight moment, even if I do not know precisely
whence it will come."
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INDIAN LAZINESS.

As the missionary happened to have plenty of pro-
visions, he left her a good allowance, and thus con-
firmed her in her belief.

An influential and well-informed American gentle-
man gave me a very lively idea of the peculiar Indian
laziness and sloth, by describing a meeting he once
had with Pawaushek, a chief of the Sauks and Foxes.

He was with the Indian at the entrance of his
village. My narrator was standing upright, but the
Indian sitting on the prairie grass, half-naked, and
with a stick in his hand, which he idly thrust into the
ground.

"Well, Pawaushek, I am now returning to Wash-
ington," my friend said, who always liked to give the
Indians some good advice prior to his departure;
" what shall J say there to our Great Father at the
White House, if he asks after thee ? Thou dost not
know him personally, but he knows thee; he has thy
name on his list, and has heard of thee as a respected
man among the Indians. What good shall I tell him
of thee when he asks how thou art-how thou livest
-if thounhast much cattle-if thou cultivatest the
ground steadily with thy people-if thou providest
thyself properly with clothing-how thy lodge is
arranged, and how thy fields look ? Further, what
sort of grain thou cultivatest-what use thou makest
of the axes, hammers, ploughs, and other things sent
to thee? And what, further, shall I tell him of thy
family-how thou bringest up thy children, and what
they learn? Speak, Pawaushek; what shall I say:to
our Great Father in Washington about al' this ?"

Pawaushek still kept his eyes fixed on the ground,
and dug bis stick repeatedly into the grass.

"Come, Pawausliek," my.friend.continued, "I will
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look thy Father so in the face as I now do to thee. I
will speak to him with just a straight, unforked
tongue, as I am now speaking to thee, and will tell
him how I found thee. 1will describe thy house to
hin, and tell him that thou hast no. house, but only
a wretched, smoky, damp, ragged lodge; that thy
clothing is not worth mentioning, and that thou hast
scarcely a whole shifr to thy back; that a quantity of
weeds, but no corn, grows on thy fields; that thou
possessest many useless dogs, but no oxen at all; and
that thou makest no use for thy children of the school
we established for thee and thine."

Pawaushek went on thrusting his stick in the ground,
played the elder Tarquin by decapitating the flowers,
but made no reply.

"In Heaven's name, Pawaushek, bestir thyself!
Speak, man, and tell me what, you fellows mean to
do. How will you defend yourselves, when the white
settler comes here ? At present your prairies are still
free from squatters, but these are close at hand.
When they come, and find that you do nothing, and
have not taken possession of any territory, they will
take it all as good prey. You can avoid this, and
prepare for their reception, by behaving as much like
them as possible beforehand. But when they find
you all so wretched and half naked, as thou now
sittest before me, they will despise you, and you will
fare badly. Tell me, Pawaushek, what thou thinkest
of all this ?"

Pawaushek at length opened his lazy mouth, and
rolling himself out to his fuil Iength, put an end to the
conversation by the simple remark:

"Well! I hope that when the white people, with
whom thou threatenest me, come, and find me thus
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THE MOUNTAINEERS.

stretched out on my prairie, they will go round me
and not tread upon me!"

My friend, completely defeated by the imperturba-
bility of the man, left him lying quietly on the prairie.

At times, some of the natives who live.scattered
througli the forests and mountains of Lake Superior
will come down to the lake, where they cause no
slight excitement, and are gazed at by the Ojibbeways
as something quite out of the common.

Thus, a short time back, one of the so-termed Mon-
tagnais, or "gens des hauteurs," came down to the
lake and paid visits to several Ojibbeway villages.
These Montagnais derive their name from the fact that
they wander about in the' savage, rocky ranges sepa-
rating the Hudson's Bay waters from the St. Lawrence
system. A lake Indian, who lodged this visitor from
the north for some time, gave me such a lively descrip-
tion of bis savage state, that I clearly saw'how incom-
parably higher he estimated the state of civilisation
existing among his people, the Ojibbeways.

"These Montagnais," he said, "are astoundingly
barbarous. Thèy sleep in the middle of winter on the
naked snow, at the most with un petit brin de sapin as
Qhelter over it. They live not much better than the
beasts, and are as timid and shy as they. Il paraît
qu'ils ont peur de tout le monde and de toutes choses:
ça ne parle pas, ça n'aime pas à causer comme les
Sauteurs (Ojibbeways). When you speak to them,
they turn their heads away; and when they speak to
you, you can only understand a couple of words out
of what they say. The rest is lost. C'est terrible
comme ça mange. If one of these hunters brings home
twenty hares, bis squaw throws ten of them into the
kettle, and puts the rest on the spit, and they eat
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HEREDITARY ESTATES. 421

them all up. When they have enough, they will eat·
the whole night and day through. On the other hand,
they will march five days and nights without eating a
morsel. They dress in hare-skins, which they fasten
tigbtly round their bodies, and wear them till they
drop off. When they are utterly worn out and starving,
and do not know how' to help themselves, they come
wandering down to us people on the lake, pour mendier
un .peu de butin."

My good friend, who gave me this picture of an
Indian, drawn by an Indian, spoke nearly as a Euro-
pean would do of a remote savage people, and seemed
quite to forget that one might say of his own rernarks,
"lEt de te fabula narratur."

The beaver dams-so persons conversant with the
subject assured me-all have owners among the Indians,
and are handed down from fàther to son. The sugar
camps, or "sucreries,"-as the Canadians call them, have
all an owner, and, no Indian family would think of
making sugar at a place where it had no right. Even
the cranberry patches, or places in the swamp and
bush where that berry is plucked, are family property;
and the same with many other things. If this be so,
and has been so, as seems very probable, since time im-
memorial, we can easily imagine how the irruption of
the white men into their country must have been a
tremendous insult and infringement of law in the eyes
of the Indians.

The Ojibbeways have their'devil-incantations, and,
judging from what I heard, the ceremonies performed
bear some affinity to those of Caspar and Max in the
wolf's ravine.

The earliest Christian visitors here regarded the
whole Indian system of necromancy, or, if I may so
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'422 THE EVIL SPIRIT.

term it, the religious medicinal system, as bedevilment.
But the Indians make a very sharp distinction be-
tween the magic formulS obtained from the good
spirits through the Midé rite, and in an hone t and
traditional manner, and those derived from tle evil
spirits, or, as they express themselves, through "dreams
that are not good."

The evil spirit, Matchi-Manitou, according t their
idea, resides at the bottom of the water; and hence
their invocations of the devil usually take place pn the
water. "Dost thou know any instance of this ?" I
asked an Indian with whoin I was recently conyersing
on this subject. He replied in the affirmative, that a
man had once been here who had very bad dreams.
'But he was long -dead, and had plunged himsef. and
his family into misery and the grave by hi evil
dreams.- When I inquired more -closely ho this
al happëned, my bonhomme told me the following
story:

The man of whom he was speaking had once
dreamed ten nights in succession that a voice spoke to
him, saying that if he wished to have something very
fine, which would make him happy, he must one night
strike the water with a stick and sing a certain verse
to it.

He told this dream to his friends, who, however, -

dissuaded him, and said, "Do not go, my friend-do
not accept it."

On the eleventh night, when he dreamt the same
thing again, he awoke his squaw, and said· to ber:
"Dost thou not hear in the distance the druma clash-
ing on the water ? I must go there." The squaw
assured him, on the contrary, that she heard nothing;
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THE INCANTATION.

all was as quiet as mice. But he insisted that the drum
could be heard quite plainly from the water, and he
felt an irresistible call.

With these words he sprang up and hurried out.
His wife went after him, because shewa' afraid that
her husband might be somewhat distraught. She saw
him cower down, by the edge. of the water, and pre-
pare for an incantation. He drew his magie staff and
struck the water, just as the Midés employ the drum-
stick in their ceremonies. At the same time he sang
magie songs, first- in a muttering voice, and then
aloud.

The water began gradually moving beneath the in-
fluence of his drumming, and at last a small whirl-
pool was formed. He struck more rapidly, and bis
song grew quicker. The whirlpool became larger
and more violent. The fish were at length drawn
into it, and soon after them the other water animals.
Frogs, toads, lizards, fish of every description, swamp
and aquatic birds, with enormous swarms of swimming
and flying insects, were drawn into the 'whirlpool,
and passed snapping and quivering before the eyes of
the enchanter, so that he nearly lost bis senses.

At the same time the water rose till it wetted his
feet and knees. At length he stood in the middle of
the commotion he had created, like Goethe's appren-
tice to the magician. 11e felt a degree of horror
creeping over him, but he held bis ground manfully.
He went on striking the angry waves, and sang bis
gloomy incantations, till the water rose to bis chin
and seemed ready to swallow him up.

But, as he would not give way1-yet, and more and
more insisted that the king of the fishes should ap-
pear, the latter found himself at length compelled to
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THE WATER-KING.

yield. The waters calmed down, the whirlpool and
animals disappeared, the enchanter stood once more
on the beach, and the water-king emerged from the
placid lake, in the form of a mighty serpent. "What
wilt thou of me ?" he said. "Give me the recipe,"
-he replied, "which will make me healthy, rich, and
prosperous." " Dost thou see," the snake said, "what
J wear on my head, between my horns ? Take it:
it will serve thee. But one of thy children must be
mine in return for it."

The Indian saw between the horns of the water-
king something red, like a fiery flower. He stretched
out his trembling hand and seized it. It melted away
in his finger into a powder, like the vermilion with
which the Indians paint their faces. He collected it
in a-piece of birch bark, and the serpent then gave
him further instructions.

In accordance with these, he was to prepare a row
of small flat pieces of wood, twenty or more, and lay
them in a sernicircle around him on the beach. On
each board he must shake a pinch of the red powder,
and then the water-king counted. all the diseases and
ills to which Indian humanity is exposed, and also all
the wishes, desires, and passions, by which it iseusually
animated, and each time that the enchanter shook
some powder on one of the boards, the wicked water-
spirit consecrated the powder, and named the illness
which it would avert, or the good fortune i would
bring.

"Every time that thou mayst need ine," he then
added, "come hither again. I shall always be here.

Thou wilt have, so long. as thou art in union with -me,
so much power as J have myself. But forget not
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THE PUINISHMENT.

that, each time thou comest, one of thy children be-
comes mine.!

With these words the water-king disappeared in
the depths. His adept, however, made up each pow-
der in a separate parcel and went home, where he
found his squaw, who had watched all his doings
with horror, ali-eady dead. Like ber, the children
were killed one after the other by the water-spirit.
The wicked husband and father, who gave way to
such bad dreams, was, for a long time, rich, powerful,
arid respected, a successful hunter, a much-feared
warrior, and a terrible magician and prophet, until
at length a melancholy fate befel him, and he ended
his days in a very wretched manner.

I had already heard on the Mississippi that the
Indians have as great affection for their home and
scenery as we have, and was told that many Indians,
exiled from that river, would return to its banks, and
take another longing, lingering glance at it.

At Rivière au Désert I was also assured that the
Indians living round Lake Superior are as attached
to their Kitchi-Gami as the French Swiss to their
Lake of Genèva. Mr. Schoolcraft, in his large work
on the Indians, tells an affecting story in confirmation
of this. Some time back à young girl had carried ber'
dying father from the interior for many milés through
the forest, because the old man wished to see the lake
once more ere he died.

When the report was spread some years back
among the Indians that the United States'government
had decided on removing all the subjugated Indians
from the lake, and settling them in the interior, a
great excitement arose among the people, and'they
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DEPARTURE.

determined on emigrating to the Canadian shore, on
the northern side of the lake, and becoming British
subjects. They packed up their traps, and prepared
their*families, in all seriousness, for this emigration,
so that they might not be deprived of their lake.
The report was fortunately unfounded, and they re-
mained where they were.

ABOARD THE STEAMER "NoRvT STA."

We were unfortunately compelled to make up our
minds to leave our little Garden River, although'my
good missionary had not yet comjleted his church,
nor I my Indian studies. But there are through life
all sorts of pressure and untoward circumstances
which check the very best designs in the midst of
their course. Many important affairs were awaiting
my friend at "Sault," and the steamer North Star
myself, which was to carry me away from this Indian
dream and fairy land, and the lake which had become
so interesting to me. Hence we got into our canoe,
took leave of our kind Canadians, Indians, and half-
breeds, and paddled up the river.

It is extraordinary how much ,one sees and dis-
covers when gliding in a canoe, like a duck, through
the forests. The same country which appears to a
man who hurries through like an eagle on boai-d a
steamer, desolate or possessing no interest, shows itself
to the canoe traveller full of all sorts of remarkable
phenomena, and rich in pleasant and. interesting reve-
lations and experiences in natural and human life. I
could write a chapter about all the little things cha-
racteristic of land and people, which occurred to us
as we paddled along this misty day over the broad
waters of St. Mary's Rivet, landed here and there,
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INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.

and visited the scattered forest settlers, who had built
their solitary cabins on the river bank.

It was to me, in some measure, a recapitulation of
all I had seen on Lake Superior. Once we put in to
"allumer" at a Frenchinan's,* and amused ourselves
for a quarter of an hour with his cleanly household
and his sonorous French conversation. , Another time
we came to a jolly Irishinan,^who had cleared a small
potato patch in the forest, and lived there alone with
his spade and bis axe, without family, friends, or

yE

neighbours, defying fate and the blue devils, and had
nothing living to console him save a cat, which fol-
lowed him everywhere. On a third occasion we
"took a handful of fire" at the but of a half-breed,
the bonhomme La Battu. This gentleman was an
industrious bark-canoe builder. He had a number of
them always on the stocks, and carried on a lively
trade-with th. foresters, who nearly always prefer a
cano to usingy their feet, for in this watery swampy
inaccessible land the latter can scarce bé -used to paya
neighbour a visit, much less to travel. He was married
to an Indian wonian of the "Crees" tribe,'a most
respectable-looking housewife, who told us many
curious things about her northern home and people.
Unfortunately, though, we could stay nowhere long
enough to examine the peculiar circuinstances under
which men live here. For, after a short stay, the shout
would be heard, " Au large! au large !" and we were
forced to hurry on to reach our night's resting-place
betimes. This occurred when- darkness already
brooded over the face of the.waters, and the roar of
the cataracts convinced us that we.had really arrived

* The word "allumner" in the Canadian language means, "to cail at a
person's house while travelling."
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428 FAREWELL!

at the "Villa ad Cataractas Sancto MariS,"--or, as
this village at the efflux of Lake Superior is usually
called, at Sault.

It was only, however, an arrival to depart again;
for the steamer whieh was to bear me away, and on
board which I date my last salutation to Lake Supe-
rior, started the next morning. I bade adieu to many
worthy men-perhaps for ever-and my departure
reit t.he thread of many studies I had arranged, as it
did of my newly-formed friendships. I left behind me
fairy tales for a New Arabian Nights' Entertainment,
and I had hardly succeeded in securing two or three
of them. Rapidly disappearing nations-remained be-
hind me, whom I shall never see again, and who yet
appeared to me so deserving of a thorough study,
when J had myself scarce laid my fingers' exids on
them. Hundreds of questions crossed my brain,
which-had not the last grain of sand fallen in my
hour-glass-I should have wished to propose to the
willing echo of the lake, and reap copious replies. I
felt like thepoet when he described Hiawatha's de-
parture:

And I said: Farewell for ever!Said: Farewell, O Iawatlia!
And the forests dàrk and lonely,
Moved through all their depths of darkness,
Sighed: Farewell, O Hiawatha!

THE END.-
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